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preface

In 1933, the National P.T.A. Congress issued the following
statement in support of humane education:

"Children trained to extend justice, kindness, and mercy to
animals become more just, kind, and considerate in their
relations with each other. Character training along these lines
will result in men and women of broader sl mpathies, more
humane, more law-abiding in o'ery respect more valuable
citizens.

"Humane education is teaching in the schools and colleges of the
nations the principles of justice, goodwill, and humanity toward
all life. The cultivation of the spirit of kindness to animals is but
the starting point towards that larger humanity which includes
one's fellow of every race and clime. A generation of people
trained in these principles will solve their difficulties as
neighbors and not as enemies."

The message of this statement speaks even more directly to the
1980's than to the decade in which it was written. Children
today face the dilemma of growing, up in a world that is
politically and environmentally unstable-a world in which
both individual and national decision-making become
increasingly important to the survival of both humans and other
animals. humane education, incorporated into the curriculum
of our nation's schools, can help children develop the sensitivity
and understanding they will need to make sound personal and
political decisions based on concern for all living creztures.

People and Animals: A litamane Educatiun Curriculum Guide
has been developed to provide the framework for integrating
humane education into the traditional elementary schnal
curriculum. In addition, it will serve as the basis for the
development of teacher training courses, expanded classroom
programming, and supplemental humane education teaching
materials.

Publication of the guide represents fulfillment of a major
objective of the National Association for the Advancement of
"Juniata! Education, The 1 iiimane Society of the United States,
and the educators who contributed their time and talents to the
project. More importantly, it reprments a key factor in making
humane education an integral part of the elementary school
experience. Adaptation and implementation of the guide by
school systems throughout the country will be an important step
toward realizing the goals of humane education and making the
world a better place for people and animals.



introduction

What Is Humane Education?
Humane education involves far more than the teaching of

simple animal-related content. It is a process through which we:
(1) assist children in developing compassion, a sense of justice,
and a respect for all living creatures; (2) provide the knowledge
and understanding necessary for children to behave according to
these principles; and (3) foster a sense of respeinsibility on the
part of children to affirm and act upon their personal beliefs.

The activities in this guide are designed to help students think
critically and clarify their own feelings about various issues, iLS
well as to provide them wi:h factual information and
understandings about animals, their place in the environment,
and their relationship to humans. Where appropriate. activities
also focus on the importance of individual responsibility and
action, and encourage students not only to discuss how they feel,
but also to act upon those feelings.

Most educators agree that a positive self concept is basic to
positive attitudes toward others. Consequently. it is important
that children not he made to feel guilty about their personal
thoughts and opinions, but rather be encouraged toexpress and
examine their feelings freely in a climate of trust and acceptance.
In those activities that require discussion of personal values.
students who do not feel comfortable in open discussions should
be allowed to register their feelings privztely by writing them
down or keeping them in a journal.

The activities presented are curriculum-blended. integrating
humane concepts with skills and content from language arts,
social studies, math, and health /science. This curriculum-
blended approach provides context for the teaching of humane
concepts, allows for repetition, and avoids the labeling of
humane education as simply "another subject" to be added to the
already overcrowded curriculum. Individual educators and
curriculum - writing teams are encouraged to use selected
activities from the guide individually, as part of larger lessons or
units, or to enhance the schools' core curricula. A form to request
reprint permission can be found in the appendix for those who
wish to include activities from the guide in other printed
documents.

The guide is mercl) 4 starting point for humane education-
creative and motivated teachers will hopefully use the
conceptual outline to develop additional activities, in-depth
lessons, or expanded curriculum modules to nwvt the needs of
individual schools and classrooms.

Curriculum Guide Format
Thirty-five concepts have been identified under four major

chapters: Human/Animal Relationships. Pet Animals, Wild
Animals, and Farm Animals. The specific focus of each chapter

-

is explained in greater detail on the title page of that segment.
Each page within the chapters contain:: a concept and activities
that blend the concept with skills or content from each of the
four curriculum areas.

The complete humane education curriculum guide consists
of four books encompassing the following levels:

Level A Preschool and Kinderg,:xten
Level B Grades 1 and 2
Level C Grades 3 and 4
Level D Grades 5 and 6

A continuous page- numbering system is used to provide
continuity throughout the guide.

Each activity has been identified with a curriculum key,
printed in hold type at the bottom of the column, to call
attention to the skill or content addressed in the activity. These
curriculum keys have been indexed for easy reference. In
addition, a content index has been provided for those teachers
who wish to choose activities by topic or subject matter.

Most of the activities provided are self-contained and can be
completed without the use of resource mai., or with only
those resources common to most school libraries or classrooms.
in those eases where specific resources are required, complete
information on the appropriate organization or publisher is
provided either in the "Resources" section of that page or in one
of the appendixes.

In addition to the few required resources, supplemental
resources have been listed to provide the teacher with added
background or materials for expanding successful activities. All
resources are coded for the appropriate curriculum area
(LA,SS,MAJI/S). Books are also identified as either juvenile (3)
or adult (A).

Often local animal welfare agencies maintain libraries that
may include many of the resources listed in the guide. Teachers
should contact their local agency about the availability of free-
loan programs, resource speakers. or low-cost materials fur the
classroom,

Teacher Input
Prior to publication, People and Animals: A Humane

Education Curriculum Guide was field tested by 350 teachers in
17 states and Ontario, Canada. Input from these teachers was
invaluable in the completion of this first edition of the guide,
and the editors hope that those who use the current edition will
offer their comments and/or suggestions for improvements in later
editions. Comments, suggestions, questions, and sample student
projects may be sent to the National Association for the
Advancement of Humane Education, Box 362. East Haddam,
CT 06423.
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curriculum index

Language Arts

concept development 3, 20, 21, 25
distinguishing between fact/fiction 17, 30
following arections 28, 32
listening for key words 32
organizing 9
role play 14, 16, 21
understanding communication 1
verbalizing ideas 9, 15, 25, 29
vocabulary development 4, 5, 10, 12, 14,

15, 16, 18, 19. 24, 26, 27, 28, 30, 32

Social Studies

communities 10, 12, 20, 21, 24
community helpers 11, 13, 18

V

cooperation 2
expressing feelings 5, 15
families 1, 14, 16, 28, 33
family living 4, 9, 17
products and resources 6
responsibility 3, 21, 27
rights 2
role play 15
rules and laws 10
schools 19

Math

big/little 12. 18
classification 1, 6, 27
comparisons 16

counting 5, 13, 17, 27,10, 32
identifying zero 30
more than/less than 5, 12, 17, 18, 22
numbers 13

Health/Science

animal homes 24, 26, 28. 29
food 20. 25
food and clothing 6.32
health 13
living things/animal!, 1, 8, 10, 18, 33
living things/plants 27
pets 12, 14, 15, 18, 19
safety 3. 17, 19
weather 10



KEY:
LALanguage Arts
SSSocial Studies
MAMath
HISHealth/Science

animal communication 1 LA; 24 LA; 33 SS
animal facilities

farms 12 LA,SS,MA; 32 LA,MA.Is/S;
33 SS,HIS

shelters 11 SS; 12 LA,SS.MA.H/S
zons 12 LA,SS,MA; 2811/S: 32 H/S

animal needs 10 H'S; 12 LA.SS.Mi,
HIS; 1511/S; 16 LA,SS,MA; 17 LA;
18 LA,MA.11/S: 19 LA,SS,H/S; 20 LA,
HIS; 3311/S
see also: pet animals, needs

animal protection 3 SS,H /S; 10 LA,SS.11/S
animal reactions to physical environment

3 SS,14/S; 12 MA,H/S; 16 LA,SS,MA;
18 MA; 20 LA,SS; 27 1A,SS,MAJUS

animal rights 2 SS
animal shelter., see: animal facilities,

shelters
animal welfare organizations 11 SS
attitudes toward animals

see: pet animals, attitudes toward
carom involving animals

animal care attendant 12 H/S; 13 SS
animal control officer 13 SS
veterinarian 13 SS,MA,11/S; 16 SS
zoo keeper 13 SS

enotions 3 LA,SS: 4 LA; 5 SS; 10 LA,
14 LA; 15 LA,SS,11/S; 16 LA: 1811/S;
19 LA,SS

endangaed animals 30 LA
wolves 30 LA

environmental protection 21 1A,SS;
28 WS; 27 SS,H/S; 29 LA,HIS

Extinct animals 30 SS,MA

farm animals 6 SS,11/S; 12 LA,SS: 32 LA
chickens 6 SS
cows 32 MA; 3311/S
food production 6 SS,MA,11/S; 25 11/S;

32 MA,11/S
human responsibilities 33 HIS
needs 33 SSJI/S

field trips 6 SS; 11 SS; 12 SS: 22 MA:
24 SS,11/S; 26 WS; 27 MA; 29 HIS;
32 MA,H/S

habitat 26 LAM'S; 29 LA.11/S
see also: wild animals, habitat

humantanimal similarities 1 LA,SS,MA,
HIS; 3 LASS; 4 LA: 10 SS.11/S: IS SS.
HIS; 19 SS: 25 LAM/S: 2$ SS; 33 SS,
11/S

insects
ants 2911/S
spiders 29 LA

laws
animal welfare organizations II SS
licensing 21 LA
protection of animals 9 LA,SS; 10 LA
protection of community 9 SS; 10 SS
protection of people 9 SS; 10 SS
protection of property 9 SS; 10 SS

pet animals 12 SS; 14 LA.SS,11/S; 28 LA
attitudes toward 5 LA,SS,MA: 14 LA;

15 SS,11/S: 29 LA
cats 16 LA; 19 sS; 22 MA
choice of pet 5 LA,SS,MA: 14 H /S;

16 LA,SS.MA; 17 LA,SS,MAJ1/S
classroom pets 2 SS: 9 LA: 10 LA; 15 LA,

SS,111S

9

level a
content index

diet 2011/5
(lop Ifi LA; 19 SS: 22 MA
lost, homeless, abandoned 11 SS; 12 SS
needs 3 SS: 4 LA, 12 MA,HIS
overpopulation 22 MA
owner rrspuasibility 3 SS,11/S; 4 SS:

9 LA: 18 LA,MA; 19 I.A.SS,11/S:
20 LA,SS.11/S; 21 LA,SS,11/S; 22 MA;
27 SS,H /S

surety 3 HIS; 9 LA; 10 LA: 19 MISS,
11/S: 20 SS; 21 LA,SS

training 19 LA.SS.H/S
Lists, see: uses of animals

pollution 27 SS
responsibility 9 LA; 10 LA,H/S
speakers II SS
uses of animals

clothing 6 HIS; 32 11/S
companionship (pets) 6 WS; 14 I.A,SS,

H/S
food 6 SS,MA,H/S; 32 MA,H /S
miscellaneous products 6 Sc

wild animals 12 SS; 24 1.A.E.1,1-1/S; 28 LA
us pets 17 LA,SS,MA,11/S
endangered 30 LA
extinct 30 SS,MA
habitat 24 LA.SS,11/S: 261.A.11/S:

2811'S; 29 1.A,SS,11/S
hunting 30 MA
in community 24 SS.H/S: 26 H /S:

27 MA; 29 LA,11/S
ZOOS. we: animal facilities. zoos



relatiorshOs

Throughout history, humans have been forming relationships with other
animals. Some of these relationships have been mutually beneficial, but

many have served human needs or wants at the expense of the animals involved.

It is important that students recognize these relationships and how they
affect both animals and humans. In addition, students who understand

that they, as humans, are also animals and share many common
characteristics with other members of the unirnal kingdom, will be more

sensitive to the rights of animals and will consequently be capable of making
more responsible decisions concerning their personal relationshiiv with gn;mals.

The activities that follow are designed to help students recognize the basic
biological similaritL, between humans and other animals, exploze the

effects of human attitudes on animals, and clarify their own feelings
about human/animal relationships.

11



similarities and differences

concept : Humans am animals.

language arts social studies moth healthisdence
Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students Learner Doodle: By irksid-
will recognize that many ant- will recognize that many will classify humans as living lying characteristics common
orals, like humans. use sounds animals, like humans, live in things and as animals. to all animals, students will
to communicate with one an-
other.

family groups. recognize that humans are an-
imals.

Teaching Strategy: Show
Teaching Strategy: Explain
classification using colored

Teaching Strategy: Ask stu- students pictures or flannel blocks or other teaching aids. Teaching .4trategys Ask
dents why they think animals board cutouts of various *Eli- Prepare pictures and/or collet- students to name their fa -note
bark, chirp, meow, etc. Ex- mat families, including a hu- firms of various objects inclu- animals. Show pictures of a
plain that since animals can't man family. Elicit discussion ding humans and other variety of animals and then
talk, they use other sounds,
their own languages, to con-

as to what human family
members do for one another.

animals, plants, and non-liv-
fag things. Show pictures

discuss what characteristics all
these animals have in common

munirate. Play recording of
animal sounds or call out

Relate what animal family
members do for each other.

and/or objects to class and
help students divide into

(can move, eat, drink, sleep,
change, grow old, and give

names of animals and have Assign students to play mem- groups of living and non-living birth to young). Do humans
students imitate the sounds
that each animal makes (see
rya:Rims).

hers of animal families (cow,
bull, and calf; rooster, hen,
and chicks; male and female

things. Then have them divide
living things group into plants
and animals. Prepare a bulk-

share these characteristics?
Discuss the fact that humans
are animals. Supply picture. '

dog and pups; mother, father,
and human child). Review

tin board or table with three
labeled sections: Animals.

of different kinds of animalf.
including humans.

Learning Activity: As teacher
calls out animal names, stu-

sounds each animal makes and
then send parent animals out

Plants, Non-Living Things.

dents imitate sounds made by of room temporarily. Mix chit- Learning Activity: Students
each animal. Discuss what an- dren playing baby animals in Learning Activity% Students each take a picture of an
ism& might want to say to center of room. Instruct them sort pictures and place them animal and mount it on a
each other. How is this Iske to make the noise of their as- on appropriate section of bid- piece of cardboard for the
what people say to each other? signed animal until their

animal parents find them. In-
strict parent animals to return
to room and "gather their
young" by finding the students
making the appropriete an-
imal sounds.

letin board or table. teacher to hang as part of a
class animal mobile. Include
pictures of students in mobile.

understanding
communication

Learning Activity: Students
participate in game as de-
scribed above.

families classification living things/animals

1 HUMANE EDUCATION CURRICULUM GUIDE
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similarities and differences

concept : Animals, like humans, have certain rights.

language arts soda! studies moth health /science
Learner Outcome: Students
will recognize that certain
rights must be respected in
order for individuals to exist
together peacefully.

Teaching Strategy: Discuss
with students: How would you
like school if everyone were al-
ways hitting and shoving each
other? How would you like
school if everyone were always
taking things that didn't
belong to them? How would
you like school if everyone
talked at the same time and no
one listened? Explain that
when we treat each other
kindly, respect each other's be-
longings, and listen to what
others have to say, we are re-
specting others' rights to these
things. If we don't respect oth-
ers' rights, they won't respect
ours and everyone will be un-
happy-

Learning Activity: Students
help teacher compose a list of
rights for everyone in their
classroom. if the classroom has
a pet, do these rights apply to
it as well? Why or why not?

cooperation, rights

2 HUMANE EDUCATION CURRICULUM GUIDE



similarities and differences

concept: Animals, like humans, react physically
to their environment. Lhurnan/anknal relationships

language arts social studies moth heakh/sdence
Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students
will demonstrate an under- will recognize that failure to will identify objects in the
standing of the concepts hurt care properly for a pet can re- home environment that are
and pain and relate these to suit in pain and/or discomfort potentially dangerous and
other animals. for the pet. could cause pain for children

or pets. This acraity follows
I.A.

Teaching Strategy: Define the Teaching Strategy: Use
words hurt and pain Ask stu- Sharing San: flannel board kit
dents to describe times when or other pet care resources to Teaching Strategy: Help stu-
they felt pain. How were they instruct students in basic re- dents identify potentially den-
hurt? How did it feel? Relate seonsibilities of pet ownership gerons objects in the home en-
that animals other than (see resources). Using flannel vironment (e.g., scissors, hot
humans also get hurt and feel
pain. Ask students to describe
any situations they can re-

cutouts, review those situa-
tions that could be potentially
harmful for a pet (e.g., rain-

stove, broken glass, knives,
needles, electric cords/sockets,
poisonous household cherni-

member when they saw an an- no dog house; sun-no shade or cab). Explain why each could
final that was hurt and was protection; owner forgets to be dangerous. Relate how the
feeling pain. Can animals say provide food and/or water; same objects are dangerous
"fluchr? How can we tell other dog attacks). Provide pet (can cause pain) for pets as
that they are lent? (Sometimes care supplies and toy pets for well. Discuss how names pro-
they cry, act differently than household /family living center test children fr.. an harmful ob-
normal, have visible wound.) in classroom. jects (training, putting out of
Explain that we can often fol- reach) and how we can use
low the rule: What causes pain similar methods to protect ani-
for me causes pain for other Learning Activity: As each sit- ma1 .s.

animals. uation is reviewed, students
describe how they would feel
if they were the pet in the situ- Learning Activity: Students

Learning Activity: Students sit ation mentioned (e.g., no draw pictures of dangerous sit-
in a circle and, one at a time,
relate situations, either in or

waterthirsty; other dog
attacksscared). Would they

illations that can be found in
the home environment, then

outside the home, in which like feelings like these? Why dictate captions for their
they could be hurt. Could oth- or why not? How could these pictures that describe why the
er animals be hurt by these as uncomfortable feelings be situations are dangerous. Post
well? How can we help avoided? Then, students use pictures on bulletin board dis-
prevent humans/animals from pet-care supplies. try pets, and May with heading -Si:1;0y At
being hurt in each situation? other items in household/

family living center to create a
proper home envirmunent for
pete..

Home For Pets and Pcoele.

concept development responsibility safety

resources:
LA: Moods and Emotions., study prints, The Child's World, Elgin, IL: Moods and Emotions, study prints, David C. Cook
Publishing, Elgin, IL.

SS: Sharing Sam, pet care flannel board kit, National Association for the Advancement of Humane Education (sc appendix).
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similarities and differences

concept : Some animals, like humans, have and display emotions.

language arts social studies math health /science
Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students
will use correct vocabulary to will identify actions that can
define human/animal emo- evoke emotional reactions in
dons. family pets.

Teething Strategy: Discuss Teaching Strategy: Place toy
emotions with students (e.g.,
fear, love, anger, jealousy,
joy), asking students to share
examples of situations in

pet animals and pet care sup-
plies (leash, brush, pet food
box, food and water dishes,
collar with tags, pet toys, litter

which they have experienced pan, scratching post) in the
each emotion. Then ask: Do household/family living center
pets also have these feelings? in your classroom. Use items
Share examples and/or to demonstrate actions that
provide pictures of people and can cause positive and nega-
pets in situations that could
evoke an emotional nse

tive reactions in pets (e.g.,
positive-providing food and

(e.g., child being hug , pet water, brushing, petting/hug-
being hugged; child with toy ging animal; negative-with-
taken away, pet with toy drawing food while pet is
taken away; child alone in eating, mishandling pet, tying
strange place, pet alone in pet outdoors alone on short
strange place). leash, ignoring pet), and help

students to identify each emo-
tion as the appropriate situa-

Learning Activity: Students
name emotion demonstrated
in or evoked by each picture or
situation. Then act out

tion is portrayed.

Learning Activity: Students
situation, assuming roles of use items in household/family
humans or animals. living center to recreate teach-

er demonstrations, role play-
ing pets and owners in various
situations.

vocabulary development family living

resources:
General: Moods and Emotions, study prints, The Child's World, Elgin, IL: A Horse and a Hound. A Goat and a Gander U). Mice
and Martin Provensen, Atheneum; All Color Book Of Baby Animals U), Susan Pinkie, ed.. Crescent (Crown).

SS: Sharing Sam, pet care flannel board kit, National Association for the Advancement of Humane Education (see appendix).
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human attitudes

concept: Humans' different attitudes toward animals
sometimes affect the way humans treat the animals.

language arts social studies moth health /science

Learner Outcome: Students
will demonstrate an under-
standing of the words same
and different as these words
apply to other students' feel-
ins about animals.

Teaching Strategy Explain to
students that not everyone
likes and dislikes the same
things. Provide examples from
the students' experience (e.g.,
some like peas, some don't).
Ask students to identify which
of the following 3 animals they
think would make the best pet:
dog, cat, rabbit. Choose one
student who voted for each pet
and have the 3 .*udents stand
at different places in the room.
each holding at picture or
drawing of hb/hon- chosen ani-
mal,

Learning Activity Upon in-
struction from the teacher,

1 tudents stand by the student
rho chose the same animal as
they did. How many liked the
same pet that they did? How
many liked different pets?
Each student then says one
thing he/she likes about
his/her favorite pet animal.

vocabulary development

Learner Outcome: Students
will explore and express their
feelings about certain animals.

Teaching Strategy: Ask
students to share feelings
about different animals, using
pictures of animals to generate
responses. What animals do
they love, like, don't like?
What animals are they afraid
of or not afraid of, and why?
(Be sure to includr pets, farm
animals, wildlife, and animals
commonly feared.)

Learning Activity: Each
student draws a picture of
his/her favorite animal and
explains why it is the favorite.
Teacher points out that some
students have different favor-
ite animals than others.

expre.,sing feelings

Learner Outcome: Students
will identify more than/less
than relationships among
student opinion groups in
class. This activity follows SS.

Teaching Strategy: Mount pie-
hires of favorite pets (from SS
activity) on bulletin board.
Help students find and count
pictures fror: other students
who chose the same animal
they did. Then help them find
and count pictures of favorite
animals that were different.

Learning Activity: With help
from the teacher, students
count pictures of same/differ-
cut favorite animals and iden-
tify whether more/less stu-
dents liked the same animal
they did.

counting, more than /less than

1

resources:

LA: All About Pew, study prints. Instructor Publications, Dansville, NY.

HIS: Spin, Spider. Spin, album of nature and animal songs, Educational Activities, inc., Freeport, NY; Fox Eyes (J), Margaret
Wise Brown. Pantheon (Random House); Animal Fact & Animal Fable (I), Seymour Simon, Crown; Familiar Animals We
Should Know and Farm Animal Families, study prints, Hayes School Publishing, Wilkinsburg, PA; Basic Science Series Study
Prints (Group 1 and Group 2), Animal Life Study Prints, and Animals Of Land and Sea Study Prints. SVtr, Chicago, IL.
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human attitudes

concept: Humans use other animals for a variety of purposes.

language arts social studies moth heath/science
Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students
will recognize that humans use will identify common fond will identify animals that are
chickens to provide eggs for items and classify them ac- commonly used by humans for
human consumption. cording to their source. food, companionship, and

clothing.

Teaching Strategy: Explain to Teaching Strategy: Provide
students that many of the children with magazines and Teaching Strategy: Provide
things that humans use every have them cut out pictures of pictures of a cow, pig, chick-
day come from animals (food,
clothing, etc.). Ask students if

various foods. Explain that
food comes originally from

en, dog, cat, guinea pig (or
other small mammal pet), and

they have eaten eggs recently either plants or animals. Hang sheep. Identify each for stu-
and elicit discussion about two strips of paper on the wall dents and discuss how each is
where eggs come from. and place pictures of plants used to provide food, clothing,
Arraage a trip to a chicken that we use for food at the top andtor companionship for hu-
farm or share a film or book of one and pictures of animals mans. Give each picture to a
(see res'wrces) that identifies that we use for food at the top student. Tell a story about a
chickens as the source of eggs. of the other. child waking up, getting
Provide eggs for bring them
back from fi,..Ad trip) to cook in

dressed, having breakfast,
playing with a pet, and corning

classroom. Provide appropri- Learning Activity: With help to school. Instruct students
ate equipment and utensils for from teacher, students name holding appropriate animals
cooking and eating eggs. the food item in their pictures to stand whenever food, cloth-

and then paste the pictures on ing, or pets are mentioned. (Be
the appropriate strip, classify- sure to include specific items

Learning Activity: With assis- ing the food by its source-plant provided by each animal in
tance from teacher, students
prepare and cook eggs in a
variety of ways. Then, stu-
dents draw pictures of a chick-

or animal. your story.)

Learning Activity: Students
en, an egg, and one of the respond by standing at appro-
dishes they've prepared, and priate point in the story.
dictate captions for each.

products and resources classification

Following the activity, stu-
dents share their own experi-
ences, identifying the ways in
which they use animals or ani-
mal products.

living things/animals,
food and clothing

resources:

SS: Meat, Fish. and Poultry, filmstrip from the series Our Foods and Where They Come From, National Geographic Society,
Washington, DC; Chick, Chick, Chick, 16mm film, Churchill Films, Los Angeles, CA,

MA: FoodEarly Choices, multi-media kit, National Dairy Council. Rosemont, IL 6001M,

HIS: Farm Animal Families, study prints, Haves School Publishing, Wilkinsburg, PA; All About Pets, study pints. 1nv.tructor
Publications, Danville, NY.
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human attitudes

concept: Domestication is a process humans have used to make
animals that were once wild suitable for human use.

language arts 1 social studies math health/science

The authors found this concept generally inappropriate for
teaching at this level. If you would like to adapt more advanced
activities for use in your classroom, this concept is addressed in
Level B, C, and D guides.
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human attitudes

concept : Humans sometimes choose alternatives
to the use of animals or animal products.

language arts social studies moth health/science

Tile authors found this concept generally inappropriate for
teaching at this level. If you would like to adapt more advanced
activities for use in your classroom, this concept is addressed in
the Level /3, C, and D guides.
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animal welfare

concept: Laws exist to govern the keeping of some animals.

language arts social studies math health/science
Learner Outcome: &ndents Learner Outcome: Students
wily identify how rules can will Identify rules that apply
help a classroom pet. to care of and behavior around

family pets. This activity Jo!-
lows LA.

Teaching Strategy: Help stu-
dents define problems an ani-

1 mal might have while living in Teaching Strategy: Discuss
your classroom (e.g., staying the rules which have been es-
out of danger, finding a quiet labllsbcd for appropriate being-
place to sleep. getting fed or vior within your classroom.
watered on time). Explain Compare these with cone-
that students can help make sponding rules for family by-
life more comfortable for a pet ing. Review the pet rules de-
if they know how to act veloped in LA activity. Which
around the animal. Bring in a of these rules would also apply
toy animal to be an imaginary to care of and behavior around
classroom pet. Discuss the family pets? Discuss addition-
special needs that the animal al rules which might be appro-
might have. priate for keeping a pet as part

of a family. Provide toy pets
and pet supplies for household

Learning Activity: With help /family living center in class-
from teacher, students com-
pose rules for care of and be-
hastier around a real classroom
pet. Are there also rules about

morn.

Learning Activity: With help
how pets at home should be from teacher, students identi-
treated? How do these rules fy rules for keeping a pet as
(laws) help the pets? Students part of a family (feed pet on
take turns bringing favorite time, keep water bowl fu'l of
toy pets from home to be the fresh water, don't hit or harm
imaginary class "pet of the pet, don't let pet da,age
week." With each new pet,
review and practice class rules

neighbor's property, show , et
attention, etc.). Students then

for appropriate behavior. use items in household/family
living center to act out roles
of responsible family members
who obey all the rules for
keeping a pet safe and com-
fortable.

verbalizing ideas. organizing family living

resources

LA: "Tyrone's Terrible Task." story from The Best Of Animalia (J), -Living With Animals At School," chapter from Living With
Animals (J), and "The Classroom Pet: Delight or Disaster", pamphlet, all available from American Humane EducationSociety
(see appendix).
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animal welfare

concept : Laws exist to protect some animals.

language arts social studies math health /science
Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students
will demomstrate an under- will recognize the similarities will compare their own neecks
standing of the word water- between rules or laws to pro- fur protection from the weath-
tlon and will identify the con- tect children and rules or laws cr to those of animals.
sequences of failing to protect to protect animals. This arti-
st classroom pet. city follows LA.

Teaching Strategy: Lead dis-
mission about what it means to

Teaching Strategy: Discuss the Teaching Strategy: Identify be protected. Present a variety
meaning of protection. relat- how classroom rules not only of weather conditions in
Ing to students' own needs for restrict or govern student which some sort of protection
protection. behavior, but also protect stu-

dents from inappropriate' he-
is needed (e.g.. snow, wind,
rain, heat). Elicit discussion of

Learning Activity: Using
havior by other students (e.g.,
-No hitting" means I won't get

why pets as well as people
would need protection in these

either the classroom pet or a hit: "Respecting others' prop- situations.
toy animal as a subject, sin- erty" means my things won't
dents discuss from what situa- be damaged). Explain that in
tions the animal must be pro- the community. rules to pro- Learning Activity: Students
tested (e.g., being handled too tect humans and animals are name things that would pro-
roughly, sudden movements called laws. Share examples of test people and things that
or excessive noise that might common laws and how they would protect pets in the vari-
frighten It, being knocked protect people. Then explain ors weather situations. Then
down or stepped on. being too that laws also exist to protect students draw pictures of one
cold or too warm). Talk about animals. Review pet needs dis- of the weather situations, in-
what might happen to the cussed in LA. eluding in the pious e them-
animal if it were not protected selves. a pet, and the things
from these situations. needed to protect each of

Learning Activity: With help
from teacher, students suggest
what rules (laws) could be
made to guarantee pets the'
protection discussed in LA.

then:.

living thing.sianimals.
vocabulary development communities, rules and laws weather

resources:

LA: A Rabbit For I..:aster (J), Carol Carrick, Creenw illow (Morrow).

HIS: Learning About Weather. study prints, David C. Cook Publishing, Elgin, IL: Sharing Sam. pet care flannel hoard kit.
National Association for the Advancement of ibmiane Education (see appendix).
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animal welfare

concept : Humans have formed organizations
to protect and control some animals.

language arts social studies math healthiscience
Learner Outcome: Students
will identify the role of the
animal welfare organization
within their community.

Teaching StrategT: Invite a
speaker from the local animal
welfare organization to visit
your class or take students
on a tour of the animal shelter.
After speaker or trip, write
the name(s) of your local or
regional animal welfare or-
ganization on the board
(Humane Society. Society for
the Prevention of Cri,elty to
Animals, Animal Welfare
League, etc.). Read the name
and elicit discussion about the
work of the organization.
Cover such questions as: What
do they do? How do they help
animals? How can we help
them help animals? Do they
keep homeless animals? If so.
do they operate an animal
shelter or do they keep them in
their homes? Form a special
Blass humane society by mak-
ing "Animal Friends badges
for each student.

Learning Activity: Students
take turns coming to front ui
room to receive "Animal
Friends" badges and saying
one thing they have done or
can do to help animals.

community helpers
I ,

resources:

General: Many local animal welfare groups and animal control agencies have educational programming and materials available
for use in schools. Contact the agencies in your area for assistante or write The Humane Society of the United States or other
national agencies listed in the appendix for information on the work of animal welfare anti control organizatiotts. Pathm. two-
part filmstrip series, National Association for the Advancement of !humane Education (set! appendix): Listen To Your Kitten Purr
(J), Lilo Hess, Scribner's.
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animal welfare

concept : Humans have the responsibility to provide
proper care for animals kept in public or private facilities,

language arts social studies moth health/science
Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students
will demonstrate an under- will recognize facilities that will um! concepts of *intik will recognize that pets housed
standing of the words zoo. nail- house animals within their and more thanilcss than to de- in an animal shelter have
mat shelter, and farm by Wen-
tifying the animals housed in
each. This activity follmeN SS.

rim:mu:My. scrlie the living space needed
by various animals.

special amis.

Teaching *Strategy: Explain to Teaching Strategy: Discuss
students that in addition to Teaching Stratep; Show sm. with students the needs of

Teaching Strategy: Show stn- pets in private homes and dents pictures of familiar ani- their pets at home and their
dents pictures of a zoo, a farm. wildlife in its natural habitat. mals. Help Ancients identify role in meeting those needs
and an animal shelter. Discuss animals may be found in each. Then pair pictures with (see manures). He sure to in-
what kinds of animals are kept many places in the commu- one large animal and one elude land, water. license. col-
in each facility and why they nit. Discuss the role of the small animal in each pair. tar, s.eterinary care, groom-
are kept there. Help students animal shelter (a place that lug, love, and attention.
to construct and label a coo,
farm, and animal shelter from

houses lust or homeless pets),
the zoo (a place that keeps Learning Activity: Students

Explain that an animal shelter
houses lost and homeless pets.

blocks or other classroom wild animals so that we may identify big and little animal Help students speculate about
building materials. Provide an see them and learn about in each pair of pictures and what it would be like to care
assortment of plastic toy them). a farm (a place that state which animal needs for as many as WO dogs and
animals, including domestic keeps animals to provide hu- moreilm space. Follow up eats. Assign students roles as
animals and wildlife. mans with loud and clothing),

etc. Plan a field trip to an
with role play of animal
movements. Discus: Des's the

dogs, cats. and animal shelter
workers. with at least 8-10

Learning Activity: Students
idently animals and place in

animal shelter, zoo, or farm. was in which the animal
moves tell us anything about
bow much space it needs?

pets for every worker.

appropriate facilities. Learning Activity: Students
take trip to an animal shelter,
zoo, or farm. Upon return to
class, students describe what
the facility looked like. smelled
like. sounded like, and which
animals they saw there.

learning Activity: Students
role play pets and animal shel-
In workers.

vocabulary development communities big/little, more than/less than pets

resources:

LA, SS, MA: Zoo Animals and Farm Animals, filmstrips from the series Animals Around You. National Geographic Society,
Washington, DC: Patches. two-part filmstrip series, IS:idiom! Association for the Advainvincrit of Humane Education (sec
appendix); Bask Secure Serifs Study Prints (Croup I and Group 2). WE. Chicago. IL.

ICS: Sharing Sans. pet care flannel hoard kit and Patches. two-part filmstrip series. National Association 1 the Advarimment of
Humane Education (sec appendix).
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animal- related careers

concept Careers exist that involve working with and for animals.

anguage arts social studies moth health/ science
Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students
will recognize several animal- will interpret number sea- will recognize the similarities
related careers. tenses that relate information between doctors for animals

about animal care/ health
workers. This activity follows

and doctors for people.

Teaching Strategy: Ask stu- IllS.
dents: Who likes animals? Teaching Strategy Generate
Who would like to have a job discussion of children's raped-
where you could be around Teaching Strategy Prepare a ernes in visiting a hospital or
animals when von grow up? number of small dog and cat doctor's office. What kinds
Explain that some people in
the community have jobs that

cutouts for a flannel board,
Then, using the career in

of things does Pie doctor do?
What do the .urses do? Ask if

help animals. Describe several 'nation gathered in the HIS any child.en have taken their
community-helper careers activity, prepare a series of pets to an animal doctor. Dis-
that involve helping animals number sentences describing cuss similarities of human/
(e.g., animal control officer,
zoo keeper. veterinarian, ken-

the work of the veterinarian
and his/her helpers. Examples:

animal doctors and the nurses
or technical support staff that

net worker). Make badge's that The voerinaiian gave distem- assist them. Discuss added
represent each career and pro- per shots to 3 dogs and 2 cats. difficulty for veterinarians be-
side toy pets and career The receptionist answered 5 cause patients can't say how
"props" such as brushes for
groomers. stethoscopes for vet-

telephone calls from people
needing help with their pets.

they fuel. Provide toy pets,
stethoscopes, toy thermo-

erinarians, food and water The animal care helper fed 6 meters, bandages, and other
dishes and scoops for kennel dogs and 4 cats. Read son- appmpiate "props" for stu-
workers anti zoo keepers. etc, tenses aloud to students and

select different students to
count appropriate number of

dents to mit, play veterinari-
ans.

Learning Activity: Each stu- cutouts and place them on
dent becomes an animal help- flannel boar Learning Activity: Students
er by making and wearing a role play people and animals
badge to represent one of the in a veterinarian's office. Then
careers and arting out the Learning Activity; Students each student states a reason
work of the animal helper. count appropriatt nunther of why a veterinarian is a special

dogs and eats for each sententv
and place on flannel board.

friend for pets.

community helpers counting. numbers health

resources:
General: Careers: Working With Animals (A). Guy Hodge. Acropolis. also available from The Humane Society of the United
States (see appendix): Working With Animals. filmstrip series. Troll Associates. Mahwah. NJ.

SS; Patches Gets Lost. filmstrip from ih series raids's, National Association for the Advancement of I Imam. hilWatinn (SC
appendix).

MA & HIS: Veterinarian. Doctor For Your Pet (J). Arline Strong. Atheneum: A Day In the Life Of a Veterinarian (J), William
jaspersohn. Little, Brown.
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pet aim&
ip?

In today's society, being a responsible pet owner means more than
providing food and shelter for your dog or cat. It means making a well-

informed choice in pet selection, safeguarding your pet against dangers,
spending the time-as well as the money-required to keep your pet

healthy and happy, and making a commitment to the animal for its
lifetime, not merely for the time you find it appealing or practical. It also
means accepting your responsibilities to the community-to keep your pet

frail becoming a nuisance and to neuter it to prevent unwanted offspring.

These requirements appear logical enough, yet millions of animals are put
to death in animal shelters each year and millions more die on the streets
and highways, all because of pet owners who don't understand, or don't

care, about their responsibilities to their pets.

The activities that follow are designed to help students explore the speciel
relationships that exist between pets and humans, identify the specific

elements of responsible pet ownership, and understand the consequences that
irresponsible pet ownership can have for both the animals and the community.
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pethood

concept : Humans raise and keep pet animals
to fulfill emotional needs.

language arts social studies math health/science
Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students
will define the word friend will recognize that pets are an will identify and name the
and apply it to their feelings important part of many fami- animals most commonly kept
toward pets. lies. as companion pets.

Teaching Strategy: Elicit cis- Teaching Strategy: Show stu- Teaching Strategy: Show stu-
cussion about the word friend. dents pictures representing a dents pictures of a variety of
Questions may incluck: What
is a friend? Who are your

mother, father, brother, sister,
grandparent, and pet. Identify

animals. Have students identi-
fy each animal and raise their

friends? What do friends do each as a possible family mem- hands if they have or know
for each other? How do you her. Ask students to identify someone who has the animal
feel about your friends? Then,
give examples of how pets fit

what each does as part of a
family. Point out that families

as a yet. Collect the pictures
and place in a pile.

these descriptions of friends. often have different combine-
Discuss the constancy of pet lions of these members. Ask
friendships. students to identify the indivi- Learning Activity: Students

dual family members (irland- each choose a picture and
ing pets) that comprise each of identify whether or not the

Learning Activity: Using toy their families. animal pictured is commonly
animals, students role play
how pets and people are
friends. As a follow-up activi- Leaminr Activity: Students

kept as a pet.

ty, have students bring in pie- draw pictures showing a fami-
tures of their pets to create' a ly activity in which a pet is in-
bulletin board entitled "Our eluded. As a follow-up activi-
Friends." ty, place pet-care supplies

vocabulary development,
role play

(leash, bowl, toy, brush, etc.)
in classroom family-living cen-
ter to be used in free-play acti-
vities.

families pets

resources:

General: All About Pets, study prints, Instructor Publications, Danville, NY.

LA: That's What Friends Are. For (J). Florence Heide and Sylvia Van Chef, Scholastic: Friend Dog (1). Arnold Adoff, Lippincott.

HIS: All About Pets. study prints, Instructor Publications, Dansville, NY: Bask Science Scrics Stdy Prints (Croup 1 and Group
2), SVE, Chicago. IL: All Kinds Of Animals. book of study prints, Scholastic.
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pethood

concept: Some pet animals once met or now meet human needs
other than emotional fulfillment.

language arts social studies math health/science
Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students
will recognize two words that will recognize that special will recognize that the parti-
describe the role of a class- treatment is required for class- cular needs of some animals
room pet, This activity sug- room pets. This activity sug- make them unsuitable as class-
gested for use with classes that gested for use with classes that room pets.
keep classroom pea's. keep classroom pets.

Teaching Strategy: Lead stu-
Teaching Strategy: Introduce Teaching Strategy: Cut the dents in a discussion of the
students to two words that de- front out of a large appliance suitability of their classroom
scribe the role of a classroom carton to make a mock cage for pets. Using pictures of at
petlfeknd and teacher. Define large enough for a student to least three pet animals of (M-
eech word. sit in. ferent sizes and temperaments,

question students about how
each might feel living in their

Ler:Laing Activity: Students Learning Activity: Students classroom. Include such ques-
relate what they learn from take turns sitting in cage and tions as: Would the animal
their classroom pet, and how role playing classroom pet. have enough room to exercise?
it serves as their friend. How is Other students ask pet how it Would it be able to stay in-
their classroom special because feels and how it wants to be doors all the time? Would it be
they have a pet? treated. Teacher guides activi- able to live in a cage so it

ty with questions such as: Do wouldn't be in the way?
you like to be left alone at Would it be frightened by the
night and on weekends? Do noise and activity? Would it
you like people to look at you like to be held? Could it be
all the time? Would you like a hurt easily? Would it be noisy
quiet, private place in your when we wanted it to be
cage? How would you like to quiet? Could it stay alone at
be handled? night?

vocabulary development,
verbalizing ideas role play, expressing feelings

Learning Activity: Students
respond to questions and select
the animal(s), if any, that may
be appropriate as pets for
their classroom.

pets

resources:

General: "The Classroom Pet: Delight or Disaster." pamphlet, "Living With Animals At School." chapter from bring With
Animals a and "Tyrone's Terrible Task." story from The Best Of Animolia. all available from American Humane Education
Society (see appendix).

WS: All About Pm, study prints, Instructor Publications. Danvill. NY.
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pethood

concept The factors considered in pet selection can affect the
welfare of the animal selected.

language arts soda! studies math health/science
Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students
will demonstrate an under- will recognize that different will recognize that the size of
standing of the word kind and families: choose different ani- living space affects the choice
identify how choosing the
wrong pet can be unkind.

trials as pets. of a pet.

Teaching Strategy: instruct Teaching Strategy: Using toy
Teaching Strategy: Define students to bring in photo- animals of proportionate sizes
kind and give students exam-
pies of kind and unkind ae-

graphs of family pets or maga-
zinc pictures depicting their

and boxes of varying sizes,
demonstrate that animals are

lions. Relate this to other kindsof family pets. (Students different size; and fill corre-
humans and to animals. without pets may bring pie- spondingly different spaces.

tures of animals they wouia Add movement to the concept
like to have as pets.) Provide by comparing the activities of

Learning Activity: Students scissors, paste. construction a fish, a gerbil, and a dog.
role play pets and humans in parr, and a sign for bulletin Which one needs more space
the following situations and
discuss how the situations are
unkind to pets:

board. to exercise?

Leaminc Activity: Students Learning Activity, Students
A family in a small apartment take turns showing the class recreate teacher's dcmunstra-
has a large dog with no room the pictures of their pets and Hon by matching toy animalstom. relating one special thing with appropriately sized

about each animal. Then, stu- boxes.
A family has a pet eat when dents mount pictures and
one family member doesn't identify with their names. Use

like eats. pictures to make bulletin
board, -Our Pets." Does

A busy family gets a puppy everyone have the same kind
when there is no one borne all
day to care for it.

vocabulary development,
role play

of pet? Why or why not?

families comparisons

resources:

Calera!: Factors that affect the animal's welfare include available spat*, and time; family members' likes. dislikes. and
allergies; the econom situation; neighbors" feelings: legal restrictions; and available health care. The Family Chooses a Pet,
16nn film, Latham Foundation (see appendix).

MA: Benfo's Dog House (J), Margaret Graham, Scholastic; Robbie.8 Friend George (J), Shirley Potter Estes, Camirhoda.
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pethood

concept : Not all animals make good pets.

language arts social studies math health/science
Learner Outcome: Students
will distinguish between fact
and fiction in stories about the
keeping of pets. This activity
follows SS.

Teaching Strategy: Explain
factors that should be con-
stdated when choosing a pet
(e.g., ability to provide proper
care, ability to control animal,
space considerations, parental
consent). Using pictures in SS
activity, begin a story, "Steph-
en went to a pet store and
bought a (picture of tiger) for
a pee" Discuss with class what
problems Stephen would have
if he really brought home a
tiger. Could he take good care
of a tiger? Would the situa-
'don be good for Stephen or the
tiger?

Learning Activity: Students
decide whether Stephen can
really bring the animal home
as a pet (fact) or if the story is
just make-believe (fiction),
and sort the mounted pictures
accordingly. Students self-
correct exercise by checking to
make sure all triangles are in
one stack and all squares in the
other.

distinguishing between
fact/fiction

Learner Outcome: Students
will identify animals that are
appropriate for keeping as
family pets.

Teaching Strategy: Assemble
pictures of different species of
animals under such general
groupings as: canines, felines,
rodents, fish, hoofed, birds,
etc. Include animals in each
grouping that would be appro-
priate/inappropriate as pets.
For example:
birds - canines -

parakeet dog
blue jay wolf
hawk coyote

Mount animal pictures on
pieces of paper with each
grouping on a different color.
Put appropriate pets on man-
gular-shaped backing and
inappropriate pets on
backing. identify animals for
students and indica.e whether
each makes an appropriatei.'
Learning Activity: Students
separate animals on triangles
from animals on squares.
Then discuss which animals
make better family pets and
why.

family living

Learner Outcome: By count-
ing and comparing numbers of
animals that are appropri-
ate pets, students will deter-
mine that only a small number
of animals are appropriate to
be kept as pets.

Teaching Strategy: Help stu-
dents define the word pet,
making sure to point out that
pets arc domestic animals that
share our homes, are our
friends, and are dependent on
us to cane for them. Explain
that very few kinds of animals
are appropriate for keeping as
pets. Mount two strips of paper
on the wall and label one
-pets" and the other "not
pets." Provide magazines, sets-
SDIS' and Paste.

Learning Activity: Students
each cut a picture of an animal
from magazines. Then, with
help from teacher. students
identify animals, say whether
or not they would be good
pets, and paste pictures on the
appropriate strip of paper. As
a class, students count num-
ber of kinds of animals on
each strip and identify which
list has more /less.

counting, more than/less than

Learner Outcome: Students
will recognize the potential
health hazards to people that
exist when inappropriate ant-
mats are chosen as pets. This
activity follows SS.

Teaching Strategy: Discuss po-
tential hazards to people that
exist when inappropriate ani-
mals are chosen as pets (e.g.,
personal injury, disease, dam.
age to home).

Learning Activity: Using
square mounted pictures in SS
activity, students dramatize
hazardous situations that may
occur when each of the
animals is taken as a pet. For
example: one student as a
tiger, and one student as an
owner, trying to handle the
tiger. Caution: Be sure to em-
phasize that in each situation
the animal is not bad, but
keeping it as a pet is. Students
may become carried away
with demonstrating "bad" ani-
mal behavior.

safety

resources:

General: Animalv and Pam, 1 fimm film. AIMS Instruetional Media. Glendale, CA: The Family Chootes a Pet. lfirnm film, Latham
Foundation (se appendix); Art Animal For Alan (j), Edward R. Ricciuti, Harper & Row; Bony (J), Frances Zweifel, Harper &
Row; Bobbie's Friend George (j), Shirley Potter Estes, Carolrhoda.
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pet needs

concept : Pets depend on responsible owners to fulfill their needs.

language arts sodal studies math health /science
Learner Outcome: Students
will recognize words that de-
scribe pet needs.

Teaching Strak.gys Use felt
cutouts or real pet-care sup-
plies to represent items that
fulfill various pet needs (see re-
sources). Place each cutout on
flannel board or share each
pet-care item naming the item
and the corresponding need
(e.g., food dish-food; fence.-
protection; license tag and
leesh-cont'rol; brush-groom-
ing). Have students repeat vo-
cabidary. Tell a story about a
pet and its needs (see re-
sources).

Learning Activity: As teacher
tells a story about a pet and its
needs, students place the
appropriate felt cutouts on
flannel board or "dress" a toy
pst with appropriate supplies.

vocabulary development

Learner Outcome: Students
will identify the similarities
between veterinarians for ani-
mats and doctors for humans.

Teaching Strategy: Ask stu-
dents what they do when they
are sick. Who do they tell?
What person do they go see?
Discuss what a doctor does in
his/her office to treat patients
(e.g., uses thermometer, gives
shots or medicine, uses stetho-
scope). Show toy pet animal or
picture of pet. Identify veter-
inarian as pets' doctor. Relate
similar practices for treating
animal patients. If possible,
arrange a field trip to a veter-
inarian's office. Provide
"props" for children to set up
imaginary animal hospital in
classroom (e.g., stethoscope,
toy thermometer, lab coat,
bandages, etc.).

Learning Activity: Students
draw pictures of pets in a
veterinarian's office and hu-
mans in a doctor's office and
dictate captions to teacher.
Then, students act out roles of
veterinarians in classroom
"animal hospital."

community helpers

Learner Outcome: Students
will apply concepts of big/
little, and more than/less than
to space requirements for pets.

Teaching Strategy: Using pie-
tures of common pets and pet
homes, identify big and little
pets and big and little homes
(e.g., dogs and gerbils, dog-
houses and gerbil cages; horses
and rabbits, stable and
hutches). Identify which
homes provide moriless space.
Discuss pet owver's responsi-
bility to provicie pet with ade-
guide housing space. Discuss
possible consequences of in-
adequate space for housing
pets.

Learning Activity: Students
match pictures of big pets with
big homes and small pets with
small homes.

big/little, more than/less than

Learner Outcome: Students
will recognize that many pet
needs are similar to human
needs.

Teaching Strategy: Ask stu-dents relate morningt: school
(e.g. waking up, eating
breakfast, washing, coniiv.,,,

crottimar
dressed). Identifyneeds,,4ente ,,, each -si,."

.,,,,,,,"2:1 _,betbsr"7, I_
ri:1; needs for slew, F07311,

grooming, ctc. Provide stu-
dents with pictures represent-
ing human needs and pet
needs (e.g., doctor-veterin-
arias; human hand_pet fond;
comb-dog brush; bed-dog
bed; person showing affection
to child-human showing Wee-
flan to pet).

Learning Activity: Students
match pictures of similar hu-
man needs and pet needs.

living things/animals, pets

A

resources:

General: Pet care literature is available from most local humane organizations and animal control departments as well as from a
number of organizations listed in the appendix. Patches, two-part filmstrip series, National Association for the Advancement of
Humane Education (see appendix); All About Pets, study prints, Instructor Publications, Danville, NY.

LA: Sharing Sam, pet care flannel board kit, National Association for the Advancement of Humane Education (see appendix);
Beniy's Dog House (J), Margaret Graham, Scholastic; No Roses For Harry U) and Harry the Dirty Dog (J), Gene Zion, Harper &
Row; Listen To Your Kitten Purr U), Lilo Hess, Scribner's; A Rabbit For Easter U), Carol Carrick, Creenwillo (Morrow).
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pet needs

concept: Pet animals need to be trained and controlled
to live safely in the human world.

language arts social studies 1 math . health /science
Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome.: Students Learner Outcome: Students
will demonstrate an under- will recognize the similarities will dramatize the role of
standing of the word safe as it between education for humans proper training in helping pets
applies to themselves and their
pets.

and training for pets. avoid dangerous situations.

Teaching Strategy: Help stu- Teachint, .. .rategy: Ask stu-
Teaching Strategy: Define dents make a list of reasons dents to identify some paten-
safe. Help students share why they come to school. tially dangerous situations in
examples of things/people/ Introduce and focus on the the household or neighbor-
situations that make them feel word learn. Discuss things stu- hood. Help class by showing
frightened. Than ask students dents learn that make it easier pictures of items such as se's-
to share examples of things/ and/or safer for them to live sors, hot stove, electric conk/
people/sitiations that make (e.g., tying shoes, dressing sockets, busy street, cleaning
them feel safe. Help them
make a list of dangerous or

themselves, using telephone,
writing name, remembering

products etc. (If appropriate,
introduce and discuss Mr.

frightening situations for pets. address and phone number). Yak! symbol). Explain that
Dimas how to keep pets safe Explain that although pets parent's/teacher s job is to help
from dangers or frightening can't talk or write, we can students learn how to recog-
experiences.

Learning Activity: Students

teach them things to make life
easier and safer for them.
Examples: house training,
walking on leash, coming

:lire hazards through identi-
Lying signs and symbols, using
senses, etc. Then discuss the
fact that animals can't read

use toy pets and human dolls when called, not chewing on signs or recognize symbols.
to demonstrate their under- electric cords, etc. Provide Training and control are
standing of safe situations. leashes, collars. and toy pets.

Learning Activity: Students
create imaginary -dog school"
and "cat school,- deciding
what should be taught to each
kind of pet to help it live
happily and safely in a hu-
man's home.

methods we use tqa help pets
avoid dangers that they might
not recognize (e.g., train cat
to stay off counter/stove; train
puppy not to chew on electric
cord; confine pets to yard to
avoid busy street).

Learning Activity: Students
role play owners and pets
during training sessions to
avoid common household/
neighborhood dangers.

.

Caution students that ectective
training involves patience,
consistency, and verbal evm-
mends and corrections, rwt
hitting.

vocabulary development schools safety, pets

resources:

General: Understanding Your Dog (A) and Understanding Your Cat (A). Michael W. Fox, Coward, McCann, Geoghegan; Good
Dog, Bad Dog (A), Mordecai Siegal and Matthew Margolis, New American Library; My Dog. Your Dog 0), Joseph Low.
Macmillan; Some Swell Pup Q), Maurice Sendak and Matthew Margolis, Farrar, Straus, Giroux.

WS: Harry the Dirty Dog (J). Gene Zion, Harper & Row: Safety, study prints. David C. Cook Publishing. Elgin, IL.
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consequences of human
Irresponsibility

concept : When a pet owner is irresponsible, the pet's health
or life may be in danger.

language arts social studies math heolthisdence
Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students
will demonstrate an under- will identify situations or will distinguish between foods
standing of the concept of places in the community that that are part of a pet animal's
responsibility as it applies to may be dangerous to Pets. proper diet and those that are
pet ownership. not.

Teaching Strategy: Show stu-
'Leaching Strategy: Discuss the dents pictures of situations or Teaching Strategy: Discuss the
new that pet animals have places in the community that importance of a nutritious diet
and depend on their owners are potentially dangerous to to humans and other animals.
to fulfill (e.g., food, water,
shelter, protection, love).

lame pets (e.g., roads, MI5,
business districts, garbage dis-

Relate dangers of an insuffi-
dent or unbalanced diet, and

Explain that pet owners are
responsible for fulfilling these

posal areas, schools, main-
tenance crews or projects, con-

discuss why it is just es impor-
tent for pets to eat the right

needs for their pets (see re- struction sites, parades or foods as it is for people. Supply
sources). Generate discussion community celebrations). Dis- magazines with pictures of a
about what might happen to cuss why each situation/place variety of food products. Note:
a pet if its owner were hie- might prove dangerous to pet Manufactured, "balanced .

sponsible and failed to provide animals. diet" pet food is the most
for the pet's needs, giving acceptable food for pets, not
specific examples for students milk, meat, etc.
to discuss (e.g., owner forgot Learning Activity: As each
to feed pet, owner dian't pro- picture is shown, students dra-
vide water on hot day, owner matize or describe feelings Learning Activity: Students
left dog outside in the winter). they might have if they were a each cut out pictures of two
Supply magazines and help pet animal in such a situation/ food products from maga-
students cut out pictures of place. After activity, students zines, one showing a food that
pets with their owners or pro- describe those situations/ could be part of a pet's proper
vide study prints of pets and places that would make them diet, the other showing a food
owners (see resmirces). feel safest. Is home the safest that should not be part of a

place for a pet to be Why? pet's diet. One at a time, stu-
dents display their two pie-

Learning Activity: Students tures and rest of class identifies
dictate phrases to teacher that which food is a proper part of
describe the way the pet a pet's diet and which is not.
owner in each of their pictures After activity, display pictures
is helping his/her pet, then
hang pictures with accom-
panying descriptions on bulle-
tin board.

concept development communities

on class bulletin board.

food

resources:

General: A Rabbit Fur Easter U), Carol Carrick. Cretonvillow (Morrow); Angus Lost (j), Marjorie Flack. Doubleilay.

LA: Sharing Sam, pet care flannel board kit, and Patches, two-part filmstrip series, National Association for the Advancement of
Humane Education (we appendix); Pethood or Parenthood, slides and cassette ar 16mm film. American Veterinary Medical
Association, 600 S. Michigan Avenue. Chicago, IL 60605; All About Pets, study prints, Instructor Publications, Dansville. NY.

SS: Harry the Dirty Dog (j), Cent, Zion, Harper & Bow; Safety, study prints, David C. Conk Publishing, Elgin, IL.
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consequences of human
Irresponsibility

concept: When u pet owner is irresponsible, the pet may cause
problems in the human and natural environments.

language arts social studies math health/science
Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students
will use verbal skills to identify will identify some of the con-
and describe responsible and sequences of irresponsible pet
irr esponsible actions of a pet
owner.

ownership.

Teaching Strategy: Discuss
Teaching Strategy: Define with students why pet owners
responsible and irresponsible would want to keep their pets
and illustrate with examples of confined to their own yards.
renonsible and irresponsible Explain that in addition to
behavior in the classroom. protecting the animals. confin-
Then relate to pet ownership,
providing examples of respon-

ing pets can keep them from
causing problems or -*getting

silie and irresponsible behav- into trouble" in the commu-
/or on the part of pet owners pity. Use pairs of flannel
(e.g., responsible owner cares board cutouts (see resources)
for pet, keeps pet safe at home,
was up after pet, licenses

or magazine pictures to create
potential "loose pet" situa-

pet; irresponsible owner rte- bons. Examples:
gluts pet, lets pet run loose,
leaves Pet feces on sidewalk,
doesn't license or identify pet).

1. dog and trash can
2. cat and bird feeder or bird

in tree
Have students provide adds- 3. dog and child on bicycle
tional examples. 4. cat and car

Learning Ability: Students Learning Activity: Students
bring in toy clop or cats to predict outcomes of situations
keep as imaginary classroom presented, then identify how
Pets over ka assigned Period each situatiori could be
of time. Each day choose -pet avoided hy responsible pet
owner of the day- to role play
one responsible action towards
hislher pet.

concept development.
role play

owners.

communities. responsibility

resources:

General: Angus and the Ducks (3), Marjorie Flack. Doubleday: Ila rt-y the Dirty Dog (3). Gene Zion, Ilarper tk Bow,

SS: Sharing Sam. pet care flannel board kit, National Association for the Advancement of lintnanc Education (we appendix).
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consequences of human
Irresponsibility

concept : Excessive breeding of dogs and cats causes pet
overpopulation problems.

.
language arts social studies moth

_
health/science

_

Learner Outcome: Students
will match pictures of pets and
homes to demonstrate the re-
sults of a surplus of pets.

Teaching Strategy: Use pieces
of heavy paper to cut out or
mount 20 pictures of puppies
and houses onkittens. Dr
10 envelopes. Explain to stu-stu-
dents that each year man y
more puppies and kittens are
born than there are homes
available. Instruct students to
find homes" for as many pets

as possible by placing one
en-puppy or kitten in each en-

velope.

Learning Activity: Students
match puppies and kittens
with homes and give leftover
pictures to teacher. Teacher
explaiss that there are more
animals than homes, so these
animals are left with no homes
and no one to care for them. Is
this fair? Suggest to students
that baby animals should not
be born if homes are not avail-
able. If passible. plan a visit to
the local animal shelter.

more thanlless than

resources:

General: Pethood or Parenthood. slides and cassette or 16mm film, American Veterinary Medical Association. MO S. Michigan
Avenue, Chicago, IL 60605: Listen To Your Kitten Purr (j), Lilo Less, Scribnefs.
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consequences of human
Irresponsibility

concept: Abandoned pets are the products
of irresponsible owners.

language arts social studies math healthisclence

The authors found this concept generally inappropriate for
teaching at this level. If you would like to adapt more advanced
activities for use in your classroom, this concept is addressed in
the Level B, C, and D guides.
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Out of sight and out of mind, wild animals are of little or no concern
to many humans. Often unaware of the detrimental effects of their actions

on the environment, humans shape and alter the world to fit their own
needs. As a result, they interfere with the balance of nature essential to a

healthy environment. Some humans have more direct contact and
involvement with wild animals, but view them only in terms of the profits
or recreation they provide. Both the unintentional and the direct activities

can have the same result-tremendous problems for the wild animals
that share the earth.

The activities in this section are designed to help students understand the
interconnection and interdependency of all living things, identify the

problems caused by human interference in the natural environment, and
recognize their responsibility for maintaining a healthy environment for

both humans and animals.



nature's Interdependence

concept : Humans share the earth with other animals.

language arts social studies moth health/science
Learner Outcome; Students Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Studentswill use appropriate mambo. will identify native wild will match wild animals with
Lary to identify familiar wild animals that live in the home/ the special places in which
animals and their habitats. school community. they live,

Teaching Strategy: Use pie- Teaching Strategy; Elicit dis- Teaching Strategy: Set up atures to introduce various custion about wild animals learning center with back-familiar habitats (e.g, forest, that live in different parts of ground pictures or model en-
Jungle, ocean, plains, swamp,
dtsert). Have students form

the community (e.g. birds,
insects, small mammals, rep-

vironments such as ocean,
trees, rocks, underground bur-

circle. Then whisper a common
wild animal's name to one stu-

tiles, etc.). Ask students to
name wild animals have

rows, field, forest, sand,
stream, seashore, etc. Provide

dent or show the student a pie- seen in or near their es pictures or models of animalstare of the animal (e.g.,
squirrel, raccoon, giraffe, de-

and school. If possible, take a
walking tour of the neighbor-

that may be found in each
environment. Use flannelpliant, monkey, bird, snake,

fish).
hood to identify the animals. board and appropriate cutouts

if pictures and models are un-
available.

Learning Activity: Student'.
Learning Activity: Students draw pictures of wild animals
take turns pantomiming as- common to their neighbor- Learning Activity: Students
signed animals or making the hood. Mount these pictures on each select an animal, tell
sounds of the animals. Other bulletin board with photo- what it is, and place it in thestudents use proper vocabu- graphs of students. Label with special area in which it lives.Lary to identify animals and heading, "Animals Share Our Discuss what makes each areatheir habitats. Community." best for each animal. As a

follow-up activity, take a
walking tour of the neighbor-
hood to identify animals that
live in the community (see SS
activity).

vocabulary development communities animal homes

resources:

General: Basic Science Series Study Prints (Group I and Group 2), Ecology In Nature's Communities Study Prints. Animal Life
Study Prints, and Animals Of Land and Sea Study Prints, WE, Chicago, IL; Animal Homes filmstrip, and Places Where Plants
and Animals Live, filmstrip series. National Geographic Society, Washington. DC; Animal Homes (J). Sally Cartwright.
Coward, McCann, and Geoghegan; Snail and Caterpillar (J), Helen Piers, McGraw-Hill; Fly High, Fly Late (J), Don Freeman,
Viking; Fox Eyes (j), Margaret Wise Brown, Pantheon (Random House); Animals That Build Their Homes (j), Robert M.
McClung, National Geographic Society; Robins and Rabbits (J), John Hawkinson, 4% liftman; My kindness Coloring Book (J),
Charlotte Baker Montgomery. The Humane Society of the United States.

SS; A Crack in the Pavement, 18mm film. FilmFair Communications, Studio City, CA: Animals Near Your ilome, filmstrip
from the series Animals Around You. National Geographic Society, Washington, DC; Ecology For City Kids (A). Erica Fielder
and Carolyn Shaffer, San Francisco Ecology Center, 13 Columbus Avenue, San Francisco, CA 94111; A Teacher's Guide: Ten-
Minute Field Trips Using the School Grounds For Environmental Studies (A), Helen Ross Russell, Ferguson; Anittsak in Your
Neighborhood (J), Seymour Simon, Walker.
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nature's Interdependence

concept: In nature all things, living
and non-living, ate connected.

language arts soda! stuc, is math health /science
Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students
wdt,plientlerthe concept of inter-

. , to themselves and
will illustrate how all animals
depend on plants and animals

individuals in their home envi-
ronment,

for food.

Teaching Strategy: Establish
Teaching Strategy: Using pie- fact that all living things re-
ttnes and/or study prints of quire food. Elicit ideas about
families or potential family what children eat and where
members, discuss how family their food coma from. Corn-
members interact and cooper- pare with what other animals
ate. Include family pets in dis- eat and how they obtain their
cession. food. Bring sample foods and

pictures of foods to class. Iden-
tify where funds come f.om.

Learning Activity: Students
take turns telling clam how
they depend tm other family Learning Activity: With assis-
members and how family tance from teacher, students
members depend on them. make simple hanger mobile
How do pets depend on other with pictures of humans con-
family members?

concept development,
verbalizing ideas

ntxted to pictures of plants or
animals that provide food.

food

resources:

Galena): Ecology Posters, study prints, Haves School Publishing. Wilkinshurg, PA: Sharing Nature With Children (A). Joseph
Bharat Cornell, Ananda; Manure To Meadow To Milkshake (A). handbook of environmental activities, Erie Jorgensen. Trout
Black, and Mary Halley. Hidden Villa Environmental Education Project, Drawer A-H. Los Altos. CA 94022,

HIS: Food- Early Choices. multi -media kit, National Dairy Council, Rosemont, 11, 60018; Our Feeds and Where They Cow
From, filmstrip series, National Geographic Society, Washington, DC.
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human responsibilities

concept : Humans have the responsibility to preserve and allow
for the development of natural habitats for wildlife.

language arts sodal studies moth health/science
Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcomes Students
will recognize worck related to will observe animals in natur-
natural habitat. al habitats and demonstrate

respect for the animals and
their homes by leaving animal

Teaching Strategy: Prepare
and label a series of pictures of
wild animals in their natural
habitats and identify each

homes unharmed.

Teaching Strategy: Take stu-
habitat with appropriate vu- dents on an "upside-down
cabulary (e.g.. cave, log. nature walk" on school
woods, stream, lake. brush,
tree. burrow, etc.). Show pie-

grounds or in a nearby park,
directing attention to life

tures to students and read under rocks, logs, grass, leaves
labels aloud. on trees, etc. Discuss any

animals found and their roles
in nature. What happens to

Learning Activity: Students these animals' homes when
identify appropriate picture,
using correct vocabulary.

humans kick over the logs or
rocks, trample the grass, or
pull the leaves off the trees?

Learning Activity: Students
observe life in the micro-
habitats and return rocks,
logs, leaves, etc. to original
position. Then, students
return to class and draw pie-
tures of the micro-habitats
they've observed and dictate
captions to describe the pic-
tures. Use pictures to create
bulletin board, "Respect the
Animals' Homes." When
activity is complete, send pic-
tures home for students to
share with parents.

vocabulary development animal homes

resources:

General; Where Can the Animals Go? (J), Ron Wegen, Greenwillow (Morrow); Animal Habitats, study prints from the series
Animal Life Study Prints, SVE, Chicago, IL; Places Where Plants and Animals Lice. filmstrip series, National Geographic
Society, Washington, DC; Animal Homes (j). .Sally Cartwright, Coward, McCann, Geoghegan; Animas That Build Their
Hama (J), Robert M. McClung, National Geographic Society.

HIS: Animals In Your Nighborhorni Seymour Simon. Walker; What We Find Who: 'We Look Under Rocks (J), Frances L.
Behnke, McGraw-Hills If You Were an Ant (J); Barbara Brenner, Harper tic Row.
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human responsibilities

concept: Humans have the responsibility to maintain a healthy
environment for humans and other living things.

language arts social studies moth health/science
Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students
will differentiate between will accept the responsibility will count living things in the will recognize that living
living and non-living things. for keeping their classroom en- school environment. This acti- things may be affected by

vironment healthy. tiro follows LA. human actions.

Teaching Strategy: Share pic-
tures or examples of living Teaching Strategy: Explain to Teaching Strategy: Explain Teaching Strategy: Bring an
things (e.g., mammals, birds,
reptiles, plants, fish) and non-

students that a healthy class-
room environment is one in

that in addition to humans
there are many other Living

immature living plant and a
plastic plant or flowers to

living things (e.g., rocks, soil,
water). Identify living things

which students are comforta-
hie and safe from harm. De-

things in the students" imme-
diate environment (school

class. Identify each. Ask stu-
dents to distinguish between

as thane that grow and move,
need nourishment and water,
and can die. Identify each sub-

scribe how each of the follow-
ing can upset the "health" of
the classroom: loud noise, stu-

playground or neighborhood).
Take students on a walking
tour of playground or neigh-

the responsibility they have
toward a live plant and
toward plastic flowers, by

feet pictured as living or non- dents running, supplies left out borhood. answering such questions as:
living. Mix pictures in a pile. of place, litter, broken toys,

fighting.
Learning Activity: Students

Which needs to be cared for
and watered? Which needs
sunlight? Which will die if we

Learning Activity: Students investigate and count all the don't care for ft? Which will
sort scrambled pictures into Learning Activity: With help living things they can find in grow if we take good care of
two categories of living :-.nd from teacher, students draw the playground (e.g.. insects. it?
non-living things. up list of rulesiresponsibilities

for keeping the classroom
flowers, plants. trees). Then,
with help from teacher, stu-

healthy. Create a puppet dents group items found by Learning Activity: With amis.
"health inspector" and let a
different child use the puppet

common attributes (e.g., size,
color, texture, plant or ani-

tuner." from teacher, students
water and can. fur live plant

each day to monitor the class-
room "health" by pointing out
toys or supplies that have been
left nut of place, trash or
paper on the floor, etc.

mail). and for plastic flowers and
measure growth of living
plant. When growth becomes
obvious, discuss: Which plant
was affected by our actions?
Viiy?

vocabulary development responsibility counting. classification living thingsi'plants

4

resources:

General: The Wurnp World (J), Bill Peet. Houghton Mifflin; The Lorca (J), Seuss, llasedorn House.

LA: Basic Science Series Study tints (Group 1 and Group 2). Animal Lift, Study Prints. and Animals Of Land and Sew Shay
Prints, SVE, Chicago. IL.

MA: Animals In Your Neighborhood (J). Seymour Simon. Walker; A True/term' Guide: Ten Minute Field Trips. Using tlw Schaal
Grounds Far Enrironmental Studies (A). Helen Ross Russell. Ferguson.
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hum.. r responsibilities

concept : Humans have the responsibility to allow wild animals
in captivity to live as naturally as possible.

language arts social studies moth heolthisdence
Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students
will demonstrate an under- will recognize that some ani- will recognize the natural
standing of the difference he- mats, like humans, live nett:- habitats of various wild
tween wild animals and pets. rally in family groupings. animals.

Teaching Strategy: Provide or Teaching Strategy: Have stu- Teaching Strategy: List the
instruct each student to bring dents bring to class a photo- following animal "homes" on
in magazine pictures of a wild graph of themselves with a the board, identifying each
animal (e.g., raccoon, snake, family member. Provide pie- with a picture, if possible:
squirrel, monkey, wild bird) tures of wild animal families. jungle swamp
and a pet animal (e.g., dog,
cat, hamster, guinea pig). Dis-

Define family as humans/ani-
mals that live together. Have

forest zoo
plain pond

cuss the differences between each student name his/her Provide pictures or plastic
wild animals and pet animals,
asking such questions as:

family members. Point out
that animals, too, often live in

models of several wild animals
that students can easily iden-

Which live with people? families. Read the story, Make tify.
Which hunt for their own Way for Ducklings (see re-
food? Make headbands for stu- sources).
dents and have then: paste one Learning Activity: As each
picture on each headband. animal is shown, students

Learnin,:, Activity: Students identify the animal's nature/
mount pictures of human/ani- home. When finished, no ani-

Learning Activity: Students mid families to display on a mals should have been
wear headbands and group bulletin board with heading matched with zoo. Discuss: If
themselves into two categories "Families." a zoo isn't the natural home for
representing wild animals and wild animals, why do some
pets. Then students respond to wild animals live in zoos?
teacher's questions: Who lives What can be done to make
with and is fed by humans? zoo animals' captive homes
Who hunts for their osvn fond? similar to their natural homes?
Who needs humans to take Students use classroom building
care of them? Who can take
care of themselves?

vocabulary development.
following directions families

materials, grass, twigs, water,
fallen leaves, etc. to create
proper ZOO environments for
toy animals, including in the
environments those elements
that would be part of the ani-
mals' natural homes.

animal homes

resources:

General: Zoo Animals, filmstrip from the series Animals Around You. National Geographic Society . Washington, DC.

SS: Make Way For Ducklings (j). Robert McCloskey, Viking: When Animals Are Babies W. Elizabeth and Charles Schwartz,
Holiday House: Lonesome Little Colt U), C.W. Anderson, Macmillan; Animals and Their Families, filmstrip from the series The
Life Of Animals. National Geographic Society, Washington. DC; Animal Families. study prints, Eve Gate Media. Jamaica. NY.

HIS: Bask Science Series Study Prints (Group 1 and Group 2), Animals Of Land and Sea Study Prints, and Animal Life Study
Prints. SVE, Chicago, IL.
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human Interference

concept : Humans often destroy wild animal habitats.

language arts social studies moth health/science
Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students
will verbalize the story in a will recognize that their ac-
picture book about the de- tions can affect animals'
struction of a spider's habitat. homes.

Teaching Strategy: Share the Teaching Stretegy: Write the
book Spider Web with stu- word how on the board.
dents (see resources). Elicit Show students pictures of hu-
discussion as to what is hap- man homes and help them to
peeing throughout the book. define the term and identify
Explain to students that the why homes are important for
spider's web, which is de. humans.Tben show pictures
strayed in the end, is also her or examples of several animal
home. How would they like to
have their homes destroyed?

homes (e.g., dens, nests, hives,
webs, pond, holes) and help

Is it fair to destroy animaLs' students identify the animals
homes for no reason? How do that live in each. Elicit discus-
you think you would feel if sion about why animal homes
someone destroyed your house are important for the animals.
for no reason? Take students on a field trip

in the school yard or neigh-
Learning Activity: Students borhood to locate an ant hill.
retell story as teacher shows Explain what It is. Ask stu-
picture book to clam for the dents what they usually do
second time. If possible, find a when they see an ant hill. Does
real spider in school yard or anyone step on it on pur-
playground that can be oh- pease? By accident? Explain
served without disturbing it. that an any hill is a home for

ants, complete with tunnels
and special rooms. When we
step on ant hills we can de-
stroy part of the ante' home.
If possible, bring an ant farm
to class for students to observe,
or share a book about ant
behavior.

Learning Activity: Students
observe ants in ant farm or in
a book. Then, with help from
teacher, act out a small play
(bawd on their observations or
the story presented in the
hook) in which they arc ants
asking people to please respect
their homes. (Make simple
masks or costumes from con-
struction paper and paper
bags.) Following activity, re-
lease ants outdoors away from
buildings.

verbalizing ideas animal homes

4'

continued on next page
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resources:

General: The Mountain (J), Peter Parnall, Doubleday; Farewell To Shady Glade (J), Bill Peet, Houghton Mifflin; Animals In
Danger: Trying To Save Our Wildlife (J), National Geographic Society; Where Can the Animals Go? (J), Ron Wegen. Green-
willow (Morrow); Snail and Caterpillar (J), Helen Piers. McGraw-Hill.

LA: Spider Web (1), Julie Brinck loe, Doubleday.

HIS: Ants Don't Get Sunday Off (1), Penny Pollock, Putnam's; If You Werean Ant (J). Barbara Brenner, Harper & Row.

4 -
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human interference

concept: Some species of animals have become endangered or
extinct as the result of human interference.

language arts social studies math heath/science
Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students
will identify and discuss famil- will recognize that the numer-
iar stories that generate mis- lea' equivalent of the word
conceptions about the wolf. extinct is zero.

Teaching Strategy: Help stu- Teaching Strate&v: Provide
dents name familiar stories or animal crackers and six paper
fairy tales that feature wolves plates. Put five crackers on one
(e.g., "Little Red Riding plate, four on another, three
Hood," "Three Little Pigs," on another and so on, leaving
"The Boy Who Cried Wolf," the sixth plate empty. Help
"The Wolf in Sheep's Cloth- students count crackers and
ing"). Play a recording of identify number on each plate.
Peter and the Wolf if avails-
ble. Ask students to verbalize

Introduce the word extinct,
explaining that when an

their feelings about the wolves animal becomes extinct, there
in the stories. Discuss the is no more (zero) of that kind
stereotyped image of the wolf of animal anywhere on earth.
presented in the story, explain- Use dinosaur as example. Pro-
ing the differences between vide animal crackers for each
real wolves and the fictional
wolves portrayed in the story
(see resources). Read Liar,
Red Riding Hood to the stu-

student.

Learning Activity: Students
dents. Discuss the fact that classify crackers into kinds of
many real wolves have been
killed by pe iple who believe

animals. When completed,
students choose one kind of

the stereotypes they've wad animal and eat all the crack-
and that, as a result, very few ers representing that animal.
wolves lir! left. Relate to the concept of extinc-

tion, provide a concrete reason
why the animal might have

Learning Activity: Each time become extinct (discos:', over-
the wolf appears in Little hunting, habitat destruction,
Bed Riding Hood students climatic change. etc.). and
discuss whether or not wolves discuss how, once gone, the
really act in the ways de- animals can nt:ver be brought
scribed. Do wolves stop and
talk to humans? Do they wear
clothes? Do they eat people?

hack.

Try to imagine what a real
wolf would have done in each
set of circumstances.

vocabulary development,
distinguishing between

fact/fiction counting. identifying zero

resources:
General: Wildlife Alert! The Struggle To Survive (j), Thomas B. Allen, Animals In Danger: Trying To Save Our Wildlife (J). and
The Blue Whale (J), Donna K. Grosvenor. National Geographic Society; Endangered Animals. stuffy prints, Instructor Publica-
tions, Danville, NY; Sea Turtles. coloring book, and Whales, coloring album. Center for Environmental Education (sec appen-
dix); Little Whale (J), Ann McGovern, Scholastic. For additional information on endangered animals, write Office of Endangered
Species, Fish and Wildlife Service, U.S. Department of the Interior, Washington, IX: 20240. or contact Defenders ca 1 Ade,
National Wildlife Federation, Animal Welfare Institute, The Humane Society of the United States. World mid. or
Center for Action on Endangered Species (see appendix for addressts).

LA: The Wolf (A), L. David Mesh, Natural History (Doubleday); Little Red Riding Hood. Brothers Grimm. Scholastic.

;
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human Interference

concept : Humans have different attitudes about the killing
of animals for sport or profit.

social studies math health/science

The authors found this concept generally inappropriate for
teaching at this level. If you would like to adapt more advanced
activities for use in your classroom, this concept is addressed in
the Level B, C, and D guides.
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farm animals

The American farm has changed radically during the last fifty years.
Almost four billion chickens, cattle, and pigs are now processed by the

livestock industry in the United States each year. Many small farms have
been replaced by large meat-, milk-, and egg- producing operations.

While some farm animals still have the relative freedom of a field or barn,
many of the animals that provide our food products are kept indoors

throughout their entire lives. This intensive confinement can prohibit the
animals' exercising their natural behaviors and can cause suffering and

reduced resistance to disease.

The activities that follow are designed to help students identify the ways in
which humans use farm animals, understand the physical and behavioral

needs of the animals, and explore the potential effects of some farming
practices on the animals and on the environment.



use of farm animals

concept : Humans raise and keep farm animals
to fulfill physical needs.

language arts social studies moth health/science
Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students
will identify and name various will count products made will identify various human
farm animals. from cows milk. needs fulfilled by farm ani-

mals.

Teaching Strategy: Using Teaching Strategy: Provide
farm animal pictures or mod- sample milk products for chil- Teaching Strategy: Arrange a
els, identify common farm dren to see and taste, empha- visit to a local farm or to the
animals for students. sizing the number and variety. farm animal area of the cant-

Discuss cows as the source of munity zoo. Upon return to .

most milk products. the classroom, use farm
Learning Activity: Each stn- animal pictures or models to
dent receives a farm animal explain to students some prod-
picture ur model. With assis- Learning Activity: Students nets derived from each ani.
lance from teacher, students sample products and, with mal.
sing "Old MacDonald Had a help from teacher, count total.
Farm," including a verse for Were they surprised that all of
each animal pictired. The star- the products came from cows? Learning Activity: During
dent with the appropriate ani-
mal stands up when it is men-

As a follow-tip activity, ar-
range a visit to a local dairy

snacktime or lunch students,
with help from teacher, iden-

toned,

vocabulary development,
following directions.

listening for key words

farm.

counting

tify what foods in their meal
are derived from farm ani-
mals. Does any of their cloth-

lsing come from animals?

food and clothing

resources:

General: Farm Animal Families. study prints, Hayes School Publishing. Wilkinsburg, PA: Farm Animals. filmstrip from the
series Animals Around You, National Ceographie Society, Vashington, DC: Farm Babies and Their Mothers, 16mm film. BFA
Educational Media, Santa Monica, CA: Born In a Barn (j), Elizabeth and Klaus Gemming, Coward, McCann, Geoghegan;
Animals At Work (j). Lavinia Dobler, Scholastic.

LA: Old MacDonald Ilad a Farm (j). Abner Craboff, Scholastic.

MA: I,mk At a Calf (j). Dare Wright, Random House.
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human responsibilities

tOrttept : Humans have the responsibility to provide for farm
animals' physical and behavioral needs. form animals

language arts social studies
_

moth
,..

health/science
Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students
will recognize that some ani- will identify similarities be-
mals, like humans, have tween human and animal
mother-infant bonds. needs.

Teaching Strategy: Identify Teaching Strategy. Draw an
the sounds of various farm ani- outline of a child and of a cow
mats. Select four students to be on two large pieces of paper.
four different farm animal Place these on the wall and in-
"mothers." While "mother" struct students to bring in
students are out of the room,
divide the remainder of the
class into corresponding
groups of baby animals.

magazine pictures of items
that humans need.

Learning Activity: Students
bring in magazine photos

Learning Activity: "Mother" representing human needs and
animals must locate cone- paste these around human fig-
spanding baby animals in the ure. Discuss the parallel needs
class by identifying the baby of the cow. Be sure to include
animal sounds. Discuss why intangible needs such as com-
baby animals would call for panionship or interaction and
their parents. items that meet cow's needs

(corn, barn, farmer. etc.) and
paste around vow.

families living things/animals

resources:
General: Look At a Calf (j), and Luck At a Colt (J), Dare Wright, Random House; The Little Lamb (I), Judy Mum Random
House.

SS: Lonesome Little Colt (J). C.W. Anderson, Macmillan; Animal Mothers and Babies (J), Hubert Foran, Warne; Burn In a Burn
(j), Elizabeth and Klaus Gemming, Coward, McCann, Geoghegan; Farm Rabies and Their Mothers. Itimin film, BEA Educa-
tional Media, Santa Monica. CA.

4 tti
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consequences of food
production practices
concept : Farm animals can suffer

if their basic needs ate not met.

language arts social studies moth

The authors found this concept generally inappropriate for
teaching at this level. If you would like to adapt more advanced
activities for use in your classroom, this concept is addressed in
the Level B. C, and D guides.

health/science I
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consequences of food
production practices
concept liaising food for human we

affects the natural environment.

longuoge arts social studies math health/science

The authors found this concept generally inappropriate for
teaching at this level. If you would like to adapt more advanced
activities for use in your classroom, this concept is addressed in
the Level C and D guides.
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appendix a
humane education resource organizations

American Humane
9725 East Hampden
Denver, CO 80231

American Humane Education Society
450 Salem End Road
Framingham, MA 01701

Animal Welfare Institute
P.O. Box 3650
Washington. DC 20007

Center for Action on Endangered Sliecies
175 West Main Street
Ayer, MA 01432

Center for Ens amunentul Education
1925 K Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 21XX)6

Defenders of Wildlife
1244 19th Street
Washington, DC 20036

*:ilia Wild Animal Appeal
P.O. Box 4572
Nort:i Hollywood. CA 91607

The Humane Society of the United States
2100 L Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20037

Latham Foundation
Latham Plaza Building
Clement & Shiner
Alameda, CA 94501

Massachusetts Audubon Si iciet
Hatheway Environmental Education

Institute
Lincoln, MA 01773

National Association for the Advancement
of Humane Education

Norma Terris Humane Education Center
Box 362
East Haddam, CT 06423

National Wildlife Federation
1412 ifith Street, N.W.
Whishingtim, DC 20036

Pet Food Institut
1101 Connecticut Avenue. N. %V.
Suite 700
Washington, DC 20036

World Wildlife Fund
1601 Connecticut Avenue. N.W.
Washington, rx: 200o9

periodicals
For Teachers

Humane Education
a quarterly magazim for educators
National Association for the. Ads antrment

of Humane Education
Box 362
East Haddam, CT 9642.3

For Studrsts

(4 to S year olds)
Young Naturalist Foundatii
59 Front Street East
Toronto, Ontario M5E 1B3
Canada

Th Cu rims Naturalist
(8 to 12 year olds)
Massachusetts Audubon Socitty
Ilatheway Environmntal Education

liztitute
Lincoln. MA 01773

Kind
(8 to 12 year olds)
The Humane Society of the United States
2100 L Street. N.W.
Washington. DC 20037

r.
A.

03/
(N to 12 year olds)
Young Naturalist Fountia:ion
59 Froo Street i...ast
Toronto, Ontario M5E1 B3
Canada

Ranger flick
(S to 12 year olds)
National Wildlife Federation
1412 16th Street, N.W.
Washington, IX: 20036

catalogs/directories
Caring Fur Our Animal Friends
annotated directory cif .caching materials
California Veterinary Medival Assoviation
1024 Country Club Drive
Moraga, CA 1455fi

Om ring/au/me Fur I I m;..;ric Education
Alaterials

directory of teaching and public
education materials

American Humane
9725 East Hampden
Denver. CO 80231

Films For Humane' Education
annotated directory of ilium films and

filmstrips
Argus Arelthes
228 East 49th Street
New York. NY 10017

HSU'S Publications Catalog
catalog of teaching and public education

materials
The' Humane Society of the United States
21001. Street, N.W.
Washington, IX: 21)037



Abingdon Press
201 Eighth Avenue, South
Nashville, TN 37202

Ade IF hi Productions
Blodgett Studio
Ade 1phi University
Carden City, NY 11530

AIMS Instructional Media Services
626 Justin Avenue
Glendale. CA91201

Acropolis Books
240017th Street, NW
Wast;ngton, DC 2(1009

Addison-Wesley Publishing Co..
Jacob Way
Reading. MA01867

Ananda Publications
distributed by Book Peop4,
2940 Seventh Street
Berkeley, CA 94710

Animal Town Came Co
P.O. Box 2002
Santa Barbara, CA 93121)

Archway Paperbacks
630 Fifth Avenue
New York, NY 10020

Atheneum Publishers
122 E. 42nd Street
New York, NY 10017

Avon Books
959 Eighth Avenue
New York. NY 10019

Barr Films
P.O. Box 5667
3490 E, Foothill Boulevard
Pasadena, CA 91107

BFA Educational Media
2111 Michigan Avenue
P.O. Box 1795
Santa Monica. CA 90406

Hobbs- Merrill Co.. Inc
4300 W. 62nd Street
Indianapolis, IN 46206

appendix b
resource publishers' addresses

Capitol Records
Hollywood and Vine Sty.- is
Hollywood. CA 90026

Carolrhoda Books. Inc.
241 First Avenue, North
Mime-41)01i%, MN 55401

Cavendish. Marshall, Corp.
111 W. 57th Street
New York, NY 10019

Cent ron Films
1621 W. Ninth Street
Lawrence, KS 66044

Chartwelllimise. Inc.
P.O. Box 166
Bowling Green Station
New York. NY 10004

The Child's World
1556 Weatherstonc Lane
Elgin, IL 611120

Childnens Press
1224 W. Van Bum Street
Chicago. IL 60607

Churchill Films
1162 N. Robertson Boulevard
Los Angeles. CA 90069

Cook, David C. Publishing Co,
$50 N. Grove Avenue
Elgin, 116'0120

Coronet Films
85E. South Water Street
Chicago, 11.60601

Coward, McCann & Geoghegan. Inc.
200 Madison Avenue
New York. NY 1(X)16

Crowell, Thomas Y., Co.
521 Fifth Avenue
New York, NY 10017

Crown Publishers. Inc.
1 Park Avenue
New York. NY 10016

vs)

Dell Publishing Co..
1 Dag Hammarskjold Plaza
245 E. 47th Street
New York, NY 10017

Dial Press
1 Dag Harriniarskjuld Plaza
245 E. 47th Street
New York, NY 10017

Dodd, Mead & Co.
79 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10016

Doubleday & Co., Inc.
501 Franklin Avenue
Garden City, NY 11531)

1)110011. & Co.. Inc.
2 Par k Avenue
New York. NY 30016

Dynamic Teaching Materials
Mission Gorge Road

Suite E
San Diego. CA 92121)

Early Stages
P.O. Box 5027
Walnut Creek. CA 94596

Educational Activities
Freeport, NY 11520

F.ricyclopedia Britannica Educational t
425 N. Michigan Avenue
Chicago, IL 6061 l

Eyc Gate Media
146-01 Archer Avenue
Jamaia. NY 11435

Farrar, Straus & Giroux, Inc.
19 Union Square. West
New York, NY 10003

Ferguson. J.C.. Company
100 Park Avenue
New York. NY 10017

FilinFair Communications
10900 Ventura Boulevard
P.O. Box 1728
Studio City. CA 91604

;I In)

Films, Incorporated
1144 Wilmette Avenue
Wilmette, IL 60091

Folkways Records and Service Corp,
43 W. 61st Street
New York. NY 10023

Follett Publishing Co.
1010 W. Washington Boulevard
alicago, I I. iiu607

Garland STPM Preto
13(1 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10016

Grolier Edueatitmal Corp.
845 Third Avenue
New York, NY 101)22

Crnsst4 & Dunlap. Inc.
51 Madison Avenue
New York. NY 10010

;no: Press, Inv.
53 E. 11th Street
New York, NY 1001)3

'tale. E. &
12$ W. River Street
Chippewa Falls, WI 54721.)

Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc.
757 Third Avenue
New York. NY 10017

Harper & Row Publishers. Inc.
Keystone industrial Park
Scranton. PA 18512

Hastings House Publishers, Inc.
10 E. 40th Street
New York, NY 10016

Hayes School Publishing Co., Inc,
321 Pcnnwnnd A01111r
t'ilkilisburg, PA 15221

Holiday House, hic.
18 53rd Street
New York. NY mon

Holt. Rinehart & Winston, Inc.
383 Madison Avenue
New York. NY 10017



resource publishers' addresses, con't.

Houghton Mifflin Co,
Wayside Road
Burlington, MA 01803

International Film Bureau
332 S. Michigan Avenue
Chkago. IL 60604

Instructor Publications
Daiwa le. NY 14437

John Day Company
666 Fifth Avenue
New York. NY 10019

Learning Corporation of America
1350 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10019

The Learning Works
P.O. Box 6187, Dtpartment 6
Santa Barbara, CA 93111

Lippincott. J .B.,
521 Fifth Avenue
New York. NY 10017

Little, Brown &
200 West Street
Waltham, MA 02154

Living Music them&
P.O. Box 68
Litchfield, cr of,;759

Macmillan Publishing (41., Inc.
866 Third Memo.
New York. NY 10022

Marshfilin
P.O. Box 8082
Shawnee Mission. KS 6620

McGra -Hill Book Co.
1221 Avenue of the Americas
New York. NY 100.36

McKay, David, Co., Inc.
2 Park Avenue
New York, NY 10016

Messner, jullais, Inc.
distributed by Simon & Schuster
1 W. 39th Street
New York, NY 10018

Modern Talking Picture Service
1687 Elmhurst Road
Elk Grove Village, IL 60007

Morrow, William, & Inc.
Wilmor Warehouse
6 Henderson Drive
West Caldwell, NJ 07006

National Film Board of Catuula
16th Floor
1251 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10020

National Geographic Soviets.
17th & M Streets, NW
Washington, DC 20036

New American library
1301 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10019

Nilgiri Press
P.O. Box 477
Petaluma, CA 94952

Outdoor Biological Instructional
Lawrence Hall of Science
University of California
Berkeley, CA 94720

Parents Magazine l'o'ss
52 Vanderbilt Avenue
New York, NY 11K117

l'arniesstis Press
4081) !Linea Street
Emerssille CA 941i08

Pemplin Books, Inc.
625 Madison Memo.
New York. NY 10022

Phoenix File
471) Park Asi
New York, .1 141016

Pomfret House
P.0, 140% 216
Pomfret Center. CT 06259

Prentice Hall. Inc.
I.:twit-alma, Cliffs. NJ 07632

Putnam's. C.P., Sons
Murray Hill Parka ac

East Rutherford. NJ 07073

Pyramid Films
P.O. Box 1048
Santa Monica, CA 11041)6

Strategies

Hand McNally & Co.
P.O. Box 7600
Chicago, IL 60680

%dotter Pres.s
P.O. Box 11799
Chicago. 11.60611

Random House, Inv.
400 Hahn Road
Westminster, MI) 21157

Header's Digest Association
Pleasantville, NY 10570

Heiman Associates
811 E. Wells Street
Milwaukee, WI 53202

Rodale Press, Inc.
33 E. Minor Street
Emmaus, PA 18049

Sayre Publishing, Inc.
III E. 39th Street
New York, NY 10016

Science Hobbies
2815 Central Avenue
Charlotte, NC 28205

Scholastic Book Services
906 Sylvan Avenue
Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632

Scribner :s, Charles. Sow,
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preface

In I tC3. the National P.T.A. Congress issued the following
statement in support of humane education:

"Children trained to extend justice, kindness, and merry to
animals become more just. kind, and considerate in their
relations with each other. Character training along these lines
will result in men and women of broader sympathies, nur r!.
humane, more law-abidingin every respect more valuable
citizens.

"Humane education is teaching in the schools and colleges of the
nations the principles of justice, goodwill, and humanity toward
all life. The cultivation of the spirit of kindness to animals is but
the starting point towards that larger humanity which includes
one's fellow of every race and clime. A generation of people
trained in thew principles will solve their difficulties as
neighbors and not as enemies."

The message of this statement speaks even mor directly to the
1980's than to the decade in which it was written. Children
today face the dilemma of growing up in a world that is
politically and environmentally unstable -a world in which
both individual and national decision-making become
increasingly important to the survival of both humans and other
animals. Humane education, incorporated into the curriculum
of our nation's schools, can help children develop the sensitivity
and understanding they will need to make sound personal and
political decisions based on concern for all living creatures.

Pruple and Animals: A Humane Edurution Curriculum Gnirk
has been developed to provide the framework for integrating
humane education into the traditional elementary school
curriculum. In addition, it will serve as the basis for the
development of teacher training courses, expanded classroom
programming, and supplemental humait- e4twation teaching
materials.

Publication of the guide re sents fulfillment of a major
objective of the National L....Aviation for the Advancement of
Humane Education, The Humane Society of the United States,
and the educators who contributed their time and talents to the
project. More importantly, it represents a key factor in making
humane education an integral part of the elementary school
experience. Adaptation and implementation of the guide by
school systems throughout the country will be an important step
toward realizing the goals of humane education and making the
world a better place for people and animals.
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Introduction

What Is Humane Education?
Humane education involves far more than the teaching of

simple animal-related content. It is a process through which we:
(I) Pssist children in developing compassion, a sense of justice,
and a respect for all living creatures; (2) provide the knowledge
and understanding necessary for children to behave according to
these principles; and (3) foster a sense of responsibility on the
part of children to affirm and act upon their personal beliefs.

The activities in this guide are designed to help students think
critically and clarify their own feelings about various issues, as
well as to provide them with factual information and
understandings about animals, their place in the environment,
and their relationship to humans. Where appropriate, activities
also focus on the importance of individual responsibility and
action, and encourage students not only to discuss how they feel,
but also to act upon those feelings.

Most educators agree that a positive self concept is basic to
positive attitudes towiud others. Consequently, it is important
that children not be made to feel guilty about their personal
thoughts and opinions, but rather be encouraged to express and
examine their feelings freely in a climate of trust and acceptance.
In those activities that require discussion of personal values,
students who do not feel comfortable in open discussions should
be allowed to register their feelings privately by writing them
down or keeping them in a journal.

The activities presented are curriculum- blended, integrating
humane concepts with skills and content f Tom language arts,
social studies, math, and health/science. This curriculum-
blended approach provides context for the teaching of humane
concepts, allows for repetition, and avoids the labeling of
humane education as simply "another subject" to be added to the
already overcrowded curriculum. Individual educators and
curriculum- writing teams are encouraged to use selected
activities from the guide individually, as part of larger lessons or
units, or to enhance the schools' core curricula. A form to request
reprint permission can be found in the appendix for those who
wish to include activities from the guide in other printed
documents.

The guide is merely a starting point for humane education
creative and motivated teachers will hopefully use the
conceptual outline to develop additional activities, in-depth
lessons, or expanded curriculum modules to meet the needs of
individual schools and classrooms.

Curriculum Guide Format
Thirty-five concepts have been identified under four major

chapters; Human/Animal Relationships, Pet Animals, Wild
Animals, and Farm Animals. The specific focus of each chapter

is explained in greater detail on the title page of that segment.
Each page within the chapters contains a concept and activities
that blend the concept with skills or content from each of the
four curriculum areas.

The complete humane education curriculum guide consists
of four books encompassing the following levels;

Level A Preschool and Kindergarten
Level B Grades 1 and 2
Level C Grades 3 and 4
Level D Grades 5 and 6

A continuous page numbering system is used to provide
continuity throughout the guide.

Each activity has been identified with a curriculum key,
printed in bold type at the bottom of the column, to call
attention to the skill or content addressed in the activity. These
curriculum keys have been indexed for easy reference. In
addition, a content index has been provided for those teachers
who wish to choose activities by topic or subject matter.

Most of the activities provided are self-contained and can be
completed without the use of resource materials, or with only
those resources common to most school libraries or classrooms.
In those cases where specific resources are required, complete
information on the appropriate organization or publisher is
provided either in the "Resources" section of that page or in one
of the appendixes.

In addition to the few required resources, supplemental
resources have been listed to provide the teacher with added
background or materials for expanding successful activities. All
resources are coded for the appropriate curriculum area
(LA.S.S.MA,H/S). Books are also identified as either juvenile (J)
or adult (A).

Often local animal welfare agencies maintain libraries that
may include many of the resources listed in the guide. Teachers
should contact their local agency about the availability of free-
loan programs, resource speakers, or low-cost materials for the
classroom.

Teacher Input
Prior to publication, People and Animals: A Humane

Education Curriculum Guide was field tested by 350 teachers in
17 states and Ontario, Canada. Input from these teachers was
invaluable in the completion of this first edition of the gun,' ".,
and the editors hope that those who use the current suit i will
offer their comments and/or suggestions for improvements in later
editions. Comments, suggestions, questions, and sample student
projects may be sent to the National Association for the
Advancement of Humane Education. Box 362, East Haddam,
CT 06423.
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hurnan/aninxi relatiorships

Throughout history, humans have been forming relationships with other
animals. Some of these relationships have been mutually beneficial, but

many have served human needs or wants at the expense of the animals involved.

It is important that students recognize these relationships and how they
affect both animals and humans. In addition, students who understand

that they, as humans, are also animals and share many common
characteristics with other members of the animal kingdom, will be more

sensitive to the rights of animals and will consequently be capable of making
more responsible decisions concerning their personal relationships with animals.

The activities that follow are designed to help students recognize the basic
biological similarities between humans and other animals, explore the

effects of human attitudes on animals, and clarify their own feelings
about human/animal relationships.
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similarities and differences

concept : Humans are animals.

language arts social studies math health/science
Learner Outcome: Students
will recognize words used to
describe the babies of different
animals and identify needs
that are common to all baby
animals.

Teaching Strategy: Make a list
of different animals on the
board (including humans) and
ask students to give the appro-
priate words used to describe
each animal's offspring. Ex-
amples: lion-cub, 1.,,f gas-
ling, kangaroo -Joey, deer-
fawn, hone -foal, cow-calf,
human-child (see resources).
Then, help students generate
a list of Ls-ic needs that hu-
mans have as children (e.g.,
food, shelter, education, pro-
tectiun from enemies, love).
Who helps children to fill these
needs (e.g., parents and other
adults)? Do other baby or
young animals also have these
needs? Who helps the baby
animals fulfill these needs?

Learning Activity: Students
compile a class booklet on the
common needs of animal
babies. Working individually
or in small groups, students
choose one of the basic needs
identified and write it on the
top of a piece of paper. Then,
students choose one of the
animals from the list on the
board and draw a picture
depicting an adult helping to
fulfill that need for its off-
spring.

vocabulary development

Learner Outcomes Students
will recognize that many
animals, including humans,
are

Teaching Strategy: Ask stu-
dents to describe what it
would be like to live a
hermit, all alone without any
family or friends. Have stu-
dents give reasons why they
like to live as part of a group
that includes family, friends,
and neighbors. Discuss why
some animals other than
humans might want to live in
groups (e.g., protection, com-
panionship, ease in getting
food, help in raising young).
Supply pictures of animal
groups (see resources).

Learning Activity: Students
draw pictures of animal
groups and use to create class
display board on animal
groups. With help of teacher,
students label each picture
with a sentence that includes
the name of an animal and the
word that describes a group of
that particular animal. Exam-
ples: lion-pride, bird-flock,
cow-herd, goose-gaggle, hu-
man-crowd (see resources).

communities, families,
social needs

Learner Outcome: Students
will demonstrate an under-
standing of symmetry as a
characteristic of humans and
other animals.

Teaching Strategy, Expl4in
what syozun try means. using
students as !samples. Pri..ide
students with plastic models or
toy animals. Ask students to
identify win tiler these animals
are symmetrical and explain
why. Note that most animals
ore symmetrical. Supply stu-
deel with plain paper and
paints.

Learning activity: Students
create pictures by dropping
paint on piece of paper, then
folding paper in l:.91f with
paint on the inside. Students
then open paper and use re-
sulting design to create a pic-
ture of an inusginary symme-
trical animal.

symmetry

Learner Outcome: Students
will identify analogous parts
of the body in humans and
other animals.

Teaching Strategy: Show
model or picture of human
body and point out various
body parts. asking students to
identify them. Include words
from list below, and teach
meanings of unfamiliar terms.

ears arras fingers
eyes legs toes
nose chest head
mouth teeth tongue
hair skin abdomen
head

Learning Activity: Students
draw outline pictures of them-
selves and of another animal
of their choice. Then, students
hang pictures side by side and
use yarn to connect analogous
parts of the body on the two
pictures. Do some of the ani-
mals have other body parts
that humans don't have (e.g.,
wings, antennae, tails, claws)?
What arc these important for?

parts of the laxly

f;
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reSOUrCOS:

General: More Than Just Pets (J). Robert Caputo, Coward, McCann, Geoghegan; A First Look At Mammals (J),
Selsam and Joyce Hunt, Scholastic; Mammals, ltimm film, National Geographic Society. Washington, DC; Adult Animals and
Their Young. study prints from Animal Life Study Prints, SVE, Chicago. IL; Form Animal Families, study prints, Hayes School
Publishing, Wilkinsburg, PA.

LA: Animal Babies (J), Max toll, Hill and Wang (Farrar, Straus. Giroux); Animal Mathes rs and Babies (J), Ilchert Foran, Warne;
Animals As Parents (J), Millicent Selsam, Morrow; All Kinds Of Babies (J) Millicent Selsam, Scholastic; Bear Moose (J), Berniece
Freschet, Scribner's: The All Color Book Of Baby Animals (J), Susan Pinkus, ed.. Crescent (Crown); When Animals Are Babies
(J), Elizabeth and Charles Schwartz, Holiday House; Born In a Barn (J). Elizabeth and Klaus Gemming, Coward, McCann,
Geoghegan; Animal Babies and Families, filmstrip. Eye Gate Media. Jamaica, Ni: Animals and Their Families, filmstrip from
the series The Life. Of Animals, National Geographic Society, Washington, DC: I Can Read About Baby Animals, filmstrip, Troll
Bead-Alongs, Troll Associates, Mahwah. NJ: Farm Babies and Their Mothers. 16mm film, IWA Educational Media, Santa
Monica, CA: Animal Babies Crow Up. 16min film, Coronet Films, Chicago. IL.

SS: Animal Families (3). Ann Weil, Children,.; A Keith. Of Hawks (J), Jim Arnosky, Coward. McCann. Geoghegan; Wild
(J), Fishes (3). and Birds (J), Brian Wiltismith, Watts (Grolier); Animal Games (J), Russell Freedman, Holiday House:

Lonesome Little Colt U), C.W. Anderson, Macmillan: Tembo the Baby Elephant. 16mm film, Barr Films. Pasadena. CA.
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similarities and differences

concept : Animals, like humans, have certain rights,

language arts social studies math health/science
Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students
will examine the concept of will identify their responsibili- will identify similar weds and
rights as it applies to humans ties for protecting the rights of rights of humans and other
and other animals. other humanstanimals. animals.

Teaching Strategy: Define Teaching Strategy: Explain Teaching Strategy: Help stir-
rights for students and discuss that having rights means there dents identify the basic human
what rights they have in your are certain things others can't new essential for physical
classroom (e.g., the right to be or shouldn't do to you (the comfort and emotional well-
safe from physical abuse, to be
free from fear, not to be rids-

right to be free from pain
means others can't hit you).

being (e.g., adequate food,
water, shelter, clean air, corn-

culed, the right to express Identify who guarantees that panionship, freedom from
themselves, the right to learn). our rights will he respected pain/fear/stress). List these on
What rights do they have at
home? In the community?

(e.g., teacher in the classroom,
parent at home, police officer

board. Explain that because
we need these things for a

Why do humans have these in community). Explain that it healthy life, humans say we
rights? How do the, feel if is also the responsibility of an have a right to them. Help stu-
these rights are infringed upon individual within a group to dents identify which of the
(e.g., when someone bullies respect the rights of others. needs are also shared by ani-
them, takes their place in Then, relate discussion to ani- mals. Do animals also have a
line, pushes or shoves, makes mals' rights. Who works to right to these things? Why or
fun of them)? Do classroom guarantee that animals' rights why not?
pets or their pets at home have will be respected (humane
rights? If so, what are they? society, humane/animal con-
Do all animals have rights? trot officer, animal rights aeti- Learning Activity: Students
What would life be like for vist)? What can individuals do choose one of the needs from
humans if they had no rights to protect the rights of animals the class list and write it on a
or if their 74g,hts were not re-
spected? What would life be

(care for and protect pets,
keep world clean and safe for

piece of paper as part of the
sentence, "Human and other

like for animals if they had no wildlife, be kind to animals in animals have the right to..."
rights or if their rights were community)? Then draw two pictures on
not respected? page, one showing a human

fulfilling the need and the
Learning Activity: With help other an animal fulfilling the

Learning Activity: As a class,
students compose a list of

from teacher, students brain-
storm list of things they can do

same need.

rights they think all humans to show they respect the rights
have and should have and of animals. Students choose
another list of rights they think actions from list, du what the
all animals have and should actions say, and draw pictures
have. of themselves (or have some-

one photograph each child)
helping or being responsible
for animals. Mount on bulletin
board with theme, "We Pro-
tect the Rights of Animals."

cot:wept development rights, respo Asibility human and animal needs
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similarities and differences

opt: Animals, like humans, react physically to their
environment.

language arts social studies moth 1 healthisdence
Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students
will identify ways in which will recognize that traveling will recognize that animals
humans/animals express pain. can be a frightening experi-

ence for a pet.
react physically to their envi-
ronment.

Teaching Strategy: Read stu-
garb Gobble, Growl, Grunt Teaching Strategy: Prepare Teaching Strategy: Discuss
eee resources) or another book and display pictures of differ- what it means to react physi-
that contains animal sounds. eat modes of transportation. catty to things that occur or
Discuss the ways animals corn- Ask each student to name a exist in your environment
municate. Ask students to place he/she would like to (e.g., sweat an response to
make sounds that humans use travel to and what kind of heat, feel pain in response to
to express pain. Approximate transportation heishe would injury, shiver in response to
spelling of sounds and write on use to get there. Have the stu- cold, cry in response to a sad
chalkboard. Relate that many dents describe what the trips situation). Select different
animas may also use sounds to would be like and what their environmental conditions/situ-
express pain, although they do
not use words. prepare a list

reasons were for choosing par-
titular methods of traveling.

ations involving animals (e.g.,
heat-cat walking on hot pave-

of examples of animals in pain-
fail situations (e.g., I am a dog,
and someone has stepped on
my tail.) and read the situa.

Then, ask students to imagine
that they are taking the family
dogs or cats along with them
on their trips. Discuss how the

meat, dog sitting in a hot car,
hippopotamus on a hot day,
person touching a hot stove,
fish in but water). and write

dons aloud, assigning each to a
student.

trips might be different for the
pets than for the humans. (The
pets might be frightened by
strange sights and smells. They

these on pieces of _.caper.

Learning Activity: Students
Learning Activity: Students would have to travel in cam take turns selecting a situa-
rcde play reactions of desig- in the baggage compartment. don, having teacher read it
need animals in described Their schedules would be up- aloud, and role playing
situations, including as part of set. They might get lost away possible reactions of human or

their role play the sounds the
animals might make to express
pain. When activity is corn-

from home.) other designated animal to
described environmental situ-
ation. When all situations are

igeted, each student draws a Learning Activity: Students completed, discuss reactions:
picture of his/her assigned =I_ describe or write what their Are the reactions of humans

mal in the situation described ProPosed trips would be like similar to those of other ani-
and labels the picture, with from a pet animal's point of mats? Do you think animals
the help of teacher, with a view. Would the trip be as feel heat, cold, pain, etc. the
phonetic approximation of the much fun for the animal as for same way humans do? Why or

sound the animal might maim the student? Why or why not? why not? Note: Although hu-

to pain. Then discuss: What are the alternatives to mans and other animah can

Are these times when humans taldng a
pet

traveling? Where feel the same stimuli, their
feel min but don't make any would the animal be safest bodily reactions ma differ
sound? How can an animal and most comfortable (e.g., at (e.g., humans sweat in response

pain without using
sound? What should we do if
we NB that our pets are In
Pain?

understanding
communication, phonics

home, with friends, in a
kennel, on the trip)? Students
share stories and discus what
they drink traveling h like for
a pet animal.

transportation,
responsibility

to heat; dogs pant).

SCUM

7

continued on next page
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resources:

LA: Gobble, Growl, Grunt (j), Peter Spier, Doubleday; What Is Your Dog Saying? (J), Michael W. Fox and Wende De hin
Gates, Coward, McCann, Geoghegan; What Do the Animals Say? (j), Grace Skaar, Scholastic; time AnimalsCommuniratr 0).
Anabel Dean, Messner; The Wounded Wolf (J). Jean Craighead George. Harper & Row; Moods and Emotions. stildy prints, I'lw
Child's World, Elgin, IL; Moods and Emotions, study prints, David C. Cook Publishing, Elgin, IL.
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similarities and differences

concept: Some animals, like humans, have and display emotiors,

language arts social studies math healthiscience
Learner Outcome: Students
will recognize that humans/
animals communicate with
one another.

Teaching Strategy: Discuss
need for communication. In-
clude questions such as: Does
all communication involve
speech? In what ways do hu-
mans/animals communicate
without speech? Have students
develop list of words that de-
scribe humantanimal commu-
nication (e.g., shriek, howl,
growl, purr, sing, bark, smile,
frown, shrug, nod). Then ask
students to sit in circle, chance
one student at a time, and
have himther "'send" a mes-
sage to the group using any
form of human/animal
communieution erupt spoken
or written human language.

Learning Activity: Students
take turns "sending" messages
and guessing what is being
communicated by other stu-
dents.

understanding
communication,

v "sultry development

Learner Outcome: Students
will recognize that some hu-
man/animal emotions can be
expre.ssed without speech.

Teaching Strategy: Lead dis-
ettnion about some basic emo-
tions. Include happiness, "ear,
aggression, contentment. Are
these emotions universal in hu-
mans/animals? How can we
tell?

Learning Activity: Students
cut out pictures of humans/
animals from various sources.
Then classify them according
to feelings. Glue pictures on
large sheets of paper labeled
"happy," "sad," "angry," etc.
Mount posters on bulletin
board to create "Animal Emo-
tions" display.

emotions

Learner Outcome: Students
will identify animal body lan-
guage that may mean danger.

Teaching Strategy: Show w-
hims illustrating animal hotly
language and signals. Lead
discussion about ways animals
react when threatened (see re-
sources).

Learning Activity: Students
view pictures, identify body
language, and talk about pre-
cautions to take to avoid in-
jury. What situations may
frighten or upset animals so
that they feel threatened?

safety

resources:

General: How Animals Communicate U). Anabel Dean. Messner; What Is Your Dog Saying? 0), Michael W. Fox and Wendy
Kelvin Gates, Coward, McCann, Geoghegan; A Horse and a Hound. A Goat and a Gander (j). Alice and Martin Provensen.
Atheneum.

LA: Gobble. Growl. Grunt (J). Peter Spier, Doubleday; What Do Animals Say? U), Grace Skuar, Scholastic.

SS: Lonesome Little Galt U). C.W. Anderson, Macmillan; Push Kitty U), Jan Wahl, Harper & How; Moods and Emotions. study
prints, The Child's World, Elgin, IL: Moods and Emotions, study prints, David C. Cook Publishing, Elgin, IL.

WS: The Biting Book U), Judi Friedman, Prentice-Hall; Understanding Your Dog (A), Michael W. Fox, Coward. McCann,
Ceog n; Animals Can Bite, Ifimm film. Pyramid Films, Santa Monica. CA; Playing It Safe With Animals. filmstrip.

m, Shawnee Mission, KS.

7)
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human attitudes

concept Humans' different attitudes toward animals sometimes
affect the way humans treat the animals.

language arts social studies math health/science
Learner Outcome: By examin- Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: By examin-
ing the adjectives they use to will explore their emotional ing a tally of their favorite
describe animals, students will reactions to animals, and animals, students will reeog-
identify their feelings about whether these reactions are nine that they ea4 h have dif-
the animals. appropriate. ferent opinions about the ani-

mals.

Teaching Strategy: Provide Teaching Strategy: Write
students with a series of pie- love. hate. and fear on the Teaching Strategy: Help stu-
tures of animals, including board. Generate discussion as dents compile a short list of
pets, wildlife, farm animals,
and animals that are often

to what each means. Have stu-
dents provide examples of

familiar animals including
pets, farm animals, and wild-

feared or disliked (e.g., spider,
snake, bat, wolf). Define ad-

inanimate objects or activities
that they 'i.,,e, hate, or fear.

life. Put names of animals on
board. Ask students to copy

fertives. Show pictures of ani- Discuss dy° effects of their the name of the animal they
mals, one at a time, and ask emotions on their reactions to like the most. Then, copy
students to brainsturm de- these objects or netivities. (I names of the animal they like
scriptive words (adjectives) love toy trains, so 1 play with second best and third best.
that describe each animal. List them whenever I can; I nate When students have finished.
these under animal's name on helping with the dishes, so I go down the list on the board
board. After all animals in try to sneak away from the and, as a class, count the mini-
pictures have been described,
compare adjectives used for

table as soon as I finish din-
ner.) Then ask students to list

bee of students who listed each
animal as their favorite, second

different animals. Ask: What
do some of these words tell you

animals that they love, hate,
or fear. Why do they feel this

favorite, and third favorite,
Make a chart on the chalk-

about your feelings for the rani- way? What effects might their board, listing the numerical
mals (e.g., slimy for snake,
ferocious or mean for wolf,

feelings have on their treat-
'went of the animals? For those

results of the class tally next to
each animal's name. Point out

Willy or icky for spider)? Are animals listed under hate or the differences in choices.
.7,-out feelings for some animals fear, are these feelings appro-
different than those for others? priate? Did the animal in ten-
Are all the words you've used tionally do something to make Learning Activity: Students
to describe the animals true or them dislike it? draw pictures of their favorite
fair? animals and label the pictures

with a sentence describing why
Learning Activity: Students they chose the animals as

Learning Activity: Students -'nose animals in the fear or favorites. Use the pictures and
each choose an animal from bate list and give one reason class tally to create a bulletin
the lesson and draw a picture why some humans may have board entitled "Our Favorite
of it. Then label the 1 'tore
with the animal's name and at
least one adjective that sug-
gests a positive attitude about
the animal (e.g., loyal dog,
helpful snake, pretty spider).

that animal on their love list.

emotions, appreciating

Animals."

adjectives individull differences counting

el ^,
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resources:

LA: Basic Science Series Study Prints (Group I and Grotap 2), Animal Life Study Prints. and Animals Of Land and Sea study
Prints. SVE, Chicago. IL; Farm Animal Families. study prints, and Familiar Animals We Should know, study prints. i id% vs
School Publishing, Wi lkinsburg, PA; Ali About Pets, study prints. Instructor Publications. Dansville. NY.

SS: Coyote Cry 0). Byrd Baylor. Lothmp. Lee, Shepard (Morrow); Where the Wild Things Are (j), Maurice Sendak, Harper &
Bo. fang's Bee (J), Beverly Keller, Coward, McCann, Geoghegan; Do Toads Give You Warts? Strange Myths Explained (J).
Ed. dBiecluti, Walker; Animal Fact & Animal Fable U), Seymour Simon, Crown; What's Wrong With Being a Skunk? U).

_.ucky Porcupine! (J), Miriam Schlein,Four Winds (Scholastic); Fact and Fancy In American Wildlife (J), Manuel Milan and
William Keane, Houghton Mifflin; The Baffling Eat, The Roguish Bat, and The Frightful Fly, filmstrips from the series Curious
Creatures. Pomfret House, Pomfret Center, CT.

7."
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human attitudes

concept Humans use other animals for a variety of purposes.

language arts social studies math health /science
Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: After stir- Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students
will use writing skills to ex- veying friends and family will construct simple looms will recognize that humans use
press an understanding of how members, students will recog- and complete weaving pro- chickens to provide eggs for
humans use animals. size that humans use other

animals for a variety of pur-
poses.

jects to demonstrate how hu-
marls use sheep's wool to make
clothing.

human consumption.

Teaching Strategy; Elicit dis-
cession from students about

Teaching Strategy: Explain to
students that many of the

how they use animals and Teaching Strategy: Help stu- Teaching Strategy: Explain to things humans use every day
what animals mean to them. dents identify various ways in students that many of the come from animals (food.
Which animals do they have as which humans use other aril- things humans use every day clothing, etc.). Ask students if
friends {pets)? Which wild
amimals do they like to look

mals (food, clothing, corn-
panionship, entertainment).

come from animals (food,
clothing, etc.). Show students

they have eaten eggs recently
and elicit discussion about

at in the wild or in zoos? Prepare a simple ditto ques- picture of sheep and ask them where ego come from. Why
Which animals do they see on tionnaire to record an indivi- if they know what kind of do chickens lay eggs? What
television or in the movies? dues contact with animals clothing material humans get other bird eggs have you seen?
Which animals do they use for during one day. Sample ques- from sheep. Share sample of Arrange a trip to a chicken
food and clothing? Write the Lions: Did you play with or woolen scarf, sweater. nit- farm or share a him or book
names of animals discussed on take care of a pet? Are you tens, cap, etc. What purpose (see resources) that identifies
the board. wearing clothes made from does sheep's wool serve for chickens as the source of eggs.

animals? Did von eat an ant- the sheep? Share a film or Provide eggs (or bring them
mal product? Did you see an book (see resources) that iden- back from field trip) to cook in

Learning Activity: Students animal on television? Explain tifies sheep as source of wool classroom. Provide apiwopri-
choose one of the animals dis- questions to students and ask and explains how wool is spun ate equipment for cooking and
cussed. draw a picture of it,
and write or dictate a sentence
about the animal, explaining

them each to survey two
friends or relatives.

into yarn. Provide wool yarn,
rulers, scissors, 6-inch squares
of heavy cardboard. and in-

eating eggs.

what it does for humans or structions for wool weaving Learning Activity: With assis-
hew humans use it. Has using Learning Activity: Students activity (below). tance from teacher, students
the animal for this purpose take questionnaires home, ask prepare and cook eggs in a
helped it or hurt it in an questions of friends or family Learning Activity: With help variety of ways. Then, draw
way? members, and record yestno

answers. Then compile results
in clam. What was the most

from teacher, students prepare
looms follows:

Measure, mark off, and cut ei-

pictures of a chicken. an egg,
and one of the dishes they've

paedpre r , and dictate captions
common way in which ant- inch slits at 1/2-inch intervals for each. If you used other
mals were used? Were you stir- along top and bottom edges of ingredients in the egg dishes
prised that animals play such
an important role in human's

cardboard pieces to create 12
tabs on each edge. On both

rid prepared (mill batter,
margarine, salt, pepper. etc.)

lives? How does each was we top and bottom, number the what was the source of each of
use animals affect the animals? tabs beginning with "1" on left

and numbering across to "12"
on the right. Measure and cut

these ingredients?

6-foot piece of yarn. Tie one
end of yarn around tab 1 on
the top of cardboard, draw
down to wrap around tab 2 on
the bottom, take back up to
wrap around tab 3 on the top,
back to tab 4 on the bottom,
and so on across to the end,
tying the yarn off around tab
12. (If done correctly, yarn
strands will all be drawn
across same side of card-
board.) Once loom is pre-
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language arts social studies math health/science
pared, students weave strands
of yarn back and forth across
loom. When weavings are
..vmplete, post on bulletin
board with picture of sheep
and wool clothing or products.
Discuss how modern weaving
is done on large machinery to
provide humans with cloth for
clothing and other products.

writing sentences surveying measurement sources of food

resources:

General: Animals At Work U). Lavinia Dobler. Scholastic; Cindy; A Hearing Ear Dog U). Patricia Curtis. Dutton; Look At a
Calf (j), Wright, Random House; The Life Cycle Of the Honeybee (1), Paula Z. Hogan, Raintree; Zara the Guide Dog,
filmstrip, Educational Activities, Freeport, NY.

MA: Pelie:s New Suit 0). Elsa Beskow, Scholastic; Sheep, Shearing, and Spinning: A Story Of Wool, 16mm film, International
Film Bureau, Chicago, IL; Charlie Needs a Cloak 0), Tomie DePaola, Prentice-Hall.

HIS: Meat, Fish. and Poultry, filmstrip from the series Our Foods and When They Conic From. National Geographic Society.
Washington. DC; Chick, Chick. Chick. 16mm film. Churchill Films, Los Angeles, CA: Eggs To Market. 16min film, WA
Educational Media. Santa Monica. CA.
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human attitudes

concept : Domestication is a process humans have used to make
animals that were once wild suitable for human use.

language arts social studies moth health/science
Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome; Students
will demonstrate an under- will identify and distinguish will use more thantless than to will recognize that domestic
standing of the words wild,
tame, and domestic as they

between wild and domestic
animals that live in their coin-

interpret bar graphs display-
ing numbers of wild and

animals were once wild.

apply to animals. munity. This activity follows domestic animals in their corn-

:caching Strategy: Discuss

LA. munity. This activity follows
SS.

Teaching Strateff: Challenge
the students to identify three
domestic animals and their

with students the meanings of Teaching Strategy: Plan a wild counterparts (e.g., pig-
the words wild, tame, and walking field trip through the Teaching Strategy: Explain wild boar; duck-wild duck;
domestic (see resources). Pro- neighborhood. Prepare a more than /less than and how dog- wolf ; goat- mountain
vide examples of animals ap- checklist of various wild and to graph collected data. Write goat). Discuss why humans
propriate to each label (e.g.,
robin or rabbit in meadow-

domestic animals. Include
some common local animals

wild and domestic on board. keep each of the domestic
animals and how they might

wild; lion in circus or monkey that the students probably have been domesticated.
on television-tame; dog or won't sec (e.g.. snakes, rae- Learning Activity: Students
cow-domestic). Prepare a bul- coons, moles). prepare individual bar graphs
letin board with the three displaying numbers of each Learning Activity: Students
headings: Wild, Tame,Domes- animal observed in SS activity. each draw a picture of a
tic. Learning Activity: Using the Students then list animals domestic animal and its wild

checklist students take a walk- from individual graphs under counterpart. Use pictures to
ing field trip through their the two headings on board. make a class booklet.

Learning Activity: Students neighborhood and record the Tally animals in each list to
each collect andtor draw a wild and domestic animals oh- determine which group has
picture of one of the animals
mentioned above and write a
simple sentence or story about
the animal to go with the pie-
ture. Display under appropri-
ate headings on bulletin
board.

vocabulary development,
writing sentences

served. When they return to
class, students discuss the ani-
mall and identify which were
wild and which were domes-
tic. Which were harder to
find, the wild animals or the
domestic animals? Why do
you think this was so?

communities

more than /less than.

more than/less than
comparing wild and

domestic animals

resources:

LA: Definitions; domestic animal- an animal that has been tamed over a long period of time so that it el..: live with or be used by
humans, and the effects of the taming process appear in its offspring; tame animal-an animal taken from a natural or wild state
by a human and made gentle or obedient; wild animal-an animal living and growing naturally,not controlled by humans.

SS: Animals In Your Neighborhood (D. Seymour Simon, Walker; A Crack In flu' Pavement, 16mm film, FilmFair Communi-
cations, Studio City, CA; The City Park, filmstrip from the series Places Where Plants and Animals Live. National Ga .'graphic
Society, Washington, DC.
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human attitudes

concept: Humans sometimes choose alternatives to the use of
animals or animal products. tunanionknal rektiorships

language arts social studies moth he althisdence
Learner Outcomes Students Learner Outcome; Students Learner Outcome: Students
will demonstrate an under- will identify products, other will recognize and identify a
standing of what it means to
choose from among alter-

than food, that are made from
animals and note possible

variety of foods that do not
carmc from animals.

natives. alternatives to the use of these
products.

Teaching Strategy; Show stu-
Teaching Strategy: Define the dents a variety of pictures of
word alternatives for students Teaching Strategy: Help stu- foods that are not made from
in terms of "choices." Explain dents to brainstorm a list of animals or do nut contain ani-
that anytime we select or
choose something, the items Jr
actions we choose from are

products, other than food,
that are made from or ce ntain
either domestic or wilts ani-

mat products. Include fruits,
vegetables, legumes, grains,
and nuts, as well as familiar

called alternatives. Relate coals or animal products. Your processed foods made from
esuunples of common choices list might include such things these (e.g., peanut butter, po-
students might make (e.g.,
what flavor ice cream to buy,
what to ask for for your birth-

as leather, sheepskin, or wool
clothing; fur coats or items;
ivory or tortoise shell trinkets

tato chips, cereal). Help stu-
dents identify each picture and
write the name of the food on

day, what book to check out or jewelry; natural sponges; the chalkboard. Discuss what
from library, whom to invite scrimshaw; down-filled foods have in common (a11
to a birthday party, what to products; alligator or lizard- come from plants, not ani-
do after school). Explain that skin items; some perfumes and studs), and provide sample of
some choices affect only us cosmetics; glue: bone meal some of the less familiar foods
(what flavor of ice cream to and some fertilizers; etc. Pro- for students to taste. Explain
WO and some affect others as vide examples where possible. that some humans choose not
well (whom to invite to a birth- Identify the animal sources of to cat swat and/or other ani-
day party). Discuss the im- each product and distinguish mat products. Their diets are
portance of thinking about between those items that may comprised mainly of plant
alternatives and possible be chtained from a living ani- foods. Discuss: Why might
effects before making a choice. mat (wool, manure for fer- some humans want to choose
Provide students with a series tilizers) and those that require alternatives to meat a.dlor
of situations in which a choice
must be made between several
alternatives. Example: It's

that the animal be killed (fur,
leather, ivory, etc.). Explain
that some humans choose not

other animal products (cost,
taste preferences, allergies,
other health reasons, ethical or

your job to feed your pet cat to use products that are made religious reasons)?
after school, but your friends from animals. Help students
want you to come over to play identify alternatives to each of
with a new game. You can (1) the products listed (e.g., cot- Learning Activity: Students
go home and feed the cat and ton, linen, synthetics instead each choose a food item from
tell your friends you can't of leather, fur, or other ani- those discussed, draw a pic-
make it; (2) go play with your
friends and let the cat wait

mal-skin clothing; plastic,
mineral, or metal jewelry in-

tore of it, and label it with the
appropriate name and adjec-

until lattsr for his dinner; (3) stead of ivory, tortoise shell. or tives that describe how it
ask your sister to feed the cat scrimshaw; etc.). Discuss: looks, feels, or tastes. Use pic-
for you; (4) go feed the cat and Why might some humans tures to make bulletin board
go to your friends' later. want to choose alternatives to display or class booklet en-

animal products (cost, avail*.
bility, allergies, ethical

titled, -Plant Foods.-

Learning Activity: Students
make choices between alterna-
tives and explain why they
decided as they did and what

reasons)?

Leornin, A Activity; Using sam-
effects their decision might pie pronnets. pictures cut from
have on other people/animals. magazines, and/or drawings'

students create a display of
animal products and alterna-
tives.

continued on next page
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language arts social studies math health /science

critical thinking,
vocabulary dzyclopment consumerism sources of food

resources:

SS: Pe lle's New Suit (J), Elsa fiesko, Scholastic; Charlie Needs a Cloak (j), Tumid De Paola, Scholastic.

HtS1 Muth Ada About Aldo (J), Johanna Hurwitz, Morrow; Food-Early Choices, multi-media kit, National Dairy Council,
Rosemont, IL 60018; The Vegetarian Alternative (A), Vic Sussman, Rada le; Laurel's Kitchen (A), Laurel Robertson, Nilgirl;
Diet For a Small Planet (A), Frances Moore Lappi, Ballantine (Random House).
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animal welfare

Concept : Laws exist to govern the keeping of some animals.

language arts social studies math healthisdence
Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students
will use dramatization to dent- will demonstrate an under-
onstnate an understanding of standing of the role of an ani-
how license laws help pets. null control or humane °film

in enforcing animal regula-
tions.

Teaching Strategy: Ask stu-
dents to relate stories about
times they .vere lost or Teaching Strategy: Invite an
couldn't find their parents in a animal control or humane
store, at a park, etc. How did officer to visit your class or
they feel? What did they do? arrange a field trip to an ani-
Shift discussion to problems mal shelter to speak to the offi-
faced by lost pets. Can pets tell ear there. Ask the speaker to
humans where they live or ask discuss the laws that relate to
for help? Explain role of animals in your community
license tag in identifying lost (leash laws, anti-cruelty laws.
pet. Set up several situations in etc.) and his/her work enfore-
which pets are lest and/or in- ing them. Before visit, help
jured and found by an animal students prepare a list of clues -
control officer. tions to ask the speaker (e.g..

How do the laws help the ani-
mals? How do they help hu-

Learning Activity: Students mans? What kinds of animals
role play pets. owners, and do you work with? What is the
officer in each situation. first hardest part of your job? What
with the pet wearing a license can citizens do to make your
and then with the pet wearing
no identification. Discuss how
individuals felt in each situa-
tion.

dramatization.
verbalizing ideas

job easier?).

Learning Activity: Students
listen to speaker and ask pre-
pared questions. After visit.
students draw pictures of the
officer at work. Then send
these pictures with a class
thank -von note to the officer.

carvers, law enforcement

resources:

LA: Patches. two-part filmstrip series, National Association for the Advancement of Humane Education (see appendix):
"Accidents Don't Have To Happen" tend "A Lost Dog's Ticket Home," pcisters from The Humane Society of the United States (see
appendix).

SS: Canine Control Officer. filmstrip from the series Working With Animals, Troll Associates, Mahwah, NJ.
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animal welfare

concept Laws exist to protect some animals.

language arts social studies moth head /science
Learner Outcome: By protect- Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students i

ing something during the will identify those people in will identify hazards in their
school day. students will the community who enforce community that threaten the
demonstrate an understanding laws that protect animals. welfare of animals and will
of the concept of protection. determine ways to protect ani-

mals from those hazards.
Teaching Stratexv: Show pic-

Teaching Strategy; At the be- tom of community people
ginning of the day. give each who enforce protective laws Teaching Strategy: Using a
student a hard-boiled egg. (policeman, dog warden. flannel board and prepared
Provide markers and instruct ranges. conservation officer). flannel pieces. display cutout
students to draw a picture of Discuss ways that they work to of dog and/or cat (see re-
an animal on the shell. Ex- protect humans and animals. sources). Elicit discussion
plain that protecting their Describe some passible situa- about what things the clog/cat
-per eggs means keeping tions where an animal is in must he protected from in a
them from harm. Discuss
what dangers might threaten

danger te.g. someone is beat-
ing an animal, someone is

community (other animals,
cars, dangerous litter, severe

this "pet." Discuss that al- shooting wildlife and it's not weather conditio.ts, hum:. 'Is
though the easiest thing is to
hide your egg in a safe place,
this is often impractical with a

hunting season, someone has
left their pet in a hot car or
other life-threatening situa-

that would hurt or mistreat it,
getting lost). For each hazard
identified, place an appropri-

real pet. Therefore, require tion, someone is stealing some- ate flannel symbol next to the
that "egg pets" be kept with
students all day.

one else's pet). animal.

Learning Activity: Students Learning Activity: Students
Learning Activity: Students choose the community person suggest ways the dog/cat can
protect their eggs from harm that should he contacted in be protected from these den-
for one full school day. At the each described situation and gels. A A each dangerous situe
end of the day, students as- discuss why he/she would be tion is resolved, students re-
cuss problems they had pro-
testing their "pets" and what

the best person to contact, move symbols representing
dangerous situations and

happened to the "pets" that replace' with symbols repre-
weren't protected. Then, stu- stinting the soltions to the
dents discuss feelings that re- situations. As a class, make a
suited from having successful- list of the things that are im-
ly protected their -pets" all
day,

concept developrnerst,
verbalizing ideas community helpers

portant to an animal's safety,
and conclude with a discussion
of how community rules (laws)
protect animals from these
dangerous situations,

pets, safety

resources:

SS: Many local animal welfare groups, animal control agencies, conservation agencies, and law enforcement programs conduct
educational activities and may be willing to send an officer to your clan as a guest speaker.

HIS: Sharing Sam, pet care flannel board kit. National Association for the Advancement of Humane Education (see appendix);
Haw To Raise a Puppy and Live Happily Ever After, 18mm film, AIMS Instructional Media, Glendale, CA, or Latham
Foundation (see appendix): Harry the Dirty Dog (J). Gene Zion, Harper & Row: Angus Lost (J), Marjorie Flack, Doubleday.
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animal welfare

concept: Humans have formed organizations to protect and
control some animals.

language arts social studies moth health/science
Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students
will practice group coopers- will identify the advantages of will understand the role of
tion in an endangered species group cooperation over indi- some animal welfare and ani-
spelling game. vidual effort for accomplishing mal control organizations in

an assigned task. providing for the needs of pets
that have no owners.

Teaching Strategy: Discuss the
word endangered. Read or Teaching Strategy: Tell stu-
provide books about endan- dents that you've decided to Teaching Strategy: Use flannel
gered animals (see resources). rearrange the classroom to board, toy animal, filmstrip,
Select 3 or 4 animals from make it more comfortable for or other audio-visual aid to re-
books and list on board. everyone and to allow every- view basic pet needs with stu-
Explain that many humans one to sit by someone new. dents (see resources). Discuss
are working together, combin- Assign the students the task of who generally provides for a
ing their special talents, to rearranging the classroom (or pet's needs. What shout pets
help save the animals. Cut 3x5- a different project requiring whose owners no longer want
inch cards In half. Spell out cooperation). When task is them, or pets that have no
the names of each animal. complete, ask them to discuss: owners? Explain that animal
putting one letter on each Was it quicker and less work shelters provide for the needs
card. Mix letters and pass out when everyone helped move of pets that have no owners.
at random. Explal.n to stu- desks or when one person tried Most animal shelters are oper-
dents that by working together to do the job by himself/her- aced by animal welfare groups
they will be able to spell the self? Were there some parts of (private) or animal control
name of an animal that needs the job that couldn't be done agencies (public).
to be "saved." (In the mg.! of by only one person but that
duplicate letters , children several people working to-
will have to decide which ani-
mal they want to "save."')

gether accomplished (e.g.,
moving the teacher's desk)? If

Learning Activity: With help
from teacher, students write

everyone helped, what things letters to an animal shelter in
had to be agreed upon first their area, thanking the

Learning Activity: On signal (e.g., final goal, plan of ac- people who operate the facili-
from teacher, students work tion, division of responsibili- ty for providing for the needs
together to form groups, each ties)? Explain that community of animals that have no own-
with appropriate letters to organizations are formed to ers and asking how individuals
spell the name of one animal. accomplish goals (or jobs) that can help make the organiza-
Then, each group tells the can't be done or are done less tion's work easier. Use re-
class two reasons why they effectively by individuals -vitises to make a klaSS list:
would like their group's working alone. 'e Can Du to Help
animal saved. croak."

Learning Activity: With help
from teacher, students cooper-
atively identify their fina'. goal
(what they wanted to eccom-
p1' '), their plan of action
(what had to be done and in
what order), and the recelwary
division of responsibilities

spelling

(who did what). Then stu-
dents discuss the benefits '7f
organizing and working coop-
eratively. What are some
other things they could do
better as a group?

cooperation,
peer relationships Pets

continued on next page
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resources:
General: Many local animal welfare groups and animal control agencies have educational programming and materials available
for use in schools. Contact the agencies in your area for assistance or write The Humane Society of the United States or other
national agencks listed in the appendix for information on the work of animal welfare and control organizations.

LA; Endangered Animals, study prints, Instructor Publications. Danville, NY; "Endangered Species Lists," World Wildlife
Fund (see appendix); Wildlife Alert! The Struggle To Survive 0), Thomas S. Allen, and Animals In Danger; Trying To Save Our
Wildlife 0), National Geographic Society; Sea Turtles, coloring book, and Whales, coloring album, Center for Environmental
Education ',see appendix). For additional information on endangered animals.write Office of Endangered Species, Fish and
Wildlife Service, U.S. Department of the Interior, Washington, DC 20240, or contact Defenders of Wildlife, National Wildlife
Federation, Animal Welfare Institute, The Humane Society of the United States, or Center for Action on Endangered Species (see
appendix for addresses).

H/S: Sharing Sam, pet care flannel board kit. National Association for the Advancement of Humane Education (see appendix);
How To Raise a Puppy and Live Happily Ever After. 16mm film, AIMS Instructional Media, Glendale. CA, or Latham
Foundation (see appendix); Patches, two-part filmstrip series, National Association for the Advancement of Humane Education
(see appendix); Listen To Your Kitten Purr (j), Lilo Hess, Scribner's.
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animal welfare

concept: Humans have the responsibility to provide proper care
for animals kept in public or private facilities,

language arts sodol studies moth heolthiscience
Learner Outcomes Students Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students
will create stories that demon- will identify the careers ass- will identify the kinds of cud-
stride an understanding of the elated with facilities that orals kept in common animal
concept of responsibility as it house animals. facilities and why the animals
applies to care of animals. are there.

Teaching Strategy: Show
Teaching Strategy: Define the selected filmstrips from W'ork- Teaching StrateKv: Help stu-
woni responsibility for stu- ing With Animals series (see re- dents identify facilitie3 in
dents. Relate definition to stu- sources). Help students identi- which animals are kept in
dents' experience with ques- fy facilities in which animals their community (animal shel-
tiens such as What things are
you responsible for? What do

are kept (animal shelter, zoo,
kennel, laboratory, pet store.

ter, zoo, kennel, laboratory,
pet store, riding stable). Dis-

you does part of this respon- riding stable). Discuss the cuss the function of each facili-
sibility? What happens if you work that is done in each ty and why animals might he
don't do these things? Ask sin- facility, focusing on the kept there. Arrange a visit to
dents to speculate as to the careers that involve animal one of the facilities to observe
responsibilities involved in care. the animals and learn about
caring for animals at a um,
animal shelter, pet store, etc.

what the organization or
agency does.

Begin stories for children, such Learning Activity: Students
as: -One morning, tht zoo role play animal-related
keeper forgot to come to work. careers associated with each Learning Activity: Upon re-
The animals..." Or, "The pet facility identified. Then turn to the clamroom, students
store owner overslept and choose one career and draw a each choose one animal they
didn't arrive at her store until rietaire of someone' actively saw on field trip and draw a
late in the day. The animals...".

Learning Activity: Students

invoked in that type, of work. picture of the animal living in
the facility. Then discuss: If
the animals seen were pets,
how is their life in the facility

finish stories telling what like /unlike the life of a pet in a
might happen if people who family home? If the animals
care for animals aren't respon- seen were wild animals, how
sible. Then make up new is their life in the facility like/
stories about how animals
should be cared for, Assem hie
stories in a class hook to be
read again later.

vocabulary development,
storytelling careers

unlike their life in the wild?

animal homes

resources:

General: Be Nice To Spiders (J), Margaret Graham, Harper & Row; Tons WI, bout Cages (J). Judith E. Rinard, Natitetal
Geographic Sociiy.

LA: A Rabbit For Easter (J), Carol Carriek, Creenwillow (Morrow); The Red Hen, 16rain film. Harr Films, Pasacl,..na, CA.

SS: Working With Animals. filmstrip series, Troll Associates, Mahwah, NJ; Careers: Working With Animals (A), Guy Hedge.
Acropolis, available from The Humane Society of the United States (see appendix).

WS: Look At Zoos, lfinim film, Farm Animals and Zro Animals, filmstrips from the series Animals Around You. National
Geographic Society, Washington, DC; Fam Rabies anti Their Mothers, 16mm film, BM Educational Media, Santa Monica,
CA; Patches, two-part filmstrip series, National Association for the Advancement of Humane Education (see appendix).
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animal-related careers

concept : Careers exist that involve working with and for animals.

language arts social studies moth health /science
Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students
will use letter-writing skills to will identify the type of work will recognize the similarities
demonstrate an understanding
of the work done by animal-
care personnel. This activity
follows SS.

invoked in an animal-care
career.

between doctors for animals
and doctors for people.

Teaching Strategy: Invite a Teaching Strategy: Generate
worker from a zoo, animal discussion of children's experi-

°Teaching Strategy: Demon- shelter, or veterinarian's office ewes in visiting a doctor's
strafe how to write a simple to speak to the class about his/ office or hospital. What kinds
thank-you letter and leave her job. Help students prepare of things does the doctor do?
sample printed on board, Help,
students review information

a list of questions to ask speak-
er.

What do the nurses do? Ask ff
any children have taken their

Presented by SS speaker. pets to an animal doctor. Dis-
cuss similarities of human/

Learning Activity: Students
Learning Activity: Students
ask speaker prepared set of

animal doctors and the nurses
or technical support staff who

write (or dictate to teacher) questions. Be sure to focus on assist them. 'Discuss added
thank-you letters to speaker how the person's work helps difficulty for veterinarians he-
and decorate letters with
drawings of how they think
speaker might look doing his/

animals. After speaker leaves,
students each give one reason
why they think it would be fun

cause patients can't say how
they feel. Provide toy pets,
stethoscopes, toy thermarne-

her job. to do the work that the speaker ters, bandages, and other ap-
does. propriate -props" for students

to role play veterinarians.

Learning Activity: Students
role play people and animals
in a veterinarian's office. Then
each student states a reason
why a veterinarian is a special
friend of pets.

writing letters careers health

resources:

General: Working With Animals, filmstrip series, Troll Associates, Mahwah. NJ; Careers: Working With Animals (A), Guy
Hodge, Acropolis. available from The Humane Society of the United States (see appendix).

IFS: A Day In the Life Of a Veterinarian (J). William jaspersohn, Little. Brown: Veterinarian. Doctor For Your Pet (j). Arline
Strong, Atheneum; The Veterinarian Serves the Community,. 16mm film, FilmFair Communications, Studio City, CA; I Know
an Animal 130e 'I), Chika i . Iritani, Putnam's; Our Friend the Veterinarian, 16mm film. Latham Foundation (see appendix).
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pet a4nols

In today's society, being a responsible pet owner means more than
providing food and shelter for your dog or cat. It means making a well-

informed ch ice in pet selection, safeguarding your pet against dangers,
spending the time-as well as the money-required to keep your pet

healthy and happy, and making a commitment to the animal for its
lifetime, not merely for the time you find it appealing or practical. It also
means accepting your responsibilities to the community-to keep your pet

from becoming a nuisance and to neuter it to prevent unwanted offspring.

These requirements appear logical enough, yet millions of animals are put
to death in animal shelters each year and millions more die on the streets
and highways, all because of pet owners who don't understand, or don't

care, about their responsibilities to their pets.

The activities that follow are designed to help students explore the special
relationships that exist between pets and humans, identify the specific

elements of responsible pet ownership, and understand the consequences that
irresponsible pet ownership can have for both the animals and the community.

8"



pethood

concept : Humans raise and keep pet
animals to fulfill emotional needs.

language arts social studies moth health/science
Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: By count- Learner Outcome: Students
will interpret the hurnaniani- will recognize that the loss of a ing and classifying the pets will identify the characteris- 1mat relationship in a story pet is a sad experience for kept by classmates, students tics of various pet animals that
about a child and a pet, many people. will illustrate that a variety of

animals are kept as compan-
ions.

make them desirable family
companions.

Teaching Strategy: Choose a Teaching Strategy: Share with
storybook about a child and a students a book or film about Teaching Strategy: List the
pet (see resources). Read the the death of a pet (see re- Teaching Strategy: List the following common pets on the
story to students and elicit dis-
cussion about how the child in
the dory about his/her pet.

sources). Elicit discussion
about students' feelings during
film or book and personal feel-

following categories on the
board:

horses and ponies

board: dog, cat, bird, rabbit,
mouse, hamster, gerbil,
guinea pig, fish. Ask students

Learning Activity: Students
create a puppet play drama-

cogs about death of a pet.

Learning Activity: Students

dogs
cats
birds
fish

to suggest characteristics they
like about each animal (e.g.,
soft, gentle, small, large,
playful, quiet, fun, interesting

tizing the relationship of the draw pictures depicting the small mammals to watch, boy 1), and write the
child and pet in the book (see scene dew most remembered Have each student who owns a words on the Loard next to the
resources). from the film or story. Then,

one at a time, students show
picture to rest of class and ex-
plain why they chose to draw
that particular scene,

pet list his or her pet's name
(Bingo, Fluffy, Sam, etc.) lia-
der the appropriate category.

Learning Activite: Students
count the number of pets in
each category and make
graphs showing the data pre-
sented. What kind of animal
is most often kept as a pet?

animals' names.

Learning Activity: Students
make drawings of each pet,
listing on the drawing those
characteristics that make the
pet a good companion animal.
Display on class bulletin
board.

listening for main idea,
application of new concepts,

dramatization guidance/dealing with death

What kind is least often kept
as a pet? What are possible ex-
planations for these trends?

counting, classification,
graphs pets

resources:

LA: Puppets For Dreaming and Scheming (A), Judy Sims, Early Stages; Friend Dog (J), Arnold Adoff, Lippincott; The
Foundling 0) and Lost in the Storm (J), Carol Carrick, Houghton Mifflin; A Rabbit For Easter (J), Carol Carrick, Greenwillow
(Morrow); Somebody's Dog (J), Mislia Miles, Little, Brown; The Billy and Blaze books (J), C. W. Anderson, Macmillan; Ponies Of
Mykilleng; (j), Lanza Anderson, Scribner's; My Dog, Your Dog (J), Joseph Low, Macmillan; My Cat Pearl (j), Dona Turner,
Crowell.

SS: The Tenth Good Thing About Barney (1), Judith Viorst, Atheneum; The Accident 0), Carol Carrick, Houghton Mifflin;
When Violet Died (1), Mildred Kantrowitz, Parents; The Black Dog Who Wenr Into the Woods (j), Edith Thacker Hurd, Harper
& Row; My Turtle Died Today, 16mm film, BFA Educational Media, Santa Monica, CA; Petey (J), Tobi Tobias, Putnam's;
The Old Dog (J), Sarah Abbott, Coward, McCann, Geoghegan; About Dying (J), Sara B. Stein, Walker.

HIS: Some Of Us Walk, Some Fly, Some Swim 0), Michael Frith, Random House; All About Pets, study prints, instructor
Publications, Danville, NY.
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pethood

concept: Some pet animals once met or now meet
human needs other than emotional fulfillment.

larvuoge arts social studies math health/science I

Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students
will identify characters,
events. and main ideas in a

will recognize that animals
serve as partners or corn-

will establish rides that recog-
nize the special needs of a

story, film, or filmstrip about nions to some community classroom pet. This activity is
the life and work of guide helpers. -iiggestedfor use in classrooms
dogs. that keep classroom pets.

Teaching Strategy: Invite an
Teaching Strategy: Ask stu- officer from the canine divi- Teaching Strategy: Write
dents if they have friends,
relatives, or acquaintances

sion of your local police force
(or an officer from the

words describing needs of a
classroom pet on board in-

who are blind or deaf. Explain mounted patrol if applicable) eluding:
that because our world is
largely designed for people

to speak to your class about
his/her dog (or horse) and the food quiet

who can see and hear, blind work done by the animal. fresh water privacy
and deaf people sometimes clean cage exercise
need help performing certain safe handling health care
activities. Read book or show Learning Activity: Students proper temperature
film or filmstrip ahead "see- question officer about animal's weekend/holiday care
ing-eye" or "hearing-ear" dogs
(see mourees). Elicit discus-

life on and off the job. Then,
students draw pictures of ani-

Explain each to students.

sion about the story. Why mal at work. Discuss: How is
were the main characters? this animal's life like/unlike Learning Activity: With
How did the dogs and their the life of a family pet? teacher directing activity and
owners communicate with recording rules on board, stu-
each other? In what ways did dents construct list of rules for
the dogs help their owners? care and treatment of class-
How did the owners care for room pet, reflecting needs
their dogs? Have the class identified by teacher. Note:
divide up into pairs, with one Attearpt to phrase each n-' AS
child in each pair assuming a positive, rather than nega-
the role of a "seeing -eye dog"
and one child its owner. Blind-

tive, statement. Example,
"Hold the gerbil gently,"

fol .1 the ownem. rather than -Don't squeeze the
gerbil."

Learning Activity: With
swereision from teacher, "see-
ing-eye dogs" lead owners by
ham' through classroom, tak-
ing care that owners do not
bump into objects or take
wrong turns. Remind students
that dogs cannot talk like hu-
mans do and must communi-
cate to owners in other ways.
Have pairs switch roles.
Discuss methods of communi-
cation between owners and
"seeing-eye dogs" and whether
these were similar to the ways
real guide dogs and owners
communicate.

listening for main idea ,
communication community helpers pets

Uu

continued on next page
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resources:
LA: Cindy: A Hearing Ear Dog ab Patricia Curtis, Dutton; Zora the Guide Dog, filmstrip, Educational Activities. Freeport,
NY.

SS: City Horse 0), Jack and Patricia Demuth, Dodd, Mead.

HIS: AI: About Pets, study prints, Instructor Publications, Dansvil le, NY; A Rabbit For Easter 0), Carol Carrick, Greenwillow
(Morrow); "The Classroom Pet: Delight or Disaster,- pamphlet, "Living With Animals At School," chapter from Living With
Animals (J), and "'ryrone's Terrible Task," story from The Best Of Aninialia (J), all available from American Humane Education
Society (see appendix).
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pethood

concept : The factors considered in pet selection
can affect the welfare of the animal selected.

uage arts social studies math health/science
Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students
will identify the main ideas of will recognize that family will apply size relationships will identify the sounds made
a film or book that deals with members may have differing and greater than /less than con- by different pet animals and
selecting a pet, views on the selection of a pet. cepts to determine space re-

quirements for pets.
will understand how these
sounds can affect the choke of
a pet.

Teaching Strategy: Show the Teaching Strategy: Using an
film The Family Chooses a examples:tans a food.color, or Teaching Strategy: Define big
Pet or read books such as those television show, ask children and little. large and small, and Teaching Strategy: Play a
in the Clifford, the Big Red how many like or dislike the more than and less than. Ex- record or tape recording of pet
Dog series to the class (see re- example. Suggest that family plain that larger animals need sounds. (If a recording is not
sources). Elicit discussion members often have differing more space to live and exercise available, help students identi-
about the main points made in opinions, too. than do small animals. Pm- fy and mimic sounds see re-
the story. vide pictures of pets. sources.) Identify which ani-

mal makes each sound.
Learning Activity: Students

Learning Activity: Based on interview family members as Learning Activity: Students
'nformation in film or story,
students make list of the fac-

to which kind of pet each
would moe like to have. Share

arrange pictures by size of the
animals from smallest to larg-

Learning Activity: Students
choose a pet and make a list of

tors to consider before shoos- findings with class. Did every- est and identify which animals times when the noise the ani-
ing a pet. one in the same family agree? need the most living space and mal makes could be a problem

listening for main idea

If not, how should a family
decide which kind of pet to
get?

families, making decisions

which need the least.

more than/less than,
big /little, large/small

to its owner (e.g., birds chirp-
ing early in the morning, dogs
harking when owner is gone).

sounds of animals

resources:
General: Factors that may affect the animals welfare include available space and time: family members' likes, dislikes. and
allergies; the economic situation; neighbors' fmlinp; legal restrictions; and available health care.

LA: The Family Chooses a Pet, Ifimm film, Latham Foundation (see appendix); Clifford, du, Big Red Dog (j), Norman Bridwell.
Scholastic; An Animal For Alan (J). Edward B. Rieciuti, Harper & Row.

MA: All About Pets. study prints, Instructor Publivations, Dansville, NY; Some Of 1 Wolk Some Some Swim (J). Michael
Frith, Random House.

HIS: Gobble. Growl. Grunt U), Peter Spier, Doubleday,
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pethood

concept: Not all animals make good pets.

language arts social studies moth health/science
Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome. Students
will define the word home and will identify why some ani- will identify the natural homes
will relate why homes appro- ands kept as pets do not make of various animals.
priate for some animals are
not suited to the tavds of
others.

good neighbors.

Teaching Strategy: Supply
Teaching Strategy: Dis..uss the pictures of various kinds of
qualities essential to being a animals including wild and-

Teaching Strategy: Read stu- good neighbor in a human mats, farm animals, pets, and
dents An Animal For Alan or community. Relate these' to humans. Prepare display
another story about a child the qualities an animal must hoard divided into representa-
who wants or tries to keep a have to be a good pet neighbor Hens of different animal
wild animal as a pet (see re-
sources). After completion.
identify the natural home(s) of

(well mannered, housebroken,
tinder its owner's control,
quiet, friendly). Make a list of

homes, including farm, forest,
meadow. desert, jungle,
water, and house. Show pie-

the animals) presented, and these qualities and write it ore totes of animals one at a time
explain why it (they) does not the board. Provide a list of to class.
belong in a human bonne. native and foreign wild ani-
Help class develop a general
definition for the word hfillie.

mals familiar to students (e.g.,
elephant, giraffe', tiger, wolf,
snake, coyote).

Learning Activity: Students
dete. aim which home I'M-f-
rom-sent each pictured animal

Learning Activity: Students belongs in and place picture
discuss why the definition they Learning Activity: Students on appropriate display area.
established for the word home vompare wild animals to the Which animals live in the
is expressed differently for list of good neighbor charm.- same home' environment as
various animals, including wristics to determine whether humans? What would happen
humans. Then students create any of the animals would if some' of the wild animals
absurd situations invoking make' good neighbors in a lisell in the human environ-
animals that live in honws not human eonnminity. Discuss nrent? Would this be good for
suited to their needs (e.g.. an what it would be hike to live in the humans? For the animals?
elephant in a mouse house, a a community where people' Why?
dolphin in a bathtub). Stu- kept such animals as pets.
dents draw and label pictures What kinds of animals can
of the situations. As a class,
discuss why the situations pre-
sented are inappropriate and
why it is important for wild
animals to live in their natural
homes.

vocabulary development,
listening for main idea

make good neigh'nPrN?

citizenship animal homes

resources:

LA: An Animal For Alan (1), Edward R. Rieviuti, Harper & Row; Animals Shouhl Definitely Wear Clothing (J). Judith
Barrett, Atheneum; Bobbie's Friend George (J). Shirley Potter Estes. Carolrhoda; and the Wild Goose (3). ilelga Sandburg.
Dial; A Mouse To Be Free (J), Joyce W. Warren, Camelot (Awn); Bony ()). Frances Zwick& Harper & Row; The Best Of
Friends U), Josephine Haskell Aldridge, Parnassus.

SS: The Sea Monkey (1). Geraldine Kaye, World; My Friend Mac ( Mars McNeil. and Lynd Ward, Houghton Mifflin.

WS: Basic Science Series Study Prints (Group 1 and Group 2). Animal Life Study Prints. and Animals Of Land and Sea Study
Prints, SVE, Chicago, 1L; Familiar Animals We Should Know, study prints. Familiar Birds We Should Know, study prints. and
Farm Animal Families, study prints, Hayes School Publishing, Wilkinsburg, PA; All About Pets, study prints, Instructor
Publications, Dansville, NY: Animal Homes (j). Sally Cartwright, Coward, McCann. Geoghegan; Place's Where Plants and
Animals Live, filmstrip series, National Geographie c. 7iety, Washington, DC; Where Shoulda Squirrel Lice?, 16mm film, Barr
Films, Pasadena, CA.
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pet needs

concept : Pets depend on responsible owners to fulfill their needs.

language arts social studies math health/science
Learner Outcome: Students
Will demonstrate an under-
standing of the concept of de-
peadeaey as it relates to pets.

Teaching Strategy: Define
dependency and illustrate

, with examples from students'
experiences. Example: Whom
chi you depend on for food?
For clothing? For protection?
For love? For instruction?
Whom do pets depend on?

Learning Activity: Students
thaw pictures of some of the
things pets depend on people
for and dictate or write cap-
tions to explain their pictures.

vocabulary development

Learner Outcome: Students
will recognize that most pets,
like other family members,
need affection.

Teaching Strategy: Define af-
fection and illustrate with
examples of affection within a
family. List potential family
members on board (mother,
father, sister, brother, grand-
parent) and ask students to
relate how they show affection
within thc,;.i family. Then add
pet tea the list and have skis-
dents give examples of how
they show affection for pets.
Are the ways they show affec-
tion similar?

Learning Activity: Students
cut pictures from magazines of
people being affectionate to
pets and to each other and use
these to make a collage illus-
Crating affection.

families, human
relationships

Learner Outcome: Students
will apply mare than/1m than
concepts to the food needs of
pets.

Teaching Strategy: Provide
list of pairs of large and small
animals. Identify animals and
discuss what types of food each
eats.

Learning Activity: Students
fill in more than/less than
symbols as they relate to food
intake. Example:
horse , bird

Learner Outcome: Students
will recognize that some pet
needs are similar to human
needs.

Teaching Strategy: Ask stee-
ueriLs til ire ate morning activi-
ties renore coming to school
(e.g.. waking up. eating
breakfast, washing, combing
hair, getting dresed). Identify
neeas represented by each ac-
tivity, and whether pets share
these needs for sleep, food.
grooming. etc. Provide stn.
dents with pictures represent-
ing human needs and pet
needs (e.g., doctor -re terinari-
an; human food-pet food;
eomb-dog brush; bed-dog
e_ _ , showing affection
to child-person showing affec-
lion to pet).

Learning Activity: Students
match pictures of similar
human needs and pet needs.
Then draw pictures of them-
selves helping to meet the
needs of pets.

living things/animals. pets

fishc_cat
St. Bernarelk....._beagle
Who provides these animals
with the food they need?

more khan /less than

resources:

General: Pet care literature is available from most local humane organizations and animal control departments as well as from a
number of organizations listed in the appendix. Patrhtw. two-part films-trip series, National Association for the Advancement of
Humane Education (see appendix); The Family Chooses a Pet. 16unn film. 1..a.111111 Foundation (SW apixndix); 14100 Dog
Rouse (J). Margaret Graham. Scholastic; Friend Dog (J). Arnold Adoff, Lippincott.

LA: Listen To Your Kitten Purr (J), Lilo Hess, Scribner's.

H/S: All About Prts, study prints, Instructor Publications, Dansville. NY; Sharing Sam, pet care llama.) board kit, National
Association for the Advancement of Humane Education (see appendix).
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pet needs

concept : Pet animals need to be trained
and controlled to live safely in the human world,

lanyuage arts social studies math health/science
Learner Outcome: Using dra-
matization, students will iden-
tify a pet owner's responsi-
bility for his/her pet's actions.

Teaching Strategy: Ask stu-
dents to share examples of
times they or their friends,
brothers, cr sisters got in
trouble when it really w 't
their fault, because they didn't
know any better. How did
they feel? Relate this

knockin
to pets

who are blamed for g

wetting on neighbor's bushes,
jumping up on people. etc.
Can the animals understand
why these things are wrong?
Who is "risible for a pet's
actions? How can
your pet from doing things it
shouldn't? Be sure to explainthat is

plished through verbal
commands and corrections,
not hitting.

Learning Activity: Students
relate and dramatize situa-
firms from their neighbor-
hoods where a pet has caused
or is causing problems for its
owner, itself, or neighbors.
Class discuses how a respon-
sible pet owner could prevent
each situation.

dramatization, role play

Learner Outcome: Students
will describe the training and
behavior necessary for a pet to
be a good neighbor.

Teaching a Strate*: Discuss
what it means to be a good
neighbor (e.g., helping others,
respecting others' rights and
property, not disturbng
others). Help students compile
a list of ways in which pets are
goodtbad neighbors. Who is
responsible for a pet's actions,
the pet C`Z the owner?

Learning Activity: Students
create a "Good Pet Neighbor"
award, listing qualifications
for the owner and the pet, and

designing ,a certificate. Stn-dents explain what a pet
owner would have to do
with or for his /her pet(s) in
order to qualify for the award.
Then students select individ-
tads in their neighborhoods
who are "Good Pet Neigh-
hors" and present the awards
to these individuals and their
pets.

citizenship

,

Learner Outcome: Students
will use word equations to ex-
press the results of proper and
improper pet training and
control. This activity follows
SS.

Teaching Strategy: Review
the meanings of plus, minus,
and equals. Prepare a work-
sheet with cause and effect
situations showing the out-
come of pet training and con-
trot. Leave one element of
each equation blank. Make list
of answers to choose from.
Examples:
dog + (leash) safe dog
dog - (leash) . car accident
cat + (garbage) m sick eat
canary + open window .

(kg bird)
cat + no scratching post

(torn furniture)
dog + housetraining =

(aeon fierce)

Learning Activity: Students
complete worksheet by filling
in appropriate answers.

mathematical symbols

.
Learner Outcome: Students
will identify common items
and situations in their homes
or neighborhoods that may be
dangerous for humans/pets.

Teaching Strategy: Help stu-
dents identify and list house-
hold items and situations in
the neighborhood that may be
dangerous for them (e.g., poi-
sonous cleaning products.
matches, candles, electrical
equipment, scissors, junk
pilestyards, streets, construe-
don sites) , Ask which ones
would also be potentially clan-
gerous for pets. How would
training and control of pets
help keep them safe from these i

hazards?

Learning Activity: Students
draw or collect pictures and
labels to represent situations
and items on their list and
make bulletin board display
with theme. "Keep Your Pets
Safe --- Train Them, Control
Thm."

safety

resources:

General: My Dog, Your Dog (J), Joseph Low. Macmillan; Some Swell Pup (J), Maurice !tendak and Matthew Margolis, Farrar,
Straus, Giroux; Good Dog. Bad Dog (A). Mordecai Siegal and Matthew Margolis, New Anwrican Library.

Rh My Dog the Teacher, ,mm film, The Humane Society of the United States (se appendix).

H/S: Harry the Dirty Dog (j)., Gene Zion. Harper & Bow; Beniy's Dog House (J), Margaret Graham, Scholastic; Safety, study
prints, David C. Cook Publishing, Elgin, IL.
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consequences of
human Irresponsibility
concept : When a pet owner is irresponsible, the pet's health or

life may be in danger.

language orts
Learner Outcome: Students
will complete and dramatize
stories to demonstrate an un-
derstanding of the conse-
quences of irresponsible pet
ownership.

Teaching Strategy: Generate
discussion about the problems
a pet might encounter if it
were running loose, out of the
control of its owner. What

might it cause for
unmans it meets? For other

animals? What things might
be dangerous to the pet itself?
Supply hand puppets of a dog
or cat. Read story: starter line,
"Yesterday, when my owner
let me run outside without my

Learning Activity: With direc-
tion from the teacher, students
use hand puppets to dramatize
possible endings for the story
starter situation. placing spe-
cial emphasis on the pet's feel-
ings about its experience.
Allow students to practice and
devise different endings.

dramatization

social studies
Learner Outcome: Students
will recognize why proper
identification is neees.ary for
Pets-

Teaching Strategy: Discuss
what personal information
would be important to a per-
son if he/she were lost and try-
ing to get home (full name,
address, telephone number).
Ask each student to nmite
his/her full name, address, and
telephone number. Then ask
each student to imagine that
he/she is someone's pet, lost
and far away from home.
How could the pet tell people
its name, address, and the tele-
phone number of its owner?
Discuss why it is important for
all pet animals to wear an
identification tag and licence
at all times. Why is it equally
important for cats as well as
dogs to wear identification?

Learning Activity: Students
use construction paper or
self-hardening clay to create
identification badges for
then:wives and for real or
imaginary pet animals, listing
all important information.

responsibility

math healthisdence

resources:

General: Petits Of Priscilla. 16min film, Churchill Films, Los Angeles, CA; A Home Is Belonging To Someone, filmstrip.
Boulder County Humane Society. 2323 55th Street, Boulder, CC) 8031)1.

LA: Puppets Fur Dreaming and Scheming (A), Judy Sims, Early Stages; Angus Lost (J). Marjorie Flack, Doubleday: Harry the
Dirty Dog (J), Gene Zion, Harper & Row; Somebody's Dog Miska Miles, Little, Brown; Listen To Your Kitten Purr (J ), Lilo
Hess. Scribner's: A Rabbit For Easter (J), Carol Carrick, Greenwillow (Morrow).
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consequences of
human irresponsibility

concept : When a pet owner is irresponsible, the pet may cause
problems in the human and natural environs m .its.

language arts social studies math healthisdence
arner Outcome: By using

adjectives to describe emotion-
al functions to venues situa-
tions, students will demon-
strate an understanding of the
effects irresponsible pet owner-
ship can have on humans.

Teaching Strategy: Present
situations that might occur as
the result of pet owner respon-
sibility or irresponsibility.
Examples:

1. You return home to find
your pet safely confined in
your house or back yard.

2. A pet runs scrim the street
in front of the family car.

3. A pet chases you on your
way to school.

4. Your pet learns to walk on
a leash and obey basic com-
mands.

Learning Activity: Students
use adjectives to describe the
possIble feelings of all those in-
volved in the situations, in-
chiding the animal.

vocabulary development,
adjectives

Learner Outcome; Students
will identify responsible and
irresponsible actions of pet
owners within a community.

Teaching Strategy:Supply to
each student a mixed list of
responsible and irresponsible
actions of pet owners Be sure
to include the following:

Responsible
1. keeping pets confined to

leash or yard
2. vaccinating and licensing

pets
3. training pets
4. cleaning up after pets

Irresponsible
1. letting pets run at large
2. failing to license pets
3. allowing pets to hark a.

howl continually or create
a public nuisance

4. allowing pets to defecate or
urinate on public property

Learning Activity: Students
circle each responsible action,
then select any action from the
list and describe why this ac-
tion would or would not make
the pet owner a good neigh-
bor.

citizenship, responsibility

Learner Outcome: Students
will recognize the potential
dangers to humans when pets
are allowed to run at large.

Teaching Strategy: Using any
of the following examples, dis-
cuss the potential dangers to
humans.

1. approaching a free-roa.4.
dog

2. abruptly braking a car to
avoid hitting loose animal

3. encountering trash strewn
by loose animal

Note: Try to instill respect
rather than fear for the animal
when dealing with potential
bite situations.

Learning Activity: Students
discuss potential hazards of
each situation and how the
situation might be prevented.

safety

resources:

General: The Accident 0), Carol Carrick, Houghton Mifflin; Harry the Dirty Dog 0), Gene Zion. Harper ix Row; Beniyes Dog
HOW a Margaret Graham, Scholastic.

WS: Animals Can Bite, 16mm film, Pyramid Films, Santa Monica, CA.
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consequences of
human irresponsibility

concept Excessive breeding of dogs and cats causes pet
overpopulation problems. pet animds

language arts social studies math health/science
Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students
will identify the characters, se.. will demonstrate an under- will recognize the increase in will include controlling an
quence of events, and main standing of the ink of the pet population that may result animal's breeding on a list of
idea in a story about the prob- animal shelter in dealing with from the reproduction of one elements of responsible pet
leans of homeless pets. the community's excess ani-

orals.
unspayed dog. care.

Teaching Strategy: Ask stu-
Teaching Strategy: Explain to dents to share stork% of stray Teaching Strategy: Provide
students that because more Teaching Strategy: Arrange animals they have seen. Sug- students with books. pam-
, Ivies and kittens are born for a tour of a nearby animal gest that although some of phlets, or films on pet care.
,, , there are homes available,
many are left alone without

shelter or request that a
humane society or animal

these animals have wandered
away from their homes, others

Elicit discussion about those
things which humans must

homes and must fend for shelter worker visit your class. have no homes and no one to provide for their pets. List
themselves. Read a book or Prepare students for field trip care for them. Explain that far these on board. Explain to stu-
show a filmstrip about a home- or speaker by discussing role of more animals are born each dents that many pets are
less pet to the class (see re- an animal shelter and helping year than homes are available. allowed to be born with no
sources) and elicit discussion students prepare questions to Suggest spay ingineutering new owners available to pro-
about the story. What is the
story about? Who are the main

be asked. Be sure to include:
Where do the animals in the

pets as a possible solution,
When pets are not spayed/

vide for their needs. Add
-spay- and "neuter" to your

characters? What happens to shelter come from? Why were neutered, they produce gener- list. Explain that these are
them? they brought to the shelter? ations of surplus offspring. operations pets can have so

Learning Activity: Students
What will happen to them if
they aren't adopted? Why is

Provide beads, beans, marbles,
or buttons for demonstration.

that they can't have babies for
which there are no homes.

draw pictures illustrating this better than other alterna- Tell story of an unspayed dog
scenes from the story and,
with help from teacher, write
captions describing the scenes

tives? How many animals does
the shelter receive? How many
does it place? What can people

who has a litter of 4 puppies
on her first birthday (2 males,
2 females). The following

Learning Activity: Students
copy list from board, writing

illustrated. Display pictures
with the book in the school

do to help solve the problems
of the animal shelter?

year, she has 4 more puppies,
and each of her two daughters

each need on a separate piece
of paper. Then, students make

library for other students to has 4 puppies (half males, half drawings to illustrate needs
share. females). Continue the story and combine pages to make

Learning Activity: Students
tour facility and/or listen to
speaker and ask prepared set
of questions. After questioning
the speaker, students prepare a
list of what pet owners can do
to help solve the problem of
too many unwanted animals.

for 3 years, announcing as you
proceed the total number of
offspring born each year: 4 the
first year. 12 the second (4
from the mother, 8 from the
two daughters), and 44 the
third year (4 from the mother,
24 from the six daughters, and

their own pet care booklets.

16 from the four granddaugh-
ters).

Learning Activity: As teacher
completes the first year of the
story, students count out the
number of puppies born that
year and put that many heads
in a box or container. Then
add puppies born second year
and third year. Finally, count
number of beads in box to
determine number of animals
produced by one unspayed
female in three years (61). Dis-
cuss the unlikelihood of find-
ing homes for all of thee
puppies. What happens to pets
that have no homes?

continued on next page
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language arts social studies moth health/science I

listening for main idea.
writing sentences

community agencies,
citizenship

counting,
introduction to multiplication pets

1

resources:

General; Literature on the pet overpopulation oroblern is available from most local animal shelters and animal welfare agencies
as well as from The Humane Society of thy United States (see appendix).

LA: Wild Dogs Three (J), Michael W. Fox, Coward, McCann, Geoghegan; Listen To Your Kitten Purr (J), Lilo Hess, Scribner's:
Nobody's Cat (J), Miska Milec, Little, Brown; The Cat That Overcame (J), Helen LaPenta, Scholastic; A Home Is Belonging To
Someone, filmstrip, Boulder County Humane Society, 2323 55th Street, Boulder. CO 80301.

HIS: How To Raise a Puppy and Live Happily Ever After. 16mm film, AIMS Instructional Media, Glendale, CA, or Latham
Foundation (see appendix); Patch" two-part filmstrip series. National Association for the Advancement of Humane Education
(see appendix).
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consequences of
human irresponsibility
concept : Abandoned pets are the products

of irresponsible owners. pet animais

language arts social studies moth
...

health /science
Learner Outcome: Students Lea.:ner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students
will create a story to express will recognize the responsible will identify those needs that
their understanding of the life and irresponsible alternatives make pets dependent on
of an abandoned pet. for care of a pet during vacua- humans.

Hons.

Teaching Strategy: Elicit dis- Teaching Strategy: Use a flan-
elusion from students about a Teaching Strategy: Elicit dis- nel board (see resources).. toy
toy or object which they once elusions about students' yam:- animal, or other visual aid to
had but in which they are :lo Hons, including where they explain basic pet needs to stu-
longer interested. What did
they do with it? Did they

have gone, how they traveled,
and preparations they made

dents. Use samples or felt cut -
outs of representative items

throw it away? Explain that
some humans who no longer

for the trip. Explain that pets
are family members that must

(food and water dishes, collar,
leash, toy, bed or house, tag).

want their pets throw them often 1,k, left behind during Allow students to "dress toy
away by leaving them along vacations. Show film The or felt pet with appropriate
the side of the road or in the Perils of Priscilla (see re- items during discussion. Then
woods. This is called abandon- sources). Identify reasons why discuss what would happen if
lug the animal. Discuss: Is a the arrangements Priscilla's humans weren't there to
pet the same as a toy? Why owners made for her care were provide for pet needs.
or why not? Can a pet can inadequate. Help students
for itself when it has been make a list of responsible alter-
abandoned? What will even- natives for housing pets Learning Activity; Students
tually happen to it of it doesn't
find humans to care for it?

during vacations (kennels,
with friends, at home with

each choose one pet need from
those identified, make a poster

What are the alternatives to sitter, taking the pet along if depicting a human meeting
abandoning a pet (keeping it,
finding it another home,
taking it to 0,.e animal

proper facilities are available). the need for a pet, and label
the poster, -Pets Depend On
Humans For... -.

shelter)? Start a chain story: Learning Activity: Students
"One day, Princess the cat was draw pictures of happy pets
left by the side of the mad be- whose responsible owners
cause her owners didn't want have chosen a safe alternative
her anymore...". for homing them during the

family vacation.
Learning Activity: Students
take turns adding to the chain
story by describing realistic ex-
periences that the abandoned
cat might have.

storytelling responsibility p ts

resources:
LA: The Cat That Overcame (j). Helen LaPenta, Scholastic: Ainhody'R Cat (j). Miska Miles. Little. Brown: Listen To I.c..r Kitten
Purr (j), Lilo Hem, Scribner's; A Home Is Belonging To Someone. filmstrip, Boulder County Humane Society, 2:4`....1 116th Street.
Boulder, CO 80301.

SS: The Perils Of Priscilla. 16mm film. Churchill Films, Los Angeles. CA; -Touring With Towner," booklet, Gaines Dog
Research Center, 250 North Street, White Plains, NY ]0625.

HIS: Sharing Sam, pet care flannel board kit, National Association for the Advancement of Humane Education (see appendix); A
Dog's Best Friend, filmstrip from the series Patches. National Association for the Advancement of Humane Education (see appen-
dix).
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Out of sight and out of mind, wild animals are of little or no concern
to many humans. Often unaware of the detrimental effects of their actions

on the environment, humans shape and alter the world to fit their own
needs. As a result, they interfere with the balance of nature essential to a

healthy environment. Some humans have more direct contact and
involvement with wild animals, but view them only in terms of the profits
or recreation they provide. Both the unintentional and the direct activities

can have the same result-tremendous problems for the wild animals
that share the earth.

The activities in this section are designed to help students understand the
interconnection and interdependency of all living things, identify the

problems caused by human interference in the natural environment, and
recognize their responsibility for maintaining a healthy environment for

both humans and animals.10u



nature's interdependence

concept : Humans share the earth with other animals.

language arts social studies math
,

health/science
Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students
will use appropriate adjectives will identify ways to protect will identify animal habitats
to describe wild animals and animal habitats in their corn- within their community.
their habitats. munity. This activity follows

HIS.
Teaching Strategy: Plan a

Teaching Strategy: Mark off walking field trip around your
four columns on a chalkboard Teaching Strategy: Review school that includes as many
and label them animal name,
adjective, habitat, and adier-
five. Ask students to brain-
storm a list of wild animals

places where animals were
found in community during
I-I/S field trip. Ask students to
describe the locations. What

animal habitats as possible
(e.g., fields, sand lots, parks,
streams, wooded areas,
ponds). Before trip, show the

and write the animal names in could happen in or to those film A Crai.k in the Pavement
the first column. areas that might disturb the or the filmstrip Animals Near

animals homes (e.g., littering Your flame (see resources).
park; polluting ponds: cutting Discuss different places where

Learning Activity: Students down trees or bushes.: mowing students see animals regularly.
take turns supplying an apps- or building in vacant lot: van- Define the purpose of the field
priate word for the three dalism to nests, holes, or trip: To observe and list differ-
columns after each animal's webs)? Make a class list of ac- ent animals living in the corn-
name. The first word should tions students could take to munity. Caution students not
be an adjective that describes protect areas or make sure ani- to try to catch or disturb the
the animal in a neutral or posi- mall continue to live there animals. Assist students by
the way. The second word (e.g., cleaning litter, putting focusing attention on areas
names the animal's habitat. up bird feeders, allowing such as the eves of buildings,
The last word is an adjective weeds to grow, making signs under rocks or logs, behind
describing the habitat. Exam- such as "Keep Off The Grass," drain pipes, the underside of
pies; bat, small, cay. dark; "Don't Litter," or **Caution: leaves, the cracks of sidewalks
frog, slippery, swamp,
muddy; lizard, fast, desert,
hot. Then students choose one

Turtle Crossing"). What could
they do to attract more wild-
life to share their community?

or playgrounds.

animal and write a sentence If possible, have students Learning Activity: Students
about it using the words pro- select one of the actions identi- look for and identify different
vided, fled and do it as a class project. animals during the field trip.

Teacher records the kinds of
animals observed and the
places where they were found.

Learning Activity; Students Upon return to classroom, stu-
create award certificates, on dents review and discuss the
behalf of the animals, that can list of animals and any un-
be presented to anyone who usual places that animals were
protects or helps improve the observed. Students take photo-
animals' habitat in the corn- graphs during field trip or
munity. Each award should draw pictures of animals sight-
contain the name of an ed and use to make class book-
animal, a brief description of let entitled, -Animals That
its habitat, and one way it can
be protected or improved.

Share Our Community."

adjectives, writing sentences citizenship animal homes
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resources:

General: Sow Of Us Walk. Sonic Fly. Some Swim W. Michael Frith. Random House: Kingdom Of the Animals. filmstrip.
Plum Where Hants and Animals lire. filmstrip series, and Mammals, itimm film. National Ceographic Soeiety. M'ashington,
DC: Animal Arrhiterls, 16nun film, BM Educational Media, Santa Monica. CA.

RI & SS: What We Fitut When Sr Look Under Narks (j), Frances Behnke, McCraw -Hill: Fly High. Fly Low (J), Don
Freeman. Viking: Animals lu Your Neighborhood (J), Seymour Simon, Walker: True Rook of Animals Of a Small Pond 0),
Plreobe Ericson. (lathery.: Ecology For City kids (A). Erica Fielder and Carolyn Shaffer, San Francisco Ecology Center, 13
Columbus Avenue. San Francisco. CA 94111: A Teachers" Guide: Ten-Minute Field Trips Using the School Grounds For
Enrironmental Studies (A). Helen Ross Russell. Ferguson: "Incite Wildlife To Your Backyard." pamphlet. National NVildlift
Federation (sti. appendix). A Crack In flu Parcnient. Itimin film, Hind:air Communications, Studio City, CA: Animals Scar
Your Ilome.filnistrip front the stiles Animals Around You, National Gtfgraphic society, Washi ;mit M. DC.
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nature's interdependence

concept In nature all filings, living
and non-living, are connected.

language arts social studies math health/science
Learner outcome: Students
will nxognize that all animals
in a community depend upon
other animals or plants for sus-
teltanve.

roviTeaching Strategy: P de
yarn and animal name signs.
Assign each of twelve students
the following roles:

1 sun
5 plants
3 herbivores- field mit*
2 carnivores foxes
1 omnivore hear

Use strands of yarn to attach
each player to every other
player who represents some -

g his/herthin that is/her animal
might eat or derive mem).
from (i.e. sun Les the plants.
plants to the mime mice to the
foxes, hears to mice. and
plants). Explain connections
and what plantsianinials draw
fnmi each other in model
natural community. (Rename
ber that plants derive nutri-
ents from animal waste and
decaying plantranimal matter
so the animals are "food
attire fu r the plants as well
as siei sersa.)

Learning Activity: Pose guess-
Limo What would happen if
any one' element in the food
web disappeared? Students
not involved in web cut the
yarn to represent the loss or
disappearance III ono. plant or
animal in the web. All plants
or animals that depend on that
item for food or population
control must then be cut. Con-
tinue until all have' been
affected, illustrating the eon-
neetion of all facets of nature.
How are human communitie%
interconnected?

cooperation

Learner Outcome: Students
will count and estimate in a
gitille designed to illustrate the
role of frog; in maintaining
population levels of flies or
other insects.

Teaching Strategy: Discuss the
role of some animals in eon-
trolling the populations of
other animals. Use frogs and
flies as exam ples. Prepare chart
with five columns to be used in
estimating fly population re-
maining after each time inter-
sal in game helms'. Prepare
and have ready strips of paper
representing flies to he fed to
frogs.

Learning Activity: 5 students
re frogs and sit in venter of a
.circle formed by other stit-

'tents who are supplied with
paper "flies." 1 child is select-

et to represent pollution. As
teaeher claps slowly for 1

minute flies are fed to frogsflies are
on each clap. %Then clapping
stops all freeze, and "'afflu-stops,
thin- eliminates a frog by tak-, , ',,

jug erne "I" 'rum renter of
circle When clapping re--
smut's, students continua' to
feed flies, to space where frog
has been eliminated. At next
pause. numbers of paper flies
left on floor will be vomited
and reeorded. Students will
then estimate how many Ilk's
will remain at the' next inter_
sal when another frog will be
eliminated. This will continue
for 5 intervals, until all frogs
are eliminated. Discuss re-
sults. What might life he like
for humars if there were no
more frogs and the fly popu-
lation grew unchecked? What
would life be' like for other
animals kinder the. same Or-
cum st a nees ( e. g .. horses.
dogs)?

counting. estimating

Learner Outcome: Students
will reeognim the various life
forms at work in ti rotting log.

Teaching Strategy: Organize a
field trip to a nearby park or
natural area where an old log
ran be observed. Prepare stii-
dents for trip by disemaing
animals and/or plants that live
in or under detaying logs and
the role these play in devout-
nosing the log.
1

Learning Activity: Students
carefully probe into and hook
u nder an old log. Make a list

the kinds of animals and
plants observed on or in the
log. (When activity is emu-
[Acted, be. certain to leave the
log as you found it.) Discuss
bow thwnli"ing logs (and
other dead plants and animals)
an part of the food chain, re-
turning nutrients to the soil to
he- reabsorbed by plants.

animal homes,
nature's cycles

1
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resources:
General; Be Nice To Spiders (j). Margaret Graham, Hale; Chas-fortes Web (1), E.B. White. Ilarper & Row; Mamoru To Afeadote
To Milkshake (A), handbook of environmental activities, Erie Jorgensen. Trout Black, and Mary Hallesey. Hidden Villa Environ-
mental Education Project. Drawer A-H. Lin Altos, CA 94022; Sharing Nature With Children (A), Joseph Bharat Cornell,
Ananda; Ecology, stisdy prints, !laves School Publishing, Wilkinsburg, PA; flow Idling Things Depend On Earls Other.
filmstrip. National Geographic Society, Washington, DC.

HIS: Life In a Log, filmstrip from the series Concipts In Ecology. Centron Films. Lawrence, KS: Logy To Soil, science activity.
Outdoor Biology Instructional Strategies (OBIS), Berkeley, CA; The /NW Tree (J ), Akin Tresseli, Parents.
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human responsibilities

concept : Humans have the responsibility to preserve and allow
for the development of natural habitats for wildlife.

language arts social studies math healthisdence
Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students
will use the word habitat will identify the components will observe natural habitats
appropriately and recognize of a habitat. and demonstrate! respect for
words commonly used to de- the animals and their homes
scribe local habitats. by leaving animel h ones un-

Teaching Strategy: Identify
the integral parts of a habitat

harmed.

Teaching Strategy: Write a
definition for habitat on the

by giving examples (e.g., air,
shelter, protection from ene- Teaching Strategy: Take stu-

board (the natural home of an rules, access to food and dents on an **upside-down
animal or plant, including all water). Help students identify nature walk" on school
the things that make it a suita-
ble place for the animal or

components of a human habi-
tat (house, family, food, cloth-

grounds or in a nearby park,
directing attention to life

plant to live). Discuss and de- ing, furnishings). Then select a under rocks, logs grass, leaves
scribe forest habitats, field familiar native wild animal on trees, etc. Discuss any Levi-
habitats, water habitats and help students formulate! a mals found and their mles in
(ponds), or other habitats in description of its habitat. How nature. What happens to these
your area. Use pictures and are the homes (habitats) alike? animals' homes when people
cononunity points of reference
as examples. Discuss what

How are they different? Pro-
vide materials for construction

kick over the logs or rocls,
trample the grass, or pt.ii the

kinds of animals live in each. of model habitats. leaves off the trees?

Learning Activity: Students Learning Activity: With help Learning Activity: Students
choose one habitat, write the from teacher, students con- observe live in the micro-
word that describes it with the
word habits)! (e.g., pond habi-

struct simple model habitats
for a human and for the wild

habitats, returning rocks, logs,
leaves. etc. to original pcsi-

tat) on a piece of paper. and animal discussed. Then dis- tier:. Then, students return to
draw a picture of the habitat. cuss: Who protects the hu- class and draw pictures or con-

man's home? Who protects the struct models of the micro -
animal's home? habitats they've observed. Use

pictures or models to create
display with theme, "We Re-
spect the Animals' Homes."

vocabulary development homes animal homes

resources:
General: Where Can the Animals Go? (J), Ron Wegen, Greenwillow (Morrow); Stopping By Muds On a Snowy Evening (j),
Robert Frost with illustration by Susan Jeffers, Dutton; Animal Habitats, study prints from the series Animal Life Study Prints.
and Ecology In Nature's Communiti-s, study prints. SVE, Chicago, IL.

LA & SS: Animal Homey (J), Sally Cartwright, Coward. McCann, Ceogbegan: Places Where Plants and Animals Lice, filmstrip
series. National Geographic Society, Washington, DC.

HIS: Animals In Your Neighborhood (J), Seymour Simon, Walker; What We Find When We Look Under Racks (J), Frances
Behnke, McGraw-Hill; I Can Read About Spiders, filmstrip, Troll Read - Along:, Troll Associates, Mahwah. NJ; Life In a Log.
filmstrip from the series Concepts In Ecology. Centron Films. Lawrence, KS.
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human responsibilities

concept: Humans have the responsibility to maintain a healthy
environment for humans and other living things.

language arts 50(101 studies
_.....

math health/science
Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students
will recognize that noise puller- will recognize that litter will weigh litter and tinliplitt. will identify the act ions
tioa can affect the envirore makes their community envi- potential income from retie;- needed to maintain a healthy
merit. ronmeci unhealthy for

humansianimals.
cling neighborhood trash. This
activity follows S.

ensinitiment fur a pet,

Teaching Strateq: Assign stu- Tcaebing Strateikv: Using pie-
dents a writing -xercise (any
assignment will do). While

Teaching Stratew: Lead dis-
cussion about human litter

T-,raciling Strategy: Explain to
students that some litter or

flues or flannel board (litotes,
help students Windily items or

students any working, make and Its effect on the environ- trash can be recycled into conditions in a home that
disturbing and distracting nwnt. What potential dangers new, usable products. Contact might make it unhealthy fur a
noises (e.g., playing radio tines exemive litter present for local recycling centerforgani- pet (e.g.. electrical cords.
loudly, banging on desk,
dropping things, talking

humansianimals (e.g., getting
rut on broken glass. getting

zatiun fur list of items they will
lacept and prices per pound

broken Wass or bones in trash.
household poisons. mudu hu-

loudly to one student).

Learning Activity: After stu-

tangled in wire or string,
spread of disease in garbage')?
How does it make' you fed to
see near community or natural

per item. Provide wale and
containers for sorting trash,

man activity. drafts, burning
candles. small items to %mai-
low).

&tits complete assignment areas littered? Learning Activity: Students
and teacher explains that noise surf and weigh litter and, with Learning Activity: Students
was intentional. students dis- help from teacher, eompute each choose an environmental
cuts problems they had in con- Learning Activity: Students amount to he' made by reev- hazard and explain what they
centrating and effect of noise conduct litter pick-up in ding the litter. Disenss: Why could du to keep a pet safe
-pollution" on the' quality of neighborhood or on school is reeyding good for the envi- from the hazard. Then, class
their work. How many were grounds. After litter has been moment? For humans? Fur pupates a -Healthy I lime For
able to "tune our? What kinds picked up, students discuss the other animals? Pets" clacklist, incorporating
of noise pollution exist in their types of trash found and how what they have learned. Take
neighborhood? How dot's it it might affect humarisiani- lists home to share with
affect them? How might it
affect animals?

verbalizing ideas,
making inferences

muds (e.g.. broken glass, pop
tops, cans, wire, string, plastic.
six-pack holders),

citizenship, responsibility
weights. money,

introduction to multiplication

families.

pets, safety

resources:

General: The' WWII?) iVeerhi (J), Bin Peel. Houghton Mifflin: The Large (j). Dr. Scum, ilandoin llo ose.

LA, SS, MA: "Pollution Pointers For Elementary Students," projet list. "Cmumunity Clean-Up Campaign Check List," and
"Organizing an Anti-Litter Project 11.ith Steel Drains and Pails." pamphlets. Keep America Beautiful. 99 Park Avenue. New
York, NY 10018; Manure To Meadow To Milkshake (A), handbook of e.-iniumental activities, Erie Jorgensen, Trout Black, and
Mary Hallesey, Hidden Villa Environmental Education Project, Drawes Los Altos, CA 941)22.

His: Softly, study prints. David C. Cook Publishing, Elgin, IL.
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human responsibilities

concept : Humans have the responsibility to allow wild animals
in captivity to iive as naturally as possible.

language arts social studies math health/science
Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students
will identify agencies that will understand the concept of will reccigniw the natural
keep wild animals in captivi- space as at relates to the living habitats of certain wild uni-
ty. area of captive ants. mull.

Teaching Strategy: List the 'leaching Strategy: Capture leaching Strategy: List the
&ifervnt agencies that keep two ants from the school yard following animal homes on the
w ild animals in captivity and place in a large jar with a board. identifying each with a
(zoos, aquariums, circuses, fur small crust of bread, a lid with picture, if passible:
farms, research laboratories,
animal trainers for television

a few drops of water, and a
stick to climb on. Release ants

jungle swamp
forest zoo

and movie industries). Discuss to same location upon (simple- plain pond
reasons why each keeps wild thin of activity (10 to 15
animals. minutes). Provide pictures or plastic

models of several wild animals
that students can easily idea-

Learning Activity: Students Learning Activity: Students tifv.
each choose a wild animal and observe the ants' behavior
draw pictures of it (1) in the and discuss their needs. Did
wild in its natural habitat; and they stay together or apart? Learning Activity: As each
(2) being kept or used by one Did they use all available animal is shown, students
of the agencies discinsetl. In space or part of it? Would they identify the animal's nature/
what ways do the two homes need more. less, or the same home. When finished, no mi.
differ? How do you think theme spites.. if they could fly? Would mals should have been
differences affect the animal? they need mare. less. or the matched with zoo. Discuss: If
Can the captive home be made same space if they were big- a zoo isn't the natural home
similar te the natural home? ger? for wild animals, why do some

wild animals live in zoos?

community agencies
spatial relationships,
more thanit.= than

What can be done to make zoo
animals captive homes similar
to their natural homes? Stu-
dents use classroom building
materials, sand, grass. twigs.
water. Linen leaves, etc. to
create proper zoo environ-
ments for the animals pre-
sented, including in each envi-
ronment those elements that
would be part of the animal's
natural home.

animal homes

resources:

Generals Zooi Without Cages Judith E. Binard. National Geographic Society: Zoo Animab, filmstrip from the series Animals
Around You. National Geographic Society, Washington. DC.

HIS: Basic Science Series Study Prints (Group 1 and Group 2). Animals Of Land and Stu study rid aural Life Study
Prints, SVE, Chicago, IL.
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human Interference

concept : Humans often destroy wild animal habitats.

!language arts social studies math health /science
..........

Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students
will identify the main idea in a will identify animal habitats will recognize the components
book about the destruction of that were destroyed to create of animals habitats.
animal habitat. their community,

Teaching Strategy: Elicit dis-
Teaching Strakpo Share the Teaching Strategy: Invite a re- cos.-shin , n what comprises a
book Spider Web with stu-
dents (see resources). Elicit
discussien as to what is hap-

source speaker (naturalist,
senior citizen, representative
of historical society) to discuss

human's home (house, yard,
family. food, furnishings,
pets. neighbors). Be careful it)

poling throughout the book. wildlife that lived in your area distinguish the concept of
Explain to students that the
spider's web, which is destnw-

before human development,
or use available information to

home from that of home,
Then, discuss what things

ed in the end, is also her home, prepare your own discussion. would comprise a wild ani-
How would they like to have If possible. arrange a trip to inal's home or habitat.
their homes destroyed? Is it town hall or historical society
fair to destroy animals homes to look at old maps, pictures of
for no reason? How do you the area before it was (level-
think you would feel if some- aped. etc. Learning Activity: Stue,e s
one destroyed your home for choose any familiar ,...:.d
no mason? animal (e.g., frog, bird, nib-

Learning Activity: Students bit, squirrel, snake) and create
discuss how the building of a mural showing the animal in

Learning Activity: At comply- human's houses, towns, and its natural habitat. What
tion of story, students each cities has changed the area for would happen to the animal if
share a word that describes animals. Each student draws a its habitat were de stnard or
how the story made them feel. picture of his/her yard or any damaged?
MIMS what comprised the selected area in the town as it
spider's habitat and why it might have looked before
was destroyed. How could it human settlement, including
have been saved?

identifying main idea,
vocabulary development,

verbalizing ideas

in the picture at least one
animal that might have had its
habitat there. What happened
to the animals when the homes
were built and humans moved
in?

community history animal homes

resources:

General: Where Can the Animals Co? (J), Ron Wegen, Creenwillow (Morrow); Farewell To Shady Glade (J), Bill Peet,
Houghton Mifflin; The Mountain (J), Peter Parnell, Doubleday; The Lorax (J). Dr. Suess. Random House; The Womp World
(J), Bill Peet, Houghton Mifflin.

LA: Spider Web (J), Julie Brinckh*', Doubleday.

SS & HIS: Places Where Plants and Animals Live, filmstrip seri-...s, National Geographic Society, Washington. IX:: Animal
Homes 0), Sally Cartwright, Coward, McCann, Ceoghegan.
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human interference

concept : Some species of animals have become endangered or
extinct as the result of human interference.

language arts social studies moth
'.MPPEIN

health /science

Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students
will define the words endan- will express their feelings will understand the concept of
geml and extinct and identify about the extinction of an claw/ion.
some animals that are current-
ly endangered.

animal species.

Teaching Strategy: Head stu-
Teaching Strategy: Ask stu- dents a short account of the

Teaching Strategy: Write en- dents to name familiar kinds dinosaur. Discuss reasons why
dtmgered and extinct on the of animals that they would dinosaurs became extinct (en-
board and discuss the mean- always want to have around. vironmental changes). How
lugs of the words (see re- Provide mounted pictures of was the earth different during
sources). Suggest the passenger variou animals to students. the age of the dinosaur? Then
pigeon as an example of an (Animals selected should be show picture of passenger
extinct animal. Elicit discus- those familiar to students, not pigeon and explain that it also
star about reasons the passen- necessarily animals that are became extinct, but for dif-
ger pigeon became extinct. actually endangered.) fermi reasons because of
Provide other examples of ani- human interference (over-
ma's, other than the passenger hunting). What was earth like
pigeon, that are extinct (e.g.,
great auk, Stellar's sea cow)

Learning Activity: Students
stand in a circle and one at a

when passenger pigeons were
alive (much the same as now)?

and a list of some currently time display their pictures, re- Finally, show pictures of cur-
endangered North American lating one good characteristic rently endangered animals
animals (see resources). of the animal pictured. As such as wolf, whale, or bald

each child finishes description,
he/she sits down, placing

eagle. Explain that these
might also become extinct

Learning Activity: Students his/her picture on the floor because of human interference
discuss the meanings of the face down. The students who (e.g., habitat destruction, over-
words extinct and endangered,
and how their lives would

remain standing discuss how
they would feel if that kind

hunting, pollution, etc.). Pro-
vide outline drawings of dine-

change if common animals
(e.g., dogs, cats, horses, cows,
mice, squirrels) became ex-

of animal no longer existed. saurs, passenger pigeons,
wolves, whales, and bald
eagles for students to color and

tinct. Then, using the list of cut out. Label bulletin board
endangered animals provided with the heading, "Extinct,"
by teacher, gm: hints prepare and divide it into two seg-
class booklet on endangered rents. Label one side, "It
animals, with each student Happened To Them," and tlw

ang a page about a dif-
nimal. Students should

include on the page a drawing
of the animal, the animal's

other, It Can Happen Again?

Learning Activity: Students
name, and one or two words color and cut out animals and
describing the animal. mount in appropriate place on

display.

vocabulary development values endangered animals

I
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resources:

General: Wild life Alert! The Straggle To Survive (J), Thomas B. Allen, Animals In Danger: Trying To Save Our Wildlife (J), and
The Bhe Whale (J), Donna K. Grosvemkr, National Geographic Society; Little Whale (J), Ann McGovern, Sithastic; Sea
Tanks, coloring book, and Winks, coloring album., Center for Environmental Education (see appendix); Endangered Animals.
study prints, Instructor Publications, Danville, NY; Extinct, Endangered, and Threatened, filmstrip series, Pomfret House,
Pomfret Center, CT. For additional information on endangered animals, write Office of Endangered Species. Fish and Wildlife
Service, U.S. Department of Interior, Washington, DC 20240, or contact Defenders of Wildlife, National Wildlife Federation,
The Humane Society of the United States, World Wildlife Fund, Animal Welfare Institute, or Center for Action on Endangered
Species (see appendix).

HIS: Dinosaur Detectit e. reading comprehension workbook, The Learning Works.
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human interference

concept : Humans have different attitudes about the killing
of animals for sport or profit.

language arts I social studies math healthisdence
Learner Outcome: After role Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students
playing a dory about a hunt- will recognize that laws exist will examine the behavior and
ing trip, students will recog- to protect whales from characteristics of an animal
nize that humans have differ- commercial hunting. that is commonly hunted and
ent attitudes about killing ani-
mats.

trapped.

Teaching Strategy: Provide re-
source information on whales Teaching Strategy: Ask stu-

Teething Strategy: Read stu- and read a story about whales dents how many have ever
dents The Hunting Trip (see to the class (see resources). Ex- seen a raccoon or pictures of
resources). As each animal is plain that although whales one. Show students picture of
encountered by the hunter and live in the water, they are raccoon and explain that
his wife, write the animal's mammals and breathe air as humans relate to raccoons in
name on the board. When humans do. Help students use different ways: some keep them
story is completed, review it resources to find information as pets, some think of them as
with students. How does the
husbaod feel about hunting?

about different kinds of
whales, their sizes, what they

pests, some hunt or trap them,
some leave food out and enjoy

Why is he hunting the ani-
mats? How does his wife feel

eat, how they communicate,
etc. Then explain that whales

watching them. Provide and
share classroom resources on

about hunting? Whose feelings have been killed over the years behavior and characteristics
are closer to your own? Why? to provide humans with prod- of raccocA (see resources).
Review what happened as acts such as lamp oil, cosmet-
each kind of animal was en- ics, dog food, scrimshaw
countered. What reasons did
the wife give for not killing the

jewelry, etc. As a result of
commercial whaling, some

Learning Activity: As a class,
students study life and behav-

animals? Do you think they species of whales are now ear of raccoons. Then, each
were the real reasons she extinct and most others are en- student draws a picture of a
wanted to save the animals? If dangered. The United States raccoon in its natural habitat.
not, why did she want to save has passed the Marine Main- Use pictures to make class
them? mal Protection Act to prohibit

the killing of whales or im-
porting of whale products.

booklet.

Learning Activity: Students However, some other coun-
role play story, taking on the tries continue to hunt and kill
parts of the husband and the
wife. (Switch roles of husband
and wife in story to allow
both girls and boys to have the

whales.

Learning Activity: Students
opportunity to take bunter and draw pictures of whales they
non-hunter positions). Then have studied and use the pic-
students discuss: How did it tures to make "Save the
feel to be the person who Whale" posters, includir.g on
didn't want to kill the animals?

listening for main idea
and supporting ideas,

role play

each poster one reason why
whales should be protected.

laws animal behavior
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resources:

General: The Gnats Of Knotty Pine (J). Bill Peet, Houghton Mifflin; The Three Jovial Minimum (J). Su_ to Jeffers. Puffin
(Penguin).

LA: The Hunting Trip (J). Robert Burch, Scribner's.

SS: The Great Whales (J) Herbert S. 'Lim, Scholastic; I Can Read About Whales and Dolphins (J), J.I. Anderson, Troll
Associates; Whales: Friendly Dolphins and Mighty Giants Of the Sea (J), Jane Werner 'Watson. Golden (Western); The' flue
Whale Oh Donna K. Grosvenor, National Geographic Society.

klaccouns Are Fur Loring (J), Miriam Anne Bourne. Random House: Sate That Fiat-Toon! ()), Gloria a Miklowitz,
Harcourt Brave jovanovich; Curious Raceouns (J). Lilo f fess, Scribner's; Adventures. 16mm film, National Film Board of
Canada. New York, NY.
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farm animals

The American farm has changed radically during the last fifty years.
Almost four chickens, cattle, and pigs are now processed by the

livestock industry in the United States each year. Many small farms have
been replaced by large meat-, milk-, and egg- praducing operations.

While some farm animals still have the relative frccdum of a field or barn,
many of the animals that provide our food produas are kept indoors

throughout their entire lives. This intensive confinemt nt can prohibit the
animals' exercising their natural behaviors and can cause suffering and

reduced resistance to disease.

The activities that follow are designed to help stta dents identify the ways in
which humans use farm animals, understand the physical and behavioral

needs of the animals, and explore the potential effects of some farming
practices on the animals and on the environment.

11



use of form animals

concept: Humans raise and keep farm animals
to fulfill physical needs.

language arts social studies math health/science
Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students
will define the term farm ani- will identify food items in a will identify the many differ-
mai as an animal kept to fulfill grocery store that are made cat products that humans
human physical needs. from or produced by farm ani-

mats.
make from cow's milk.

Teaching Strategy: Ask stu- Teaching Strategy: Ask stu-
dents to name animals that II Teaching Strategy: On chalk- dents to name products that
live on a farm (e.g., cow, pig,
sheep, chicken, turkey, horse,
goat). List animals on board.
accompanied by pictures if

board, post pictures of animals
that are raised on farm to pm-
vide food (e.g., beef cow,
dairy cow, pig, chicken, tor-

are made from milk. Explain
that humans get milk and
cream from dairy cows and
then use milk and cream to

available. Explain that most key). Ask students to make various other products
farmers do not keep these ani- identify meals they have eaten (e.g., yogurt, butter, butter -
mals as pets, and discuss why
humans might keep these par-
ticular animals on the farm (to

in the past few days that
included meat and/or other
animal products. List food

milk, kefir, sour cream,
cottage cheese, hard cheese,
whipped cream, ice cream).

do work; to provide clothing; items under picture of appro- Also explain that milk and
to provide meat, milk. and priate animal on board. Plan a cream are used as ingredients
eggs for the farmer to keep or class field trip to a local in the preparation of many
sell to others). grocery store. other foods. Bring in samples

of various dairy products for a
taste-testing party.

Learning Activity: As a class,
students compose a paragraph

Learning Activity: At grocery
store, students identify those

that defines the term farm products that come from farm Learning Activity: Students
animal. Included in the defi- animals. With help from sample dairy products at a
nition should be a description teacher, students distinguish party. Then, students write
of the uses of farm animals, a from which farm animal each "We use cow's milk for..." at
list of the kinds of animals product was derived. Which the top of a piece of paper and
commonly kept as farm ani- products come from a living draw a picture of a cow and
male, and an explanation of animal? Which products re- their favorite dairy product.
why a farm animal is different
from a pet animal.

vocabulary development

quire that an animal be killed?

consumerism sources of food

resources:

General: The Farm Book (A), Charles E. Roth and K. Joseph Froehlich, Massachusetts Audubon Society (see appendix); Farm
Animals, filmstrip from the series Animals Around You, National Geographic Society, Washington, DC; The Cow, 16mm film,
Figs!, 16mm film, and Chick, Chick, Chick. 16mm film, Churchill Films, Los Angeles, CA; Born In a Barn (J). Elizabeth and
Klaus Gemming, Coward, McCann, Geoghegan; Our Foods and Where They Come From, filmstrip series. National Geographic
Society, Washington, DC; Farm Babies and Their Mothers, 16mm film, and Eggs To Market. 16mm film, BFA Educational
Media, Santa Monica, CA; Farm Animal Families, study prints, Hayes School Publishing, Wilkinsburg, PA; Farm and Ranch
Animals, study prints from the series Basic Science Series Study Prints (Group 1), SVE, Chicago. IL.

HIS: Look At a Calf (J), Dare Wright, Random House.
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human responsibilities

concept: Humans have the responsibility to provide for farm
animals' physical and behavioral needs.

language arts sodai studies math health/science
Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students
will match verbs with appro- will identify the work of a far- will compare sizes of farm ant- will identify the similarities
priate nouns to demonstrate ner (blacksmith) and examine mats in order to understand and differences between the
all understanding of basic his/her importance in the care the differences in physical roles of physicians and veter-
farm animal needs. of horses. space required by each. inarians and their patients'

common dependency on them
for help.

Teaching Strategy: Prepare Teaching Strategy: Invite a Teaching Strategy: Using plass-
two sets of word cards, one set farrier (see resources) to speak tic models. show students vari-
with nouns describing items to the class. Ask him/her to ous farm animals and write Teaching Stratmy: Invite a
that animals need and one set bring his/her tools to share the names of the animals on veterinarian (preferably one
with verbs describing the cor- with the students. Ask the fan. the board. Compare the size of that deals with ',arge animals)
responding needs. rier to discuss the structure of each animal to an object in the or veterinary assistant to
Examples: horses" hooves and why shoes classroom or in the students' speak to your class or share a

are important. Compare the home environment. book or film about veterinari-
nouns verbs
hay eat

role of the farrier now with
his/her role 100 years ago.

am. After the speaker leaves,
discuss with students the shni-

grain eat Learning Activity: Students larities and differences be.
water drink identify the size relationships tween their personal doctors
currycomb groom Learning Activity: Students Letween the animals and put and the veterinarian. Be sure
barn live write a thank you letter to the them in rank order beginning to point out the fact that the
veterinarian care farrier including one fact that with the animal that will need veterinarian's job is made
pasture exercise they learned about how the

farrier cares fur horses.
the largest living space. more difficult because his/her

patients can't talk.

Learning Activity: Students
match scrambled verb cards
with corresponding noun
earth, then discuss: Who pro-
vides for farm animals' needs?
How do these needs compare
with humans' needs?

nouns and verbs community helpers
spatial relationships,

rank order

Learning Activity: Students
role play a physician/patient
role when the patient is unable
to speak. What signs should
they look for to determine if
an animal is sick?

rules for good health

resources:

SS; Contact 4-H, county extension service, or local agricultural schools for leads on farriers in your community or check in your
elan for a parent or student who owns horses.

MA; Farm Animal Families, study prints, Hayes School Publishing, Wilkinsburg, PA; Farm and Ranch Animals, study prints
from the series Book Science Series Study Prints (Group 1), SVE, Chicago, IL.

H/S: The Covenant, 18mm film, Modern Talking Picture Service, Elk Grove Village, IL; The Veterinarian Serves the
Community, 10rnm film, FilmFair Co..rnunications, Studio City, CA; A Day In +he Life Of a Veterinarian (J), William Jasper-
tohn, Little, Brown.
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consequences of food
production practices
concept : Farm animals can suffer if their basic needs are not met.

language arts social studies moth health/science
Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students
will recognize that the concept will understand how some
of suffering can involve more chicken cages can restrict the
than physical pain or injury. chickens' ability to exercise

natural behaviors.

Teaching Strategy: Elicit dis-
cussion about what it means to Teaching Strategy: Show the
suffer. Is suffering always a film Chick, Chick. Chick (see
result of physical injury? Can resources) or describe some
you suffer because your feel- natural chicken behaviors for
in are hurt? Because you are
bored and have nothing to do?

students (e.g., preening,
stretching, pecking, scratch-

Because you are lonely? ing). Explain that on most
Because you miss someone? modern farms laying hens ,

Because you are frightened? (chickens kept to lay eggs) are
Explain that some animals can housed in rows of battery
also suffer for many of these cages, each cage approximately
same reasons. Present the 12 inches by 16 inches in size
following situations to stu- and housing 3 to 4 birds (see
dents: (1) a dog tied to a tree in resources). Have 4 or 5 stu-
the backyard all the time and dents lock arms to form a
left alone; (2) u chicken con- small circle around 3 or 4
fined to a small cage off the other students. (Make circle
ground where it can't stretch small enough that inside stu-
and peck; (3) a baby calf taken dents have difficulty lifting
away from its mother when their arms away from their
only a few days old. sides.)

Learning Activity: Students Learning Activity: Students
describe how each situation
might cause the animal in-

inside circle imitate chickens,
dttempting to act out behavior

volved to suffer. Students observed in film. Then, other
suggest ways in which the ani- students take turns standing
mars suffering might be elle- inside circle and trying to act
visited.

verbalizing ideas,
concept development

out same behaviors. After
completing exercise, students
discuss difficulty in imitating
natural chicken behaviors in
the small enclosure. What
were they unable to do? Can
chickens living in battery cages
exercise these behaviors?

animal behavior

resources:

General: Factory Farming, booklet, The Humane Society of the United States (see appendix); Animal Machines (A), Ruth
Harrison, Stuart Animals, Men, and Morals (A). Stanley Godlovitch, ed., Grove.

HIS: Chick, Chick, Chick, ibnim film, Churchill Films, Los Angeles, CA; Meat, Fish, and Poultry, filmstrip from the series Our
Foods and Where They Come From, National Geographic Society, Washington, DC; Eggs To Market, 16mm film, BFA
Educational Media, Santa Monica, CA; Chicks and Chickens, 16mm film, Films, Incorporated, Wilmette, IL.
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consequences of food
production proctices
concept: Raising food for human use

affects the natural environment.

longuoge arts social studies moth health/science

The authors found this concept generally inappropriate for
teaching at this level. If you would like to adapt more advanced
activities for use in your classroom, this concept is addressed in
the Level C and D guides.

11y
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appendix a
humane education resource organizations

American Humane
9725 East Hampden
Denver, CO 80231

American Humane Education Society
450 Salem End Road
Framingham, MA 01701

Animal Welfare Institute
P.O. Box 3850
Washington, DC 20007

Center for Action on Endangered Species
175 West Main Strut
Ayer, MA 01432

Center for Environmental F:dtwation
1925 K Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20006

Defenders of Wildlife
1244 19th Street
Washington, DC 20036

Elsa Wild Animal Appeal
P.O. Box 4572
North Hollywood, CA 91607

The Humane Society of the United States
2100 L Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20037

Latham Foundation
Latham Plaza Building
Clement & Shiner
Alameda, CA 94501

Massachusetts Audubon Society
Hatheway Environmental Education

Institute
Lincoln. MA 01773

National Association for the Advancement
of Humane Education

Norma Terris Humane Education Center
Box 362
East Haddam, CT 06423

National Wildlife Federation
141216th Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20036

Pet Food Institute
1101 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Suite 700
Washington. DC 20036

World Wildlife Fund
1601 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Washington. DC 20009

periodicals
For Teachers

Humane Education-
a quarterly magazine for educators
National Association for the Advancement

of Humane Education
Box 362
East lladdam, CT 06423

For Students

Chickadee
(4 to S year olds)
Young Naturalist Foundation
59 Front Street East
Toronto. Ontario M5F. 1B3
Canada

The Curious Naturalist
(8 to 12 year olds)
Massachusetts Audubon Society
Hatheway Environmental Education

Institute
Lincoln, MA 01773

Kind
(8 to 12 year olds)
The Humane Society of the United States
2100 L Street. N.W.
Washington, DC 20037

11,)

rata's
(8 to 12 year olds)
Young Naturalist Foundation
59 Front Street East
Toronto, Ontario M5E 1133
Canada

Ranger Rick
(8 to 12 year olds)
National Wildlife Federation
1412 16th Street, N.W.
Washington. DC 20036

catalogs/directories
Curing For Our Animal Friends
annotated directory of teaching materials
California Veterinary Medical Association
1024 Country Club Drive
Moraga, CA 94556

Clearinghouse For Humane Education
Materials

directory of teaching and public
education materials

American Humane
9725 East Hampden
Denver. CO 80231

Films Fur Humane Education
annotated directory of 16mm films and

filmstrips
Argus Archives
228 East 49th Street
New York, NY 10017

HMS Publications Catalog
catalog of teaching and public education

materials
The Humane Society of the United States
2100 L Street:, N.W.
Washington, DC 20037



Abingdon Press
Eighth Avenue, South

Nashville, TN 37202

Adel* Productions
Blodgett Studio
tdaeIrt: University

City, NY 11530

AIMS Instructional Media Services
820 Justin Avenue
Clanda le, CA 91201

Acropolis Books
17th Street, NW

_:ashington, DC 20009

Addison-Wesley Publishing Co.. Inc
Jacob Way
Reading, NIA 01867

Ananda Publications
distributed by Book People
2940 Seventh Street
Berkeley, CA 94710

Animal Town Came Co.
P.O. Box 2002
Santa Barbara, CA 931 20

Archway Paperbacks
MD Fifth Avenue
New York, NY 10020

Atheneum Publishers
1St E. 42nd Street
New York, NY 10017

Avon Books
9 Eighth Avenue
New York, NY 10019

Barr Films
P.O. Box 5067
MO E. Foothill Boulevard
Pasadena, CA 91107

BFA Educational Media
MichIpn Avenue

.0. Sea 1705
Santa Monica, CA 90408

Boblx-hierrill Co., Inc.
4300W. 82nd Sheet
Indlanapolb, IN 48206

appendix b
resource publishers' addresses

Capitol Records
Hollywood and Vine Streets
Hollywood, CA 90028

Caroirhoda Books, Inc.
241 First Avenue, North
Minneapolis, MN 55401

Cavendish, Marshall, corp.
111 W. 57th Street
New York, NY 10019

C,ention Films
1621 W. Ninth Street
Lawrence, KS 66044

. Chartwell House, Inc.
P.O. Box 166
Bowling Green Station
New York, NY 10004

The Child's World
1558 Weatherstone Lane
Elgin, IL 60120

Childrens Press
1224 W. Van Buren Street
Chicago, IL 60607

Churchill Films
682 N. Robertson Boulevard
Los Angeles, CA 90069

Co c%, David C. Publishing Co.
850 N. Grove Avenue
Elgin, IL 60120

Coronet Films
65 E. South Water Street
Chicago, IL 60601

Coward, McCann & Geoghegan, Inc.
200 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10016

Crowell, Thomas Y.. Co,
521 Fifth Avenue
New York, NY 10017

Crown Publishers, Inc.
I Park Avenue
New York, NY 10016

Dell Publishing Co.. Inc.
1 Dag Hammon:10(dd Plaza
245 E. 47th Street
New York, NY 10017

Dial Press
1 Dag Haniniarskpild Plaza
245 E. 47th Street
New York, NY 10017

Dodd, Mead & C.
79 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10016

Doubleday & Inc.
501 Franklin Avenue
Carden City, NY 11530

Dutton, E,P & Inc.
2 Park Avenue
New York. NY 10016

Dynamic Teaching Materials
7525 Mission Gorge Hood
Suite F
San Diego. CA 92120

Early Stages
P.O. Box 5027
Walnut Creek, CA 94596

Educational Activities
Freeport, NY 11520

Encyclopedia Britannica Educational Corp
425 N. Michigan Avenue
Chicago, IL 60611

Eye Cate Media
14(1 -01 Archer Avenue
Jamaica, NY 11435

Farrar, Straus & Ghoul, Inc.
19 Union Square, West
New York. NY 10003

Ferguson, j.C., Company
100 Park Avenue
New York, NY 10017

FilmFair Communications
10900 Ventura Boulevard
P.O. Box 1728
Studio City, CA 91604
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Films, Incorporated
1144 Wilmette Avenue
Wilmette. IL 60091

Folkways Records and Service Corp.
43 W. 61st Street
New York, NY 10023

Follett Publishing Co.
1010 W. Washington Boulevard
Chicago. IL 60607

Carland STPM Press
136 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10016

Cnilier Educational Corp,
845 Third Avenue
New York, NY 10022

Crosset & Dunlap, Inc.
51 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10010

Crew Press, Inc.
53 E. 11th Street
New York, NY 10003

Hale. E. M . , &
128 W. River Street
Chippewa Falls, WI 54729

Harcourt Bract' jevamoich, Inc.
757 Third Avenue
New York, NY 10017

Harper & flow Publishers, Inc
keystone Industrial Park
Scranton, PA 18512

Hastings Home Publishers. Inc.
10 E. 40th Street
New York. NY 10016

Hayes School Publishing Co. , Inc.
321 Pennriod Avenue
Wilkinstnirg, PA 15221

Holiday House, Inc.
18 E. 53rd Street
New York. NY 10022

Holt, Rinehart & Winston. Inc.
383 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10017



resource publishers' addresses, con't.

Houghton Mifflin Co.
Wayside Road
Burlington, MA 01803

International Film Bureau
332 S. Michigan Avenue
Chicago, IL 68604

instructor Publications
Dansvi Ile, NY 14437

John Day Company
666 Fifth Avenue
New York, NY 10019

Learning Corporation of America
1350 Averse of the Americas
New York, NY 10019

The Learning Works
P.O. Box 6187, Department B
Santa Barbara, CA 93111

Lippincott, J.B Co.
521 Fifth Avenue
New York, NY 10017

Little, Brown & Co
200 West Street
Waltham, MA 02154

Living Music Regards
P.O. Box 88
Litchfield. CT 06759

Macmillan Pe: thshing, Co., Inc
806 Third Avenue
New York, NY 10022

Marslifilm
P.O. Box 8082
Shawnee Mission, KS 66208

McGraw-Hill Book Co.
1221 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10038

McKay. David, Co., Inc.
2 Park Avenue
New York, NY 10016

Messner, Julian, Inc.
distributed by Simon & Schuster
1 W. 39th Street
New York, NY 10018

Modem Talking Picture Service
1687 Elmhurst Rand
Elk Grove Village, IL 60007

Morrow, William, & Co., Inc.
wttrehoust

8 Henderson Drive
West Calthvell, NJ 07006

National Film Board of Canaria
18th Floor
1251 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10020

National Geographk, Society
17th & hi Streets, NW
Washington, DC 20038

New American Library
1301 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10019

Nilgiri Press
P.O. Box 477
Petaluma, CA 94952

Outdoor Biological Instructional
Lawrence Hall of Science
University of California
Berkeley, CA 94720

Parents Magazine Press
52 Vanderbilt Avenue
New York, NY 10017

Parnassus Press
40/40 Halleck Street
Emeryville, CA 94608

Penguin Books, Inc.
625 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10022

Phoenix Films. Inc.
470 Park Avenue South
New York. NY 10016

Pomfret House
P.O. Box 210
Pomfret Center. CT 06259

Prentice-Hall, Inc.
Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632

Putnam's, G.P.. Sons
390 Murray Hill Parkway
East Rutherford, NJ 07073

Pyramid Films
P.O. Box 1048
Santa Monica, CA 90406

Strategies

Rand McNally & Co.
P.O. Box 7600
Chicago, IL 60680

Risintree Press
P.O. Box 11799
Chicago. IL 60611

Random House, Inc.
400 Hahn Road
Westminster, MD 21157

Reader's Digest Association
Pleasantville, NY 10570

Reiman Associates
fil 1 E. Wells Street
Milwaukee, WI 53202

Rudely Press, Inc.
33 E. Minor Street
Emmaus, PA 18049

Sayre Publishing, Inc.
111 E. 39th Street
New York, NY 10016

Science Hobbies
2615 Central Avenue
Charlotte, NC 28205

Scholastic Book Servkee
906 Sylvan Avenue
Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632

Scribner's. Charles, Sons
597 Fifth Avenue
New York, NY 10017

Simon & Schuster, Inc.
630 Fifth Avenue
New York, NY 10020

St. Martin's Press
175 Fifth Avenue
New York, NY 10010

Stackpole Books
Camerson and Keller Streets
Harrisburg, PA 17105

Stein & Day
7 E. 48th Street
New York, NY 10017

Stouffer, Marty, Productions, Inc.
P.O. Box 13057
Aspen, CO 81611

Stuart, Vincent. Publishers Ltd.
45 Lower Bel grave Street
London, England SW I

SVE
Society For Visual Education, Inc.
1345 Diversey Parkway
Chimps, IL 80614

TeleKETICS
Franciscan Communicrtions Center
1229 S. Santee Street
Los Angeles, CA 90015

Time-Life, Inc.
Division of Time, Inc,
Time & Life Bnilding
Rockefeller Center
New York, NY 10020

Tonsil Records
10 W. 56th Street
New York. NY 10019

Troll Associates
320 Route 17
Mahwah, NJ 07430

University of Nebraska Press
901 N. 17th Street
Lincoln, NE 68588

Viking Press, Inc.
625 Madison Avenue
New York. NY 10022

Walker & Company
720 Fifth Avenue
New York, NY 10019

Warne, Frederick, & Co., Inc.
501 Franklin Avenue
Carden City, NY 11530

Western Publishing Co., Inc.
Dept. M
1220 Mound Avenue
Racine, WI 53404

Whitman, Albert, & Company
560 W. Lake Street
Chicago, IL 00606
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In 1933, the National P.T.A. Cor ..,?ss issued the following
statement in support of humane t ation:

"Children trained to extend justice, kindness, and mercy to
animals become more just, kind, and considerate in their
relations with each other. Character training along these lines
will result in men and women of broader sympathies, more
humane, more law-abiding in every respect more valuable
citizens.

"Humane education is teaching in the schools and colleges of the
nations the principles of justice, goodwill, and humanity toward
all life. The cultivation of the spirit of kindness to animals is but
the starting point towards that larger humanity which includes
one's fellow of every race and clime. A generation of people
trained in these principles will solve their difficulties as
neighbors and not as enemies."

The message of this statement speaks even more directly to the
1980's than to the decade in which it was written. Children
today face the dilemma of growing up in a world that is
politically and environmentally unstable-a world in which
both individual and national decision-making become
increasingly important to the survival of both humans and other
animals. Humane education, incorporated into the curriculum
of our nation's schools, can help children develop the sensitivity
and understanding they will need to make sound personal and
political decisions based on concern for all living creatures.

People and Animals: A Education Curriculum Guide
has been developed to provide the framework for integrating
humane education into the traditional elementary school
curriculum. In addition, it will serve as the basis for the
development of teacher training courses, expanded classroom
programming, and supplemental humane education teaching
materials.

Publication of the guide represents fulfillment of a major
objective of the National Association for the Advancement of
Humane Education, The Humane Society of the United States,
and the educators who contributed their time and talents to the
project. More importantly, it represents a key factor in making
humane education an integral part of the elementary school
experience. Adaptation and implementation of the guide by
school systems throughout the country will be an important step
toward realizing the goals of humane education and making the
world a better place for people and animals.
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introduction

What Is Humane Education?
Humane education involves far more than the teaching of

simple animal-related content. It is a process through which we:
(1) assist children in developing compassion, a sense of justice,
and a respect for all living creatures; (2) provide the knowledge
and understanding necessary for children to behave according to
these principles; and (3) foster a sense of responsibility on the
part of children to affirm and act upon their personal beliefs.

The activities in this guide are designed to help students think
critically and clarify their frivn feelings about various issues, as
well as to provide them with factual information and
understandings about animals, their place in the environment,
and their relationship to humans. Where appropriate, activities
also focus on the importance of individual responsibility and
action, and encourage students not only to discuss how they feel,
but also to act upon those feelings.

Most educators agree that a positive self concept is basic to
positive attitudes toward others. Consequently, it is important
that chactren not be made to feel guilty about their personal
thoughts and opinions, but rather be encouraged toexpress and
examine their feelings freely in a climate of trust and acceptance.
In those activities that require discussion of personal values,
students who do not feel comfortable in open discussions should
be allowed to register their feelings privately by writing them
down or keeping them in a journal.

The activities presented are curriculum-blended, integrating
humane concepts with skills and content from languagearts,
social studies, math, and health/science. This curriculum-
blended approach provides context for the teaching of humane
concepts, allows for repetition, and avoids the labeling of
humane education as simply "another subject" to be added to the
already overcrowded curriculum. Individual educators and
curriculum- writing teams are encouraged to use selected
activities from the guide individually, as part of larger lessons or
units, or to enhance the schools' core curricula. A form to request
reprint permission can be found in the appendix for those who
wish to Include activities from the guide in other printed
documents.

The guide is merely a starting point for humane education
creative and motivated teachers will hopefully use the
conceptual outline to develop additional activities, in-depth
lessons, or expanded curriculum modules to meet the needs of
Individual schools and classrooms.

Curriculum Guide Format
Thirty-five concepts have been identified under four major

chapters: Human/Animal Relationships, Pet Animals, Wild
Animals, and Farm Animals. The specific focus of each chapter
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is explained in greater detail on the title page of that segment.
Each page within the chapters contains a concept and activities
that blend the concept with skills or content from each of the
four curriculum areas.

The complete humane education curriculum guide consists
of four books encompassing the following levels:

Level A Preschool and Kindergarten
LevelB Grades 1 and 2
Level C Grades 3 and 4
Level D Grades 5 and 6

A continuous page- numbering system is used to provide
continuity throughout the guide.

Each activity has been identified with a curriculum key,
printed in bold type at the bottom of the column, to call
attention to the skill or content addressed in the activity. These
curriculum keys have been indexed for easy reference. In
addition, a content index has been provided for those teachers
who wish to choose activities by tiapic or subject matter.

Most of the activities provided are self-contained and can be
completed without the use of resource materials, or with only
those resources common to most school libraries or classrooms.
In those cases where specific resources are required, complete
information on the appropriate organization or publisher is
provided either in the "Resources" section of that page or in one
of the appendixes.

In addition to the few required resources, supplemental
resources have been listed to provide the teacher with added
background or material for expanding successful activities. All
resources are coded for the appropriate curriculum area
(LA,SS,MA,H /S). Books are also identified as either juvenile U)
or adult (A).

Often load animal welfare agencies maintain libraries that
may include many of the resources listed in the guide. Teachers
should contact their local agency about the availability of free-
loan programs, resource speakers, or low-cost materials for the
classroom.

Teacher Input
Prior to publication, People and Animals: A Humane

Education Curriculum Guide was field tested by 350 teachers in
17 states and Ontario, Canada. Input from these teachers was
invaluable in the completion of this first edition of the guide,
and the editors hope that those who use the current edition will
offer their comments and/or suggestions for improvements in later
editions. Comments, suggestions, questions, and sample student
projects may be sent to the National Association for the
Advancement of Humane Education, Box 362, East Haddam,
CT 06423.
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iii
iv
v

vi
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table of contents
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A. Pethood

Humans raise and keep pet
animals to fulfill emotional
needs. 84

Some pet animals once met or
now meet needs other than
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71 welfare of the animal
selected.

72 Not all animals make good
Pets-

73 B. Pet Needs
Pets depend on responsible

74 owners to fulfill their needs.
Pet animals need to be trained

and controlled to live safely
in the human world,

B. Human Attitudes
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affect the way humans
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for a variety of purposes. 76
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wild suitable for human
use. 77
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89
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be in danger. 90
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Abandoned pets are the
products of irresponsible
owners. 93

Wild Animals
A. Nature's Interdependence

Humans share the earth with
other animals.

In nature, all things, living
and non-living, are
connected.

B. Human Responsibilities
Humans have the responsi-

bility to preserve and allow
for the development of
natural habitats for
wildlife.
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IV.

Humans have the responsi-
bility to maintain a healthy
environment for humans
and other living things. 97

Humans have the responsi-
bility to allow wild
animals in captivity to live
as naturally as possible, 98

C. Human Interference
Humans often destroy wild

animal habitats. 99
Some *pecks of animals have

become endangered or
extinct as the malt of
human interference, 100

Humans have different
attitudes about the killing
of animals for sport or
profit. 101

Farm Animals
A. Use of Farm Animals

Humans raise and keep fan
animals to fulfill physical
needs. 102

B. Human Responsibilities
Humans have the responsi-

bility to provide for farm
animals' physical and
behavioral needs. 103

C. Consequences of Food
Production Practices
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met.

Raising food for human use
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level c
curriculum index

Language Arts
adjectives 101
body language 73
concept development 72. 78, 80, 82, 88,

98,104
conducting interviews 93
critical viewing skills 76
dramatization 79
drawing conclusions 75, 91, 96
figurative language 87
identifying main idea 92, 98, 101
making inferenct% 77, 97
organizing information 86
parts of speech 84, 103
reading for main idea ha. 93. 101
role play 83
storytelling 82
summarizing 86, 93.98
superlatives 71
symbolism 100
understanding communication 73, 74
using resources 81
using the dictionary 77
verbal expression 104
vocabulary developnient 77
writing letters 85
writing news stories 79, 95
writing paragraphs 78. 80
writing poetry 84, 103
writing riddles 94, 102
writing stories 82,90, 91.99

Social Studies
American history 76. 77, 100
careers 83, 88

citizenship 79, 87.89, 91, 92, 95, 97
communities 75,82, 94, 96
community agencies 81
community helpers 85, 88
conservation 80.96
consumerism 78, 102, 103
crime prevention 85
current events 84
emotions 74
families 71
laws 79, 80, 86
preserving natural resources 99, 101, 105
respecting individual differences 75
responsibility 73. 87, 89, 93, 97
rights 72
school safety 90, 91
transportation 73
vandalism 95

Math
adding decimals 86,132
adding whole numbers 75, 79, 81. 82
averaging 92, 100
estimating 88
making time comparisons 85
measurement 71, 102
money 82. 86, 92, 97
multiplying whole numbers 82, 97
ordering 75. 83
place value 77
problem solving 79, 82
recording data 83
scale drawing 71
subtracting whole numbers 79
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time 88
timt4ines 77
weights 97

Health/Science
animal adaptations liX)
animal behavior 74, 79, 87, 9:3
animal groups 75
animal homes 72, 94.96, 99
animal needs 103
branches of animal science 83
comparing wild and dome,* animals 77.88
ecology 91, 92, 97
emotions 84
endangered animals SO. 100. 101
extinction SO
first aid 73
flight distance
food chains 95, 105
horses 76. "7
human handicaps 85
mammals 71
natural cycles 95
nutrition 78
overpopulation 92
pets 81. 89, 93
pet health 73
pet needs 86. 90
public health 81, 82
safety 74.8I
seus<ins 90
senses 8,5
unusual farm animals 102



KEY:
LALanguage Arts
SSSocial Studies
MAMath
11/SIlea ith/Science

animal communication 73 LA; 74 LA,H/S
animal amtrol agencies 81 H/S
animal facilities

farms 102 LA,H/S; 103 LA,SS
kennels 82 SS
laboratories 82 SS
pet stores 82 LA
riding stables 82 SS
shelters 81 LA; 82 LA,SS,MA; 93 LA
zoos 82 LA,SS; 98 LA,SS,H/S

animal new 85 MA; 88 MA,H/S; 88 SS.
MA,H/S; 103 HIS

animal protection 80 LA,SS,H/S; 81 LA,
SS,MA,HIS

animal reactions to physical environment
73 LA; 86 HIS; 90 H/S; 95 LA,SS;
97 LA,SS,MA,H/S; 104 LA,H/S

animal rights 72 LA,SS,HIS
animal shelters, see: animal facilities,

shelters
animal welfare organizations 72 SS:

76 HIS; 81 LA,SS,H/S; 89 H/S
attitudes toward animals 75 LA,SS,MA,

HIS; 78 LA,SS,H/S; 79 SS; 101 LA,SS,
H/S

pacers involving animals 83 LA,SS,H/S
animal care attendant 82 LA
animal control officer 79 LA: 81 WS;

83 MA; 88 SS
farrier 88 SS
groomer 83 MA; 88 SS
pet store personnel 82 LA; 88 SS
veterinarian 73 HIS: 83 MA; 88 SS;

92 MA
zoo keeper 82 LA; 83 MA

domestication of animals 77 LA,SS,MA,
HIS

emotions 73 LA,SS; 74 SS; 84 LA,SS,
H/S: 104 LA,H /S

endangered animals 80 SS,H/S: 81 MA;
100 LA,H/S
bald eagle 100 LA
bison 100 SS
whale 80 SS

environmental protection 72 HIS; 81 LA,
H/S; 91 LA,H /S; 92 H/S; 95 SS; 96 LA;
97 SS,MA,H/S; 99 LA,SS,H/S: 100 HIS;
1E8 SS.H/S

extinct animals 80 H/S: 100 SS,H/S
farm animals 103 LA,SS

chickens 103 LA; 104 LA
cows 103 LA; 104 LA

food production 102 LA,HJS; 104 LA,
H/

pigs 1
S
03 LA

field trips 94 SS; 98 SS,H/S; 102 SS; 103
H/S

food chain 95 LA,H/S; 105 H/S
we also: predator/prey relationship

habitat 72 H/S; 80 SS; 94 LA,SS; 95 LA;
96 LA,SS,H/S; 105 SS
see also: wild animals, habitat

human/animal similarities 71 LA,SS,MA,
H/S: 72 LA,SS; 73 LA,H/S; 74 LA,SS;
92 H/S

insects
ants MA

laws
endangered animals 80 SS,H/S
hunting 80 SS
licensing 79 MA
protection of animals 79 LA,SS,H/S;

86 SS
protection of community 79 LA,SS,H/S:

86 SS
protection of people 79 LA,SS,H/S: 86 SS
protection of property 79 LA,SS,HIS;

SS;

wild animals 79 H/S
pet animals

attitudes toward 75 SS; 79 SS; 84 LA,
SS,HIS; 89 LA; 93 H/S

cats 73 SS; 82 MA; 89 SS
choice of pet 86 LA,SS,MA,H/S
classroom pet 85 MA
costs 82 MA; 86 MA
diseases 73 H/S; 82 H/S
dogs 73 SS; 74 H/S; 82 MA; 89 SS;

91 SS; 104 LA
injuries 73 HIS: 90 SS; 95 SS
lost, homeless, abandoned 79 MA: 90 SS:

92 LA; 93 LA,SS,H/S
needs of pet 86 /VS
overpopulation 92 LA,SS,MA,HIS
owner responsibility 80 LA; 81 H/S:

85 MA; 86 LA,SS,MA: 88 LA,SS,MA,
11/S; 89 55,1115: 90 LA,SS,HIS;
91 LA,SS,H/S: 92 SS,MA,H /S; 93 LA.
SS,HIS

safety 74 H/S; 81 H/S; 89 SS,HIS; 90 SS:
91 SS

spay/neuter 88 MA: 92 SS,MA
training 89 LA,SS,H/S; 90 LA; 93 11/S

level c
content index

uses, see: uses of animals
pollution 81 H/S; 95 SS; 97 LA,SS,MA,

H/S; 100 H/S
predator/prey relationship 91 H/S
respomibility 73 H /S; 82 LA,H/S; 96 LA;

97 LA,SS,MA,H/S
speakers (including interviews) 76 H /S;

79 HIS; 81 H/S; 85 LA,SS,H/S; HIS;
96 LA

uses of animals
alternatives 78 I A,SS,H /S
clothing 78 LA: 101 LA; 102 LAMA,

HIS
companionship (pets) 76 HIS: 84 SS,HIS

see also: pet animal%
cosmetics 78 SS
entertainment 76 LA,H/S
food 78 HIS; 102 LA,SS,H/S; 105%

alternatives 78 H/S
guide dogs 85 LA,HiS
historical 76 SS,H/S: 77 SS; 100 SS
hunting 76 H/S; 77 SS; 80 SS; 101 LA,

SS.H/S
miscellaneous products 78 SS; 101 LA
pleasure riding 76 H/S
transportation 76 55,11/5; 77 SS
working 76 SS,H /S; 85 SS

wild animals 77 LA,SS,MA,H/S; 88 H/S
as pets 79 WS; 87 LA,SS,HIS
attitudes toward 91 H /S; 135 LA
bald eagles 100 LA
bison 100 SS
endangered 80 HIS; 81 MA; 100 LA,H/S;

101 H/S
extinct 80 HIS; 100 SS; 101 H/S
habitat 81 MA; 87 H /S; 91 H /S; 94 LA,

11/S; 96 LA.SS,11/S; 98 HIS: 99 LA,
SS, H /S: 105 SS

horses 77 LA,HIS
human responsibility 96 SS; 98 SS,H/S
huntitig 80 SS; 81 MA: 101 LA,SS,II/S
in community 75 MA: 91 H/S; 94 SS;

913 SS

kangaroos 87 SS
lions 101 LA
skunks 87 HIS
trapping 101 11/S
whales 80 SS
wolves 71 SS

ZOOS, see: animal facilities. ZOOS

vi



hurnanknirnal relationships

1

Throughout history, humans have been forming relationships with other
animals. Some of these relationships have been mutually beneficial, but

many have served human needs or wants at the expense of the animals involved.

It is important that students recognize these relationships and how they
affect both animals and humans. In addition, students who understand

that they, as humans, are also animals and share many common
characteristics with other members of the animal kingdom, will be more

sensitive to the rights of animals and will consequently be capable of making
more responsible decisions concerning their personal relationships with animals.

The activities that follow are designed to help students recognize the basic
biological similarities between humans and other animals, explore the

effects of human attitudes on animals, and clarify their own feelings
about human/animal relationships.

r*
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similarities and duff- , ences

concept : Humans ate animals.

,..._
language arts social studies math health/science

Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students
will recognize words that are stall examine the social order will identify size relationships will list the characteristics of
superlatives and identify ani- of a wolf pack and reciognize between humans and other mammals and identify various
mals that possess superlative
talents and abilities.

that some animals, like
humans, live in families.

animals. animals, including humans,
that fit into this classification.

Teaching Strategy: Supply
Teaching Strategy: Discus the Teaching Strategy: Generate students with a list of animals Teaching Strategy: Have stu-
meaning of the word superla` discussion about what it that includes animals of a dents research the definition of
Hee and identify superlative means to live as a member of a wide variety of sizes, both the word mammal and deter-
adjectives that could be used family. How is it different larger and smaller than mine the characteristics that
to describe human /animal from living alone? Discuss the humans. Assign one animal to are common to all mammals.
attributes (e.g., highest, big- benefits of being part of a each student and have stu- List thew common qualities on
gest, smartest, fastest, slowest,
longest). Ask class to supple-

family. Ask students what
things they have learned from

dents research the average size
of their assigned animals in the

the board, then ask students to
suggest different animals that

went list by suggesting others. other members of their family. library. (Groups of students fit into the classification of
Assign one superlative to each Were any of the things they can be assigned to work on the mammals. Supplement the list
student. learned important to their sue- larger animals.) Make u 12 if necessary, and be sure to

vival or to their ability to live inch-tall paper representation include air, water, land
happily in human society? of a human and hang on class- mammals, and humans.

Learning Activity:Studenb use Read students a book or show mom wall. Assign one mammal (includ-
the superlative assigned to a film that details the structure ing humans) from the list to
them to create a phrase that
describes the talents or abili-
ties of animals (e.g., highest

and activities of a wolf family
(see resources). Learning Activity: Using the

scale 12 inches .6 feet, stu-

each student,

could be interpreted as "the dents create two-dimensional Learning Activity: Students
animal that can live at the Learning Activity: Students scaled representations of their each research assigned mam-
highest elevation" or "the ani- discuss benefits of living in a assigned animals (e.g., if 12 meal and prepare a one-page
cal that can fly the highest"). family as they apply to the inches reprints the height of illustrated description of the
Then, each student finds wolf pack structure. How are a 6 foot man, then 200 inches animal. Include description of
which animal best fits higher wolf families similar to human would be needed to represent physical characteristics, habi-
interpretation of the superla- families? Students each iden- the length of a 100 foot tat, diet, behavior, geographi-
tive, using library or resources tify one way in which the wolf whale). Then students hang cal range. Compile a class
provided by teacher (see re. family structure is similar to representations in order book entitled "Mammals."
sources). When animals have
been identified, each student

that of a human family and
draw a picture illustrating the

around walls of classroom,
starting with smallest animal

After completion of book, stu-
dents review the characteris-

creates and illustrates a page similarity identified. and ending with largest. ties that humans have in cam-
with the superlative as title, a Where do humans fit in? How mon with other mammals. Are
rich= of the animal, and a can humans, since they are not there any ways that humans
brief description of the ani- the largest animals, dominate are different from all other
mars particular ability or
characteristic. Compile pie-
tures in class booklet of animal
feats and achievements. After
completion, discuss results.

all the others? mammals? If so, what are
they?

Did any of the superlatives
apply most to humans? Did
the superlative abilities of any
of the animals surprise you?
Which ones?

superlatives families measurement. scale drawing mammals
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resources:
LAI Anima/ Facts and Feats: A Guinness Berard Of the Animal Kingdom (A), Gerald L. Wood, Doubleday; Animal
Facts& Animal Fable()Seymour Simon.Crown, Have You Ever Heard Of a Kangaroo Bird? (J), Barbara Brenner, Coward.
McCann, Geoghegan; Charlie Brown's Super Book Of (bastions and Answers About Animals (J), Charles M. Schultz, Random
House; Some Of Us Walk, Some Fly, Some Swim (J), Michael Frith, Random House.

SSs The Wolf (1). Michael W. For, Cr wale, McCann, Geoghegan; Endangered Predators (J), John Harris and Aleta Pahl,
Doubleday; Animals As Parents (J), Ntilicent -.elm, Morrow; The Wounded Wolf (J), Jean Craighead George. Harper & Row;
The Kingdom Of Wolves (1), Scott Early, Putt m°s: Waves and the Walfmen, 16mm film, Films, Incorporated, Wilmette, IL
The Wolf and the Whitetail. 16mm film. Marty Stouffer Productions. Aspen, CO.

HMI What Is a Mammal? (J), Jennifer Day. Western; A First Lfok At Mammals (J). Millicent Seisms) and Joyce Hunt, Scholastic;
People and Other Mammals (J), George Laycock, Doui&day; Mammals (J), Richard Carrington. Time-Life; What Is a
Mammal?, multi-media kit, and Mammals, 16rnm film, National Geographic Society, Washington. I)C.
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similarities and differences

concept :.Animals, Hke humans, have certain rights.

language arts social studies moth henithisdence
Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students I .earner Outcome: Students
will define rights and identify will identify agencies that will identify the components
actions that violate the rights work to protect/promote hu- of various animal habitats and
of humaxistardmals. man or animal rights. This ac- determine whether animals

tivity follows LA. have a right to the habitat they
live in.

Teaching Strategy: Have stu-
dents use dictionary to define Teaching Strategy: Explain to
eighth. Discuss, and ask stu- students that when humans Teaching Strategy: Select
dents to give examples of feel that the rights of a specific animals representing a variety
rights that people have. Der group of humans aren't being of habitats (e.g., beaver-forest
scribe situations where some- recognized or are being in- stream; ducks-marsh; prairie
one's rights arc being violated fringed upon, they organize dog-plains; mountain goats-
(e.g., when someone is being special agencies to protect! mountains). Help students
bullied, not listened to, hurt,
not given dinner, teased, has

promote these rights. Help stu-
dents generate a list of names

identify the essential compo-
nents of each animal's habitat

something stolen from him/
her) and have groups of stu-

of agencies that protect the
rights of various groups of

(type of home, food, range,
other animals that share habi-

dents role play situ- Dis-
cuss: Whose right .!. via-
sated in each situation? How

humans (women, children,
the aged, religious groups,
ethnic groups). Then ask stu-

tat). Also identify the essential
components of a human's
habitat. Ask students how they

were they violated? How did dents: What organizations would react if they chew home
students involved in rule play work to protect/promote the to find that their homes were
feel? Ask students if they have rights of animals (animal wet- being torn down because
ever done something that via. fare /protection groups)? someone wanted to build
fated another person's rights. something else in their place.
Relate that sometimes people Show students an example of
also treat animals as if they Learning Activity: Students a land deed and explain that
have no rights and hurt them or draft a class letter to a local or human homes are protected
neglect to take care of them national animal welfare toga- from this type of destruction
properly. Ask students: Do nization (see resources), asking by land deeds that identify
you think other animals have
rights? Is it right to hurt them?

the agency what it is doing to
protect /promote the rights of

property owners. However,
since animals are not consid-

To tease them? To not take animals. When response is re- ered owners of the land they
care of them? ceived, students make lists of live on, animal interests are

what individuals can do to rarely considered when land is
protect/promote the rights of being developed. Should ani-

Learning Activity: Students animals. nulls have the right to keep the
each complete slogans, "Ant. habitat they live in? If humans
mals Have Rights, Too. allow animals this right, whet
Don't...", writing them on a problems might it calm: for
piece of poster paper. Then
each student illustrates his/her
poster by drawing a picture of
a person violating the rights of

humans?

Learning Activity: Students
animals in the manner de- choose one of the animals
scribed by the slogan. listed and write an imaginary

land ownership deed for that
animal's habitat. Explain in
the deed who the owner of the
habitat is, what the habitat
consists of, what other animals
share that habitat, and what
considerations must be made
before the habitat can be
altered.

concept development rights animal homes
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resources

Got:enis Animal Rights: Stories Of People Who Defend the Rights Of Animals U), Patricia Curtis, Four Winds (Scholastic).

LA: A Wolf Story U), David McPhail, Scribner's; Listen To Your Kitten Purr (I), Lilo Hens, Scribner's; Abandoned (J),
Griffiths, Yearling (Dell); The Secret Life Of Harold. the Bird Watcher 0), Rita Colman, Crowell.

SS: Check your local phone book for listings of local animal welfare agencies and see the appendix for addresst.1 of national
organizations.

HIS: Places Where Plants and Animals Live. filmstrip series, and Animal Homes, filmstrip from the series The Life Of Animals.
National Geographic Society, Washington, DC; Farewell To Shady Glade (j), Bill Peet, Houghton Mifflin.

1 or'
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sin) Jrities and differences

concept : Animals, like humans, react physically
to their environment.

language arts social studies math health/science
Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students
will identify different ways will recognize that traveling will recognize that animals arethat humans and other ani- can be a frightening expert- subject to many diseases and
teals communicate pain and ence for a pet. injuries and will learn basic
discomfort, oreventative and first aid pro-

,!edures to deal with pet
Teaching Strategy: Prepare diseases and injuries.

Teaching Strategy: Generate and display pictures of differ-
discussion about ways humans ent modes of transportation.
communicate pain and dis- Ask each student to name a Teaching Strategy: Ask stu-comfort. Make a list of place to which he/she would dents to name common dis-
different verbal, oral, and like to travel and what kind of eases and injuries suffered by
physical expressionsiactions on transportation he/she would humans and list on board. Ask
the board. Discuss how one use to get there. Have the stu- whether students haveway of knowing humans are dents describe what the trip suffered any of the diseases/in-
experiencing pain or discom- would be like and what their juries listed and have them
fort is that they can use words reasons are for choosing that relate their feelings about their
to describe their feelings to
others. How can animals,
since they don't use words,
communicate their pain or dis-

method of traveling. Then,
ask students to imagine that
they are bringing the family
dog o: cat along with them on

experiences. Identify those dis-
eases/injuries/parasites corn-
neon to pets (e.g., distemper,
rabies, heartwonns, parvovi-

comfort? What sounds, physi-
cal expressions, or actions do

their trip. Discuss how the
trips might be different for the

rus, hepatitis, broken bones,
cuts, skin allergies). Do ani-

they use? Are these similar to pets than for the humans. mats feel pain and discomfort
those used by humans to corn- (The pets might be frightened the same way humans do
municate pain or discomfort? by strange sights and smells. when they are diseasediin-
Read a series of situations to They would have to travel in jured? What can be done to
students in which a human or cages in the baggage convert- prevent animals from con-
other animal is in a painful or ment. Their schedules would tracting common illnesses such
uncomfortable situation (e.g., he upset. They might get lost as three mentioned above?
I'm a dog, and I'm caught out away from hom.) What can be done to minimize
in a snowstorm without shelter; the risk of pet accidents? Ex-
I'm a bird, and one of my plain that it is important for
wings has been broken; I'm a Learning Activity: Students humans to know basic first aid
turtle and I got accidentally describe or write what their pmeedures so that an injured
hooked on a fishing line; I'm a proposed trips would ix like animal's pain can be reduced
human and I got caught out in from a pet animal's point of as much as possible until the
the rain and have an awful view. Would the trip be a_s animal can be taken to a vet-
cold). much fun for the animal as fur erinarian for treatment. If pos-

the student? Why or why not? sible, have a veterinarian come
What are the alternatives to to discuss basic animal first aid

Learning Activity: As teacher taking a pet traveling? When' with your class. Supply litera-
describes human/animal in sit- would the animal be safest tun" on first aid for animals
uation, students use non- and most comfortable (e.g., at (see resources) and provide
verbal sounds and body lan- home, with friends, in a material for emergency ban-
guaRe to role play possible kennel, on the trip)? Students dages., splints, stretchers, etc.
ways that a human/animal share stories and discuss what
might communicate pain and they think traveling is like for
discomfort without using a pet anirnal. Learning Activity: In small
words. After activity, discuss: groups., students choose one
Is it easy to understand how a type of disease/injury that ani-
human/animal is feeling phys- ma's are subject to and write
ically if they cant use words one-page descriptions of the
to describe their feelirrp? Do proper way to prevent the dis-
animals feel less pain or dis- ease or to care for the injured
comfort than humans because animal before it can bethey can't use words to de- taken to the veterinarian for
scribe their feelings? Why or treatment. Students compile
why not? first aid descriptions in class

ry
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language arts social studies
7

moth health/science

understanding communication,
body language

transportation,
responsibility

booklet, then each group
dramatizes the first aid proce-
dure or prevention measure it
researched for the rest of the
class using a large, life-like,
stuffed pet animal as a subject.

first aid,
pet health

resources:

LA: What Is Your Dog Saying? (J), Michael W. Fox and Wende Delvin Gates, Coward, McCann, Geoghegan; The Wounded
Wolf (j), Jean Craighead George, Harper & Row.

SS: Transportation, study prints, David C. Cook Publishing, Elgin, IL; "Touring With Towser," booklet, Gaines Dog Research
Center, 250 North Street, White Plains, NY 10625.

HIS: Find Aid For Pets (A), Robert W. Kirk, Dutton; "Angell Memorial Guide To Animal First Aid," booklet, American Humane
Education Society (see appendix); A Day In the Life Ofa Veterinarian (J), William Jaspersohn, Little, Brown; I Know an Animal
Doctor (J), Chika A. Iritani, Putnam's.
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similarities and differences

concept Some animals, like humans, have and display emotions.

language arts social studies moth health /science
Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcomes Students Learner Outcome: By inter-
will recognize that human/ will identify circumstances preting animal sounds and
animal emotions can be corn- that generate emotional body language, students will
municated non - verbally. responses in humans and other recognize principles of safety

animaLs. in dealing with dogs.

Teaching Strategy: Discuss
various ways that humans Teaching Strategy: Ask stu- Teaching Strategy: Generate
communicate, including such dents to describe situations discussion about how to tell
questions as: Does all cornrow that would make them (1) what message or emotion a
nicaiion involve speech or angry, (2) happy, (3) sad. Dis- dog is communicating (see re-
written language? How do cuss why the situations would sources). Discuss sounds, facial
humans communicate without lead to these emotions, and expressions, and body post-
using words? Then discuss what situations might lead to dons as Fossible clues, and ask
how animals communicate similar emotions in animals. students to give examples
(see resources). In what ways Ask students to give examples drawn from their experiences
is human communication like/ of times when they have seen with dogs. Make a list of clues
unlike that of other animals? animals expressing similar on the board, along with what
Prepare two sets of 3 by 5 inch
cards, writing a different emo-

emotions, they indicate (e.g., tail be-
tween legs-fear, illness; tail

Lion on each of one set and the wagging-pleasure, excite-
names of different familiar Learning Activity: Students ments ears back-fear, anger).
animals (including humans) cumplete sentences: "It makes Illustrate with pictures when-
on the other set. me angry/happy /sad when..."

from their points of view and
then from the perspective of

ever possible.

Learning Activity: Students an animal. Do the circum- Learning Activity: Students
take turns, each student chaos- stances that make animals study list of canine body !en-
ing one card from each pile angry/happy/sad differ from gunge and sounds that indicate
and attempting to communi- those that make humans feel different emotions and discuss
rate the emotion selected as if these ways? If so, how? why failure to understand
he/she were the animal select- these signals can result in a
ed. Other students guess the dangerous situation for
animal and emotion being humans. Then, each student
communicated. draws a picture of a dog using

body language to express one
particular emotion and shows
his/her picture to the class. As
each picture is shown, class
tries to guess the emotion be-
ing communicated and dis-
cusses the proper way to deal
with the animal in each situ-
ation.

understanding communication emotions safety. :mined behavior

resources:

General: Moods and Emotions, study prints, The Clild's World, Elgin. IL: Moods and Emotions. study prints, David C. Cook
Publishing, Elgin, IL.

LA: Animals and Now They Communicate, 16mm film, Coronet Films, Chicago, IL.

MS: What Is Your Dog Saying? (J), Michael W. Fox and Wendy Delvin Gates, Coward, McCann. Geoghegan; Animals Can
Bite, 16mm film, Pyramid Films, Santa Monica, CA: Playing It Safe With Animals, filmstrip, Marshfilm. Shawnee Mission. KS.
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human attitudes

concept : Humans' different attitudes toward animate
sometimes affect the way humans treat the animals.

longue arts social studies moth health/science
Learner Outcome: After Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students
reading stories about animals,
students will recognize how

will identify the animal-
related opinions of special

will use a survey of family
members to illustrate the dif-

will recognize which animal
groups contain the largest

some human attitudes toward interest groups in the commu- fetences in human views about number of liked, disliked, and
animals can cause problems
for humans and animals.

laity. animals, feared animals and will identi-
fy positive attributes of each
animal surveyEd. This activity

Teaching Strategy: Help stu- Teaching Strategy: Help stu- follows MA.
Teaching Strategy: Share a dents identify groups of people dents compile a list of familiar
story with students in which within a community that animals in the community. Be
conflict is generated because would have special interest in sure that the list includes in- Teaching Strategy: Identify
of differences in the charge_
t-..' attitudes toward animals
(see resources). Help students
identify attitudes of each char-
deter toward the animal(s) in-

animals because of their work,
hobbies, or beliefs (veterinari-
ans, pet owners, farmers,
hunters, trappers, vegetarians,
naturalists, humane society

sects, birds, reptiles, and
mammals, and some animals
that are commonly feared or
disliked. Provide a survey
form listing the animals*

basic animal groups (e.g.,
insects, birds, reptiles,
mammals, etc.) and explain
characteristics of each. Help
students sort animals from

valved. members/workers, conserve- names and a checklist to math survey into appropriate
tionists). As a class, identify record one of four responses: groups. Discuss similarities or
friends, family members, and/ like, no opinion, dislike, fear. differences of survey scores for

Learning Activity: Students or community resource people Have each student interview animals in the same groups.
write paragraphs describing
how the characters different

who fit into each group. Then,
develop a series of interview

at letut three friends or family
member. and record their

Did the people surveyed like
animals in one group more

attitudes toward animals
caused problems for the ani-

questions to ask thew people
concerning their opinions

opinions. than those in another? If so,
why might this he the case?

nulls and/or the people in the about animals and their rela- What group do humans
story. tion.ship to and/or interest in

the animals. Assign each
Learning Activity: Students
conduct survey and compile

belong in?

community resource person to results by assigning a numeri- Learning Activity: Students
a student or group of students.

Learning Activity: Students

cal value of 4 to a like-
response, 3 to a "no opinion,-
2 to a "dislike," and 1 to a
"fear." Total number of points

brainstorm a list of positive
statements about each of the
animals in their survey. Then,
students draw pictures of ani-

interview designated resource
people. When everyone corn-

for each animal (the highest
numbers represent the most

mills, label with statements,
and mount on bulletin hoard

pletes their interviews, stu- well-liked animals, the lowest divided into animal group.
dents take turns role playing the most feared or disliked). Entitle display "All Animals
the person they interviewed
and answering designated
questions for the class. After-
ward, discuss whether students
agree or disagree with the per-
son they interviewed and why.

Discuss; Did some individuals
rate some animals high and
some low? Why do you think
people would like one animal
and not another? Did every-
one agree on which animals
they liked, disliked, or feared?

Are Important."

Why do you think some people
might fear an animal when
others like it? Do you dislike or
fear any animals? If m, why?

respecting individual

Do you think your fears are
justified? Why or why note

ordering, adding
drawing conclusions differences, communities whole numbers animal groups

continued on next page
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resources:

General: Wild Animals That Help People (J), Michael J. Walker, McKay.

LA: Black Beauty (J), Anna Sewell, Scholastic; Summerdog U), Thom Roberts, Camelot (Avon); The House Of Wings (j), Betsy
Byars, Yearling (Dell); The Midnight Fox (J), Betsy Byars, Camelot (Avon); A White Heron (J), Sarah Orne Jewett, Crowell; Riff
Remember 0), Lynn Hall, Camelot (Avon); Coyote Cry (j), Byrd Baylor, Lothrop, Lee, Shepard (Morrow); A Thousand Pails Of
Water (I), Ronald Ro'., Knopf (Random House); The Secret Life Of Harold. the Birdivatcher (J), Hila Colman, Crowell; The
Magic Finger (J), Roald Dahl, Harper & Row; Jason and the Bees (j), Brom Hoban, Harper & Row; Much Ado About Aldo (J),
Johanna Hurwitz, Morrow; Big Henry and the Polka Dot Kid, 16mm film, Learning Corporation of America, New York, NY.

MA & H/S: Fart and Fancy in American Wildlife (J). Manuel Milan and William Keane, Houghton Mifflin; Do Toads Give You
Warts?Strange Animal Myths Explained (J), Edward R. Riceiuti, Walker; The Baffling Bat, The Roguish Rat. and The Frightful
Fly, filmstrips from the series Curious Creatures. Pomfret House, Pomfret Center, CT.
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human attitudes

concept: Humans use other animals for a variety of purposes.

language arts social studies
Learner Outcome: Students
will explore the use of animals
in television programming.

Teaching Strategy: Ask stu-
dents to identify some well-
known television or movie star
animals. Explain that many
animals are used by the tele-
vision and movie industries as
stars in programs and movies
about animals, as well as "ex-
tras" in other films, shows,
and commercials. Instruct
class to watch a designated
amount of television program-
ming and keep a journal to re-
cord the shows or commercials
in which animal actors were
used, how and why they were
used, whether the show or
commercial made you like or
dislike the animal. how the
human actors acted toward or
treated the animal, and what
the animal did in the show or
commercial.

Learning Activity: Students
view designated amount of
television and record informa-
tion, then share journals with
class. For each program stu-
dents discuss: Did audience
learn anything positive about
animals from show or com-
mercial? What types of activi-
ties did the animal have to
perform? Were any special
tricks required? Could the ani-
mal have been hurt during the
filming of the show or com-
mercial? Was the animal's role
important or would the story
have been the same without it?
Was the animal treated with
respect by the human actors
in the show or eommercial?
Students discuss whether they
think it is good or bad for ani-
mals to be used in entertain-
ment.

critical viewing drills

Learner Outcome: Students
will identify animals that have
played important roles in
American history.

Teaching Strategy: Provide
students with the following list
of animals and key words or
phrases to link them to periods
of American history: whale-
New England cities; beat er-
Louisiana Purchase; mule-
Erie Canal; horse-pony ex-
press. farming; bison-Ameri-
can Indian. As a class, identi-
fy the relationship of the
animal to a specific period of
American history, and discuss
how humans used this particu-
lar animal to help settle nue
country. Did this relationship
help or hurt the animals in-
volved? Are am, of these ani-
mals in trouble today? Do we
still use them? If we do, does
our modern day use help or
hurt them?

Learning Activity: Students
each choose one of the animals
discussed and use the library to
find out more about its role in
American history. Then. stu-
dents draw picture of their
chosen animals depicting their
use by early Americans. Use
pictures to make bulletin
board display with the theme.
"Animals Helped is Crow
What Have We Done For
Then:?"

American history

math health/science
Learner Outcome: Students
will identify ways in which
humans use horses and list the
dements of proper horse care.

Training Strategy: Help stu-
dents make a list of the ways
horses are used and hr ve been
used by people (for transporta-
tion, pulling wagons and
plows, herding and working
cattle, in battle, for hunting.
in rodeos, in horse races, for
pleasure riding, as pets).
Discuss what characteristics
make a horse especially suited
to each of the purposes (e.g.,
size, speed, strength, easy to
train). Explain that the horses
close association with humans
has sometimes caused it a
great deal of suffering. Many
horses have been mistreated,
overmid, and neglected. The
first humane society in the
U.S. was formed to combat
cruelty to horses. Show film on
horses and horse tare (see re-
sources), invite an appropriate
resotinv speaker, or provide
written mounts on the sub -
jeet.

Learning Activity: Students
use resources provided to
make a list of the elements
neressarls for proper horse
can-. Then, students use this
list and drawings or photo-
graphs of h .u'se's in various
roles to make booklets on

relationship with and
responsibilities to horses.

horses

continued on next page
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resources:

General: Living With Animals (J), American Humane Education Society (see appendix).

LA: Movie Horses: Their Treatment and Training (J), Anthony iral, Bobbs-Merrill; A Wolf Story Ws David McPhail.
Scribner's.

SS; Wildlife In America (A), Peter Matthicssen, Viking.

HIS: To Care Is To Love, 16mm film, Latham Foundation (see appendix); The Saddle Horse, 16mm film, Encyclopedia
Britannica Educational Corporation, Chicago, IL: Sparky the Colt, Hinun film, Latham Foundation (see appendix); "Horse
Care," booklet, American Humane Education Society (see appendix); All About Horses (J), Glenn Balch, Scholastic: Work
Beauty (J), Anna Sewell, Scholastic; How and Why Wonder Book Of Horses (J), Margaret Cabell Self, Grosset & Dunlap:
Questions and Answers About Horses (J), Millicent Selsam. Four Winds (Scholastic).

Li 1
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human attitudes

concept: Domestication is a ',mess humans have used to make
animals that were once wild suitable for human use.

language arts soda! studies moth heakh/sdence
Learner Outcome/ Using the Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: By corn- Learner Outcome: Students
horse as en example, students
will demonstrate an under-

will recognize how humans
have changed the horse

paring periods on a timeline,
student will recognize the

will recognize that the needs
of a wild animal and its

standing of the concept of throughout history to meet relatively short time that the domestic counterparts are be-
domestication. particular human needs. horse has been domesticated. *ally the same.

Teaching Strategy: Provide Teaching Strategy: Develop a Teaching Strategy: Demon- Teaching Strategy: Show a
&I'm/vies and have students timeline for students illustrat- strate how to create a time- film (see resources) or invite a
find definitions for domes& ing the role of the horse at line. Review place value: speaker to talk to your class
cafe. Discuss the fact that various phases of North Ameri- millions, billions, etc. Discuss about the needs of domestic
horses were brought to North can history (e.g., with Spanish time words (year, century, horses and proper horse care.
America as domestic animals
but have now reverted to the
wild in some parts of the U.S.
(see resources).

explorers, American Indians,
cowboys, wagon train settlers,
farmers, carriage drivers,
hunters, etc.-see resources).
Discuss the ways in which

etc.), and relationships. Pro-
vide resources showing evolu-
tionary development of horse
(see resources). After students
complete their timelines, point

List the needs on the board.
Discuss how a wild horse
meets these needs in the wild.

horses were used in each out the relatively short period Learning Activity: Students
Learning Activity: Students period and the characteristics of time in which humans have choose one basic need of a
write stories comparing the of the horse that made it valu- domesticated the horse. Have horse and draw pictures show-
life of a domestic horse with able for that particular use. the students speculate as to ing (1) a domestic horse hay-
that of a wild horse. What are whether human involvement ing the need met for it and (2)
the advantages (to the horse) has been good or bad for the a wild horse meeting the need
of each? What are the disad- Learning Activity: Each stu- horse. on its own (e.g., shelter-
vantages? Consider the many dent selects a period in history domestic horse in barn, wild
uses of horses today (e.g.. pet,
show, rodeo, draft, ranch

and writes a speech pretending
that he/she is a horse owner of Learning Activity: Students

horse under tree or cliff; hoof
care-domestic horse having

work). that time and describes what create timelines showing the hooves trimmed, wild horse

vocabulary development,
using the dictionary,

making inferences

makes his/her horse especially
well-suited for $ts role. Stu-
dents take turns presenting
their speeches to class.

American history

major periods in the develop-
mot of the horse from the
Eohippus (50 million years
ago) to the modern day horse.

timelines. place value

running over rocky surface).

horses, comparing wild
and domestic animals

resources:

General: America's Last Wild Horses (A), Mustangs: A Return To the Wild (A), and The Wild Colt (J), Hope Ryden, Coward,
McCann, Geoghegan; Island Of the Wild Horses (J), Jack Denton Scott and Ozzie Sweet, Putnam's; Misty Of Chincoteague (J),
Marguerite Henry, Rand McNally; Animals That Help Us: The Story Of Domestic Animals (J), Carroll Lane Fenton and
Henninie B. Kitchen, John Day; Complete Book Of Horses and Horsemanship (J), C.W. Anderson, Collier (Macmillan); How
and Why Wonder Book Of Horses (1). Margaret Cahill Self, Grosset & Dunlap.

SS: Mustang: Wild Spirit Of the West U), Born To Trot (J), and Justin Morgan Had a Horse (J), Marguerite Henry, Rand
McNally; Thoroughbred, 16mm film, Pyramid Films, Santa Monica, CA; Man On Horseback: The Story Of the Mounted Man
From the &Whims To the American Cowboy (A), Glen R. Vermin:, University of Nebraska; Horsepower (A), Frank Lesster,
Reiman; Obsmers' Book Of Horses and Ponies (A), B.S. Summerhays, Warne.

HIS: To Care Is To Love, 16mm film, AIMS instructional Media Services, Glendale, CA; Sporky the Colt. 16mn:
Latham Foundation (see appendix). Horse care literature is also available from many of the organizations listed in the apiwnclix.

I4`4 I
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human attitudes

concept : Humans sometimes choose alternatives
to the use of animals or animal products.

4,,

hrnan/anknal relationships

language arts social studies moth health/science
Learner Outcome: Students
will define the concepts of
necessity and luxury and apply
them to animal products.
Thisactivity follows S.S.

Teaching Strategy: Write
necessity and haurif on the
board and have students look
uP "'aim fur the wurds-
Discuss definitions with the
class.

Learning Activity: Using the
anima Products discussed in
the social studies activk, stu-
dents determine whether each
product is a necessity or a
luxury. Cla.s.s discusses wheth-
er or mat it is important for
humans to have the luxury
products if they involve killing
an animal. Each student then
chooses a luxury item and
writes a paragraph explaining
whether he/she would: (1) use
the item even if an animal
were killed to make it and
alternatives were available; (2)
use the item only if an alter-
native were not available; (3)
not use the item even if an
alternative were not available-
Note: In order to encourage
audents to think freely and
express honest opinions. as-
sure them that their papers
will not he colk.cted.

concept development,
writing paragraphs

Learner Outcome: Students
will identify products, other
than food, that are made from
animals and note possible al-
ternatives to the use of these
products.

Teaching Strategy: Help she
dents to brainstorm a list of
products, other than food,
that are made from or contain
either domestic or wild ant-
mal products. Your list might
include such things as: leather,
sheepskin, or wool clothing
fur coats or items; ivory or
tortoise shell trinkets or jewel
ry; natural sponges; scrim-
thaw; down-filled products;
alligator or lizard-skin items;
some 'whams and cosmetics:
glue; bone meal and some
fertilizers; etc. Provide exam-
pies where possible. Identify
the animal sources of each
product and distinguish he-
tween thirst! items that may
be obtained from a living am.
mat (wool, manure for fertile
vers) and those that require
than the animal be killed (fur,
leather, ivory. etc.) Explain
that some humans e-loose not
to use products that are made
from animals. Help students
identify alternatives to each of
the products listed (e.g.,
cotton, linen, synthetics
instead of leather, fur, or
other animal-skin clothing;
plastic, mineral, or metal
jewelry instead of ivory, tor-
toise shell, or scrimshaw;
etc.). Discuss: Why might
some humans want to choose
alternatives to animal pro-
ducts (cost, availability. aller-
gies. lege! restrictions. ethical
reasons)?

Learning Activity: Using
sample products. pictures cut
from magazines, and/or draw-
ings. students create' a display
of animal products and alter-
natives.

consumerism

Learner Outcome: Students
will identify foods other than
meat that are sources of pro-
tein.

Teaching Strategy: Explain
the reasons why humans need
to consume protein as part of
their daily diet. Discuss the
fact that although meat is the
major source of protein in
most Americans diets, some
humans, known as vegetarians,
eat no meat. Discuss: Why
might some humans want to
choose alternatives to meat
and /or other animal products
(cost, taste preferences. aller-
gies. other health concerns,
ethical or religious reasons)?
Help students identify and list
other sources of protein (e.g .

grains, nuts, eggs, dairy pro-
duets).

Learning Each stu-
dent ping

Activity:
lans two lunch or dinner

menus. one containing meat
other centaining other

high protein heels. Then, stu-
dents choose one menu and
prepare it.

nutrition

resources:
firs: Much Ado About Aldo (J), Johanna Hurwitz, Morrow; The Vegetarian Alternative (A). Vic iitearhan. liodale; Laufer.
Kitchen (A), Laurel Robertson, Nilgiri; Diet Fora Small Planet (A), Frances Moore lmp& Bellantine (Random House).
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animal welfare

concept: Laws exist to govern the keeping of some animals. 6441
htrnania" relationships

language arts social studies math health/science
Learner Outcome: Students
will recognize the conse-
quences of %Jointing animal
regulations.

Teaching Strategy: Help stu-
dents identify laws in their
community that govern the
keeping of animals (see re-
sources). Discuss possible rte-
SAM why, each was written,
and what might happen to
pets and/or owners if the law
did not exist or was ignored.
Assign each law (or require-
meat within a law) to a stu-
dent or group of students.

Learning Activity: Students
speculate about negative con-
sequences of a pet owner dis-
oheying their assigned laws,
then write television news
stori about what might
happen. Combine resulting
stories Ns create a television
news Keenan with students,
playing rules of newscaster,
director, en-site reporters,
animal cannot officers. pet
owners, and other citizens
affected by siteations (e.g.,
driver who accieentally hits
straying dog, neighbor whose
garden is dug up by roaming
dog). Following drinatiza-
Lion, discuss how situations
could have been preventsd if
pet owners obeyed laws.

writing news stories,
dramatization

Learner Outcome: Students
will explore the feelings of pet
owners and humans who do
nut own pets regarding pet-
related laws.

Teaching Strategy: Elicit dis-
cussion about problems free-
roaming pets can cause in a
community (e.g., car acci-
dents" spilled trash, feces on
sidewalk, ruined shrubs,
bites). Are these the fault of
the pets or their owners? Ex-
plain that free-roaming pets
are products of irresponsible
owners who are breaking leash
laws. Who suffers when these
laws are broken? The owner?
The animal? Other animals/
humans? Ask students to think
about how they would feel if
someone else's pet damaged
their property because the
pet's owner didn't obey the
'aw. Who do animal laws
protect?

Learning Activity; Students
prepare survey that asks pet
owners and humans who do
not own pets: Should laws to
restrict the keeping of pets tic.
stricter? Compile results. then
discuss: Which group wanted
strietr laws? 11 pet owners
i the oy existing laws. d you
think humans who de not
own pets would he happier?
Is owning a pet a right or a
responsibility?

citizenship, laws

Learner Outcome: Students
will determine the number of
unidentified lost pets adver-
tised in the paper over a one
week period to illustrate the
need for pet licensing laws.

Teaching Strategy: Instruct
students to read lost-and-found
sections of local paper for one
week, recording the number
of pets lost and found each
day. Note any "lost" ads that
indicate the pet was wearing a
license or other identification.
Discuss results of tally. Of the
lust pets, how unary were
wearing a license? Have stu-
dents subtract this number
from the total lost pets, and
add the remainder to the num-
her of pets that have been
"found" but the owner can't
be located. This number rep-
rceents the animals that cannot
he Yellin" with their "wool
because they were not wearing
license tags.

Learning Activity: Students
colapute total number of lost-
and-found animals as above.
Then use final figure to make
posters with theme "._.,...Ani-
mills Couldn't Find Their
Homes This Week Because
They Didn't Have A Licence.
Obey the Law: Licens Pooh
Pet." Illustrate posters and
hang in school or community.

adding and subtracting
whole numbers,
problem solving

Learner Outcome: Students
will recognize the need for
laws that regulate the keeping
of captive wildlife.

Teaching Strategy: Invite a
state conservation officer to
speak to your dim about laws
that regulate the keeping of
captive wildlife. Before visits
help prepare a list of
questions such as: Can an
average citizen keep any kind
of native or exotic wild animal
as a pet? If not, what are the
restrictions? Are permits
needed? If so, how easy are
they to get? What problems
can wild pets cause for their
owners? The community?
What effects can the capturing
of wildlife for pets have on the
environment? What kinds of
wild animals arc most com-
moniy taken for pets? What
happens to wildlife that can-
not nuike the adjustment as
pets?

Learning Activity: After
speaker leaves, students each
choose a wild animal that is
commonly kept as a pet and
research its behavior and char-
acteristics. Then, students use
the information they find to

a list of reasons why
the animal would not make a
good pet.

animal behavior

resources:
General: For information on animal c rulty and control laws in your community. contact the local animal control department,
animal welfare organization, police department, or city government office. "Animal Laws." chapter from Living With Anintais
(J), American Humane Education Soviet) (see appendix).

LA: Abandoned (J), C.D. Griffiths. Yearling (riell); Nobody's Cal (J). Miska Miles, Little. Brown; Sans, 16min film. Adlphi
Produc.ioiss, Garden City. NY.

SS & MA: "A Lost Dog's Ticket Home" and "Accidents Don't Have To Happen." posters. The Humane Society of the United
States (see appendix).

HS: A Mouse lo Be Free (J), Joyce W. Warren, Camelot (Avon); My Friend Mae (J), Mary MeNeer and Lynd Ward, Houghton
Mifflin; The Cry Of the Crow (J), Jean Craigheac; George. Harper & Bow: Where Should a Squirrel Live? 16mm film, Barr
Films, Pasadena, CA; Manirnals, 16mm film, Phoe.six Films, New York, NY; Me and You Kangaroo, /firnm film, Learning
Corporation of America, New York, NY.
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animal welfare

concept : Laws exist to protect some animals.

language arts social studies math health /science
p-

Learner Outcome: By protect- Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students
ing something during the will identify how laws that re- will distinguish between the
school day and writing about strict and regulate hunting concepts of endangered and
their experience, students will protect animals. extinct and recognize the ways
demonstrate an understanding that human laws work to keep
of the concept of protection. endangered unirast species

Teaching Strategy: Discuss the
fact that hunting pressures

from becoming extinct.

Teaching Strategy: At the nave threatened the popula-
beginning of the day, give tion numbers of the different Teaching Straka: Write en-
each student a hard-boiled
egg. Provide markers and in-

whale species (e.g., bowhead,
sperm, blue, sei, minke). Ex-

dangered and extinct on board
and instruct students to find a

struct students to draw a plc- plain the concept of quotas as definition for each word.
ture of an animal on the out- it pertains to the protection of Discuss the words with stu-
side. Explain that protecting whales and other animals that dents, being sure to note that
their "pet" eggs means keeping
them from harm. Discuss

are hunted (see resources).
Divide class into several small

extinction is a natural process,
although it has been greatly

what dangers might threaten groups, assigning each group a accelerated by humans.
this "pet." Discuss that al-
though the easiest thing is to
hide your egg in a safe place,
this is often impractical with a

whale species to research.

Learning Activity: Students in
Learning Activity: Each stu-
dent looks up the name of an

real pet. Therefore, require groups research the whale endangered animal species
that "egg pets" be kept with
students all day.

species assigned to them, in-
eluding in their research the

and an extinct animal species,
then lists the animals under

whale's social habits, what the appropriate headings on

Learning Activity: Students
it eats, what its habitat is,
how and when it has been

the :,card. Students then dis-
cuss the ways humans try :a

protect their eggs from harm threatened by hunting pres- protect endangered species. As
for one full school day. At the surer, and what laws or quotas a class students compose laws
end of the day, students dis- have been established to pro- for the extinct animals that
cuss problems they had pro- wet it. Discuss whether the might have helped to save
testing their "pets" and what laws have been effective. If those animals from extinction.
happened to the "pets" that not. what new laws art' need-
weren't protected. Then,
students each write a para-
graph to describe their feelings
after protecting their -pets" all
day.

comept development,
writing paragraphs

ed?

conservation, laws
endangered animals,

extinction
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reSOUrCeS:

General: Aninwls and Their Legal Rights (A), Emily Stewart Leavitt, Animal Welfare Institute (see appendix). For information
on endangered animals and legislation to protect them, write Office of Endangered Species, Fish and Wildife Service, I ;.
Department of the Interior, Washington. DC 20240. or contact Defenders of Wildlife, The Humane Society of the United States,
National Wildlife Federation, Center for Action on Endangered Species, Center for Environmental Education. World Wildlife
Fund, or the Animal Welfare Institute (see appendix for addresses). For information on state and local laws that protect animals,
contact your local animal welfare or animal control agency, or state, county, or city government.

Wm Definition: quota-a number set by law or regulation to identify the maximum number of a species of animal that may be
killed without endangering the species' survival. Whale Watch (J), Ada and Frank graham, De !wage (Dial): Sea Mammals (j),
Dorothy Childs Hogue, Crowell; Whales, filmstrip, Whales, multi-media kit, and Portrait Of a Whale, 16mm film, National
Geographic Society, Washington. DC, Whales, coloring album, Center for Environmental Education (see appendix); Save the
Whales, educational board game, Animal Town Game Company, Santa Barbara, CA. For additional information on whales
write: Creenpeace Foundation, 286 Congress Avenue, Boston, MA 02210; General Whale, P.O. Box Save the Whales, Alameda,
CA 94$01; or American Cetacean Society, Box 4416, San Pedro, CA 90731.

HIS: Definitions: endangered-a term applied to a species of animal that is in danger of becoming extinct because of dwindling
populations, habitat encroachment, or other factors; extinct-a term applied to a species of animal that has died out and no longer
exists. Wildlife Alert! The Struggle To Survive 0), Thomas B. Allen, and Animals In Danger: Trying To Save Our Wildlife ()).
National Geographic Society; And then There Were None (J), Nina Leen, Holt, Rinehart & Winston; Saving Our Wild Animals,
two-part filmstrip series, National Geographic Society, Washington, DC; Extinct. Endangered, and Threatened, filmstrip series,
Pomfret Howe, Pomfret Center, CT.

1 4 ,
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animal welfare

concept : Humans have formed organizations
to protect and control some animals.

6t4cd
human/animal relationships

language arts social studies math health/science
Learner Outcome: Students
will identify local animal wet-
fare and environmental pro-
tertian organizations.

Teaching Strategy: Discuss the
role of animal welfare and
environmental protection or-
ganizations. Provide telephone
directories from major cities in
your area.

Learning Activity: Students
use phone hooks to research
and list humane societies,
animal shelters, and envimn-
mental protection groups in
their area. Then one student
writes or calls each of these
agencies for descriptive litera-
hare. When literature is re-
eeived, students use inform-
tion to create a directory, list-
log IVITICS of organizations
along with their locations,
phone numbers, and emplane-
tion of their functions. (The
directory can be duplicated
and made available to other
classes, the local library. anti
the agencies listed.) Then,
students create a variety of
situations in which the services
of an animal welfare or envi-
ronmental protection agency
would be needed (e.g., you
found an injured stray animal,
you found a hurt bird, squir-
refs made a nest in your attic,
you need a speaker for a meet-
log, you need an animal film
to show scout troop). Students
write each situation on a pie ee
of paper, put it in a box, and
take turns drawing situations
and deciding what organiza-
tion would be contacted.

using resources

Learner Outcome: Students
will identify the purposes and
responsibilities of animal wel-
fare and environmental pro-
tection organizations in their
area. This activity follows I.A.

Teaching Strategy: Divide stu-
dents into groups to represent
agencies identified in LA
activity. Organize an -Animal
Protection Fair" with infor-
mation booths in classroom or
library.

Learning Activity; Students
role play representatives of the
agencies and organizations in
directory. Each group re-
searches work of organization
it represents and designs post-
els. information sheets. bump-
er stickers, badges, etc., ex-
plaining the organization's
cause and viewpoint. Then
students use materials to set up
display booths for a ;lass -Ani-
mal Protection Fair." Invite
other classes to view booths.

community agencies

Learner Outcome: Students
will use computation skills to
illustrate the results of cooper-
ation in an endangered species
math game.

Teaching Strategy: I.ist
several endangered species on
board. Discuss reasons for en-
dangerment (e.g., habitat loss,
overhunting. pollution). Ex-
plain that some humans who
are concerned about the fate
of endangered animals havr
combined their individual
efforts to form organizations
designed to help save the ani-
mats. Assign each animal iden-
tified a numeric value (e.g.,
black-footed ferret-12, blue
whale-11, whooping crane-.
10, timber wol -9, gorilla-8,
bald eagle-7). Pass out domi-
noes to entire clam. Explain to
students that they may -save-
an animal by combining the
face value of their dominoes
until they equal an animal's
value.

Learning Activity: Students
join with classmates until they
have combined dominoes to
total an animal's value. Once
an animal has been -saved."
the students who combined to
save it state one' realistic alter-
native to improve the species'
status (e, g., protect habitat).
liow can humans join together
to make this happen in the real
world?

adding whole numbers

Learner Outcome: Students
will identify health and safety
problems that make animal
control agencies necessary.

Teaching Strategy: Invite an
animal control officer to speak
to the class about the health
and safety problems caused by
free- roaming pets (biting,
feces on sidewalks or yards,
knocking over trash, obstruct-
ini, traffic, auto injuries to
humans and animals). Ask the
speaker to discuss who is !r-
sponsible for the problems-the
animals or their owners.

Learning Activity: Students
discuss the problem identified
by the speaker and the animal
control officer/agency's role in
preventing these problems.
Then, students each write a
thank you note to the speaker
expressing appreciation for the
visit and identifying at least
one new fact he/she learned
about why animal control
agencies are necessary in a
community.

public health. safety. pets
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resources:
General: Many local animal welfare groups and animal control agencies have educational programming and materials available
for use in schools. Contact the agencies in your area for assistance or write to The Humane Society of the United States or other
national agencies listed in the appendix for information on the work of animal welfare and control organizations.

MA: Wildlife Alert! The Struggle To Survive (J), Thomas B. Allen, and Animals In Danger: Trying To Save Our Wildlife (j),
National Geographic Society; And Then There Were None (j), Nina Leen, Holt, Rinehart &Winston;Saving Our Wild Animals,
two-part filmstrip series, National Geographic Society. Washington, DC: Extinct. Endangered, and Threatened, filmstrip series,
Pomfret House, Pomfret Center, CT.

HIS: Patches, two-part filmstrip series, National Kksociation for the Advancement of Humane Education (see appendix);
Pethood or Parenthood, slides and cassette or 18mm film, American Veterinary Medical Association, 600 S. Michigan Avenue,
Chicago, IL 60605; Canine Control Officer, filmstrip from the series Working With Animals, Troll Associates, Mahwah, NJ;
Listen To Your Kitten Purr (J), Lilo Hess, Scribner's.
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animal welfare

concept : Humans have the responsibility to provide proper care
for animals kept in public or private facilities.

[
,

kaitziCadm4 A 4,.../.411,4,:144,,i44

htrnon/onirnd rektionships

language arts social studies math healthisdence
Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students
will create stories that demon- will identify facilities within will estimate the costs of pm- will recognize the role of pre-
strate an understanding of the their community that house viding proper care for large ventive medicine and good
concept of responsibility as it
applies to care of animals.

animals, numbers of animals. sanitation practices in pre-
venting diseases among groups
of animals housed in a facility.

Teaching Strategy: Explain to Teaching Strategy: Provide
Teaching Strategy: Define the students that animals live all pet care literature and assist
word responsibility for stu- around us, in our homes, in students in making a list of Teaching Strategy: Ask stu-
dents. Relate definition to stu- the wild, and in special facili- some of the basic items needed dents to share stories of a
dents' experience with ques-
tions such as; What things are

ties in every community. Help
class brainstorm a list of public

to care for a dog or exit (e.g.,
food, kitty litter, veterinary

common illness they contract-
ed at the same time or shortly

you responsible for? What do places where animals might be care, collar, leash, dishes, after a friend or relative (e.g.,
You do as part of this respon-
sibility? What happens if you
don't do these things? Ask stu-

housed (e.g., animal shelter,
riding stable, laboratory, zoo,
pet store, school, kennel).

beds). If possible, arrange a
visit to a grocery or pet supply
veore and/or assist students in

colds, measles, mumps, chick -
en pox). Explain, that com-
municable diseases can be

dents to speculate as to the Write each facility on the assigning realistic costs to each spread from person to person
responsibilities involved in board as it is named. Provide item needed to care for a pet through airborne viruses or
caring for animals at a zoo,
animal shelter, pet store, etc.

clam with copies of municipal
Yellow Pages and explain how

for one month (include one
routine visit to the veterinari-

through bacteria on dishes,
glasses, etc., and that spending

Begin stories for children, such
as: "One morning, the zoo
keeper forgot to come to work.

they are used. an), time with large groups of
people (at school or work)
increases disease risks. Explain

The animals..." Or, "The pet Learning Activity: Students Learning Activity: Students role of inoculations and good
store owner overslept and look in Yellow Pages to sec add costs to determine expense health and hygiene practices
didn't arrive at her store until which types of animal Nab- of caring for a pet for one in preventing disease. Relate
late in the day. The animals..." ties are located in their corn- month. Then pretend they discussion to animals housed

Learning Activity: Students
finish stories, writing or telling

t»unity. operate animal shelters and
care for 25 animals, for 50,
and for 109, by multiplying
the costs by each number.

in groups with others of their
own kind.

what might happen if people' Speculate about what addi- Learning Activity: Students
who care for animals aren't tional costs would be involved use knowledge of good humanresponsible. Then make up when caring for animals in a health practices in creating a
new stories about how animals special facility instead of a list if procedures that could
should be cared for. Assemble home (labor, utilities, clean- help prevent the spread of
stories in a class book to be
read again later.

concept development,
storytelling or writing stories communities

ing supplies. etc.).

money. adding and
multiplying whole numbers.,

problem solving

disease among animals in a
public or private facility (e.g.,
inoculations. proper diet,
clean living area and food/
water dishes, isolation of sick
individuals).

public health

resources:

SS: Living With Animals U), American Humane Education Society (see appendix).

MA: Pet care literature is available from most local animal welfare organizations and animal control agencies as well as from a
number of organizations listed in the appendix.

HIS: "Changing Your Image, Part H: Sanitation and Kennel Cleaning," booklet, Tilt. Humane Striety of the United States (see
appendix).
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animal-related careers

concept Careers exist that involve working
with and for animals. tunan/anknal relationships

language arts social studies math health/science
Learner Outcome: Students

_....

Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students
,

Learner Outcome: Students
will use role play to demon-
striate an understanding of the

will identify the qualifications,
training, and duties of various

will determine the numbers of
animals handled daily by in-

will identify branches of
science that deal with the

work involved in animal- individuals who work with dividuals in different animal- study of animals.
related careers. animals. care careers.

Teaching Strategy: Explain to
Teaching Strategy: Provirk 4 I Teaching Strategy: Help stu- Teaching Strategy: Identify students that many scientists
period of time over several dents compile a list of inch- several careers in your are involved in studying
days to show and discuss viduals within the community community that involve daily animals. Provide dictionaries
Wedging With Animats film- who work with or for animals contact with animals (animal and post a chart listing the
strips (see resources). Make a (see resources). Identify phone control officer, animal care- following branches of science:
list of careers covered in film-
strips and assign each career to
a small group of students.

numbers or addresses of local
resource people in these fields.
Help class prepare a short list

taker, groomer, zoo keeper,
farmer, veterinarian). Have
students contact individuals in

biology, zoology, herpetoloa,
ornithology, entomology,
ecology, ethology, ichthy-

Have each group create a brief of questions concerning the each field to find out the aver- ology.
job description for that career
on an index card, listing the

individual's work, duties,
training, and opinions about

age number of animals the
person comes into contact

career, the duties involved,
and any additional informa-

animals. Assign each resource
person to a student or group of

with (handles) in a day. Learning Activity: Students
find words in dictionaries and

tion about that career. students.
Learning Activity: Students
collect data on numbers of

fill in appropriate "study
of..." lescriptions on charts.
Then, students discuss how

Learning Activity: After view- Learning Activity: Students animals handled per day by studies of different animals
ing and discussing six film- contact and interview resource people in different animal could help the animals.
strips, students play "What's people who hold animal- jobs. As a class, students ar-
My Liner by taking turns related jobs. Then share find- range the jobs in rank order by
choosing cards and answering ings with class through an the number of animals hen-
yes/no questions about the
career on their cards until the
class guesses the career.

animal - related career day. died. Nho handles the most
animals? What do they do
forlwith the animals? Are
some jobs more time-
consuming or more technical
than others?

role play careers recording data, ordering branches of animal science

resources:

General: Working With Animals, filmstrip series, Troll Associates, Mahwah, NJ; Careers: Working With Animals (A). Guy
Hodge, Acropolis, available from The Humane Society of the United States (see appendix); Careers in the Animal Kingdom (J),
Walter Oleksy, Messner; Careers For Dog Lovers (J), Lynn Hall, Follett; A Day In the Life Of a Veterinarian (J), William
Jaspersohn, Little, Brown; Veterinarian, Doctor For Your Pet (J), Arline Strong, Atheneum; I Know an Animal Doctor (J),
Cltika A. lritani, Putnam's; The Veterinarian Serves the Community, 16mm film, FilmFair Communications, Studio City, CA;
Our Friend the Veterinarian, 16mm film, Latham Foundation (see appendix); Who's Who In the Zoo?. 16mm film, Centro')
Films, Lawrence, KS.
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pet ar*nois

In today's society, being a responsible pet owner means more than
providing food and shelter for your dog or cat. It means making a well-

informed choice in pet selection, safeguarding your pet against dangers,
spending the time-as well as the money-required to keep your pet

healthy and happy, and making a commitment to the animal for its
lifetime, not merely for the time you find it appealing or practical. It also
means accepting your responsibilities to the community-to keep your pet

from becoming a nuisance and to neuter it to prevent unwanted offspring.

These requirements appear logical enough, yet millions of animals are put
to death in animal shelters each year and millions more die on the streets
and highways, all because of pet owners who don't understand, or don't

care, about their responsibilities to their pets.

The activities that follow are designed to help students explore the special
relationships that exist between pets and humans, identify the specific

elements of responsible pet ownership, and understand the consequences that
irresponsible net ownership can have for both the animals and the community.

15



pethood

concept : Humans raise and keep pet animals
to fulfill emotional needs. pet animals

language arts social studies
-.-

moth 1 health/science
Learner Outcome; Using sin- Learner Outcome: By reading Learner Outcome: Students
quoin poetry, students will and collecting stories from will identify basic human
express their feelings about local newspapers, students emotions and recognize that
pets. will identify the roles that pets pets can help humans deal

play in the lives of many
people in the community.

with many emotions.

Teaching Strategy: Provide
students with format for cin- Teaching Strategy: Show class
quoin poetry (see resources). Teaching Strategy: Collect a series of pictures represent-
As a class, create a sample
poem.

sample news clippings about
pets and people and share
these with the class. Discuss

ing human emotions (e.g.,
fear, love, loneliness, grief,
joy, anger) and have students

how the person involved in identify each emotion. Discuss
Learning Activity: Students each story might feel about how pets might share the emo-
write cinquains describing his/her pet. than or help people deal with
their pets or the pets they
would like to have. Note: The
fourth line should describe the Learning Activity: Students

it.

student's feelings for his /her collect news clippings that Learning Activity: Students
pet. Share the completed deal with pets and people. pair as pet and pet owner and
poems with the class. Then,
students illustrate poems and

Then, each student chooses
one clipping and writes a story

role play emotional situations.
Examplm: Person is afraid and

mount on display board or about haw the person in the pet becomes protmtor. Person
combine in a class booklet. news story might feel about is lonely and pet becomes

parts of speech,
writing poetry

his/her pet.

current events

playmate.

emotions

resources:

General: "The Values and Uses Of Pets," Michael W. Fox, chapter from The Handbook Of Animal Welfare (A). Robert D. Allen
and William H. Westbmok. eds., Garland: Friend Dog (j), Arnold Adolf. Lippineott; Philip and the White Colt. Ifinun film,
and Rig Henry and the Polka Dot Kid. Rinun film, Learning Corporation of America, New York, NY.

LA: A cinquain is a five-line poem with the following format: Line I is one noun. stating subject of poem; Line 2 is two adjectives
describing the subject: Line 3 is three verbs or a verb phrase that relate to subject: Line 4 is a four-word phrase stating feelings
about or interpretation of subject; Line 5 is one word, usually another noun, that restates subject or a word that sums up poem.
Example:

Spiders
Tiny, busy
Spinning, moving, floating
Building fragile wispy webs
Artists

HIS: Moods and Emotions, study prints. David C. Cook Publishing, Elgin, IL; Moods and Emotions. study prints, The Child's
World, Elgin, IL; Mine For Keeps (J). Jean Little, Pocket (Simon & Schuster): My Friend Mae (J). Mary McNeer and Lynd
Ward, Houghton Mifflin; King Of the Wind (J).. Marguerite Henry, Rand McNally; The Foundling (J). Carol Carrick. Clarion
(Houghton Mifflin).
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pethood

concept : Some pet animals once met or now meet human needs
other than emotional fulfillment.

language arts social studies math health/science
Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: By com- Learner Outcome: Students
will recognize the proceduire will recognize that animals paring the life expectancy of will recognize ways that dogs
used in selecting and training serve well as partners or cam- popular classroom pets and are used to compensate for the
guide dogs. This activity panions to some community the length of the school year, absence of certain human
,follows IPS. helpers. students will recognize that

the responsibility for these
animals* care continues

senses,

Teaching Strategy: Ask stu- Teaching Strategy: Invite an beyond the end of the school Teaching Strategy: Take
dents to describe the kind of officer from the canine divi- year. This activity is suggested students, one at a !"*.me, to door
dog (breed, disposition, intelli-
gence, size, etc.) that they

slim of your local police force
(or an officer from the mount-

for use in ciassrooms that
keep classroom pets.

of classroom, blindfold them,
and while blindfolded, have

think would make a good ed patrol if applicable) to them locate their desks and sit
guide dog for a blind or deaf speik to your class about his/ down. (Advise students to
person. Have students explain her dog (or horse) and the Teaching Strategy: Select move slowly and carefully to
the reasons they think certain work done by the animal. three common classroom pets avoid injury.) After each child
characteristics are important. and assign each to a group of has participated, class dis-
How do they think guide dogs students. caws how it felt to walk
are chosen? Where do they Learning Activity: Students through a room when they
come from? How are they question officer about animal's couldn't see, Have students
trained? How young are they life on and off the job. How is Learning Activity: Students re- relate their activities during a
when their training begins? the animal's life like/unlike search biological information typical day and then speculate
Provide addresses of organize- that of a pet dog (or horse)? on assigned animal, including about how these activities
tions involved in selecting,
raising and/or training of

After speaker leaves, students
write thank you letters to the

average life expectancy. Then
students prepare charts corn-

would be different if they
couldn't see or hear. Explain

guide dogs (see resources). If officer and his/her dog (or paring the animals' life expec- the work of guide dogs for the
possible, invite a community horse) including at least one tancies with length of the blind and deaf (see resources).
resident who has a guide dog fact they learned about the school year. Which is longer? Bring in an appropriate re-
to speak with the class. animal and its work. What happens to the pets

when school ends and students
go home for the summer? Even

source person if possible, or
provide resource information
about the programs that train

Learning Activity: Selected though the class no longer and provide guide dogs for
students write letters to organ-
izations involved with select-
Mg, raising and/or training of

"needs" the pets, do the pets
still have needs that must be
met? Who will meet those

blind and/or deaf persons.

guide dogs, asking questions needs? Students discuss why Learning Activity: Students
generated by class discussion,
Then, students share responses
with class.

crime prevention.

owning a pet is a commitment
for the life of the animal.

identify sights and sounds that
we must be aware of in order
to function in our daily activi-
ties (e.g., alarm clock, tele-
phone, doorbell, street cross-
ings, stairs, obstacles in our
way). Then, students identify
how a guide dog can be help-
ful in each situation.

writing letters community helpers making time comparisons senses, human handicaps

resources:

LA & HIS: Banner Forward (J), Eva Rappaport, Dutton; Lighta Single Candle (J), Beverly Butler. Archway; Follow My Leader
(J), James Garfield, Viking; A Dug For Joey (j), Nan Gilbert, Harper & Row; Dogs At Work (J), James McCloy. Crown; Cindy:
A Hearing Ear Dog 0), Patricia Curtis, Dutton; Zara the Guide Dog, filmstrip. Educational Activities, Freeport, NY. For
additional information on guide dogs contact: Seeing Eye, Inc., Morristown, NJ 07960; Guiding Eyes for the Blind. Granite
Springs Road, Yorktown Heights. NY 10598; Guide Dogs for the Blind, 350 Los Ranchitos Road. San Rafael, CA 94903; Hearing
Dog Program, American Humane (see appendix).

SS: City Horse (j), Jack and Patricia Demuth, Dodd, Mead; Police Dogs In Action Cl). Clarke Newton, Dodd, Mead.

MA: "The Classroom Pet: Delight or Disaster," pamphlet, and "Small Mammal Care," booklet, American Humane Education
Society (see appendix); Why Does a Turtle Live Longer Than a Dog? (J), Barbara Ford, Morrow.
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pethood

concept : The factors considered in pet selection
can affect the welfare of the animal selected.

language arts social studies math health/science
Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students
will identify the responsibih- will identify laws in their corn- will recognize that some kinds will identify specific physical
ties involved in owning differ- munity that may affect pet of pets cost more to maintain and behavioral needs of an
ent kinds of pets. This activity selection. This activity follows than others. This activity assigned pet.
follows WS, MA. and SS. II/S. fellows WS.

Teaching Strategy: Divide
Teaching Strategy: Instruct Teaching Strategy: Explain to Teaching Strateff: Explain to class into groups and have
student groups to discuss find- students that there are laws in students that a major factor in each group hypothetically buy
logs from HIS, MA, and SS their community thr.t affect pet selection for many people and keep a different pet.
activities and compile lists of pets or pet ownership. Have is the cost not only of buying (Select pets with varying needs
the most important points het- one student write to a local but also of caring for a pet. and requirements.) Provide
mans should know if they are animal shelter or animal con- Provide students with news- students with a list of factors
considering choosing the ani- trol officer to request a copy of paper ads or phone numbers of to be considered in pet selec-
mals as pets. the animal control and /or

animal protection laws for the
state, town, or county. Share

local pet supply stores. Linn (see resources) and
resources from the library or
community. Differentiate be-

Learning Activity: Student with class, then discuss: Who is Learning Activity: Students tween physical needs (those
groups compile lists, then use responsible for enforcing these list expenses involved in buy- things needed to maintain the
Information to prepare hook- laws? To what kinds of pets do ing, equipping, licensing, and animal's life) and behavioral
lets titled -Guide to Owning they apply? caring for their pet for one needs (those things necessary
a..." month, and price each item.

(Be sure to include one visit to
to allow the animal to behave
naturally, e.g., scratching post

Learning Activity: Each
grime assesses how the laws
might affect keeping its pet.

he veterinarian and shots
where applicable. Expenses for
dogs and cats should also in-

or log for cat).

Then discuss, in addition to elude the cost of spay or neuter Learning Activity: Using data
legal restrictions and /or regu- surgery.) Each group totals provided by library or corn-
lations, what other commu- their expenditures and the munity resources, each group

summarizing, organizing
information

nay factors should be con-
sidered in choosing a pet (e.g.,
proximity of neighbors who
might be affected by noise,
heavy traffic area, availability
of area to exercise pet, other
pets in neighborhood that may
be allowed to roam, etc.).

laws

class compares costs.

money, adding decimals

prepares a chart listing the
physical and behas ioral net*
of its assigned jxt.

pet needs

resources:

General: Factors that may affect the animal's welfare include available space and time; family members likes, dislikes. and
allergies: the economic situation; neighbors' feelings; legal mstrictions; and available health care. The Family Chooses a Pet.
16mm film, Latham Foundation (see appendix); Pets. multi-media kit from the series Sharing: You and the Animal World.
National Association for the Advancement of Humane Education (see appendix); Choosing the Right Pet, two-part filmstrip
series, Animal Care and Education Center, P.O. Box 64, Rancho Santa Fe, CA 92067.

HIS: All About Pets, study prints. Instructor Publications. Manville, NY; All About Cats As Pits Marjorie Zatun. Messner; Al!
About Fish: Mickey's Aquarium Project. 16mm film, Barr Films, Pasadena. CA. Resource agencies for information on pets
include the local animal control department or animal welfare agency, veterinarians, dog or cat clubs. 4-H. comity extension
service, dog obedience clubs, and organizations listed in the appendix.
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pethood

concept Not all animals make good pets,

language arts social studies math
Learner Outcome: Through
development of figurative lan-
guage, students will demon-
strate an understanding of the
problems encountered when
wild or exotic animals are kept
as pets in a human environ-
ment.

Teaching Strategy: Write the
phrases "bull in a china shop"
and "fish out of water" on the
board. Discuss the literal and
figurative meanings of each
expression and explain why
humans might want to use fig-
urative language. Then discuss
how the sample expressions
reflect the situation of an ani-
mal living In an inappropriate
environment.

Learning Activity: Students
use other wild animals to cre-
ate phrases that parallel the
meanings of "bull in a china
shop" or "fish out of water"
(e.g., elephant in a parlor.
tiger without a jungle). Then
students use phrases to gener-
ate short stories describing the
problems faced by wild ani-
mals trying to adapt to a
human world.

figurative language

Learner Outcome: Students
will identify some potential
problems caused by keeping
wild animals as pets.

Teaching Strategy: Show the
film Me and You Kangaroo
(see resources). After the film,
discuss the problems caused by
the boy keeping a kangaroo
as a pet.

Learning Activity: Students
discuss the movie's comiusion.
What might happen to the
kangaroo now? Can he take
care of himself in the wild?
Could a kangaroo be released
in a field near your home?
What might happen to it if it
were? What damage might it
do in the community? Stu-
dents find out what native wild
animals are sometimes kept as
pets, and write paragraphs
describing why it might be
difficult to keep one of thine
animals as a pet.

responsibility, citizenship

,111111MIIMIIMINI.FM

health/science
Learner Outcome: Students
will identify natural behavior
patterns of a wild animal that
are disrupted when the animal
is kept as a pet.

Teaching Strategy; Help stu-
dents research and create a
description of a typical day in
the life of a skunk in the wild.
include accounts of animals
encountered, food eaten, and
the habitat itself. If possible,
share a book about the life of a
skunk (see resources). Then
ask students to describe how a
skunk's life would be different
if it lived with humans. Are
humans the skunk's natural
companions? Do wild skunks
want to be around humans?
What "skunk-like" things
would the animal be unable to
do if it lived as a pet (e.g.,
spray enemies, search for its
own food, dig burrows, be
around other skunks, mate,
roam free). Elicit discussion as
to why living naturally might
he preferable to living with
humans for a skunk or other
wild animal.

Learning Activity: Students
draw picture of a skunk in a
natural setting, involved in
some activity that would be
impossible for the skunk to do
if it were kept in a human en-
vironment. Mount pictures on
a bulletin board with the
theme, "Don't Make a Pet Of
Me-We Animals Have Things
To Do."

animal behavior

resources:

General: My Friend Mae (J), Mary McAteer and Lynd Ward, Houghton Mifflin; A Mousy, To 13e Free (j), Joyce W. Warren,
Camelot (Avon); Where Should a Squirrel Lire?,16nn film, Barr Films, Pasadena, CA; Wildlife in Your Community. multi-
media kit from the series Sharing; You and the Animal World, National Association for the Advancement of Humane Education
(see appendix).

SS: Me and You Kangaroo. 16mm film, Learning Corporation of America. New York, NY.

HIS: Skunk For a Day (j), Roger Cares, Harcourt Brace jovamnieh; Skunk Baby (J). Bernice Freschet, Crowell; What:s Wrong
With Being a Skunk? (j), Miriam Schlein, Four Winds (Scholastic).
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pet needs

concept : Pets depend on responsible owners to fulfill their needs.
pet animals

language arts social studies math I health/science
Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students
will demonstrate an under- will identify individuals in the will estimate the time needed will recognize that pets differ
srtas.plti of the concepts of community who can help to care for a pet during a one- from wild animals in the pets'

dity and dependency
as they *elate Zo pet owner-
ship.

meet the needs of their pets. week period. inability to meet their own
needs.

Teaching Strategy: List corn- Teaching Strategy: Divide
mon pets on the board and class into groups and assign Teaching Strategy: Define

Teaching Strategy: Illustrate help students identify needs of each a different pet. Provide wild and domestic (see re-
the concepts of responsibility each kind of animal, using pet students with pet care liters- sources). Explain that domes-
and dependency by dividing care literature if necessary (se tune and assist them in de- tic animals have come to rely
class into two equal groups resources). List needs under veloping lists of pet needs. on humans to provide for most
and blindfolding one group. each animal's name. Then ask Have students who own pets of their needs and have lost the
Then pair students, taking one students to identify individuals time various pet care activities instinctual ability to fend for
partner from each group. Plan in the community who help (feeding, grooming, cleaning themselves.
a path around classroom or
school along which sighted
students must lead their blind-
folded partners.

humans meet these needs for
their pets (e.g., veterinarian,
groomer, pet supply store
clerk, farrier).

cages or litter boxes, walking,
etc.) at home. Or, bring toy
animals and props to clam,
have students role play act's*
ties, and time 'ma

Learning Activity: Students
choose a pet animal and iden-
tify its wild counterpart (e.g.,
dog -wolf; cat-lion or other

Learning Activity: Students Learning Activity: Students wild feline; canary-wild bird).
take walk, then regroup in write a job description for a Learning Activity: Students Then, students draw pictures
classroom, forming two con- pet support occupation. As a use data gathered to create comparing how a wild animal
centric circles with blindfolded follow-up, students write pet care timetables for each meets its own nerds and how
partners forming inside circle. applications for one of the pet assigned animal. these needs are met by humans
Direct discussion, having each
group describe concerns they
felt when they were responsi-
ble for/dependent on the other
students. Students reverse
groups and repeat activity.

support occupations, explain-
ing why they feel they would
be suitable for the job.

for dumestie animals.

Then discuss: In what ways
are pet animals dependent on
humans? What would have
happened if your partner had
not been responsible during
the experiment? What would
happen if a pet owner weren't
responsible for his/her pets?
Students develop a class defi-
nition of a responsible pet
owner,

,

comparing wild and
concept development careers, community helpers estimating, time domestic animals

{
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resources:
General; Pet care literature is available from most local animal welfare organinitions and animal vont:ll di n:rill:ruts as well as
from a number of organizations listed in the appendix. lime To Raise a Puppy and Live Happily Ever After, Hisnm film. and The
Family Chooses a Pet, 16mm film, Latham Foundation (see appendix); My Dog the Teacher. 16min film, The humane Society of
the United States (see appendix); Sam, 16mm film. Adelpbi Productions. Garden City, NY: Choosing the Right Pet. two-part
filmstrip series, Animal Care and Education Center, P.O. Box 64, Rancho Santa Fe, CA 92067; Listen To You, Kitten Purr 0),
Lilo Hess, Scribner's,

LA: All About Fish: Mirkey's Aquarium Project. 18mm film, Barr Films. Pasadena. CA.

SS: Careers: Working With Animals (A), Cu' Hodge, Acropolis, available from The Humane Society of the United States (see
appendix); Working With Animals, filmstrip series, Troll Associates, Mahwah, NJ; The Veterinarian Sere" the Comnomity,
16mm film. FilmFair Communications, Studio City, CA; Our Friend the Veterinarian, 18mm film. Latham Foundation (str
appendix); 1 Know an Animal Doctor 0). Chika A. Iritani, Putnam's; A Day In the Life Of a Veterinarian (J), William
Jaspersohn, Little. Brown; Veterinarian. Doctor For Your Pet (J), Arline Strong, Atheneum.

HIS: Definitions: domestic animal-an animal that has been tamed over a long period of time so that it can live with or he used by
humans, and the effects of the taming process appear in its offspring; wild animal-an animal living and gr naturally. not
controlled by humans.
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pet needs

concept : Pet animals need to be trained and controlled
to live safely in the human world.

language arts social studies moh health/science,
Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students
will identify the main ideas will identify the reasons why will recognize common pet/
presented in a hook about pet control and training are human situations in which
training pets. important to the community basic dog obedience training

as well as to the pets and their
owners.

would be valuable.

Teaching Strategy: As a class,
read a hook about raising and Teaching Strategy: Invite a
training a pet (see resources). Teaching Strategy: Explain local obedience trainer or
Discuss the plot and events ti st proper training is an in,- humane society representative
presented in the story. focus- portant element of pet care. to visit your class and give an
ing on those situations dealing just like food, water, shelter. ob...dience demonstration, or
with training. etc. Training can help the ani- shov. a film on obedience

mal to live safely and happily training (see resume*. Ask
with its human owner and in speakm to discuss the elements

Learning Activity: Students the human comnmnity. Help of a dogs natural behavior
write paragraphs expressing students identify ways in that play a part in obedience
their interpretations of the which proper, patient training training an how the training
main ideas in the book, and can benefit (1) the pet, (2) the can help a let to live more
how they think the author owner, (3) the community. safely and happily in the
feels about the role of training
in raising a pet. Then, after
reading the story. students add Learning Activity: Students

human world.

a paragraph describing their use informution discomed to Learning Activity: Students
feelings about the re sponsibi- create real or imaginary "good draw pictures of (lop end hu-
lity of raising a pet. nwstbad news" situations mans in situations that illus-

about the problems caused in trate the value of proper ti lin-
the community when pet
owners don't train and control
their pets. For exemple: "The
good news is my neighbor just
adopted a real nice dog from
the animal shelter. The had
news is he lets it nun loose." Or.

ing to the pet aed its owner.

"The good news is my sister
keeps her cat safe at home.
The had news is it's tearing up
the apartment because it
hasn't been trained to use a
scratching post. Then.
students share situations with
class.

reading for main idea responsibility, citizenship pets

resources:

General: flow To Be Your Dog's Biwt friend (A). Monks of New Skete. Little, Brown; My Dog the Teacher. 'bum rin, The
Humane Society of the United States (w appendix).

LA: Hurry Cat's Pet Puppy (J). George Seldom. Yearling Oil); Soule Swell Pup (j). Maurice Sendak and Nfatthew Margolis.
Farrar. Straus. Giroux.

111S: /feet. Sit. Stay, Deli u. Mimi, film. Latham Feunclation (see appendix).
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consequences of
human irresponsibility

concept: When a pet owner is irresponsible,
the pet's health or life may be in danger.

language arts social studies moth health/science
Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students

....
Learner Outcome: Students

will identify the problems dogs will recognize that schools can will identify specific hazards
might encounter if they have be dangerous places for pets. to pets that correspond to the
not been properly trained by
their owners.

seasons of the year.

Teaching Strategy: When not
properly confined, many pets Teaching Strategy: Have stu-

Teaching Strategy: Identify will try to follow their young dents describe what weather is
the basic commands that a owners to school. These pets like in each of the four seasons
well-trained dog should may become lost, run in the cif the year. When is it hottest?
napond to (sit, stay, came,
down, heel, ne-see resources).

street and be hit by cars, be
frightened by school-yard at-

Coldest? When does it rain the
most? When is it windy? I)is-

Ask students to give reasons tivity and bite someone, UT cuss how the changes in the
why they believe it bits not get hurt themselves. Discuss weather affect the way people
important to teach dogs these with students the possible clan- live. What special adaptations
basic commands. Generate gers for a dog in the school do people make to help them
disci:ohms about prissihie situ- yard. How do dogs get to adjust to the weather of the
*Rom in which a dog could be school? How can owners pre- different seasons (e.g.. air con-
injured or in danger as a result vent their dogs from coining to ditioning or heating, lighter or
of its inability to respond to its the school yard? Is the school heavier clothing)? Discuss how
owner's commands. Note: yard as appropriate a place for the needs of pet animals also
Most cases of dogs failing to dogs as for students? change from season to season.
learn commands are the result Help students to identify spo-
of owners" inconsistencies in vial dangers to pets that exist
training. Learning Activity: Students during each season of the year

use posters. slogans, short (e.g., winter -ice, cold; spring-
dramatizations, etc., to pro- heartworm, allergies; summer

Learning Activity: Students
create short stories about an

mote theme that school is a
place for people, nut &V.

-heat exhaustion, hot cars,
fleas, ticks; fall-beginning of

obedience school dropout who Then, students hang their ere- colder weather, school year
didn't understand one of the ate(' materials around school begins).
basic commands and the dare and/or share them with other
gerous situation it found itself classeL
in as a result. Students share Learning Activity: Students
stories and discuss why it is im- prepare and illustrate charts
portant to the pet's safety that entitled -Pet Ownership is a
its owner properly train it. Year-round Responsibility"

that list the basic responsibili-
ties of caring for a pet plus the
spetial considerations that
must be made during ' .. dif-
ferent seasons of the year.

writing stories school safety seasons. pct needs

resources:
General: Listen Ti., Your Kitten Purr (J), Lilo Hess, Scribner's; Lost In the Storm (J) and The Accident (J), Carol Carrick.
Clarion (Houghton Mifflin); The Thunderstorm. 16mm film, and The Incredible Cat Tale. 1 iimin film. Learning Corporation
of America, New York, NY; The Perils Of Prisrilla. 16mm film. Churchill Films, Los Angeles, CA: Sum. Ifinun film. Aclelphi
Productions, Garden City, NY.

LA: Heel, Sit, Stay, Down, Come, lemur film, Latham Foundation (see appendix).

SS: Animals Can Bite, 16mm film, Pyramid Films, Santa Monica. CA: The Biting Book (J). Judi Friedman. Prentite-I lull.

HMI Weather, study prints. David C. Cook Publishing, Elgin. IL.
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consequences of
human irresponsibility
concept : When a pet owner is irresponsible, the pet may cause

problems in the human and natural environments.

language arts social studies math health/science
Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students
will we creative writing skills will recognize that there are will identify ways in which
to complete a story shout pet places in their community that uncontrolled pets can be
owner irresponsibility. are inappropriate or unsafe for

pets.
dangerous to wildlife.

Teaching Stratep: Tell stu- Teaching Strategy: Show stu-
dents the beginning of a story Teaching Strategy: Discuss dents pictures of native or
in which a pet causes a dan- what places in the community familiar wildlife (e.g., deer.
Remus or bothersome situation
as the result of its owner's ir-

an' not appropriate for pets,
either because of potential

squirrels. rabbits, birds,
snakes). Ask them to describe

responsibility. For example: danger to humans or potential ways that uncontrolled pets
1. A dog digs under the fence

to the chicken coop...
danger to the pet (e.g., stores,
offices, downtown areas).

could threaten these wild ani-
teals (e.g., killing birds or

2. Someone's pet runs out in Talk about what happens other small animals, chasing
front of the car you are
riding in...

when a dog comes into the
school yard or the school

and fighting wild animals, de-
straying habitats, digging up

Someone's pet knocks over
your garbage can and

building, will animals' burrows). l)is-
cuss the fact that pets are not

spreads garbage all over part of the natural predator/
the yard... Learning Activity: Students prey relationship found in the

4. A neighbor's cat is killing write a description. from e wild.
all the birds at your feed- dog's point of view, of the
er... school and school yard and the Learning Activity: Students

things and humans that may l* create mural on displie4 hoard
encountered there. What sh-,wing the different ways

Learning Activity: Students similar problems could occur pets can be dangerous to wild-
complete the story in writing,
then participate in discussion

for a pet in a store? An office
building? At a sporting event?

life. Then students create a list
of rules that pet owners should

of possible outcomes and what follow to make sure that their
responsible actions could have pets don't bother wikli;fe. Stu-
been taken to prevent the situ-
ations.

writing stories,
drawing conclusions citizenship, school safety

dents post rules on mural.

ecology

resources:

HIS: Basic Seirmr Series Study Prints (Group 1 and Group 2). Animals Of Land and Seu Study Prints. and Animal Life Study
Prints. SVE, Chicago. II,: Audubon Cat (J). Mary Callumn. Morrow.
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consequences of
human irresponsibility
concept: Excessive breeding of dogs and cats

causes pet overpopulation problems. pet animais

language arts social studies math health/science
Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students
will identify the characters,
sequence of events, and main

will identify problems of pet
overpopulation in their own

will recognize that raising
puppies or kittens can be as

will recognize that pet over-
population causes problems in

idea in a story about the profs- community. costly as spaying a pet to pre- the human and natural envi-
lents of homeless pets. vent unwanted litters. ronments.

Teaching Strategy: Instruct
Teaching Strategy: Explain to students in how to conduct a Teaching Strategy: Suggest Teaching Strategy: Elicit dis-
students that because more survey. 1-klp class to prepare a the neutering of pet animals as cussion on the meaning of the
puppies and kittens are born survey of several questions a solution to the pet overpopu- word overpopulation and
than there are homes availa- dealing with pet overpopula- lation problem. Explain that a what conditions exist when
Me, many are left alone with tion. Possible questions: (1) Do mayor reason why many there is overpopulation of
out homes and must fend for
themselves. Have students

you own or have you ever
owned a pet? (2) Did your pet

people do not neuter their pets
is because of the expense in-

humans on a land area (e.g.,
scarcity of food, crowded

read a book or watch a film- give birth to offspring? How volved. Help students make living conditions. lack of jobs).
strip about a homeless pet (see many? What happened to list of expenses that might be List these conditions and
resources) and elicit eiscutsion them? (3) Is your pet spayed or incurred in caring for a litter relate to conditions that exist
about the story. What :- the neutered? Why or why not? of 6 puppies (e.g., veterinarian when there is overpopulation
story about? Who are the (4) Have you e ,er adopted a bills, shots, food). of domestic dogs and cats (lack
main eharacters? What
happens to them?

',timeless -anal from a
hu...-..e society or animal
shelter? Distribute several Learning Activity: Students

of homes, scarcity of food).

copies of survey to each stn- contact veterinary hospitals or Learning Activity: Students
Learning Activity: Students dent. clinics in the area to determine determine basic needs of (I)
draw pictures illustrating average cost of a spay opera- humans and (2) domestic ani-
scenes from the story and tion. Then, students price mats, and list them in two
write captions describing the Learning Activity: Students items on list of expenses for columns on the board. Discuss
scenes they illustrate. Display survey persons in their neigh- puppies and compute total. why overpopulation of hu-
pictures with the book in the borhood. asking the prepared Compare figures. Which is manstpets makes these needs
school library for other stu- questions and recording an- more /!sass? If it is cheaper to harder to fulfill. What effects
dents to share. swers. In class, collect corn raise one litter of puppies, how does human overpopulation

plete surveys and summarize
results in a chart or list. Stu-

many litters would the dog
have to have before it would

have on the environment (e.g.,
overproduction of land for

dents discuss what implica- be cheaper to have her food. habitat destruction.
tions the results have for the spayed? As a follow-up, stu- pollution)? What effects does
community, dents contact local authorities

to sere if license ftxs are cheap-
car for spayed animals. If so,
deduct the savings from the
spaying fee. Now how do the
figures compare? What are
other (non-financial) benefits
of neutering pets?

money, averaging.

pet overpopulation have (e.g.,
fecal contamination, property
damage, bites, spread of di-
sense)? How can these prob-
lents be lessened or avoided?

identifying main idea citizenship adding decimals ecology, overpopulation

resources:

General: Literature on the pet overpopulation problem is available froze most local animal shelters and animal welfare awncies
as well as from The Humane Society of the United States (see appendix). "Yours Is the Only Family Ile Nerds" and "You Are the
Only Family She Needs," posters, The Humane Society of the United States (see appendix).

LA: Wild Dogs Three (3), Michael W. Fox, Coward, McCann, Geoghegan; Wild Cat 0). Robert Newton Peek. Camelot (Avon);
lust a Dog a Helen Griffiths, Pocket Books (Simon ac Schuster); Listen To Your Kitten Purr W. Lilo Hess. Scribner's; Nobinly7N
Cat (J), Miska Miles, Little, Brown; A Horne fs Belonging To Someone. filmstrip, Boulder County Humane Society, 2323 55th
Street. Boulder, CO 80301.
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consequences of
human irresponsibility
concept Abandoned pets are the products of irresponsible owners.

language arts social studies math health/science
Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students
will identify the main ideas in will recognize the responsible will identify solutions to pet
a book about pet abandon- and irresponsible alternatives behavioral problems that
ment . for care of a pet during vaca- might otherwise lead to aban-

tions. donment of the pets by their
MINTS.

Teaching Strategy: Ask stu-
dents to share positive feelings Teaching Strategy: Elicit dis-
they have for their pets. Es- eussions about students' vaca- Teaching Strategy: Generate
plain that some people don't dons, including where they discussion about problems
care as much for their pets and
often decide, for one reason or

have gone, haw they traveled,
and preparations they made

poorly behaved pets some-
times cause around a home

another, to get rid of the ant- for the trip. Explain that pets (e.g., destroying furniture or
male. Discuss responsible al-
ternatives for giving up a pet
(finding another good home,
taking the animal to a shelter).

are family members that must
often be left behind during
vacations. Show film The
Perils of Priscilla (see re-

clothes, knocking things Over,
getting underfoot, barking,
crying, Jumping on people,
scratching, chewing). Explain

Introduce abandonment as an sources). Identify reasons why that some people get angry
irresponsible alternative. Pro- the arrangements Priscilla's when pets misbehave and get
v.. to :.`--dents with hooks about owners made for her care were rid of them, often by aban-
the ki, , 4 abandoned animals irresponsible. Help students cloning them to fend for them -
(sex -;,.. -- es). make a list of responsible alter- selves. Is this fair? Can pets be

natives for housing pets during expected to know how to act if
vacations (e.g., kennels, with they aren't trained properly?

Learnitig Activity: Students
each choose and read one of

friends, at home with sitter,
taking the pet along if proper

Would training pets to behave
be a better alternative than

the books provided. Then, stu-
dents pretend they are the
authors and answer questions
about the books posed by other

facilities are available).

Learning Activity: Students

abandoning them?

Learning Activity: Students
students. draw pictures of safe pets each choose a common pet

whose owners have chosen a behavioral problem and use
responsible alternative for pet training books (see re-
housing them during the fami- sources) or contact a local °he-
ly vacation. dience trainer to learn the

proper humane way to solve
the behavioral problem. Use
findings to make a class book

reading for main idea,
summarizing, conducting

interviews responsibility

on pet training.

pets, animal behavior

resources:

LA: Abandoned (J), G.D. Griffiths, Yearling ( Summerdog (j), Thorn Roberts, Camaot (Avon); The Foundling (J), Carol
Carrick, Clarion (Houghton Mifflin); The Cat That Overcame (j), Helen LaPenta, Scholastic; Wild Cat (.1), Robert Newton
Peck, Camelot (Avon); Wild Dogs Three (J), Michael W. Fox, Coward, McCann, Geoghegan.

SS: The Perils Of Priscilla. 16mm film. Churchill Films, Los Angeles, CA; "Touring With Towser," booklet, Gaines Dog
Research Center, 250 North Street, White Plains, NY 10625.

HIS: Underdog (A), Mordecai Siegal and Matthew Margolis, Stein & Day; Training You To Train Your Dog (A), Blanche
Saunders, Doubleday; Beharior Problems In Dogs (A), William E. Campbell, American Veterinary Medical A..ssociation, 600 S.
Michigan Avenue. Chicago. IL 60605; How To lk Your Dog's Best Friend (A), Monks of New Skete, Little, Brawn; Some Swell
Pup (j), Maurice Sendak and Matthew Margolis, Farrar, Straus, Giroux; Harry Cat's Pet Puppy. (J). George Selden, Yearling
(Dell).
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wPd animals

Out of sight and out of mind, wild animals are of little or no concern
to many humans. Often unaware of the detrimental effects of their actions

on the environment, humans shape and alter the world to fit their own
needs. As a result, they interfere with the balance of nature essential to a

healthy environment. Some humans have more direct contact and
involverr ent with wild animals, but view them only in terms of the profits
or recrer.tion they provide. Both the unintentional and the direct activities

Qan have the same result-tremendous problems for the wild animals
that share the earth.

The activities in this section are designed to help students understand the
interconnection and interdependency of all living things, identify the

problems caused by human interference in the natural environment, and
recognize their responsibility for maintaining a healthy environment for

both humans and animals.



nature's interdependence

concept : Humans share the earth with other animals.

language arts social studies math health/science
Learner Outcome: By creating Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students
riddles, students will demon- will ickntify animal habitats will identify the natural habi-
strate an understanding of an within their community. tats of a selection of indigos.
animal's habitat. This activity news and foreign wild animals.
follows WS.

Teaching Strategy: Ask each

Teaching Strategy: Plan a
walking field trip around your
school that includes as many

habitats
Teaching Strategy: Provide
students with pictures of vari-

student to select an animal
from the H/S activity and
write a riddle about it that in-

animal as possible
ge.B., fields, sand lots, parks,
s"treams, wooded

Before trip. show the

ous wild animals, including in
your selection native wildlife,
other North American ani-

eludes its continent and habi-
ponds).

film A Crack In the Pavement mah, and animals found on
tat as clues (e.g., I'm an ani- or the filmstrip Animals Near other continents (or in the
mal that lives in Australia. I y Home (see resources). ocean). Help students identify
feel safest when I'm in a tree. Discus different where the name of each animal.
Some people say I look like a

places
students see animals regularly. Assign each animal to a stu-

'teddy bear, but I'm really not Define the of the field dent or group of students and
a bear! What am In. purpose

trip: To observe list as provide hbmry or classroom

Learning Activity: Students

and
many different animals as
possible living in the commu-
nity. Caution students not to

resources containing basic in-
formation on the animals dis-
cussed.

each select an animal and try to catch disturb the
write a riddle as above. Then,
take turns presenting to class
and having others guess an-
seer.

animals. Assist students by
focusing attention on areas
such as the eaves of buildings,
under rocks or lop, behind

Learning Activity: Students
use resources to research
assigned animal. Then, stu-

drain-pipes, the undersidft of dents use information gath-
leaves. the cracks of sidewalks ered to make a card for each
or playgrounds. animal including the animal's

name, a brief description of its
habitat, the continent(s) whereLearning Activity: Students it may be found, and at leastlook for and identify different one interesting fact about itsanimals during the field trip characteristics or behavior.and record the kinds of ani- Students display cards with

mats observed and the places pictures on a bulletin board
where they were found. Stu- with theme, "Animals Live Allde. ts take photographs during
field trip or draw pictures of
animals sighted. Upon return
to classroom, students review
and discuss the list of animals
and any unusual places that
animals were observed. Stu-
dents label each picture with
the name of the animal and a
description of where it was
found. Then, use information
gathered to make class book-
let entitled. "Animals That

Over the World."

Share Our Community."

writing riddles communities animal homes

Hi
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resources:

General; Places Where Plants and Animals Live, filmstrip series, National Geographic Society, Washington, DC; Teaching Aids
For Living and Learning: Animals Around the World and Birds, language arts units, National Association for the Advancement
of Humane Education (see appendix).

LA & Kingdom Of the Animas, filmstrip, and Animal Homes, multi-media kit, National Geographic Society, Washington,
DC; Animals Of Land and Sea Study Prints. SVE, Chicago, IL; The International Wildlife Encyclopedia (A), Maurice and
Robert Burton, eds., Cavendish.

SS; What We Find When We Look Under Rocks (J), Frances Behnke, McGraw -Hill: Animals In Your Neighborhood (J),
Seymour Simon, Walker; Ecology For City Kids (A), Erica Fielder and Carolyn Shaffer, San Francisco Ecology Center, 13
Columbus Avenue, San Francisco, CA 94111; A Teachers' Guide: Ten-Minute Field Trips Using the School Grounds For
Environmental Studies (A), Helen Ross Russell, Ferguson; Sharing Nature With Children (A), Joseph Bharat Cornett, Ananda; A
Crack in the Pavement, 16mm film, Film Fair Communications, Studio City, CA; Watch Out For My Plant, 16mm film,
Learning Corporation of America, New York, NY; Animals Near Your Home, filmstrip freal the series Animals Around You,
National Geographic Society, Washington, DC.

1 6
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nature's interdependence

concept : In nature all things, living
and non-living, are connected.

la artslanguage social studies math health/science
Learner Outcome; By writing

,

Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students
news stories, students will will recognize that human ac- will recognize that all animals
demonstrate an understanding tions such as vandalism can depend on other animals or
of the relationship between an affect animals and the envi- plants for sustenance.
animal and its environment. ronment.

Teaching Strategy: Provide
Teaching Strategy: Provide Teaching Strategy: Define yarn and animal name signs.
students with newspapers. vandalism for students and Assign each of twelve students
Choose an article and share I* elicit discussion about student the following roles:
with class, pointing out "who,
what, where, when, why" in-

experiences with the problem
(e.g., what examples of van- I sun

formation. Read students The dalism they have seen, who 5 plants
Lorax (see resources). Elicit they think participates in van- 3 herbivoresfield mice
discussion about who was dalism, why they think people 2 carnivoresfoxes
affected when the Once-ler cut vandalize, how they feel about I omnivorebear
down all the Truffula Trees. the problem). Then ask stu-

dents who or what might be Use strands of yarn to attach
hurt/affected by some of the each player to every other

Learning Activity: Using news examples of vandalism di s- player who represents some-
writing techniques, students cussed. Show film The Boy thing that his/her plant or ani-
pretend they are reporters and Who Liked Deer' (see re- mal might eat and/or derive
write stories about what hap- sources). After film discuss energy from (i.e. sun to
petted when the Truffula other acts of vandalism that plants, plants to mice, mice to
Trees were all cut down. might affect animals and/or foxes, bear to mice and plants).
Stories should illustrate the Cie human and natural envi- Explain connections and what
interdependence of elements ronments (e.g., breaking glass plants /animals draw from
within a habitat. or windows, tearing down each other. (Remember that

fences, painting buildings,
carving on trees). Explain that

plants derive nutrients from
animal waste and decaying

littering is also a form of van- plant/animal matter so the
dalism and is a major threat to animals are "food sources" for
animals (e.g., birds caught in the plants as well as vice
fishing line, animals strangled
in plastic six-pack holders, pets
cut on broken bottles or cans).

versa.)

*Note: In order to make effec- Learning Activity: Pose ques-
tive use of this film, preview it tion: What would happen if
before showing and consult any one element in the food
the accompanying teaching web disappeared? Students
guide. not involved in web cut the

yarn to represent the loss or
disappearance of one plant or

Learning Activity: Students animal in the web. All plants
create posters and slogans 11- or animals that depend on that
lustrating the effects van- item for food or population
dalism can have or. other hu- control must then be cut. Con-
mans, animals, and the envi- time until all have been

writing news stories

ronment.

citizenship. vandalism

affected, illustrating the con-
nection of all facets of nature.

natural cycles,
food chains

c-^ t
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FOSOUrCeS:

Cameral: Manure To Meadow To Milkshake (A), handbook of environmental activities, Eric Jorgensen, Trout Black. and Mary
Hallesey, Hidden Villa Environmental Education Project. Drawer A-H, Los Alta% CA 94022; Sharing Nature With Children
(A), Joseph Bharat Cornell, Ananda; How Living Things Depend On F-ach Other, filmstrip, National Geographic Society.
Washlrgton, DC.

LA: The Lorax (J), Dr. Seuss, Random House.

SS; The Boy Who Liked Deer, 16mm film, Learning Corporation of America. New York. NY.
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human responsibilities

concept : Humans have the responsibility to preserve and allow
for the development of natural habitats for wildlife.

language arts sod al studies math health /science
Learner Outcome: Using in-
formation presented by a guest
speaker or in a filmstrip, stu-
dents will identify reasons why
humans need to preserve

tural habitat areas for ani-
mals.

caching Strategy; Invite a
representative from a local
natural science center or wild-
life sanctuary to speak to class
about threats to wildlife habi-
tat or show the filmstrip
Animals cy the Forest (see re-
sources).

Learning Activity: Following
presentation or filmstrip, stu-
dents make a list of threats to
wildlife habitats and discuss
what humans can do to
protect the habitats. Then,
each student writes a para-
graph explaining why hetshe
thinks it is important to pre-
serve natural habitat areas.

identifying main idea,
drawing conclusions

Learner Outcome: Students
will recognize that humans
and other animals can share
the habitat in their commu-
nity.

Teaching Strategy: Ask stu-
dents to describe the habitat in
the school neighborhood. List
specific elements (e.g., kinds
of trees and plants, types of
soil, bodies of water, tempera-
ture) on board. Discuss which
animals coexist in their neigh-
borhood. Could they make
changes in the neighborhood
or surrounding area that
would allow for other animals
to live there? What kinds of
changes? How would these
changes affect the people who
live in the neighborhood?

Learning Activity: Students
make a map of neighborhood
showing existing habitats and
the animals that might live
there. Make second map
showing what new habitats
they would create if they
could make changes.

communities, conservation

Learner Outcome: Students
will identify the components
of a habitat.

Teaching Strategy: Identify
the integral parts of a habitat
by giving examples (e.g., air,
shelter, protection from ene-
mies, access to food and
water). Help students identify
components of a human habi-
tat (house, family, food, cloth-
ing, furnishings). Then select a
familiar local wild animal and
help students formulate a de-
scription of its habitat. How
are the homes (habitats) alike?
How are they different? Pro-
vide materials for construction
of model habitats.

Learning Activity: With help
from teacher, students con-
struct simple model habitats
for a human and for the wild
animal discussed. Then dis-
cuss: Who protects the hu-
man's home? Who protects the
animal's home?

animal homes

resources:
General: Places Where Plants and Animals Live. filmstrip series, National Geographic Society, Washington, DC: Animal
Habitats, study prints from the series Animal Life Study Prints, and Ecology In Nature's Communities, study print series, SVE.
Chicago, IL.

LA: Animals Of the Forest, multi-media kit from the series Sharing: You and the Animal World, National Association for the
Advancement of Humane Education (see appendix); "Wildlife At Home," chapter from Living With Animals W. American
Humane Education Society (see appendix).

SS: Animals in Your Neighborhood U), Seymour Simon, Walker; The Survivors: Enduring Animals Of North America (J), Jack
Denton Scott, Harcourt Brace jovanovich; Secret Neighbors: Wildlife In a City Lot (I), Mary Adrian, Hastings House; Animals
Near Your Home, filmstrip from the series Animals Around You, National Geographic Society, Washington, DC.
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human responsibilities

concept: Humans have the responsibility to maintain a healthy
environment for humans and other living things.

language arts social studies math health/science
Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students
will recognize that noise polio- will recognize that litter will weigh litter and compute will illustrate the effects of an
don can affect the environ- makes their community envi- potential income from recy- oil spill on the environment.
merit. ronment unhealthy for hu-

mans/animals.
cling neighborhood trash. This
activity follows SS.

Teaching Strategy: Assign stn-
Teaching Strategy: Provide re-
sources from wildlife rehabili-

dents a writing exercise (any Teaching Strategy: Lead dis- Teaching Strategy: Explain to tether centers or environmen-
assignment will do). While cussion about human litter students that some litter or tal protection groups about
students are working, make and its effect on the environ- trash can be recycled into the effects of oil spills (see re-
disturbing and distracting meat. What potential dangers new, usable products. Contact sources). Provide three glass
noises (e.g., playing radio does excessive litter present for local recycling center/organiz. jars and motor oil.
loudly, banging on desk, drop- humans/animals (e.g., getting ation for list of items they will
ping things, talking loudly to cut on broken glass, getting accept and prices per pound
one student). tangled in wire or string,

spread of disease in garbage)?
How does it make you feel to

per item. Provide scale and
containers for sorting trash.

Learning Activity: Students
prepare three jars: one with
clean water, one with 7/8

Learning Activity: After stn- see your community or natural water and 1/8 oil, and one
dents complete assignment areas littered? Learning Activity: Students with 1/2 water and 1/2 oil. Stu-
and teacher explains that noise sort and weigh litter and, with dents dip their hands and/or
was intentional, students help from teacher, compute discarded bird feathers into
discuss problems they had in Learning Activity: Students amount to be made by racy- each jar and compare what
concentrating and effect of conduct litter pick -up in cling the litter. Discuss: Why happens and how it feels.
noise "pollution" on the quali- neighborhood or on school is recycling good for the envi- Discuss the implications for
ty of their work. How many grounds. After litter has been ronment? For humans? For ocean birds and sea creatures
were able to "tune out"? What
kind(s) of noise pollution exist
in their neighborhood? How
does it affect them? How
might it affect animals?

making inferences

picked up, students discuss the
types of trash found and how
it might affect humans/ani-
mats (e.g., broken glass, pop
tops, cans, wire, string, plastic
six-pack holders).

citizenship, responsibility

other animals?

weights, money,
multiplying whole numbers

following an oil spill.

ecology

resources:
General: The Wump World (J), Bill Peet, Houghton Mifflin; The Lorax U), Dr. Sews, Random House.

SS & MA: "Pollution Pointers For Elementary Students," project list, "Community Clean-Up Campaign Check List," and
"Organizing an Anti-Litter Project With Steel Drums and Pails," pamphlets, Keep America Beautiful, 99 Park Avenue, New
York, NY 10016; Manure To Meadow To Milkshake (A), handbook of environmental activities, Eric Jorgensen, Trout Black, and
Mary Hallesey, Hidden Villa Environmental Education Project, Drawer A-H, Los Altos, CA 94022.

WS: "Close-Up Report On Oil-Soaked Birds," pamphlet, The Humane Society of the United States (see appendix); Saving Oiled
Seabirds, (A), International Bird Rescue Research Center, c/o Parcel Post Station, Aquatic Park, Berkeley, CA 94710; Office of
Ecological Services, U.S. Fish al. i Wildlife Service, Department of Interior, Washington, DC 20240.
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human responsibilities

concept Humans have the responsibility to allow wild animals in
captivity to live as naturally as possible.

language arts social studies moth health /silence
t.1111.,

AEI

Learner Outcome: Students
will use the information pro-
vided in a book about zoos to
define the function of the zoo
as an education and conserva-
tion center.

Teaching Strategy: Ask stu-
dents: What is a zoo? Why do
we have zoos? What types of
animals live in the zoo? Where
do these animals come from?
Define one of the primary
functions of a zoo as education.
providing humans with a
place where we can learn
about animals and how they
live free resources). Read a
book (see resources) that de-
scribes the function of the zoo
as an education and conserva-
tion center and discusses the
importance of natural habitat
exhibits. After reading the
book, discuss how natural
habitats benefit the animals
and make the zoo more educa-
tional for humans.

Learning Activity: Students
summarize the information
provided in the book, includ-
ing in the summaries answers
to the questions: What is a
zoo? Why do we have zoos?
and Why it is important to
provide natural habitat exhib-
its for zoo animals?

identifying main idea,
summarizing, concept

development

Learner Outcome: Students
will recognize bow human
visitors can disturb the living
environment of captive wild-
life. This activity follows LA.

Teaching Strategy: Arrange
for a visit to a local zoo, aquar-
itun, or natural science center.
Have students observe signs
posted to instruct visitors on
proper behavior around ani-
mals. Ask a representative of
the facility to discuss some of
the problems human visitors
cause for the animals (e.g.,
vandalism, feeding improper
or non-food items, noise,
trash).

Learning Activity: Upon re-
turn to class, students compose
list of good manners for visit-
ing a wildlife facility. Then
copy the list and make it
available to other classes that
may want to visit the zoo, or
send to zoo officials to share
with other visitors.

community agencies,
responsibility

Learner Outcome: Students
will understand the concept of
space as it relates to the living
area of captive ants.

Teaching Strategy: Capture
two ants from the school yard
and place in a large jar with a
small crust of bread, a lid with
a few drops of water, and a
stick to climb on. Release ants
to same location upon comple-
tion of activity (10 to 15 min-
utes).

Learning Activity: Students
observe the ants' behavior and
discuss their needs. Did they
stay together or apart? Did
they use all available space or
part of it? Would they need
more, less. -- the same space if
they coulee fly? Would they
need more. less, or the same
space if they were bigger?

spatial relationships,
more thantless than

Learner Outcome: Students
will demonstrate an under-
standing of the environmental
needs of a captive wild ani-
mal. This activity follows SS,

Teaching Strategy: Prior to
zoo visit, have each student
choose one of the animals to be
seen and use library resources
to research its natural home
and behavior. Following zoo
visit, discuss the different ex-
hibit seen and identify the
ways in which they were like/
unlike the animals natural
homes. Instruct students to
bring in shoe boxes and pro-
vide art supplies and wildlife
resources.

Learning Activity: Students
construct shoe-box dioramas il-
lustrating natural habitat
exhibits for their chosen ani-
mals. The natural habitat ex-
hibits should include provi-
sions for adequate space. tem-
perature. privacy, social
needs, etc.

animal homes and behavior

resources:

General: Zoo Animas, filmstrip from the series Animals Around You, and Look At Zoos, 16mm film. National Geographic
Society, Washington, DC: Who's Who In the Zoo?. 16mm film. Centron Films. Lawrence, KS.

LA: Zoos Without Cages U). Judith Hinard, National Geographic Socaly: Going To the Zoo With Boger Corns (J, Roger Caras,
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich; Zoos in the Making (J), Dorothy E. Shuttlesworth, Dutton; Life In 7.0(08 and Presertw (5), Wild,
Wild World Of Animals Series, Time-Life; City Of Birds and Beasts (J), jack Denton Scott, Putnam's.
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human interference

concept: Humans often destroy wild animal habitats.

language arts social studies moth health/sdence
Learner Outcome: Through Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students
creative writing, students will will recognize that decisions to will identify the animals that
demonstrate an understanding develop land for human use are affected by the destruction
of the effects of habitat often result in the disturbance of a forest habitat.
destruction on an animal. This or destruction of wild animal
activity follows 11/S. habitats.

Ting Strategy: Help stu-
dents identify animals that live

Teaching Strategy: Assign the Teaching Strategy: Display a in a forest in your state or
animals identified in the HIS picture of an undeveloped region.
activity to students or small tract of meadow land. Instruct
groups of students. students to pretend that they

are owners of 5 acres of that Learning Activity: Students
land. create a class mural of a forest

Learning Activity: Students habitat, including all of the
research the assigned animal animal; that might be found
and write a short story about Learning Activity: Students there. Then, class discusses
what happens to the animal draw up plans for how they how each animal would be
when a construction crew
comes to start cleari.ig the
forest. Include in the story

would use their land (e.g.,
build a house, build a shop-
ping center, make a park,

affected by a human develop-
ment project in the forest,
such as a:

descriptions of the animal, its leave it as wilderness). Class 1. shopping center
behavior, and the things that compares plans, then discusses 2. factory
make up its habitat (see re- how the animals that had 3 condominium complex
sources). lived in the meadow would be 4. Individual home

affected. Would they be Can these projects be built so
forced to move elsewhere? that they would not disturb
What if there were nowhere the forest habitat? How? Dis-
else for them to go? Should cuss how each project might
the animals be taken into ac- be designed so that it would
count when land development have the least environmental
is being considered? Why or
why not? Could something be
developed that would suit hu-
man needs and still allow for
preservation of animal habi-
tat?

impact.

writing stories preserving natural resources animal homes

resources:

LA: The Wump World (J), Bill Peet, Houghton Mifflin; The Lorax Ws Dr. Scum, Random House; Farewell To Shady Glade U),
Bill Peet, Houghton Mifflin.

H/S: The Mountain (J), Peter Parnell, Doubleday: The Forest (J). Peter Farb, Time-Life; A Walk In the Forest. 16mm film.
Pyramid Films. Santa Monica, CA.
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human interference

concept : Some species of animals have become endangered or
extinct as the result of human interference.

language arts social .itudies moth heolth/sdence
Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students Leanwr Outcome: Students
will recognize that the bald will explore the history of the will identify the different
eagle, our nation's symbol, is American bison and recognize ways that human interference
an endangered animal. that human interference al- threatens the sursival of many

most caused its extinction, animal species.

Teaching Strategy: The bald
eagle, national symbol of the Teaching Strategy: Supply in- Teaching Strategy: Elicit dis-
United States, is listed on the formation sources on the cussion of ways human inter-
US. Endangered Species list. American bison (see re- ference can cause animal
Discuss with students the rca- sources). Discuss how the species to become endangered
scars the bald eagle was origi- bison and the Plains Indians or extinct (e.g., habitat
natty selected to represent the lived In harmony before the destruction, excessive hunting,
Uni:ed States. Help students settlers came and upset the pollution, pesticides). List
deve:op a list of adjectives that balance, and the reasons the these on the board and for
describe the qualities of the settlers killed so many of the each item list a corresponding
bald eagle relevant to its selec- bison. animal species that has
Lion as the national symbol. become endangered as the re-
Discuss the irony in the fact suit of that type of human
that the nation's symbol is an Learning Activity: Students interference (e.g., habitat de-
endangered species. What explore factual accounts of the struction-wolves, California
does this symbolize? (Our
country's vast natural re-

history of the American bison,
including: (1) its relationship

condors; excessive hunting-
whales, tigers; pollution and

sources, on which the country with the Plains Indians (Set- pesticides-California brown
was built, are endangered.) tiers knew that if they killed

most of the bison, the native
pelicans, peregrine falcons).

Americans would have to
Learning Activity: Students move elsewhere to find food Learning Activity: After dis-
discura what qualities pas- and the settlers could claim cussion of dangers faced by
sensed hy the bald eagle make the land for their settle- animal species as the result of
it an appropriate national ments.); (2) its destruction by human interference, students
symbol, then investigate ways the settlers; and (3) the efforts suggest characteristics an
the bald eagle has been used that Americans have made to animal must have to make it
to represent the U.S. Would save it from extinction. Then -extinction-proof' and safe
this symbol lose its meaning students, as a class, create a from the different forms of
if the bald eagle becomes ex-
tinet? Students create posters

timelinernural that describes
and illustrates significant

human interference. Then,
each student uses these charac-

centering on th! theme of events and time periods in the teristics to design his/her own
protecting our net one'. symbol
and display them throughout

history of the American bison.
Follow with discussion of pros-

extinctit?n-proof animal,
drawing a picture of the ani-

school. ent situation of the American mat and writing a paragraph
bison. describing significant charac-

teristics given to the animal
and why they would protect it
from extinction. Then discuss:
Why is there no such thing as
an "extinction - proof" animal
in real life?

endangered animals.
symbolism American history animal adaptations

1 4
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TEISOUrces:

Central: For information on endangered animals. write Office of Endangered Species, Fish and Wildlife Service. U.S.
Department of the Interior, Washington, DC 20240, or contact Animal Welfare Institute, Center for Action on Endangered
Species, Center for Environmental Education. The Humane Society of the United States, Defenders of Wildlife, World Wildlife
Fund, or National Wildlife Federation (see appendix for addresses). W&IUJe Alert! The Struggle To Survive (j) and Vanishing
Wildlife Of North America (A), Thomas R. Allen, and Animals In Danger: Trying To Save Our Wildlife National
Geographk Society; And Then There Were None (j), Nina Leen, Holt, Rinehart &Winston; Vanishing Specks (n, Ron Wilson,
Chart ell House; Wildlife In America (A), Peter Matthiesson, Viking; Endangered Animals, study prints, Instructor Publica-
tions, Dansville, NY; Saving Our Wild Atilt/tab. two-part filmstrip series, National Geographic Society, Washington, DC;
Extinct, Endangered, and Threatened, filmstrip series, Pomfret House, Pomfret Center. CT.

SS: Wonders Of the Bison World (j), Sigmund Lavine and Victor Scurro, Dodd, Mead; World Of the Bison (A), Ed Park,
Lippincott; Lost Wild America (A), Robert McClung, Morrow.

17C,
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human Interference

concept : Humans have different attitudes about
the killing of animals for sport or profit.

language arts
Learner Outcome: Students
will interpret the moral in a
fable that deals with the kill-
ing of lions.

Teaching Strate&v: Show film,
or read book, Lafradio. The
Lion Who Shot Back (see re.
sources). Explain that Lalca-
dio is a frisk, a story with a
moral. Generate discussion
about what the moral might
be in this story. Then, discuss
with students: How did the
hunters view the lions? Why
did they want to kill the lions?
What did they plan to do with
the lions after they killed
them? Do you think this is a
good reason to kill a lion? The
hunter saw Lefeadio accord-
ing to a stereotype of what he
thought lions were like. What
adjectives did he use to de-
scribe lions? Which of these axe
incorrect? How did the hunt-
er's beliefs affect the way he
acted toward Lafcadiu and
the other lions?

Learning Activity: Students
develop a list of adjectives that
more accurately describe
lions, then discuss: Why do
people hunt lions? Do you
think lions should be allowed
to live free or be killed and
used as rugs, pieces of cloth-
ing, trophies or other products
designed for human use? Is
killing a wild animal for a
luxury product justifiable?
Why/why not? What are the
alternatives? Students write
their own morals for Lafradio,
the Lion Who Shot Back and
share with class.

readhig for or identifying
main idea, adjectives

social studies
Learner Outcome: Students
will identify consumptive and
nonvonsumptive uses of wild-
life.

moth health/seleme

Teaching Strategy: Explain
that many humans enjoy
exploring nature and wildlife
but do it in different ways.
Help students make a list of
activities humans participate in
that involve wildlife (e.g.,
fishing, bird-watching, hunt-
ing, trapping, wildlife photog-
raphy, wildlife study). How
does the way people relate to
the wildlife differ for each ac-
tivity? Explain that the
consumptive use of wildlife
involves taking of an animal's
life, while nonconsumptive use
of wildlife leaves the animals
unharmed. Help class identify
which of the activities men-
tioned are consumptive and
which are nonconsumptive.
Ask students to relate experi-
ences they have had in which
they enjoyed wild animals in
a noncomumptive way.

Learning Activity: Students
make posters that illustrate
humans involved in one of the
nonconsumptive uses of wild-
life.

preserving natural resources

Learner Outcome: Students
will recognize that excessive
hunting or trapping has
resulted in the extinction or
endangerment of some wild
;mime' species.

Teaching Strategy: Write ex-
tinct and endangered on the
board. List the dodo, great
auk, passenger pigeon, Carib-
bean seal, Atlantic gray
whale, Barbary lion, Califor-
nia grizzly bear and Carolina
parakeet under extinct. List
any currently endangered ani-
mals under endangered (sec
resources). Have each student
choose an animal from either
list. Lead discussion about fac-
tors that contribute to the
demise of a species (e.g., habi-
tat destruction, excessive hunt-
ing/trapping, pollution, pesti-
cides).

Learning Activity: Students
research current status of their
chosen animals and how they
became ex t net /enda nge red,
then prepare one-page illus-
trated status reports and dis-
play. As a class, students dis-
cuss: What animals became
extinct/endangered as the
result of excessive hunting/
trapping? Are any species still
threatened by excessive hunt-
ing/trapping today? Which
ones} How do the i.,deral laws
pertaining to endangered
species protect thaw species
from hunters and trappers?
Are the laws sufficient? Do
you think endangered species
should be hunted/trapped?
What about species that are
not endangered? Give reasons.

endangered animals
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rOSOUTOSS:

LA: Lafeadia, The Lion Who Shot Hark 16mm film, Learning Corporation of America. New York. NY; or Lofeadio. Thy Lion
Who Shot Rack (j), Mel Silverstein, Harper & Row.

WS: For information on endangered animals, write Office of Endangered Species, Fish and Wildlife Service. U.S. Department of
the Interior, Washington, DC 20240, or contact Animal Welfare Institute, Center for Action on Endangered Species, Center for
Environmental Education. Defenders of Wildlife, The Humane Society of the United States, World Wildlife Fund, or National
Wildlife Federation (see appendix for addresses). Wildlife Alert! The Struggle To Survive J) and Vanishing Wildlife Of North
America (A), Thomas B. Allen, and Animals In Danger: Trying Ta Save Our Wildlife (J), National Geographic Society; And
Then There Were None (J). Nina Leen, Halt. Rinehart & Winston; Vanishing Species (j), Hon Wilson. Chartwell Hose; Wildlife
In America (A), Peter Matthiesson, Viking; Endangered Animals. study prints, Instructor Publications, Doraville. NY; Saving
Our Wild Animals, two-part filmstrip series, National Geographic Society. Washington. DC; Extinct. Endangered. and
Threatened, filmstrip series, Pomfret House, Plinfret Center. CT.
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form animals

The American farm has changed radically during the last fifty years.
Almost four billion chickens, cattle, and pigs are now processed by the

livestock industry in the United States each year. Many small farms have
been replaced by large meat-, milk-, and egg- producing operations.

While some farm animals still have the relative freedom of a field or barn,
many of the animals that provide our food products are kept indoors

throughout their entire lives. This intensive confinement can prohibit the
ani-nals' exercising their natural behaviors and can cause suffering and

reduced resistance to disease.

The activities that follow are designed to help students identify the ways in
which humans use farm animals, understand the physical and behavioral

needs of the animals, and explore the potential effects of some farming
practices on the animals and on the environment.



use of farm animals

concept : Humans raise and keep farm animals
to fulfill physical needs.

;at

language arts social studies math
,.._,

heakh/science
Learner Outcome: Students
will write riddles about farm
animals to identify the prod-
ucts derived from each.

Teething Strategy: Help stu-
dents identify the many prod-
suds that humans obtain from
farm animals. Use examples
from classroom, students'
clothing, and lunchroom
menu. List on board different
farm animals and examples of
products derived from each.

Learning Activity: Each
student chooses his/her
favorite farm animal and
writes a riddle about it,
describing the animal and the
way(s) in which it is used by
humans. Share riddles with
class to see if other students
can guess each animal.

Learner Outcome: Students
will identify a variety of food
items that come from animals.

Teaching Strategy: Show stu-
dents pictures of some
common foods that come from
animals (milk, cheese, eggs,
meat) and have them identify
the animal source of each.
Then introduce examples of
some less obvious animal
products (honey, lard, gelatin)
and some processed foods that
contain animal products
(cookies, crackers, egg noo-
dies, soups, cake mix). Show
ingredient label of sample
package. Arrange trip to a
local grocery store or super-
market and divide class into
groups, assigning a parent or
aide to accompany each
group.

Learning Activity: Students
tour grocery store or super-
market and read ingredient
labels to identify

itemsitems as possible that are de-
rived from animals or contain ,intervals
animal products. Each group
keeps a list of products identi-
fled and then class shares lists
upon return to school. Discuss;
Were you surprised that so
many items contained animal
products? What other ingre-
clients surprisrd you?

Learner Outcomes Students
will construct simple looms
and complete weaving proj-
ects to demonstrate how hu-
mans use sheep's wool to make
clothing.

Teething Strategy: Show stu-
dents picture of sheep and ask
them if they know what kind
of clothing material humans
get from sheep. Share sample
of woolen scarf, sweater,
mittens, cap, etc. What pur-
pose does sheep's wool serve
for the sheep? Share a film or
book (see resources) that idea-
tifies sheep as source of wool
and explains how wool is spun
intc yarn. Provide wool yarn,
rulers, scissors, 6-inch squares
of heavy cardboard and in-
structions for wool-weaving
activity (below),

dLearning Activity: Students
prepare simple looms as f°1'
lows: Measure, mark off, and

1/4-inch slits at 1/4-inch
along top and bottom
cardboard piece toed ges of rdbrd i

create 12 tabs on each cdReedge.
both ___, bottom.On mita top and oottom,

number the tabs beginning
with "1" on left and number-
in across to "12" on right.
Measure and cut 6-foot piece
of yarn. Tie one end of yarn
around tab 1 on top of card-
board, draw down to wrap
around tab 2 on bottom, take
back up to wrap around tab 3
on top, buck to tab 4 on bot-
tom, and so on across to end,
tying the yarn off around 12.
(If done correctly, yarn strands
will all be drawn across same
side of cardboard.) Once loom
is prepared. students weave
strands of yarn back and forth
across loom. When weavings
are complete, post cm bulletin
board with picture of sheep

Learner Outcome: Students
will identify unusual animals
that are farmed to fulfill
human physical needs.

Teaching Strategy: Ask stu-
dents to name .arm animals.
Then, explain ihat many ani-
mals other than the familiar
ones (e.g. cows, pigs, sheep)
are farmed to provide for cer-
tain human needs. On board
list fox, chinchilla, musk ox,
reindeer, bee, fish, rabbit, silk-
worm, earthworm, and mink

Learning Activity: Students
choose one of the animals
listed and research animal in
library to find out what prod -
acts come from it and identify
basic characteristics of the
animal that may make it suite-
ble for farming. Are the ani-
mal's natural behaviors re-
stricted in any way through
the farming prows? After
completing research, students
summarize information in in-
dividual reports. Use reports
to make a class booklet on
unusual farm animals.
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language arts social studies math healthisdence
and woolen clothing or prod-
ucts. Discuss how modern
weaving is done on large
machinery to provide humans
with cloth for clothing and
other products.

writing riddles consumerism measurement unusual farm animals

resources:

General: The Farm Back 0), Charles Roth and Toseph Froehlich, Massachusetts Audubon Society (see appendix); Animals That
Help Vs: The Story Of Domestic Animals (J), Carroll Lane Fenton and Herminie B. Kitchen, John Day; Our Foods and Where
They Come From, filmstrip series, National Geographic Society, Washington, DC; Eggs To Market, 16mm film, BFA Educa-
tional Media, Santa Monica, CA.

MA: Sheep, Shearing, and Spinning: A Story Of Wool, 16mm film, International Film Bureau, Chicago, IL.

Iii
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human responsibilities

concept : Humans have the responsibility to provide
for farm enimals' physical and behavioral needs.

language arts social studies math healthiscience
Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Studentswill create cinquain prams to will identify product sources will identify the basic needs ofdescribe the characteristics and services available to help farm animals.
and behavior of a farm ani- the farmer meet the needs of
mal. farm animals.

Teaching Strategy: Ask stu-
dents to identify at least 5Teaching Strategy: Show Teaching Strategy: Provide common farm animals. Write

students one or snore of the copies of Yellow Pages and/or the animals' names on thefilm The Cow; Pigs!; and local newspapers and farm board. Assign a group of stu-
Chick, Chick, Chick (see re-
sourca). Instruct them to ob-
serve how the animals look,
what they do, how they move,
how they sound, etc. Follow-

magazines.

Learning Activity: Students
use materials to generate a list

dents to each animal.

Learning Activity: Student
groups use library (see re-

ing films, help students brain-
storm lists of words and
phrases to describe each

of sources (e.g., feed stores,
veterinarians, farm machinery
dealers) that provide products

sources) and/or contact an
agricultural extension office,
large-animal veterinarian, oranimal pictured, its behavior,

its movement, its sounds, etc.
or se.-vices to help farmers
meet the needs of farm ani-

local farmer to research its
assigned animal's behavior and

Explain cinquain format (see mals. Then, students assume basic needs and the care re-resources). the role of one of the sources quired for the animal. If possi-
and create an advertisement ble, arrange a field trip to a
describing the products or farm or the farm center of aLearning Activity: Students

each choose an animal from
services they provide and their
benefit to farm animals.

zoo or nature center. Then,
students use the information

films and create a cinquain to gathered to make charts de-
describe it and their impres- scribing the care the animals
don of it. Then students ex-
change poems and draw pie-

need. Using large poster paper,
students make drawings of ani-

tures of the animals described mals and combine with chartsin the poems received from to make a bulletin board with
other students. the theme, "Farm Animals

writing poetry,
parts of speech consumerism

Need Special Care."

animal needs

resources:

LA: The Cow. 16nun film, Pigs!, 16mm film. and Chick. Chick, Chick, I6nun film, Churchill Films. Los Angeles, CA. A
cinquain is a five-line poem with the following format: Line 1 is one noun, stating subject of poem; Line 2 is two adjectives
describing the subject; Line 3 is three verbs or a verb phrase that relate to subject; Line 4 is a four-word phrase stating feelings
about or inter7retation of subject; Line 5 is one word, usually another amyl, that restates subject or a word that sums up poem.
Example:

Sp
Tiny, busy
Spinning, moving, floating
Building fragile wispy webs
Artists
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consequences of food
production practices
concept : Farm animals can suffer if their basic needs are not me

language arts social studies math health/science

Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students
will Tecognize that the con- will recognize that crowding
cep/ of suffering can involve can cause stress for animals.
.rnote than physical pain or in-
jury.

Teaching Strategy: Pair stu-
dents and instruct one member

Teething Strategy: Elicit dis- of each pair to stand as close as
cusses about what it means to possible to his/her partner
suffer. Is suffering always a (facing the partner) and begin
result of physical h:jury? Can talking. After a few minutes
you suffer because your feel- ask the quiet partner if he/she
ings are hurt? Because you are is uncomfortable having the
bored and havi nothing to do? speaker standing so dose. Then
Because yin are lonely? have the talking partner move
Because yiu miss someone? back slowly until the quiet
Because you are frightened? partner is comfortable with
Explain that some animals can the distance. Mark the distance
also suffer for many of these between partners. (It should be
same reasorn. Present the fat-
lowing situations to students:

approximately arm's length,
or human flight distance-the

(1) a dog tied to a tree in the distance at which humans feel
backyard all the time and left "safe" from others of their own
alone; (2) a chicken confined kind.) Explain that all animals
to a small cage off the ground have a biological flight dis-
where it can't stretch and tance, and if forced to live too
peek; (3) a wild animal cap- dose together, cu_ suffer con-
tured and confined in a smal
cage.

stunt stress.

Learning Activity: Students
Learning Activity: Students write conclusions for the ex-
describe how each situation periment. describing wht .
might cause the animal in- they learned about the effects
volved to suffer. Students of crowding. Then, students
suggest ways in which the discus: How do humans react
animal's suffering might be to stress (stomachaches, head-
alleviated.

concept development,
verbal expression

aches. ulcers. irritability)? Do
you think farm animals also
react physically to stress?

flight distance

resources:

General: -Factory Farming," booklet, The Humane Society of the United States; Animals, Alen, and Morals (A). Stanley C;ocilo-
vitch, ed., Grove; Animal Machines (A), Ruth Harrison, Stuart; Farn Animals, filmstrip from the series Animals Around You.
National Geographic Society, Washington, DC.
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consequences of food
._,roduction practices
concept : Raising food for human use affects the

natural environment.

language arts social studies math health/science
Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students
will identify ways that lm- will demonstrate an under-
mans' increasing need for food standing of the relationship
can lead to th:: destruction of between the supply of food
wild animal habitats. energy and the levels of a food

chain.

Teaching Strategy: Explain
that as the population of a Teaching Strategy: Explain a
country continues to grow,
more food is needed to satisfy
the needs of the people. One

simple food chain to students
using soil, lettuce, rabbit, fox,
and turkey vulture as compo-

way of achieving increased nents. Provide a pile of paper
food production is to convert lettuce leaves, Explain that
wilderness areas to crop culti- these represent the food (ener-
vation or livestock grazing. gy) created out of the sot:.
Discuss with students what Assign students to roles of
ty,..s of wild animal habitats rabbit, fox, and turkey vul-
might be converted to crop/ ture. Have rabbit eat (hold)
livestock production (e.g.,
meadow, forest, desert,
marsh, grassland). Use con-

leaves. Explain that some of
the food (energe) eaten by 811i-
mills is burned up by activity.

struction paper to make a Rabbit drops 1/2 of leaves to
mural of an imaginary area,
containing one habitat or a

represent used energy. Some
food (energy) is passed on as

combination of these habitats. waste. Rabbit drops Vs of
Set up situation in which the leaves to represent waste. The
area in question is to be remaining food (energy) be-
plowed under to make pas- comes part of the animal's
tureland and fields for crops. body. When the fox eats the

rabbit (fox takes remaining
leaves from rabbit), it uses the

Learning Activity: Students food (energy) in the rabbit's
form small groups to represent body the same way. (Repeat
the animals, humans, and 2-part dropping of leaves.)
plants that have something at When fox dies, turkey vulture
stake in the decisions as to how eats body and uses remaining
the land should be used (e.g.,
farmers, townspeople who

food (energy). Discuss how the
amount of food (energy) avail-

will eat the food to be pro- able decreases at each level of
duced, trees and plants that
will be destroyed, animals
whose homes will be lost,
hikers who like to enjoy the

the food chain.

Learning Activity: Students
natural habitat). Each group
decides how the human/plant/

recreate activity using soil,
corn, cow, and human as com-

wild animal it represents ponents. Then discuss: Which
will be affected if the land is way can we have more food

energy, by eating vegetables
directly or by feeding them to

-..

1c
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cmiguage arts social studies moth heolthfscienc
cleared. Then, each group an animal and then eating the
chooses a spokesperson to animal? Can our world sup-
present its opinions on what port more plant eaters or ani-
should be done. After all opin- mal eaters? Could humans eat
ions have been heard, students all of the same plant foods that
discuss the problem and what we now grow for animals?
they have learned. Discuss why not. Then, &scum

the fact that in many parts of
the world there isn't enough
food to feed everyone.

preserving natural resources food chains

resources:

Generals Manure To Meadow To Milkshake (A), handbook of environmental activities, Eric Jorgensen. Trout Black, and Mary
Hallesey, Hidden Will Environmental Education Project, Ds awer A-H, Las Altos, CA 94022; The Complete Ecology Fart Book
(A), Philip Nobile and John Dredy, Anchor (Doubleday); Bark To the Farm. educational board game, Animal Town Game
Company, Santa Barbara, CA.

HIS: Diet For a Small Planet (A), Frames Moore Lappt, Ballantim (Random house): Predator: The Food Chain Game, card
game, Dynamic Teaching Materials, San Diego, CA.

1
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appendix a
humane education resource organizations

American Humane
9725 East Hampden
Denver, CO 80231

American Humane Education Society
450 Salem End Road
Mraminghant, MA 01701

Animal Welfare Institute
P.O. Box 3650
Washington, DC 20007

Center for Action on Endangered Species
175 West Main Street
Ayer, MA 01432

Center for Environmental Education
1925 K Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20008

Defenders of Wildlife
1244 19th Street
Washington, DC 211036

Elsa Wild Animal Appeal
P.O. Box 4572
North Hollywood, CA 91607

The Humane Society of the United States
2100 L Street. N.W.
Washington, DC 20037

Latham Foundation
Latham Plaza Building
Clement & Shiller
Alameda, CA 94501

Massachusetts Audubon Society
Hatheway Environmental Education

Institute
Lincoln, MA 01773

National Association for the Advancement
of Humane Fducation

Norma Terris Humane Education Center
Box 382
East Haddam, CT 06423

National Wildlife Federation
1412 16th Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20036

Pet Food Institute
1101 Connecticut Avenue. N.W.
Suite 700
Washington, DC 20036

World Wildlife Fund
1601 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Washir4on, DC 20009

periodicals
For Teachers

Humane Education
a quarterly magazine for educators
National Association for the Advancement

of Humane Education
Box 362
East Haddam, CT 06423

I- Students

t :hickadee
(4 to 8 year olds)
Young Naturalist Foundation
59 Front Street Erst
Toronto, Ontario M5E 1133
Canada

The Curious Naturalist
(8 to 12 year olds)
Massachusetts Audubon Society
Hatheway Environmental Education

Institute
Lincoln, MA 01773

Kind
(8 to 12 year olc.$)
The Humane Society of the United States
2100 L Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20037

A.

Owl
(8 to 12 year olds)
Young Naturalist Foundation
59 Front Street East
Toronto, Ontario M5E 1B3
Canada

Ranger Rick
(8 to 12 year olds)
National Wildlife Federation
1412 16th Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20036

catalogs/directories
Caring For Our Animal Friends
annotated directory of teaching materials
California Veterinary Medical Association
1024 Country Club Drive
Moraga, CA 94556

Clearinghouse For Humane Education
Materials

directory of teaching and public
education materials

American Humane
9725 East Hampden
Denver, CO 80231

Films For Humane Education
annotated directory of 16mm films and

filmstrips
Argus Archives
228 East 49th Street
New York, NY 10017

IISUS l'ublicatiowns Catalog
catalog of teaching and public education

materials
The Humane Society of the United States
2100 L Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20037



Abingdon Press
201 Eighth Avenue, South
Nashville. TN 37202

Ade Ipb1 Productions
Blodgett Studio
Acdaelt: University

City. NY 11530

AIMS Instructional Media Services
626 Justin Avenue
Glendale, CA 91201

Acropolis Books
2400 17th Street, NW
Washington, DC 20009

Addison-Wesley Publishing Co., Inc
Jacob Way
Reading, MA 01867

Ananda Publications
distributed by Book People
2940 Seventh Street
Berkeley, CA 94710

Animal Town Came Co.
P.O. Box 2002
Santa Barbara, CA 93120

Archway Paperbacks
630 Fifth Avenue
New York, NY 10020

Atheneum Publishers
122E. 42nd Street
New York, NY 10017

Avon Books
959 Eighth Avenue
New York, NY 10019

Barr Films
P.O. Box 5667
3491) E. Foothill Boulevard
Pasadena, CA 91107

BFA Educational Media
2211 Michigan Avenue
P.O. Boa 1795
Santa Monica, CA 90406

B&W-Merrill Co., Inc.
4300 W. 02nd Street
Indianapolis, IN 46208

appendix b
resource publishers' addresses

Capitol Records
Hollywood and Vine Sti vets
Hollywood, CA 90028

C.arolrhoda Books. Inc.
241 First Avenue. North
Minneapolis, MN 55401

Cavendish, Marshall, Corp.
III W. 57th Street
New York, NY 10019

Centron Films
1621 W. Ninth Street
Lawrence, KS 66044

Chartwell House, Inc.
P.O. Box 186
Bowling Green Station
New York, NY 10004

The Child's World
1556 Weatherstone Lane
Elgin, IL 60120

Childrens Press
1224 W. Van Buren Street
Chicago. IL 60607

Churchill Films
662 N. Robertson Boulevard
Los Angeles, CA 90069

Cook, David C. Publishing Co.
850 N. Grove Avenue
Elgin, IL 80120

comnet Films
65 E. South Water Street
Chicago, II. 60601

Coward, McCann & Geoghegan. Inc.
200 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10016

Crowell, Thomas Y., Co.
521 Fifth Avenue
New York. NY 10017

Crown Publishers, Inc.
1 Park Avenue
New York, NY 10016

Dell Publishing Co., Inc.
I Dag Hammarskjold Plaza
245 E. 47th Street
New York, NY 10017

Dial Press
1 Dag Hamrnarskjold Plwa
245 E. 47th Street
New York, NY 10017

Dodd, Mead & Co.
79 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 19016

Doubleday & Co., Inc.
501 Franklin Avenue
Garden City, NY 11530

Dutton, E.P. , & Co., Inv.
2 Park Avenue
New York, NY 10016

Dynamic Teaching Materials
7525 Mission Gorge Road
Suite F
San Diego, CA 92120

Ear4 S ages
P.O. Box 5027
Walnut Creek, CA 94591i

Educational Activities
Freeport, NY 11520

Encriopedia Britannica Educational Corp
425N. Michigan Avenue
Chicago, 11. 60611

Eye Gate Media
1464)1 Archer Avenue
Jamaica. NY 1143.5

Farrar, Straus & Giroux, Inc.
19 Union Square, West
New York, NY 10003

Ferguson, J . G. , Company
100 Park Avenue
New York, NY 10017

FilmFair Communications
10900 Ventura Boulevard
P.O. Box 1728
Studio City, CA 91604

Films, Incorporated
1144 Wilmette Avenue
Wilmette, IL 60091

Folkways Records and Service Corp.
43 W. 61st Street
New York, NY 10023

Follett Publishing Co.
1010 W. Washington Boulevard
Chicago, IL 60607

Garland STPM Press
136 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10016

Grolier Educational Corp.
545 Third Avenue
New York, NY 10022

Grime & Dunlap, Inc.
51 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 1001(1

Crow Pals. Inc.
53 11th Street
New York, NY l(X)03

flak, E. M., & Co.
128 W. River Street
Chippewa Falls, WI 54729

Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc.
757 Third Avenue
New York, NY 10017

Harper & Row Publishers, Inc.
Keystone Industrial Park
Scranton, PA 111512

Hastings House Publishers, Inc.
10 E. 40th Street
New York, NY 10016

Hayes School Publishing Co., Inc.
321 Pennwood Avenue
Wilkinsburg, PA 15221

Holiday !louse. Inc.
IS E. 53rd Sired
New York, NY 10022

Holt, Rinehart at Winston, Inc.
383 Madison Avenue
New York. NY 10017



resource publishers' addresses, con't

Houghton Mifflin Co.
Wayside Road
Burlington, MA 01803

International Film Bureau
332 S. Michigan Avenue
Chicago, IL 00004

Instructor Publications
Dansville, NY 14437

John Day Company
866 Fifth Avenue
New York. NY 10019

Learning Corporation of America
1350 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10019

The Learning Works
P.O. Boa 6187, Department B
Santa Barbara, CA 93111

Lippincott. J.B., Co.
521 Fifth Avenue
New York, NY 10017

Little, Brown & Co.
200 West Street
Waltham, MA 02154

Living Music Records
P.O. Box 68
Litchfield. CT 06759

Macmillan Publishing Co.. Inc.
Third Avenue

New York, NY 10322

Marshfilm
P.O. Box $082
Shawnee Mission, KS 66208

McGraw-Hill Book Co.
1221 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036

McKay, David, Co.. Inc.
2 Park Avenue
New York, NY 10016

Messner. Julian. Inc.
distributed by Simon & Schuster
1 W. 39th Street
New York, NY 10018

Modern Talking Picture Service
1687 Elmhurst Road
Elk Grove Village, IL 80007

Morrow, William, & Co., Inc.
Wilmor Warehouse
8 Henderson Drive
West Caldwell, NJ 07006

National Film Board of Canada
16th Floor
1251 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10020

National Geographic Society
17th & M Streets, NW
Washington, DC 20036

New American Library
1301 Avenue of the Americas
New York. NY 10019

Nilgirl Press
P.O. Box 477
Petaluma, CA 94952

Outdoor Biological Instruetional
Lawrence Hall of Science
University of California
Berkeley, CA 94720

Parents Magazine Press
52 Vanderbilt Avenue
New York, NY 10017

Parnassus Press
4080 Halleck Street
Emeryville, CA 94608

Penguin Books, Inc.
625 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10022

Phoenix Films, Inc.
470 Park Avenue South
New York, NY 10016

Pomfret House
P.O. Box 216
Pomfret Center, CT 06259

Prentice-Hall, Inc.
Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632

Putnam's. C.F., Sons
390 Murray Hill Parkway
East Rutherford, NJ 07073

Pyramid Films
P.O. Box 1048
Santa Monica, CA 90406

Strategies

Rand McNally & Co.
P.O. Box 7600
Chicago, IL 60680

Raintree Press
P.O. Box 11799
Chicago, IL 60611

Random House, Inc.
400 Hahn Road
Westminster, MD 21157

Reader's Digest Association
Pleasantville, NY 10570

Reiman Associates
611 E. Wells Street
Milwaukee, WI 53202

Rodale Press, Inc.
33 E. Minor Street
Emmaus, PA 18049

Sayre Publishing, Inc.
111 E. 39th Street
New York, NY 10016

Science Hobbies
2815 Central Avenue
Charlotte, NC 28205

Scholastic Book Services
906 Sylvan Avenue
Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632

Scribner's, Charles. Sons
597 Fifth Avenue
New York, NY 10017

Simon & Schuster, Inc.
630 Fifth Avenue
New York, NY 10020

St. Martin's Press
175 Fifth Avenue
New York. NY 10010

Stackpole Books
Camerson and Keller Streets
Harrisburg, PA 17105

Stein & Day
7 E. 48th Street
New York. NY 10017

Stouffer, Marty, Productions. Inc.
P.O. Box 15057
Aspen, CO 81611

1.cLis ..1

Stuart, Vincent, Publishers Ltd.
45 Lower Belgrave Street
London, England SW I

SVE
Society For Visual Education, Inc.
1345 Diversey Parkway
Chicago, IL 60614

Te1eKETICS
Franciscan Conununieatis Center
1229 S. Santee Street
Los Angeles, CA 90015

Time-Life, Inc.
Division of Time, Inc.
Time & Life Building
Rockefeller Center
New York, NY 10020

Tonsil Records
10 W. 56th Street
New York, NY 10019

Troll Associates
321) Route 17
Mahwah, NJ 07430

University of Nebraska Press
901 N. 17th Street
Lincoln, NE 68588

Viking Press. Inc
625 Maeison Avenue
New York. NY 10022

Walker & Company
720 Fifth Avenue
New York. NY 10019

Warne, Frederick, & Co., Inc.
501 Franklin Avenue
Garden City, NY 11530

Western Publishing Co.,
Dept. M
1220 Mound Avenue
Racine, WI 53404

Whitman, Albert, & Company
560 W. Lake Street
Chicago. IL 60606
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reprint permission request form

Although People and Animals: A Humane Education Curriculum Guide has been copyrighted by the National
Association for the Advancement of Humane Education, we would like to encourage educators to use appropriate activities

.1 In developing lesson plans or units, and in writing core curricula for individual schools or school systems. If you would

.1 like to reproduce segments of the guide or to use one or more of the activities in a document that will be duplicated or
11 reproduced, simply use the farm below (or write a letter with the specified information) to request permission to reprint,
I Generally permission will be granted to schools, educational agencies, and organizations working to prevent cruelty to

animals. Send your request to NAAHE, Box 362, East Haddam, CT 06423.

Name
I Agency/School
I Address

City State Zip

I The above named agency requests permission to reprint the following (list page numbers and curriculum areas to
I designate specific activities e.g., 34 LA, 55 SS, 103 HIS):

The materials will he reproduced as follows (describe publication in which reprinted material will appear):

1

1
1
1

1

The publication(s) will be distributed to or used by:

I We will/will not (circle one) charge for this publication.
I We agree to credit the reproduced material as specified by the National Association for the Advancement of Humane
I Education.

Signed Date

1 4:. :I
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preface

In 1933, the National P.T.A. Congress issued the following
statement in support of humane education:

"Children trained to extend justice, kindness, and mercy to
animals become more just, kind, and considerate in their
relations with each other. Character training along these lines
will result in men and women of broader sympathies, more
humane, more law-abiding in every respect more valuable
citiZeta.

-Humane education is teaching in the schools and colleges of the
nations the principles of justice, goodwill, and humanity toward
all life. The cultivation of the spirit of kindness to animals is but
the starting point towards that larger humanity which includes
one's fellow of every race and clime. A generation of people
trained in these principles will solve their difficultiesas
neighbors and not as enemies."

The message of this statement speaks even more directly to the
19Ftt)'s than to the decade in which it was written. Children
today Neu.. the dilemma of growing up in a world that is
politically and environmentally unstable -a world in which
both individual and national decision-making become
increasingly important to the survival of both humans and other
animals. Humane education, incorporated into the curriculum
of our nation's schools. can help children develop the sensitivity
and understanding they will need to make sound personal and
political decisions based on concern for all living creatures.

Peoph' and Animals: A Human(' Education Curriealum Guide
has been develojx-d to provide the framework for integrating
humane education into the traditional elementary school
'..urrieullum. In addition. it will serve as the basis for the
development of teacher training cc onuses. expanded classroom
programming,. curl supplemental humane education teaching
materials.

Publication of the guide represents fulfillment of a major
objective of the National Association for the Advancement of
Humane Education. The I luunaret SOvit.-4 Of the United States,
and the educators who contributed their time and talents to the
project More importantly. it represents 44 key factor in making
huntane education an integral part of the elementary school
experience. Adaptation and implementation of the guide by
school systems .hroughout the country will be an important step
toward realizing the goals of humane education and making the
world a better place for people and animals.
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introduction

What Is Humane Education?
Humane education involves far more than the teaching of

simple animal-related content. It is a process through which we:
(1) assist children in developing compassion, a sense of justice,
and a respect for all living creatures; (2) provide the knowledge
and understanding necessary for children to behave according to
these principles; and (3) foster a sense of responsibility on the
part of children to affirm and act upon their personal beliefs.

The activities in this guide are designed to help students think
critically and clarify their own feelings about various issues, as
well as to provide them with factual information and
understandings about animals, their place in the environment,
and their relationship to humans. Where appropriate, activities
also focus on the importance of individual responsibility and
action, and encourage students not only to discuss how they fed.
but also to act upon theme feelings.

Most educators agree that a positive self concept is basic to
positive attitudes toward others. Consequently. it is important
that children not be made to feel guilty about their personal
thoughts and opinions, but rawer be encouraged to express and
examine their feelings freely in a climate of trust and acceptance.
In those activities that require discussion of personal values,
students who do not feel comfortable in open discussions should
be allowed to register their feelings privately by writing them
down or keeping them in a journal.

The activities presented are curriculum- blended. integrating
humane concepts with skills and content from language arts,
social studies, math, and huilthiscience. This curriculum-
blended approach provides context for the teaching of humane
concepts, allows for repetition, and avoids the labeling of
humane education as simply -another subject" to be added to the
already overcrowded curriculum. Individual educators and
curriculum- writing teams are encourages! to use selected
activities from the guide individually, as part of larger lessons or
units, or to enhance the schools' core curricula. A form to request
reprint permission can be found in the appendix for those who
wish to include activities from the guide in other printed
documents.

The guide is merely a starting point for humane education
creative and motivated teachers will hopefully use the
conceptual outline to develop additional activities. in-depth
lessons, or expanded curriculum modules to meet the needs of
individual schools and classrooms.

Curriculum Guide Format
Thirty-five concepts have been identified under fin ir major

chapters: Human/Animal Relationships, Pet Animals. Wild
Animals, and Farm Animals. The specific focus of each chapter

is explained in greater detail on the title page of that segment.
Each page within the chapters contains a concept and activities
that blend the concept with skills or content from each of the
four curriculum areas.

The complete humane education curriculum guide consists
of four books encompassing the following levels:

Level A Preschool and Kindergarten
Level B Grades I and 2
Level C Grades 3 and 4
Level -- Grades 5 and 6

A continuous page- numbering system is used to provide
mutuality throughout the guide.

Each activity has been identified with a curriculum key,
printed in bold type at the bottom of the column, to call
attention to the skill or content addressed in the activity. These
currieu:uni keys have been indexed for easy reference. In
addition, a content index has been provided for those teachers
who wish* to choose activities by topic or subject matter.

Most of the activities provided are self-contained and can be
completed without the use of resource materials, or with only
thews resources common to most school libraries or classrooms.
In those cases where specific resources are required, complete
information on the appropriate organization or publisher is
provided either in the' Resounes" section of that page or in one
of the appendixes.

In addition to the few required resources, supplemental
resources have been listed to provide the teacher with added
background or materials for expanding successful activities. All
resources are coded for the appropriate curriculum area
(1,A.SS,MA,III,S). Books are also identified as either juvenile (1)
or adult (A).

Often local animal welfare agencies maintain libraries that
may include many of the resources listed in the guide. Teachers
should contact their local agency about the availability of free.
loan programs. resource speakers, or low-cost materials fir, the
classmorn.

Teacher Input
Prior to publication, People and Animals: A Humane

Eduratitin Currie:41nm Guide was field tested by 350 teachers in
17 states and Ontario, Cenada. Input from these teachers was
invaluable in the completion of this first edition of the guide.
and the editors hope that those who use the current edition will
offer their comments and/or suggestions for improvements in later
editions. Comments, suggestions, questions, and sample student
projects may he sent to the National Association for the
Advancement of humane Education, Box 382. East Haddam.
CT 06423.
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human/animal relatiaships

Throughout history, humans have been forming relationships with other
animals. Some of these relationships have been mutually beneficial, but

many have served human needs or wants at the expense of the animals involved.

It is important that students recognize these relationships and how they
affect both animals and humans. In addition, students wh.1 understand

that they, as humans, are also animals and share many common
cnaracteristics with other members of the animal kingdom, will he more

sensitive to the rights of animals and will consequently be capable of making
more responsible decisions concerning their personal relationships with animals.

The activities that follow are designed to help students recognize the basic
biological similarities between humans and other animals, explore the

effects of human attitudes on animals, and clarify tileir own feelings
about human/animal relationships.
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similarities and differences

concept : Humans are animals.

language arts social studies math health/science
Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students
will recognize that, like hu- will examine the social Arm- will identify size relationships will recognize that humans.
mans, other animals use ture of a honeybee colony and between humans and other like all other animals, are
sounds to ;,ornmunicate. recognize that other annuals

besides humans work at jobs.
animals. members iif a food chain.

Teaching Strategy: Generate Teaching Strateity: Supply a Teaching Strategs': Write the
discussion hot the furs,- Teaching Strategy: Supply list of animals to students that words eartricnrr. rimnirore
dons served 1w cominuni-
cation between humans. What

books and materials on the
honeybee for students to exam-

includes animals of a wide
variety of sizits, both larger

and he rbirore on the hoard,
nave students look defint.

things do we need to comma- ins (Nve_resnurees:)- Describe and smaller than humans. titan of the words in the die-
nicate to each other? How do the working structure of the Assign one animal to each stn. Wormy, then write the defini-
we do its" How could comm. honeybee colony (i.e., queen dent and have students re- nom on the hoard. List differ-
nication benefit other animals bee-lays eggs; drones-mate search the average size of their eat animals and classify each
as' well? Play recordings of with (Wren and mid hive by assigned animal:: in library under one of the three terms
whale, dolphin. wolf, and/or
bird communication for stn-
dents (see resoursys). Period-

beating their wings; worker
he - clean hives, build eombs,
take orientation nights) to stu-

(groups of student can be as-
signed to work on the larger
animals). Make a 12 inch tall

(e.g.. carnivore- lion, shark,
fox, blue lay; herbisore-deer,
gorilla. elephant). Which

ically ston the records to elicit dents and discuss the impnr- paper representation of a 6 term best deceribes humans?
discussion about what the rani- tame of cooperation and divi- foot human and hang on class- (Insist several animals (in-
finds might he trying to say to Sinn of labor in helping the mom wan. elude wild, domestic, and Inn
each other. Select one se. colony run efficiently. Identi- mans) and assign a group of
quence for the students to fy products that are supplied students to each animal. Sup -
write about. directly or indirectly by honey- Learning Activity: Using the ply poster paper and colored

bees or by honeybee Pfininii-
tion (e.g., honey, apples, other

scale 12 inches .--, 6 feet, stu-
dents create scaled two-

pens.

Learning Activity: Students fruits and nuts). Help students dimensional representations ofwrite lyrics for the whale,
wolf, dolphin, or bird "song,"

to organize a party to celebrate
the bee, assigning each student

their assigned animals (e.g., if
12 inches repusents the height

Learning Activity: Students
construct and illustrate a food

communicating through the
lyrics some message that they

to bring a Portion of the haxl,
napkins. plates, silverware. or

of a 6 foot man, then 200 inches
would he neMed to represent

chitin for the animal assigned
to their group. Discuss how

think the animal might want decorations necessary for the the length of a I(k) foot humans and other animals at
to communicate to humans. party. (Note: Food for parts' whale). Then. students hang the tops of the food chains feed
When completed. students should he kinds idoltilied as representations in order the plants and animals at the
share and discuss interpreta-
dons with other students.

being directly or indirectly
produced by bees and pollina-

around walls of classroom,
starting with smallest animal

bottom. (Remember that after
animals at the top of the food

limn) Discuss the imPortanee
if end) member of the class-

and ending with largest,
Where do humans fit in? How

chain die, their bodies &tum-
pose anti help to fertilize and

like each member of the bee
colony, doing his/her part in
achieving the collective goal.

can humans, since they are not
the largest animals, dominate
all the others?

reolenish the soil.)

understanding
communication.

Learning Activity: Students
celebrate the bee and its inn
portance in the environment
and food production with a
classroom party. Then, stu-
dents discuss how class cooper-
ation and everyone's
responsibility for the task
assigned to them helped make
the party a success.

measurement.
writing lyrics cooperation, communities scale drawing food chains

.III.
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resources:
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similarities and differences

concept : Animals, like humans, have certain rights,

language arts social studies math I health/science
Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students Learner Oakum: Students
will apply the emwept of will identify inatienahie rights will identify the cornpoiwnts
rights to animals other than
illitilliti.N.

of animals, of varit ins animal habitats and
lid vrtiline whether animals
have a right to the habitat they

Teaching Strateq: Read th list' in.
Teaching Straw*: liarodiax. first line of the Deelaratinti of
concept of rights, defining the Independence to students. Teaching Strategy: Selma ani-
term and giving examples of Have students look up the deli- mats representing a variety of
rights that humans are nit ion of inalienable and dis- habitats (e.g.. beaser-forest
guaranteed through laws cas. what is meant by the ton- stream ducks-marsh: prairie
(e.g., Bill of Rights). Discass cent of inalienable rights. dog plains: mountain goats -
what rights humans have What are the' inalienable timantannt. Help students
simply bevause they are living rights, as stated in the Devlin- identify the essential comp°.
organisms with certain needs atin of Independemea Who vents of each animal's habitat
(e.g., the- right to food and
water, the right to shelter and

has these rights? Humans an
guaranteed these' rights simply

(type of lame, food. range,
other animals that share bah&

a place' to live, the right to because they are alive Should tan. Also identify the essential
protection, the right to space animals also have rights' Dis omp(inents of a human's
to move nil. Do animals, a,
living organisms, have needs

cuss what F igh ts animals
should have, then divide dins

habitat. Ask students how they
would react if they came home

similar to humans? Do they hail small ',Mall's- to find that their houses were
also have the right to have being torn down because
these needs fulfilled? Learning Activity: Students in someone wanted to build some-

small gnaws brainstorm a list thing else in their place.
of inalienable rights that ani- slum studats examples (if a

Learning Activity: Students /mils should have, listing the land deed and explain that
write essays answering the rights on a piece of poster human homes are protected
question, "Do animals have paper. Each group presents from this type of destruction
rights ?" and give supporting
reasons for their :ligament.

its ideas. Then, as a chiss,
students compose a formal

by land deeds that identify
propt.rty owners. However,

After completion. students did- declaration and list f 4 the in since animals are not consi-
cuss question as a class, Maud- alienable rights of animals. tiered owners of the land they
ing in the' discussion whether WIwn list is completed, stu- list' on, animal interests are
or not they think the rights dents print it. with illustra- rarely considered when land is
animals have arc being tams. On a large poster to he being developed. Should anti-
respected, and examples of filing in the classroom. mats have the right to keep the
cases where they are not. habitat they live in? If humans

allow animals this right, what
problems might it CALM! for
themselves? Can humans and
other animals coexist in the
same habitat?

Learning Activity: Students
choose one of the animals list-
ed and write a land ownership
deed for that animal's habitat.
Explain in the deed who the
owner of the habitat is, what
the habitat consists of, what
other animals share that habi-
tat, ant: what considerations
must be made before that
habitat can he altered.

writing essays rights animal homes
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resources:

Gene d: Anima/ Rights: Statics Of Peopk W1g, Defend the Rights Of Animals U), Patricia Curtis, Four Winds (Scholastic).

HIS: Flares Where Plants and Animals Lire, filmstrip series, National tANgraphie Society, Washington, DC; A Walk In the
Forest. 16nun film, Pyramid Films, Santa Monica, CA; Animal Habitats, study prints from the series Animal Life Study Prints.
SVE. Chicago, IL
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similarities and differences

concept: Animals, like humans, react
physically to their environment.

arts social studies math health /scienceIlanguage
Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students
will use creative writing skills will recognize that animal.. will recognize that some ani-
to demonstrate an under- like humans, can become mils react to cold weather by
standing of the similarity be- stressed by overcrowded hibernating, migrating, or
tween tunnanianimal rear-
dorm to fire.

conditions. making physical adaptations.

Teaching Strategy: Show stu- Teaching Strategy: Generate
Teaching Strategy: Have stu- dents room capacity signs discussion about the adapta-
dents imagine they have awak-
ened (1) in their homes to

posted in assembly room,
gymnasium, cafeteria, or

tions humans make in the win-
ter to protect themselves from

find their houses on fire, or (2) classroom. Explain that these the cold weather conditions
in the woods to find the forest capacity limits were establish- (wear heavy clothes, store
on fire. What would they do? ed by law to prevent over- food, stay indoors, reduce ac-
How would they feel? Discuss crowding of humans in a tivity, travel to area with
whether animals' feelings in room. Partition off a section of warmer climate). Relate that
the same situations might be the classroom by making lines animals react in similar ways
similar to students'. Write two on the floor. Make the' area 'o cold weather (grow heavy
introductory paragraphs on
the board, using the first per-

just large enough so that all
the students can fit in if they

winter coats, store foods,
hibernate, migrate). Define

son and describing. (1) waking stand close together itlemt hibernation and migration for
up to find the house on fire,
and (2) waking up to find the
forest on fire.

moving. Ask students how
they feel about being crowded
into such a small space. What
happens if they try to stretch

students and give examples of
animals that hibernate (e.g.,
hats, woodchucks, frogs,
snakes, salamanders) or mi-

Learning Activity: Students
or move? How do the students
in the center feel? Do any stu-

grate (e.g.. birds, butterflies,
whales).

choose any domestic or wild dents feel uncomfortable?
animal and finish the appro- How might animals react in
priate story from the animal's simiisr crowded situations? Learning Activity: Students
perspective, describing ;he Nrte: Students who may be each choose one animal and
animal's reaction to the fire. particularly frightened or use library resources to re-
As a follow-up, students corn- upset by crowding should be search how it adapts to cold
pare their stories and assemble
them for a cla. booklet or
dramatization.

allowed to stand on the outer
edge of the area or to choose
not to participate.

weather (migrates, hibernates,
stores food, grows thick coat,
etc.). Use the information to
prepare a class booklet on ani-
mal adaptations to cold.

Learning Activity: Students
choose one of the following
situations and write a pa-
graph describing now t- li-
mal might feel/react crowded
in with other animals in the
described situation (using
library resources to obtain
more information about the
animals where necessary).
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language arts social studies moth health/science
1. a chicken living in a

broiler house cm the same
floor with thousands of
other birds

2. cattle crowded "shoulder-
to-shoulder- in a tractor-
trailer truck being trans-
ported to market

3. a chicken confined in a
very small wire cage with
three other chickens

writing stories

Then, students share descrip-
tions with class.

social needs
animal adaptations,

hibernation, migration

resources:

General: The View From the Oak (j),;:idith and Herbert Kohl, Scribner's.

LA: Save That Raccoon! (J), Gloria D. Miklovitz, Harcourt Brace Jovanovich: A Walk In the Forest. ltim in film. Pyramid Films,
Santa Monica, CA.

SS: Farm Animals, filmstrip from the writs Animals Around You, and Our Foods and Where They Come From, filmstrip series,
National Geographic Society, Washington, DC.

WS: Migrating Animals (J), Michael J. Walker, McKay; Where They Go In Winter (J), Margaret Waring Buck, Abingdon;
Winter-Sleeping Wildlife CD, Will Barker, Harper do How; Animal Migration (A), John Clouctsey-Thompson, Putnam's; What
Animals Do In the Winter. multi-media kit, and Animals In Winter. filmstrip, National Geographic Society, Washington. Dc.:.
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similarities and differences

concept: Some animals, like humans, have and display emotions.

language arts social studies math health/science
Learner Outcome: Students
will use dramatization to
demonstrate an understanding
of how animals use non-verbal
communication to display
emutions.

Teaching Strategy: Take one
student aside and give him/her
a massage to relate to the rest
of the class. The message
should be simple and involve
the expression of emotion
(e.g., -I am feeling sad today
because it is raining out-
side."). Repeat with other stu-
dents.

Learning Activity: Students
dramatize message assigned by
teacher using every means of
communication except verbal.
Other students try to guess
message content. After com-
pletion, students discuss
whether it was easy to corn-
municate without using
words. Can you communicate
emotions using just facial and
body language? Is this one of
the ways other animals corm-
munieate with us? With each
other?

understanding
communication.
body language

Learner Outcome: Students
will identify how animals°
emotions can be interpreted or
misinterpreted.

Teaching Strategy: Provide
magazines or books and have
students find pictures of ani-
mats in various situations and
with a wide variety of facial
expressions. Choose several to
show to students and ask them
to describe what the animal is
feeling. Discuss why students
interpreted the pictures the
way they did. Introduce the
word anthmpornophism and
defir; . it for students (see re-
sources). Can people positively
say what animals are feeling?
What are sonic clues people
use to find out what an animal
is feeling?

Learning Activity: Students
discuss ways humans try to
determine what an animal is
feeling. Then, each student
chooses one of the remaining
pictures and uses his/her inter-
pretation of the pictured
animal's emotions to create a
humorous caption for the pic-
titre. Post on display hoard
with heading. "Cut the Nies-
sa ge?"

motions

Learner Outcome: By inter-
preting animal sounds and
body language, students will
recognize the principles of
%defy involved in dealing with
dogs.

Teac gy: GenerateTeaching Strate
boutdiscussion about how to tell

what message or emotion a
dog is communicating (see re-
mimes). Discuss sounds, facial
expressions, and body posi-
Lions as possible dues, and
ask students to give examples
drawn from their experiences
with dogs. Make a list of the
clues on the board, along with
the emotion or feeling they
indicate (e.g., tail between
legs -fear, illness; tail w agging
joy. excitement: ears hack-

fear. anger). Illustrate with
tares whenever possible.pictures

Learning Activity: Students
study a list of dog body Ian -
gunge and Stm nds that indicate
different emotions and discuss
why failure to understand
these signals can result in a
dangerous situation for
humans. Then students
observe family or neighbor-
hood pets and draw a picture
or take a photograph of a dog
using body language ;ti express
one particular emotion. Stu-
dents show pictures to class
and, as each picture is shown,
class tries to guess the emotion
being communicated and
discusses what the proper way
to deal with the animal
would be in each situation.

safety.
animal behavior
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resources:
Genera Ways Animals Communicate, filmstrip. National Geographic Society, Washington, IX:: How Animals Ct)nirn finirate
0), Mabel Dean, Messner; Animals and lime They Communicate. Itimm film, Coronet Films. Chicago. IL.

SS: Definition; anthropomorphism - the attributing of specific human characteristics to other animals.

HIS: What Is Your Dog Saying? 0), Michael W. Fox and Wendy Delvin Cates, Coward, McCann, Geoghy an; Animas Can
Bite, 16mm film, Pyramid Films, Santa Monica, CA; Understanding Your Dog (A), Michael W. Fox, toward. MeCann,
Geoghegan.
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human attitudes

concept: Humans' different attitudes toward animals sometimes
affect the way humans treat the animals.

language arts social studies math health/science
Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students
will demonstrate an under- will rank their attitudes about will rate their opinions about will recognize ways that
standing of differing views on
a controversial animal issue.

animal issues on a values eon-
timium.

various animals using a per-
sonal values scale

bunny: fear of some animals
can be harmful to those ani-
mals.

Teaching Strategy: Choose Teaching Strategy: Explain to Teaching Strategy: Present
me or more controversial ani- students that many disagree- students with a list of animals Teaching Strategy: Generate a
mal issues such as the use of meats about animals focus on including some common wild- class discussion about fear..
animals for hunting, trapping,
rodeos, or in zoos. Elicit dis-

the questions of whether it is
right or wrong to kill other

life, pets, farm animals, and
frequently feared or disliked

What does it mean to be afraid
of something? How does it

cussion about each topic. animals or cause suffering to animals. Have each student feel? What are some common
Form teams to research each
issue. Provide appropriate

other animals. Although some
people feel that one stand is

rate each animal on a 10 point
scale, with a 10 indicating that

things that people fear (e.g.,
heights, the dark, scary

literature or addresses of re- always right or wrong, many the student likes the animal stories, storms)? Make a list of
source agencies (see resources). people are somewhere in he- very much, and a I indicating animals that some people fear

hymn, feeling that killing an
animal or causing one to suffer

strong dislike or fear. As a class,
students tally results and figure

(e.g., wolves, snakes, spiders,
bats). Discuss how people

Learning Activity: Students is sometimes right and some- averages to assign to each ani- react to these animals when
research issue(s) and prepare a
presentation for the class ex-

times wrong. List on the hoard
several contros ersial animal

mal. Then discuss animals,
eliciting at least one favorable

they see them. Focus on the
wolf and explain that human

plaining the issue and offering use issues (e.g., hunting, eat- comment about each. Ask stu- fear and misunderstanding
three reasons for supporting ing meat, using animals in dents to rethink opinions of have caused wolves to become
each side of the controversy. pain-causing research, wearing animals and rate each again. endangered in many parts of
After listening to the class animal skins, capturing wild Tabulate and compare new North America. Show the film
presentations, each student animals for zoos or for pets). totals. Did the overall Death Of a Legend (see re-
writes a paragraph explaining Ask students to suggest gnmps opinions change? Discuss pus- sources).
his/her feelings on each issue
discussed. Paragraphs should

of people who might have
strong views on these issues

sible reasons.

answer the question. "'Did (e.g., hunters, farmers, vegts. Learning Activity: With help
these feelings change as a re- bedews, animal protectionists. Learning Activity: Students of teacher, students make a list
suit of the class project or did animal trappers, zoo keepers). rate animals and participate in of all the myths about wolves
yea: always fed this way?'" Discuss how these people discussions above. Then, stu- and all of their -scary- charac-

might feel. Then generate dents eompa re their own teristics. Then, students use
discussion, exploring students' ratings. Did they change any' to research wolves and
feelings. Are there any eireum- opinions after the discussions? find facts about them that
stances when they feel it is all
right to kill animals or to cause

Why or why not? Students
write short paragraphs ex-

dispel the legends. Finally,
students use information to

them to suffer? Are there any plaining why they rated each write essays on how fear has
circumstances when they. fed
this is wrong?

animal us they did. hurt the wolf and how facts
can help it.
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language arts social studies moth health/science
Learning Activity: Students
make two personal values con-
tinuums to record their fed-
ings on the questions: (1) Is it
right or wrong to kill other
animals? and (2) Is it right or
wrong to cause other animals
to suffer? Each continuum
should consist of a line with
right on one end, wrong on the
other end, and undecided in
the middle. Students indicate
where they stand on each
question by marking the line
with an X. Then, students
write a paragraph explaining
their feelings. If they feel that
killing or causing an animal to
suffer is right or wrong only in
certain circumstances. they
should explain what those cir-
cumstances are.

reading nonfiction,
reading for main idea,

writing paragraphs values averaging endangered animals/wolves

resources'

General: Misurulerstood Animals (J), Alice L. Hopi-. McGraw-Hill; The Animals Nobody Lured, ltimm film. National
Geographic Society, Washington. DC: The Frightful Fly. The Roguish Rat, and The Raffling But. filmstrips from the series
Curious Creatures, Pomfret House. Pomfret Center, CT.

LA: Literature that supports differing opinions on these issues may be obtained from the local humane society. zoo, sportsmen's
amociations, and The Humane Society of the United States or National IVildlift, Federation we appendix for athiresses). Nowhere
To Run, Itimm film, Phoenix Films. New York. NY.

HIS: Death Of a Legend, Himm film. National Film Board of Canada, New Yolk, NY.
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human attitudes

concept: Humans use other animals for a variety of purposes.

language arts social studies moth heolth/sdence
Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: After Learner Outcome: Students
will identify the ways in examining legal restrictions on will evaluate biology projects
which animals are used by the use of animals in human that involve the use of
characters in popular chit- entertainment, students will animals.
cleen's books. develop their own criteria for

determining when this use is
appropriate. Teaching Strategy: Explain to

Teaching Strategy: Help stu- students that live animals have
dents select fiction or non traditionally been used by
fiction books to read that focus Teaching Strategy: Assist stu- scientists and educators to
on human/animal relation- dents in developing a list of learn about or demonstrate
ships. Make rare that books different types of entertain- the life processes common to
chosen represent a wide spec- ment that involve animals humans and other animals.
truer of animal uses including (e.g., movies, circuses, tele- Some of these uses of animals
companionship, entertain- vision, rodeos, horse and dog can involve suffering or even
merit, work, transportation,
food, education, assistance,
etc. Instruct students to keep in

racing, riding). Add bullfight-
ing, dog fighting, and cock-
fighting to the list (see re-

death for the animals involved.
Some people feel that using
animals in this way is unteces-

mind the relationship between sources). Identify the types of sary when alternative eaperi-
the human and animal charge- entertainment listed that are meets and exercises are availa-
ters while reading the book. illegal in your community. ble to help us learn about liv-

Ask students why they think ing things. Provide students
some types of entertainment with tl..- following list of guts-

Learning Activity: Students
ma d and report on books, an-

that use animals are legal,
while others are illegal. Which

tions for evaluating the use of
live animals in science pro-

swering the following ques- ones involve gambling? Which jects: Does the project harm
lions in their reports: In what ones may cause pain to the an animal, deprive it of proper
ways did the human(s) in the animals? Is the use of animals food or living conditions, or
story use the animal(s)? How for human entertainment a cause it to suffer in any way?
did this help the human(s)? luxury or a necessity? Does the project involve
Did the animal benefit from removing a wild animal from
the relationship with humans? its natural home? Does the
If so, how? Was it hurt in any Learning Activity: Following project or experiment demon-
way as a result of being used? class discussion, each student strate something that we al-
If so, how? Did the hunian(s) writes his/her own set of ready know or something that
in the story need to use an ani- guidelines for the use of ani- has been proven or demon-
mal for their purposes or were mats in entertainment. Stu- strated before? Is the informa-
other alternatives available? dents should address such tion we would learn from the

questions as: Is it all right for experiment available from
wild animals to be kept in cap-
tivity for human entertain-

another source (e.g., books,
films, filmstrips, models)? Can

ment? Is it all right to train we demonstrate the same prin-
animals to do tricks? Is it all ciple or procedure using a
right to make animals do dan- plant or non-living subject?
gerous stunts? Is it all right to Provide science texts or re-
make them fight? Is it all right sources that contain projects

which involve live animal
experiments.
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language arts social studies moth health/science
to Will them for entertainment? Learning Activity! Students
Students suggest what forms of n7view biology projects that
entertainment might be use live animals and answer
acceptable under their indisi- the above ijuestiims etincern-
dual guidelines. Then students ing each. Then decide: If an
write to a humane organza- alternative project is availa-
tion for its viewpoint on the bl that teaches the same in-
tim of animals in entertain- formition or process. should
went. After reading literature,
students ream ms what forms of

we subject live animals to pain
or stress for the dernonsim

entertainment they feel repro- non? If the information has
sent acceptable uses of ani- already been demonstrated
mak. Have they changed their or proven. should we subject
minds about any forms of el.- animals to pain or stress in
tertairunent? order to demonstrate it again?

Should the animals ever be
subjected to pain or kept in
unnatural conditions for
school walle t. projects?

reading for main idea. scientific inquiry.
literature appreciation laws, values critical thinking

resources:

LA: Charlotte's Web (J), E.B. White, Harper & Row: Mack Beauty (J). Walter Farley, Random House; A White Heron (J).
Sarah Orne Jewett, Crowell; Whitepaics, a Coyote Dog (J). Michael W. Fox. Coward. McCann, Geoghegan; Just a Dog (J).,
Helen Griffiths. Pocket Books (Simon at Schuster); Gigi (J), Eleanor Coen- and %%1 Iliam E. Evans, Putnam's; The How Of
Wings (J), Betsy Byars. Yearling (De lb; A Dog For Joir.-y (1). Nan Gilbert. Harper 5r Row; Mine For keeps (J). Jean Little, Pocket
Books (Simon 1k Schuster); Light a Single Candle (J). Beverly Butler, Archway.

SS: Contact your local animal welfare agency or The Humane Society of the United States (see appendix) for information on dug,
cock, and bullfighting. Your local animal welfare agency or police department can identify laws thet prohibit or regulate the use
of animals in different forms of entertainment. Two of the national organizations dealing with the problems of animals usedin
entertainment are The Humane Society of the United States and American lititlinlit (set appendix for addresses). Animal Rights:
Stories Of People Who Defend the Bights Of Anitnah (J). Patricia Curtis, Four tVinds (Scholastic): Movie Horses: Their Treat-
ment and Training (J). Anthony Amaral. Hobbs-Merrill; A Wolf Story (J). David McPhail. Scribner's.

HIS: Humane Biology Projects (J), Animal Welfare institute- (see appendix); Animal Cure Fryon Protozoa To Small Mammals (A),
F. Barbara Orlans, Addison-Wesley; -Guidelines For the Study Of Live Animals In the Classroom.'" flyer, and AtilltOlV in
Education (A). Heather MeGiffin and Natick. Brownley, eds.. The simony Society of the United States (see appendix).
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human attitudes

concept: Domestication is a process humans have used to make
animals that were once wild suitable for human use. humon/onirnd rektionships

language arts social studies math health /Science

Learner Outcome: Through Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students
dramatization, students will will recognize that relation- will identify the wild counter-
demonstrate an understanding ships between early humans parts of domestic animals and
of the relationship between and certain wild animals led recognize the similarities in
early humans and the animals
they domesticated. This
activity follows SS.

to the animal: domestication. their behavior.

Teaching Strategy: Provide Teaching Strategy: Show the
students with a description of film The Predators (see re-

Teachbsg Strategy: Assist stu- the lifestyle of early humans sowers). Instruct students to
dents in writing, staging, and before they turned to domestic record the different behaviors
casting play. eating animals (see resources). exhibited by the cougar and

Explain that dogs may have the wolves. Identify the cat
been domesticated as a result and the clog as domestic coun-

Learning Activity: Students of their helpful relationship terparts for these predators. As
write and aci out a play Men- with humans in hunting. Dogs a class, identify common
biding the relationship be- could run faster to catch behaviors of the dogiveolf and
tween prehistoric humans and game, but humans were better eat/cougar.
the animals they domestic at killing larger animals be-
rated, using their SS stories cause of their weapons.
and discussion as background. Humans ate the flesh of ani- Learning Activity: Students

mats and kit the entrails for select different domestic ani-
the dogs, forming a -partner- mats (farm or pet) and deter-
ship" arrangement. mine wild counterparts for

each. Then, students answer
the questions; How do the ani-

Learning Activity: Students mats behave alike? II", do
select one of the following ani- they behave differently? He
coals and write a story spelic pan wild animals help us
lating about why and bow the understand the behavioral
animal was chosen for needs of the difinesticated ani-
dennesticatine

cat
horse
pig
chicken

niai?

Then. students share the
finished stories with the class. animal behavior,

writing plays,
dramatization anthropology

comparing wild and domestic
animals

resources:

General: Animals That Help Us: The Story Of Domestic. Animals (J). Carroll Lane Fenton and ilerminie B. Kitchen. John Puy;
The Farm Book (J), Charles Roth and Joseph Froehlieh. Massachusetts Audubon Society (see appendix): bland Of the
Horses (J) and The Book Of the Gout (j). Jack Denton Scott and Ozzie Sweet, Putnam's: flow and Why Wonder Book Of horses
(J). Margaret Cahell Self, Grosso & Dunlap.

SS: Album Of Prehistoric Man (A). Tom McGowan, Rand McNally.

WS: The Predators, lfinim film. Marty Stouffer Productions. Aspen. CO; Cnderstatuling lour Dog (A) and 1. 'nderstanding Your
Cat (A), Michael W. Fox. Coward. McCann, Geoghegan.
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human attitudes

concept : Humans sometimes choose alternatives
to the use of animals or animal products.

language arts social studies math health/science
Learner Outcome: Students
will define the csoncepts of
neremitlf and hixterfl and 4'14

1 them to animal products.

Teaching Strategy: Write
rieremity and luxury on the
board and have students look
up defi for the words.
Discuss definitions with the
class. Then, priovide pictures or
samples of various animal pro-
ducts (e.g., meat, dairy pro-
ducts, eggs, leather, wool, fur
coats, scrimshaw. ivory.
feather ornaments. musk per-
fume) and help students iden-
thy the products and the ant-
nulls. from which they were
made.

Learning Activity: Students
determine whether each
Product is a necessity or a
luxury. Then students discuss
whether or not it is important
for humans to have the luxury
products if Hwy flivuive the
killing of an animal. Each %tit,
dent chooses a luxury item anti
writes a paragraph explaining
whether he/she would; tit use
the item even if an animal were
killed and alternatives were
available; (2) use the item only
if an alternative mere not avail-
able; or (3) not use the item
even if an alternative were not
available. Note: to order to
encourage students to think
freely and express lamest min.
Iotai, assure them that their
papers will not he colleeted,

concept development.
writing paragraphs

Learner outcome; Students
will explore their own atti-
bales tuward the tese of °lanai
products.

Teaching Stratcp: Show stu-
dents a picture of it fur coat
and ask how many would hay
one for themselves. a family
member. or a friend, if theY
had enough manes-. Then. dis-
play pictures of a variety of
wifd and domestic animals, in-
chiding common furbearers
such us mink and raccoon as
w, a as yowl dcatherl and
:aura. rompanwii animals such
as dogs, eats. aid horses. Ini-
tiate a valises voting garlic be
pointing to our picture at a
Zino: and ast-Mg students if
they wireid bny or wear the
skin of that animal. Students
VOW yeS by holding thumbs.
up, no by holding thumbs
down, or pass by simply keep-
ing their arms folded. litvord
ves/ni,. tallies under Pic_
time of elih animal.

Learning Activity.: 14'} 'u vot-
hug is completed. students
discuss whv they voted yes on
some animals aid noon others.
Students should discuss such
questions as Is one animal's
life worth more than another?
Would you want to wear that
skin if you bad to kill the ani-
mad yffurstlf? Is it ever all
right to kill an animal for its
skin'? If so, when or tinder
what circumstartms? Are there
alternatives to killing animals
for their skins? What are they?

values

Learner Outcome: Students
will use measurement and
Problem solving skills to
demonstrate how 1111011111dink
protein requirements can Iry
met using alternatives to ;un-
:nal linab le's.

Teaching Strategy: Instruct
students to research their daily

14"td" r"1"(wint'llts tst' re"
sources). Diseuss the impor-
timer Of protein in students'
diets and the fact that while
malty humitas rely Primarily
tin meat (red meat. fish. and
P"ultrY) to provide tht" with
protein, there are also many
thtl. "As that arc g""d Pr"-
teen s*"'," 1's, and that sons h""
finite:. Known its vegeta riV r is.

"It ntulteatIN%rus-s whY,m"'"'
hmln" mikrnt want (0 "(MM.
alternatives to meat and: or
other animal products (e.g..
cost. taste prrnes, idler-
gies, other health tinitt.rus.
thial or religious reasons).

Learning Activity: Students
research what foods are good
sources of protein and then
soaks a list rink-unit-rill w tl v
in

list. rank
'fond, how the highest prit.in

content to the lowest. Students
use list to design threv daily
menus, all of which meet their
minimum daily protein re-

sires as well as binds tt, hi, in.
eluded ) Omit' menu should
contain meat: the second
should contain no meat. tish.
or poultrs . but could contain
other

Mauro
,riducls: anal

tne lairo SIII )1.1 it; timtain allay
alternatives to animal pro-
ducts. If possible. students pr -

pare tm or mon of the nals
in class.

problem solving.
measurement. ordering

Learner Outcome: Students
will identify those produets
that eome *from whales anti
the alternatives that exist to
those products.

Teaching Strategy: Provide
students with information on
whale prminvis and help thrnitionsthem
to prepare a list of products
that are made from whales
(e.g., scrimshaw. margarine.
wax, astat.tt,., it ft od...we
resourves). Pistils% shut alter
natives exist to these products
atahor what alternative sub-
stames the can he made from
e.g., margarine from corn

oil). Tell students about
jojoba. a wild desert plant that
produces a nut with an oil that
is ellemieallv id liti . I to
Whale oil. Obtain ilojobtaaseets
fur the dam (see rest Purees),

Learning Activity: Students
decorate one corner of the
classroom with whale pictures
and fauts, there 04* soil to ere'
ate. a Holm garden where they
ea" Plaid and raise" their seeds.
Students 'mist be careful to
care fur their seeds conseien-
tiouslv to insure proper
growth. Then. students pre,
pare a presentation for other
di's" t" "Plain h"". thy rais-
ins: of jojoba plants is an alter -
make to the killing of whales
and how it could be important
in '4vhig tat " hak tri"" i*-
tinction.

endangered animalsiwbales

2 :
v)

(WHIM tied (Hi /WA I page
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resources:

MM Laurel's Kitchen (A). Laurel Robertson. Nilgirn Diet For a Sinai Platiet Franws 1ln n I.cipp . liallentine (Random
House); The Vege lariat; A'frrnatice (A), Vie Sussman, lit

BM For information on alternative.% to whale prodcts, write Center for Environmental Education (we appendis). For
information on jojoba and a clasAroom kit with jojoba weds. write jojoba Serval-4 International. P,O. 1694,1,is Gatos, CA
95030. Far general infrnatinn and materials on whale. write: Greenpeac Foundation, 2411 Fort Mason,. Sun Francisco, CA
94123; Amerietin Cetacean Society, P.O. Box 4416, Sun Pedro, CA 111731; General IVInele. t'Box Sinthe Whale. Alameda,
CA 94501; or Animal Welfare institute we appendix). Whale Watch (j). Ada aced Frank t ;rahain. Palmate (Mall; Sea
Mammals U). Dorothy Childs llogner, Crowell; Whaks, filmstrip. Whales. multi-nu:din kit. aml Portrait Ofa
film, National Gtvgraphie Stieiety. Washington. IX:; Whalr. coloring album. Center for Environmental Education {see appen.
&x); Save the. %Maks, eduelitioniel hoard game, Animal Town Came Ciimpan, Santa Barham. (:A.
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animal welfare

concept : Laws exist to govern the keeping of some animals.

language arts social studies math health/science
Learner Outcome: Students learner Outcome: Students

...
Learner Outcome: Students

will conduct a debate to will identify additional laws will recognize that laws de-
demonstrate au understanding that may be needed to regulate signed to regulate the keeping
of the pros and elms of put the keeping of domestic ani- of animals can affect human
licensing laws. mats. health and safety. This acti-

rite/ follows S.

Teaching Strategy: Explain to Teaching Strategy: Provide
students that although most students with names and ad- Tea hing St rate : Explain togy
communities require that dogs dresses of organizations to students that some laws that
he licensee , few require livens-
ing °feats. Divitie the elms iato
teams to re earth and debate
the statement: A law should be

write to for etipies of federal,
state and local laws that
regulate the keeping of domes-
tic animals (see rt,'MturceS).

regulate ihe kerping of ani-
nods serve to r,otect both ani-
mals and binnans. Review ex-
amples: lens!' law-keeps ani-

passed to require the licensing When laws are received. help mills sale from traffic and
of all pet ills in the commit- students identify the main other dangers. helps humans
nity. Provide students with points or intent of each. Then avoid accidents and dog bites;
names anti addresses of local list the laws on hoard nuder lass prohibiting (or regnlat-
ftSOurCr pet,* (see resources)
and mune basic questions to

one of two headings: pets and
farm animals. Discuss: Dr o

ing) the sale of exotic or wild
aiiimals keeps wild animals

guide their research. For laws exist to require minimum safe from captur e its fie ts .helps
example: What are the advan-
tagesidisadvantages of limns-

care for pets (food. water,
shelter)? For farm animals?

humans avoid bites or &strut,
Hula of property from unhappy

ing pets? flow does the dog
licensing program in yeur

Do laws exist that prohibit
cruel treatment of pets? Of

wild i nimals: law requiring
srabie vaceination-keeps pets

enmmunity work? Where does farm animals? Which category safe from disease, helps hip.
the money from pet lieenws has nuirofewer laws? Why do mans avoid exposure to disease.
go? flow do cat owned feel you think this is so? Are addi-
about the question? How does tional laws needed to guaran
the animal control officer feel? tee either group of animals Learning Activity: Students
The humane society rpresen- proper care or treatu ent? rcvie'ss laws identifkd in SS
tatty& Would there be any activity And determine which
special problems insoised iii ones help people as well as ani-
licensing eats? Is it fair to ii- Learning Activity: Students ma. Then, students choose
cens dogs but not eats? identify at least one area in one of the pet-focussed laws

IA Bich they think an adili and make posters with the
tional law could insure better theme, "Obey Animal Control

Learning Activity: Students carelreatment for sum,. type Laws For Your Sake and Your
conduct research, prepare air- of domestic animals. Then. stu- l'efs,"
guments, and hold debate,
Afterwards. class votes on out-

dents draft a sample law that
would serve' the purpose' Wn-

come and discusses results.

debating., using resources.
organizing information

tilled.

laws safety, pets

resources:

General: "Animal Laws. chapter from 1M'ini With Animals (j), American Humane Education Society (se appendix).

LA: Information about existing licensing laws may Ix obtained from local animal control officers, animal welfare agencies. and
police departments.

SS: Fur infermation on federal legislation that regulates the keeping of domestic animals, write for the -Report On Animal
Welfare Laws," pamphlet, The Humane Society of the United States (see appendix). For lmal information contact your humane
society, animal control department, or state department of agriculture'.
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animal welfare

concept : Laws exist to protect sonic animals.

language arts social studies moth health /Science J
Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students
will write news stories to will demonstrate an under- will recognize that biological
demonstrate an understanding standing of human impact on law can be more important
of 'meal or state laws that pro endangert.d animals by draft- than human law in dmermin-
teet domestic animals. ing a model endangered ing the fate of an endangered

speries law. speies of animal.

Teaching Strategy: Identify
Iscw many Blass members own Teaching Strategy: Help stu- Teaching Strateff: Present to
animals (pets and/or farm ani- dents develop a list of oaken- students an endangered species
mals). Then ask how many gored animals. Show a film or that is now protected under
km... that laws exist to regulate filmstrip or provide hooks (see human law, but whose exis-
the treatment of domestic ani- resources) for students to re- tenet! is still threatened as a
orals? Speculate as to what search information on the pri- result of its biological charily-
these laws might require of the mary factors that have caused teristies. For example:
animal owner. Invite a the various species to become I. California condor--hreed-
humane society representative'
or animal control officer to

extinct (habitat destruction,
over-hunting, pollution, etc.).

ing is easily disturbed by
human presence

speak to the class about b'eal Discuss possible reasons why 2. blue whale-slow breeder
or state anti-cruelty laws or as- humans might want to save having trouble finding
sign a student to write to th4. endangered animals and what mates in vast Ocean
state and/or local government humans can and should do to 3. black- footed ferret- de-
to obtain copies of laws that keep the animals from !,esteem- pendent on prairie dogs
relate to the treatment of ani- ingextib."1 that are being systemati-
mak. After speaker leases or (Idly destroyed
response to lett" is rivi.,4".d Learning Activity: Students
discuss existing anti-ernetty or draft a model law to protect Learning Activity: Studentsanimal protection statutes. endangered animals, includ- research the species in libraryWho enforces the laws? Do
students think the laws are m. in the

i e lawaw those re'strie-
Lionsons on human activity that

and prepare short essays ex-
plaining why passing protest-adequate to protect animalsr they feel are necessary to pro- live hews is not enoolh to saveIf not, how would they inn-

prove the laws? Do studee'
Wet the animals they studied.
M en. class selects one student

the %peeks. Then. %talents dis-
cuss us a class wh:.t el:tingesthink that owners of domestic to write to the U.S. Office of would have to lam: enaeted inanimals are well informed Endangered Species (see biological law- to insure theabout the laws? nsounvs) for a copy of ex-

isting federal legislation to
protect endangered animals.

species' survival.

Learning Activity: Students when is received.
Pretend they are news nix niers students compare their law
and write newspaper articles
or sample :elevision or radio
news rep its informing the
public about the existence and
content of local or state animal
protection laws. If possible,
print written stories in school
or community newspaper or
send television and radio spots
to local stations.

writing news stories

with existing federal law(s).

laws. conservation endangered animals

112
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resources:
General: Aninuds and Their Legal Rights (A), Emily Stewart Leavitt, Animal Welfare Institute (see appendix).

LA: Information on state or local laws that protect animals may be obtained from the local animal welfare organization, animal
control agency, environmental protection organization, city government, andior state department of agriculture, conservation,
or emironmentel protection.

SS & HIS: For information on endangered animals and/or copies of any federal legislation to protect endangered animals, write
Office of Endangered Species, Fish and Wildlife Service, U.S. Department of the Interior, Washington, DC 20240. Far addi-
tional information contact Animal Welfare Institute, Center for Action on Endangered Species, Center for Environmental
Education, Defenders of Wildlife, The Humane Society of the United States, World Wildlife Fund, and National Wildlife
Federation (see appendix for addresses). Wildlife Alert! The Struggle to Survit e (3) and Vanishing Wildlife Of North America (Ay,
Thomas B. Allen, National Geographic Society; And Then There Were None (J), Nina Leen. Holt, Rinehart & Winston; Vanishing
Species 0), Ron Wilson. Chartwell House; Lost Wild America (A). Robert M. Me Lung. Morrow: Extinct, Endangered, and
Threatened, filmstrip series. Pomfret House. Pomfret Center. CT; Saying Our Wild Animals, filmstrip series, National
Geographic Society. Washington, DC.
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animal welfare

ccncept : Humans have formed organizations to protect
and control some animals.

language arts sodal studies math health /science
Learner Outcome: By creating Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students
public education materials,
students will demonstrate an

will demonstrate an under-
standing of the function and

will identify health and safety
problems that make animal

understanding of the work of a structure of community ser- control agencies necessary.
local animal protection vice organizations within a
group. community.

Teaching Strategy: Invite an
animal control officer to speak

Teething Strategy: Arrange Teaching Strategy: Discuss to the class about the health
for a representative of a local with students the purpose of and safety problems caused by
animal protection group to
speak to your class about the

community service organize-
tions (group cooperation to

free-roaming pets (biting,
fecal material on sidewalks or

organization and its purpose
and programs. Help students

solve a particular problem or
promote a cause). Relate ex-

in yards, knocking over trash,
obstructing traffic, auto in-

develop a list of questions envies of ways in which or- juries to humans and animals).
about animal protection to ask ganizations can accomplish Ask the speaker to discuss who
speaker. With assistance from things that individuals can't do is responsible for the prob-
the speaker, identify critical alone. Help students prepare a lems, the animals or their
areas of concern and those questionnaire to interview owners.
problems the organization their parents and relatives
would most like the public to about organizations they be-
be aware of. long to. How are these groups Learning Activity: Students

structured? What voice does discuss the problems high-
the individual member have? lighted by the speaker and the

Learning Activity: Students How are decisions made as to animal control offuer's/agen-
ask speaker predetermined what course of action the cy's role in preventing these
questions relating to the topic group will take? Where dues problems. Students each write
of animal protection. Follow- funding come from? What are a thank-you note to the speak-
ing presentation, students dis. the group's goals? What has it er expressing appreciation for
class with speaker ideas for done toward reaching those the visit and identifying at
public education projects. goals? After students conduct least one new fact learned
Then, students design and interviews, help them compile about why animal control
prepare posters, displays,
bumper stickers, speeches, or

information from interviews
and discuss structure and

agencies are necessary in a
conuminity.

other devices to assist the or-
ganization in spreading its
menage. If possible, students
mount posters and displays in

function of groups involved.

Learning Activity: With amis.
the school or community or tance from teacher, students
peesent speeches to other use information gained from
classes. interviews to form a model

animal welfare organization
within the cla_ss. As a group.
students define problems, :;et

understanding goals. and develop mines of
communication,

informative writing,
organizing information

action for their group.

communities public health, safety--k
resources:

Ceoeral: Meetly local animal welfare groups and animal control agencies have educational programming and mawrials available
for ase In schools. Contact the agencies in your area for assistance or write to The Humane Society of the United States or other
national agencies listed in the appendix for information on the work of animal welfare and control organizations. Sam, liirnm

Acklphi Productions, Garden City, NY; A Home Is Belonging To Someone, filmstrip. Boulder County Humane Society.
2323 55th Street, Boulder, CO 80301; The Animals Are Crying. 16mm film, Learning Corporation of America, New York. NY,
also available from The Humane Society of the United States (see appendix); Working With Animals. filmstrip series. Troll
Associates, Mahwah. NJ; Listen To Your Kitten Purr (J). Lilo Hess. Scribner's; -The Animal Shelter," chapter from Living With
Anitnala (I) American Humane EdiWatiOn Society (see appendix).
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animal welfare

concept : Humans have the responsibility to provide proper
care for animals kept in public or private facilities. hurnarVanirnal relations)

language arts social studies math health /science
Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students
will identify local, state, and will estimate the costs of pm- will identify the basic needs of
federal lows that regulate siding proper care for large pet animals and compare how
facilities that house animals. numbers of animals. these needs are met in a home

environment and in a shelter
or kennel environment.

Teaching Strategy: Help stu- Teaching Strategy: Provide
dents identify facilities, other pet care literature and assist
than private homes, that students in making a list of Teaching Strategy: Provide
might house animals (e.g.,
zoo, animal shelter, pet store,
commercial kennel, (simmer-

some of the basic items needed
to care for a pet dog or eat
(e.g., food, kitty litter, venter-

students with pet care litera-
ture (see resources) and help
class compile a list of basic

dal or school laboratory). inary care, collar, leash, dishes, needs for a dog and a cat. lie
Then list the kinds of animals beds). If possible, arrange a sure to include such needs as
that may be found in each. visit to a grocery or pet supply companionship, exercise, and
Explain that in addition to store and/or assist students in play. Discuss how these needs
basic animal control and anti- assigning realistic costs to are met in the home environ-
cruelty laws, laws exist to each item needed to care for ment. Describe how animals
regulate minimum standards a pet for one month (include are housed in an animal she l-
of care and housing for ani- one routine visit to the vet- ter or kennel and visit a local
mals kept in public and erinarian). shelter to see how the animals'
private facilities (see re- new are met in these envi-
sources).

Learning Activity: Students
ronments. ViThk,l, needs are
difficult or impossible to meet

add costs to determine expense in the kennel environment
Learning Activity: Students
compose class letters to local

of caring for a pet for one
month. Then pretend they

(e.g., human companionship,
play, exercise, fresh air). Ex-

animal control department operate animal shelters and plain that es-en though the
and to U.S. Department of care for 25 animals, for 50, kennel workers try to provide
Agriculture (see resources) and for 100, by multiplying the animals with attention, the
requesting information on the the costs by each number. animals are still alone in their
minimum standards for care Speculate about what addi- cages most of the tiros (see re-
and housing of animals. When tional costs would hi' invoked sources).
responses are received, stu- when caring for animals in a
dents compose checklist for in- special facility instead of a
specting an animal facility,
based on the minimum stand-

home (labor. utilities, dean-
ing supplies. etc.).

Learning Activity: Each stu-
dent creates a story about a

ards. Disems: Do you think dog or cat staying in a shelter
these "minimums" are enough or kennel and describes what a
t: keep an animal healthy and
comfortable? If not, w hat
would you add? Why do you
think laws are neCeS.Nary to
regulate the way people keep
animals?

laws, community agencies money, problem solving

typical day would he like.

pets

Ave 4

continual on next page
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resources:

Genera': "How You Can Improve Your Local Animal Shelter," pamphlet, The lh Society of the United States (see appen-
dix); Mrs. Frisby and the Rats Of (J). Robert O'Brien, Atheneum.

SS: For information on the Animal Welfare Act, write Administrator, Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service, USDA,
Washington, DC 20025, or write for "Report On Animal Welfare Laws," pamphlet, The Humane Society of the United States
(see appendix).

HIS: Pet care literature is available from most local animal welfare organizations as well as from agencies listed in the appendix.
The Visitor U), Gene Smith, Dell; All About Cats As Pets (1), Marjorie Zaum. Messy r,
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animal-related careers

concept : Careers exist that involve working with and for animals,

language arts social studies math health/science
Learner Outcome: Students
will demonstrate an under-
standing of the qualifications
needed for work in several
animal-related careers. This
activity follows SS.

Teaching Strategy: Prepare a
simple Job application form
and demonstrate how to fill it
out. Discuss and demonstrate
basics of a job interview,

Learning Activity: Students
complete job applications for
positions they describe in SS
activity. Then, members of
each 3-person team role play a
job interview with one person
playing the applicant, one the
personnel manager, and one
the personnel secretaryirecep-
florist.

filling out applications,
interviewing, role play

Learner Outcome: Students
will identify the duties involv-
ed in several animal-related
careers and the function of
these careers in the cornmu-
nity.

Teaching Strategy: Provide
students with reference mate-
gals on animal-related careers
(see sources). Have students
form 3-person teams with each
team researching a different
animal-related career. When
students have completed
initial.,initial research into careers,
discuss interviewing tech-
niques and provide names of
local resource people in ani-

, , ,nuu-reiateo careers who are
willi,.i. to be interviewed.

ti StLearning Acvity: Student
teams each research a differ-
ent animal-related career,
compiling all the information
available from classroomni-
brary resources. Then, stu-
dents use information Bath-
morel to formulate questions
to ask resource person about
his/her work. Students should
be sure to ask why the job
is important for animals and
for the community. Student
teams arrange for and conduct
interviews in 1x -undo or on the
phone, then use information
from research and interview
to write a job description for
the career involved and a list
of characteristics that make' a
person suitable. for the posi-
tion.

careers, communities

Learner Outcome: Students
will identify average salaries
and education requirements
for several animal-related
careers. This activity follows
SS.

Teaching Strategy: Assist stn-
dents in compiling educational
and salary data on careen re-
searched in SS activity (see re-
sources).

Learning Activity: Students
list education requirements
and projected salaries in two
lists, then rank order each list
with greatest amount of edu-
cation and highest salary on
top of respective lists. Students
discerns relationships between
where each career falls on the
two lists. Do jobs that demand
more education always pro-
side higher salaries? Can satis-
faction with your job some-
times compensate for lower
pay? What might he some of
the. non-financial benefits of
animal-related work?

ordering, recording data and
drawing conclusions

Learner Outcome: Students
will identify branches of sci-
mice that deal with the study
of animals.

Teaching Strategy: Explain to
students that many scientists
are involved in studying ani-
orals. Provide dictionaries and
post a chart listing the follow-
ing branches of science: bi-
ology, zoology, herpetology,
ornithology, entomology,
ecology, ethology, ichthy-
ology.

Learning Activity: Students
find words in dictionaries and
fill in appropriate **study of...
descriptions. Then, students
discuss how studies of different
animals could help the ani-
mats.

branches of animal science

resources:

LA, SS & MA: Careers! Working With Animals (A), Guy Hodge. Acropolis, also available from The Humane Society of the
United States (see appendix); Careers In the Animal Kingdom (J), Walter Oleksy, Messner: Careers For Dog Lovers (J), Lynn
Hall, Follett; Working With Animals, filmstrip series, Troll Associates. Mahwah. NJ: Who's Who In the Zoo?, 16mm film.
Centron Films, Lawrence, KS; The Veterinarian Serves the Community, 16min film, FilreFair Communications, Studio City.
CA; Our Friend the Veterinarian, 16nini film, Latham Foundation (see appendix); Animal Doctorw (3), Patricia Curtis. Delaeorte
Dial): Zoo Careers (J), William Bridge, Morrow.
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In today's society, being a responsible pet owner means more than
providing food and shelter for your dog or cat. It means making a well-

informed choice in pet selection, safeguarding your pet against dangers,
spending the time --as well as the money-required to keep your pet

healthy and happy, and making a commitment to the animal for its
lifetime, not merely for the time you find it appealing or practical. It also
means accepting your responsibilities to the community-to keep your pet

from becoming a nuisance and to neuter it to prevent unwanted offspring.

These requirements appear logical enough, vet millions of animals are put
to death in animal shelters each year and millions more die on the streets
and highways, all bece Ise of pet owners who don't understand, or don't

care, about their responsibilities to their pets.

The activities that follow are designed to help students explore the special
relationships that exist between pets and humans, identify the specific

elements of responsible pet ownership, and understand the consequences that
irresponsible pet ownership can have for both the animals and the community.



pethood

concept Humans raise and keep pet animals to fulfill
emotional needs.

language arts social studies math heath/science
Learner Outcome: After view- Learner Outcome: Students Lew ner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students
ing a film about human/pet will recognize that pets mean will tally and graph infoma- will identify ways in which
relationships, students will different things to different tion about their family pets in animals are used to help pea -
recognize that pets can provide people within a community. order to illustrate the number ple who are living in institu-
emotional support for humans. and diversity of animals kept

as pets.
tion.s.

-
Teaching Strategy: Lead the
class in a brainstorming session Teaching Strategy: Ask stu-

Teaching Strategy: Show the to compile a list of words that Teaching Strategy: Ilave stu- dents to share stories of times
film Big Henry and the Polka describe how people feel about dents use dictionaries to find a when a pet helped them feel
Dot Kid (see resources). Clari-
fy the plot sequence, main
ideas, and character relation-

pets. Sample words might be:
friend, protector, companion,
playmate, toy, nuisance, or

definition for the word pet.
Identify the different kinds of
animals commonly kept as

better when they were sad,
lonely, afraid, or experiencing
an emotional crisis. Explain

ships through class discussion. problem. Establish a list pets (dogs, eats, fish, birds, that lets are kept in some hos-
Help students generate a list of
words that describe the rela-

which the class feels represents
a complete spectrum of fed-

horses, guinea pigs, gerbils,
hamsters, mice, rabbits) and

vitals, nursing homes, prisons,
le. (see resources) to help

tionship between Luke Bald- ings. discuss why some humans people who live in these
win and the dog, Old Dan. might want each as a pet . places. Show the film Hi Yo
What made Luke's relation- Beautiful (see resources) or
ship with Dan special? Why Learning Activity: Each stu- have students write to groups
did he feel differently about dent surveys an assigned num- Learning Activity: As a clam. involved in pet-facilitated
Dan than the other humans
did?

her of family members, friends,
neighbors, etc., asking each to
select which of the listed

students tally the following in-
formation about their families"
pets:

therapy for information on
their programming.

words best identifies his/her I. total number of pets
Learning Activity: Students feelings about pets. As a class. ()wiled by students" fami- Learning Activity: Students
write short essays describing students compile data and dis- lies watch movie or write to or-
Luke's relationship with the cuss: Which word was chosen 2. average number of pets ganization involved in pet-
dog, Old Dan, and comparing most frequently? Least fr- owned by students' faini- facilitated therapy to obtain
it to the boy's relationship quently? What does that tell lies answers to questions: What
with the other characters in you about the way people feel 3. number of different kinds kinds of animals are involved
the story. about pets? of animals kept and the

total of each kind (count
all breeds of dogs simply
as dogs and all breeds of
cats simply as cats)

in these programs? Where do
they live? Who takes care of
them? Where do the animals
come from? How are the ani-
nails picked for the program?

A. oldest pet
5. most popular pet (the kind

of animal with the largest
total under 03)

In what ways do people belie-
fit from the programs? Share
mint 'uses with class.

6. largest pet
7. smallest pet

critical viewing skills,
writing essays

conducting surveys,
communities,

respecting individual
differences

Then, students prepare graphs
and/or charts to illustrate the
information they found.

averaging, graphs,
recording data and drawing

conclusions mental health, emotions

resources:
LA: Big Henry arid the Polka Dot Kid. Winn) film, Learning Corporation of America, New York, NY.

SS: Friend Dog Oh Arnold Muff. Lippincott.

HIS: Pets are currently being used in therapy programs for the elderly, institutionalized children and adults. prisoners.
emotionally disturbed individuals, etc. Contact your local humane society to wt of they conduct any programs in pet-facilitated
therapy, or write for information on pet-facilitated therapy from Delta Group. Latham Foundation (set' appendix) or San
Francisco SPCA, 2500 16th Street, San Francisco. CA 94103. Hi Ye Beautiful. Itimm film, Latham Foundation (se appendix):
Skeezer: Dog With a Miswion W. Elizabeth Yates, Harvey House (llale): Mine For .kirps (J). jean Little. Pocket (Simon &
Schuster).
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pethood

concept : Some pet animals once met or now meet human needs
other than emotional fulfillment.

language arts social studies moth health/science
Learner Outcome: By examin- Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Studentslog the role of pets in liters- will explore the ways in which will identify ways thathue, students will recognize animals are used in police humans have influenced the
different roles animals play in work. evolution of pet species for
people's lives. human use.

Teaching Strategy: Invite an
Teaching Strategy: Provide officer from the canine divi- Teaching Strategy: Discussstudents with some popular non of your local police knee differences between variousand classic books involving
animals (see resources).

to speak to your class about
his/her dog and the work done

breeds of dogs (sizes, shapes,
classifications, ways in which

by the animal. Before speaker they have been used by ho-
arrives., have students prepare mans). Provide resources onLearning Activity: Students a list of questions such as: the history of various breeds ofeach choose a book, read it,

and write a report or create a
What type of work does
your dog do? Is the dog ever in

dogs (see resources).

visual (cartoon strip, diorama,
collage, etc.) that describes the

danger? How was it trained?
What other jobs do dogs do in Learning Activity: Studentsanimal character and the role law enforcement? Where did each choose a breed of dog andit played in the lives of the you get your dog? Where dots research its history. Then eachother characters in the book. it live when it is not working? student prepares a report onStudents should identify roles What is life like for the dug the breed, its origins, how itit served other than compan- "off the job"? Does the police has been used throughout hu-ionship. Then, students dis- force use any other animals to man history, and how humanscuss: What role, other than

companionship, can pet ani-
assist in their work? If so,
what kinds of animals and

have changed it by breeding
for selected characteristics.rasps play in people's lives

today?
what do they do?

reading for main ideas.
summarizing,

writing book reports

Learning Activity: Students
question officer about animal's
life on and off the job. Then,
students use information pre-
sented by speaker and materi-
al available in library to write
reports about the life and work
of police dogs. Reports should
compare the working dog's
life to that of a family' pet.

crime prevention,
law enforcement pets, heredity.

resources:

LA: Lassie Come Home j), Eric Knight. Dell; Black Beauty (I), Anna Sewell, Scholastic: The Black Stallion (J). Walter Farley,Random House; Skeeter: Dog With a Mission (;), Elizabeth Yates. fancy House (hale): A Dog Fur Joey (J), Nan Gilbert. Harper&Row: Light a Single Candle (1). Beverly Butler, Archway; Cindy: A Hearing Ear Dog (3). Patricia Curtis. Dutton; Follow My
Leader (J), James Garfield, Viking; The Blind Colt (J). Glen Rounds, Scholastic; Justin Morgan had a flora' (j). Marguerite
Henry, Rand McNally; The Call Of the Wild (J), Jack I.,ondon. Scholastic.

SS: City HMV (J), Jack and Patricia Demuth. Dodd. Mead; Police Dogs in Action (J). Clarke Newlon. Dodd, Mead; Pollee
llorses.16mm film, Lathan: Foundation (see appendix).

HIS: The New Dog Encyclopedia (A), Henry Davis, Stackpole: The Roger Camas Dog Book: A Guide To Purebread Dogs (A).
Roger Camas, Holt, Rinehart & tVinston; "The Gaines Guide To America's Dogs," poster. Gaines Dog Research Center. 250 North
Street. White Plains. NY 1061:5; "Dogs and Cats Of the AVorld," poster. Ralston Purina. Checkerboard Square, St. Louis, MO
63188.
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pethood

concept : The factors considered in pet selection can affect
the welfare of the animal selected.

language arts social studies math heath/science
Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students
will identify characteristics of Will identify public laws and will recognize that the expense will understand the effects
different pets which may private regulations that mat' involved in keeping a pet that some pets may leave on
affect pet selection. This arts- affect pet ownership. varies with the kind of animal human health and how these
City follows MA, SS, and HIS. chosen. may be a factor in pet selec-

tion.
Teaching Strategy: Elicit dis-

Teaching Strategy: Discuss cussion from class about some Teaching Strategy: Divide
what factors should be consi- locations where pets may not class into groups. Have each Teaching Strategy: Invite a
deed when choosing a pet (see
resources) and what might

be welcome (e.g., apartments,
rental housing, a large num-

group choose a different type
of pet. Discuss the variety of

veterinarian or public health
official to speak to the class

happen if each factor is not ber of animals in a residential costs involved in maintaining about common animal dis-
considered. community). Divide students a pet and list them on the eases and parasites. Ask the re-

into two groups to: (1) re- board. List should inelade source speaker to identify

Learning Activity: Student
groups from MA activity use

search zoning laws which may
limit pet ownership and/or
laws that dictate maximum

food, grooming supplies,
licensing, veterinary care,
spay/neuter surgery, environ-

those diseases and/or parasites
which may be transmitted to
humans. Ask the speaker also

what they have learned about
expenses, diseases, and regula-

number of animals per hotese.
hold (see resources), and (2)

mental nmals, caging, toys,
training. etc. Be sure list

to identify those animals
which may trigger human

that's plus additional informs- survey apartments in commu- allows for the variety of pets allergies.

tion from library or classroom
resources to prepare booklets
entitled, "Guide to Owning

nit for pet policy. chosen by class groups.

Learning Activity: Students
a...," describing the charac- Learning Activity: Students listen to and question resource

teristics of their chosen animal research regulations and Learning Activity: Student speaker. Then students Identi-

and requirements for an restrictions and share informa- groups identify those roods iv ways that some diseases can

appropriate home. As a lion collected with the class. from class list that relate to be controlled so that they need

follow-up, teacher describes a Then, students write a story their chow' pet and divide not be a limiting factor in pet

series of sample home silos- speculating as to why these items between group members selection.

tions and students suggest
what kind(s) of pets might be
appropriate in that environ-
meat. For example: single per-

restrictions were imposed or,
if there were no restrictions,
why these restrictions might
mist in Other communities. In-

to price. Students use inforrna-
tion collected to prepare
charts of pet costs over one
year period. When completed.

son living in an apartment and dude in stories the benefits/ students, as a clam, make bar

working all day; family with drawbacks that the restrictions graph showing comparative

daughter who is allergic to
cats; family with a big home
on a busy street and with:. at a
fenced yard; etc.

using resources,
summarizing, informative

writing

base for humans and for the
animals.

laws. citizenship,
responsibility

cost of keeping different pets.

bar graphs. money pets, heal thialkrgies

I
resources:

General: Factors that may affect the animal's welfare include available: space and time; family members likes. dislikes. and
allergies; the economic situation; neighbors' feelings: legal restrictions; and available health care. The Handbook Of Animal
Welfare (A), Robert D. Allen and William II. Wtstbrook. eds.. Garland; The Family Chooses a Pet, 16nn film, Latham
Foundation (see appendix); Chorusing the Right Pet, two-part filmstrip series. Animal Care and Education Center, P.O. R. 64,
Rancho Santa Fe, CA 92067.

SS: For information on laws that regulateilimit pet ownership in your community. contact your town or city government office,

the local animal shelter, animal welfare organization, or animal control officer.
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pethood

concept : Not all animals make good pets.

language arts social studies math health /silence
Learner Outcome: Using crea- Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outc.i.lane: Students
the writing skills, students will identify and evaluate laws will Identify natural behavior
will demonstrate an under- that exist to limit the kinds of patterns of a wild animal that
standing of the problems of animals that can be kept as are disrupted when the animal
animals that are removed
from their natural environ-
ment.

pets. is kept as a pet.

Teaching Strategy: Find out Teaching Strategy: Help stu-
what laws exist to govern the dents research and create a

Teaching Strategy: Show the keeping of wild animals in description of a typical day in
film or read the book Laf- your community by contact- the life of a chimpanzee in the
radio, the Lion Who Shot ing a local conservation offi- wild (see resources). Include
Back (see resources). When
completed, have students sung-

cer, public health official,
humane society, zoo, or veteri-

accounts of animals encoun-
tered, food eaten, and the

gest possible endings for the narian. Tell class about exist- habitat itself. If possible, share
story. Discuss why Lafcadio is tag laws. Elicit discussion a hook or film about die life of
no longer comfortable in the about the laws. How strict are a chimpanzee. Then ask stu-
lion world and yet cannot the laws? Who enforces them? dents to describe how a chirn-
really fit into the human What penalties exist for people panzee's life would be differ-
world. Discuss what other who break the laws? What ent if it lived with humans.
kinds of animals might not happens to the animals? Are humans the chimpanzee's
adapt well in the human natural companions? Do wild
world. chimpanzees want to be

Learning Activity: Students around people? What chirri-
debate the need for laws that panzer -like things would the

Learning Activity: Students regulate the keeping of wild animal be unable to do if it
create stories describing how animals, keeping in mind the lived as a pet? Elicit discussion
their lives would change if welfare of both humans and as to why living naturally
they left the human world to the animals. Following the might be preferable to living
live with lions. What things debate. each student writes a with humans for a chimpan-
would they have to do with- paragraph explaining his or zee or other wild animal.
out? What would a typical her feelings about the need for
day be like? Students should such laws, whether he/she
explain in the stories which feels the existing laws are ade- Learning Activity: Students
situation (living with humans
or living with lions) they feel

guide, too weak, or too restrie-
live, and what changes. if

write two parallel narratives,
one aboui a day in the life of a

they would prefer and why.

writing stories

any, hetshe would make.

laws, debate,
community helpers

chimpanzee in the wild and
one about a day in the life of a
captive chimpanzee.

animal behavior

resources:
General: Definition: exotic pet-any animal not genetically controlled over a very long period of tim s and niecifically. thereby.
adapted to the human environment. Manimals, 16mm film, Phoenix Films, New York, NY; Mc and You Kangaroo. 16mm film.
Learning Corporation of America. New York, NY; The Family Chooses a Pet. 16mm film, Latham Foundation (see appendix):
The Cry Of the Crow (J), Jean Craighead George, Harper & Bow.

LA: Lafcadio. the Lion Who Shot Hark (J), Shel Silverstein. Harper & Row; Lafradio, the Lion Who Shot Bark. 16min film,
Learning Corporation of America, New York, NY.

HIS; Goblin, a Wild Chimpanzee Ceza Teleki and Karen Steffy, Dutton: The Mother Chimpanzee (j). Edith Thatcher Hurd,
Little, Brown.
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pet needs

concept : Pets depend on responsible owners to fulfill their needs.

language arts social studies math heath/science
Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students
will demonstrate an under- will recognize the responsible will recognize that pet owner- will demonstrate basic animal
standing of the concepts of and irresponsible alternatives ship is a commitment for the first aid techniques.
responsible and irresponsible
as they relate to pet owner-
ship.

for care of a pet during vaca-
Hons.

life of the pet.

Teaching Strategy: Discuss
Teaching Strategy: Help clam
develop a list of accidents that

Teaching Strategy: Elicit dis- with students the long-term happen to animals (e.g.. auto-
Teaching Strategy: Provide
students with dictionaries and

cussions about students' vaca-
tions, including where they

commitment of pet owner-
ship. Choose one pet as an

mobile accidents. heatstroke,
electrocution, poison, cuts and

pet care literature (see re-
sources).

have gone, how they traveled,
and preparations they made

example and ask students to
speculate on the changes that

abrasions). Discuss appropri-
ate first aid techniques for

for the trip. Explain that pets might take place in their fami- each situation (see resources).
are family members that must lies' lives over the length of (If possible, invite veterinstri-

Learning Activity: Students often be left behind during time represented by the ani- an, veterinary technician, or
use dictionaries to look up vacations. Show film, The mars life span. How will these humane society representative
meanings of responsibk and Perils Of Priscilla (see re- changes affect their ability to to demonstrate animal first aid
feresponsibie. Then, students sources). Identify reasons why care for the pet? Explain that for clan.) Caution students
discuss definitions and devise a the arrangements Priscilla's being a responsible pet owner that the first thing to do in any
class definition for each word. owners made for her care were is a commitment for the life of emergency situation is to con-
Using pet care literature pro- irresponsible. Help students your pet. Review bar graphs. tact an adult, if possible, and
vied by teacher and personal make a list of responsible alter- that the objective of first aid is
experience as background, see natives for housing pets during to keep the animal comfort-
dents then write descriptions vacations (e.g., kennels, with Learning Activity: Students ableisare until it can be taken
of a responsible pet owner and
an irresponsible pet owner.

using the dictionary.
writing descriptions.
concept development

friends, at home with sitter,
taking the pet along if proper
facilities are available).

Learning Activity: Students
prepare posters to remind pet
owners of the importance of
making responsible arrange-
meats for care of pets during
vacations. If possible, display
posters in community or
seliimil.

responsibility

research life expectancies of
human, dog, cat. horse, bird,
fish, and guinea pig and make
bar graph to illustrate red-
tionships.

bar graphs

to a veterinarian. Assign one
type of accident to each of
several small groups of see
dents. Have students bring
stuffed animals from home
and provide appropriate props
for first aid practice (ban-
dirges, wood for splints, blan-
kris. etc.).

Learning Activity: In small
groups, students practice the
first aid techniques they have
been assigned on stuffed ani-
mals. then demonstrate for
class.

pet first aid

resources:
General: Pet care literature is available from most local animal welfare organizations and animal cuntrol departments as well as
from a number of organizations listed in the appendix.

SS: The Perils Of Priscilla.16nn film. Churchill Films, Los Angeles. CA; -*louring %Vith Towsr.- booklet. Gaines Dog Research
Center, 250 North Street, White Plains, NY 10625: -Pets and Vacations." chapter from Living With Animals 0). American
Humane Education Society (see appendix).

MA: Why Dom a Turtle Lice Longer Than a Dog? (J). Barbara Ford. Morrow .

HIS: "Angell Memorial Guide To Animal First Aid," booklet, American humane Education Society we appendix): First Aid Fur
Pets (A), Robert W. Kirk, Dutton.
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pet needs

concept: Pet animals need to be trained and controlled
to live safely in the human world.

language arts social studies math heakhiscience
Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Studentswill recognize that pet owners will identify common dog will :elate basic dog obedience
are responsible for the actions problems in the home or com- behaviors to common situa-
of their pests. This activity mullit. tion3 in which the training
follows SS,

Teaching Strategy: Ask

would he valuable.

Teaching . ttegv: Sumo to students to share examples Teaching Strategy: Invite a
students t .. i many humans of problems dogs can create in local obedienve trainer or
don't realize ; ...at dogs can't he a human environment (e.e. humane society reprewetative
held accountable for their harking too much, tearing up to visit your class and give an
owners' irresponsibilities. yards, leaving fecal material obedience demonstration, or
Have students pretend they on yard or sidewalk. chewing show a film on obedienceare an advertising agency on shoes/furniture, jumping (ruining (see resources). Ask
hired by the community's dogs On people). Discuss who is at speaker to discuss the elements
to tell the animals side of the fault in each case, the dog or of a dogs natural behaviorstray. Identify a variety of the owner. Explain that thew (bat play a part in obedience
media that might be used actions represent natural training and how the training
(e.g.. bemper stickers, posters,
slogans, radio spots, television

behaviors for an untrained
dog, and that each problem

curl help a pet to live safely
and comfortably in the human

talk shows, newspaper arts could be avoided through '....:41d. Describe sample situa-
cies). Assign each medium to a proper training and eontnil. tions in which obedience
student or group of students. Explain that although tie training would prove helpful

owners are responsible for to a dog and/or its owner.
their pets' actions, humans Examples:

Learning Activity: Students often blame the problems cui I. An owner must walk hisidesign a public education the dogs. her dog each day on acampaign around the theme
busy street."Pet Problems Are Really Pco-

2 An owner likes to take histpie Problems," focusing en
bow responsible pet owners

Learning Activity: Students
survey friends and neighbors. her dog along on walks in

the country.can keep their pets out of asking them to specify what
. . A family with small chit-trouble through proper train.

fug and control. If possible.
bothers them most about dugs.
Students compile results and dren owns a dog,

A dog owner has friendsstudents display some of the identify potential come- who visit often hut don'tscripts. oisters, or bumper
stickers in the school or tom-

quences of humans blaming
these problems on dogs (cruel like clogs.

munity. treatment of dogs, increased
restriction against pets. nega-
tire' attitudes about animals) Learning Activity: Students

describe what of;edience he-How could thew problems lie
havior would prove helpful tosolved? Is it important to train the pet and (iler in each situ-

informative writing

your pet? 'by?

responsibility,
citizenship

a tit on described.

animal behavior, pets

resources:

General: My Dug the Teacher. Winn) files. The Humane! Society the, rnited States (see appendix): Some Sire!! Pup (J).
Maurice Sendak and Matthew Margolis. Farrar. Straus. Giroux.

HIS: Bed. Sit. Stay, Down, Come. Mum film, Latham Enunciation (see uppe-odis): Good Dog. Bad Dog (A). Matthew Margolis
and Mordecai Siegal, Ness American Library; How To Be Your Ihrgv Best Friend M. Monks of New Skete, Little, Brown.
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consequences of
human Irresponsibility

concept : When a pet owner is irresponsible, the pet's health
or life may be in danger.

language arts
.wwwwwst arms*.

SOCIUI Stti

Learner Outcome: Students
will demonstrate an under-
standing of the plight of a lost
Pet-

Teaching strategy: Elicit dis-
cussion about whit could hap-
pen to a pet, lost and uniden-
tified, that is running loose in
a human community (see re-
sources). Help students iden-
tify potential dangas that a
stray pet could encounter
(e.g., other domestic or wild
animals, cars, trash, severe
weather conditions).

Learning Activity; Students
use information from discus-
sion to prepare a class drama-
tization of the problems faced
by a lost and unidentified pet.
Students should include as
characters: (1) pet, (2) car
driver who almost hits pet, (3)
people in street who encounter
pet, (4) other animals (domes-
tic and wild) that encounter
pet, (5) person whose trash is
knocked over by pet, (6) per-
son who takes pet in and calls
animal control officer, (7) ani-
mal control officer, (S) local
newscaster who announces
lost pets on his/her radio show,
and (9) pet's owner. One stu-
dent can serve as narrator to
provide emitinuity between
scenes. After presentation, stn.
dents discuss the outcome.
How could the pet have been
returned to its owner more
quickly? Would it have helped
if the pet had a license and
identification tag? How would
the pet have been prevented
from becoming lost in the first
place?

storytelling,
dramatization

math health/science
Learner Outcome: Students
will identify the consequences
of pet abandonment for the
pet and the community.

Teaching Strategy: Ask stu-
dents to suggest possible
courses of action that a person
might take if he/she had a pet
that he/she could no longer
keep. Identify all possible'
alternatives and list on board.
Discuss reasons why some peo-
ple might choose to abandon
the animal as a solution to the
problem. Have a student
contact the local animal
welfare organization or ani-
mal control officer for infor-
mation on the problem of pet
abandonment, read students a
boolr, or show a film that de-
scribes the experiences of an
abandoned pet (see resmirces).
Find out if there are Laws in
your community that pertain
to pet abandonment by con-
tacting local government
offices.

Learning Activity: Students
use information received or
material presented in book;
film to create a list of problems,
for the pet and for the commu-
nity, that van occur when a
pet owner abandons hisiher
pet. Then, students discuss
again the possible alternative
courses of action for dealing
with an unwanted pet. Do
they think abandonment is a
viable alternative? Which i4
the alternatives provides the
most benefits for the pet?
Which one would each student
choose? Why?

communities.
res.pormihility

Learner Outcome: Students
will recognize that holiday
activities can threaten the
health and safety of pets.

Teaching Strategy: Generate
discussion about activities that
people participate' in on Hallo-
WM% Thanksgiving, Christ-
mas, and the Fourth of July.
Explain that although holidays
are fun and exciting for people,
sometimes they can he fright-
ening for andior threatening to
the health and safety of pets
(.'.g.. Halloween-trick or
treaters, pranks; Thanksgiving
Attrkey bones; Christmas-
noise and excitement, tree
lights, tinsel and ornaments,
wrappings; Fourth of July-
fireworks, parades). Encour-
age students to share any ante
dates about experiences with
family pets during the holi-
days, then discuss what special
precautions might be taken to
keep those holidays safe for
pets.

Learning Activity: Students
choose upcoming holiday,
then create posters and slogans
to emphasize the need for spe-
cial einisideration and protec-
tion of pets during holiday
celebrations. Students display
posters in school or mama.
nay.

pets. safety

resources:

LA & SS: The Perils Of Priscilla. IFimtn film, Churchill Films. Los Angeles, CA; A Horne Is Belonging To Somemie, filmstrip,
Boulder County Humane Society. 2323 55th Street, Boulder, CO WWI; Som. Itimm film. Adeiphi Productions. Carden City.
NY; Abandoned (J). C.D. Griffiths. leading ;Dell); Wild Dogs Three (J). Michael W Fox. Coward. McCann. t;eogliegan:
cat (J), Hobert Newton Peek, Camelot (Avon); Just a Dog (p, Heim Griffiths. Pocket (Simon & Schuster).
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consequences of
human irresponsibility
concept: When a pet owner Is irresponsible, the pet may cause

problems In the human and natural environments.

language arts social studies math health/science
Learner Outcome: Students
will use creative writing skills
to complete a story about pet
owner irresponsibility,

Teaching Strategy: Tell stu-
dents the beginning of a story
in which a pet causes a dan-
gerous or bothersome situation
as the result of its owner's
irresponsibility. For example:
I. A dog digs under the fence

to the chicken coop..
Someone's pet runs out in
front of the car von are
riding in...

. Someone's pet knocks over
your garbage and spreads
it all over the yard...
A neighbor's cat is killii
all the birds at your feed
er...

Learning Activity: Students
complete the story in writing.
then participate in discussion
of possible outcomes anti what
responsible actions could be
taken to prevent the situa-
tions.

writing stories

Learner Outcome: Students
will recognize that there are
places in their ctmimunity that
are inappropriate or unsafe for
Pets.

Teaching Strategy: Discuss
what places in the community
are not appropriate for pets.
either because of potenti"al
danger to people or potential
danger to the pet (e.g., stores,
offices. downtown areas).
Talk about what happens
when a dog comes into the
school yard or the school
building.

earning Activity: Students
write a description, from a
dog's point of view, of the
sellout and school yard and the
things and people that may be
~in:acrid there. What simi-
lar problems could occur fur a
pet in a stow? An office build-
ing? At a sporting event?

citizenship, school safety

Learner Outcome: Students
will determine how much
money irresponsible pet
owners cart the taxpayers of
their coninumity.

Teaching Strategy : Lead stu-
dents in discussion to identify
the potential problems that
may be caused when pets are
allowed to run at law (e.g.,
automobile accidents, strewn
trash, hushes and gardens
destroyed, build-up of fecal
material, disease spread, wild-
life andfor livestock damage,
bites). Identify community
agencies that deal with these
problems (animal control,
public health, sanitation,
transportation/traffic, police).
If possible, invite an animal
control officer to speak to the
clam about the need for his/her
work. Divide class into several
groups,

Learning Activity: Student
groups each choose one pmts.
lam caused by free- warning
pets in the cemmunity. iden-
tify the agency involved in
dealing with the problem, and
write to them for figures illus-
trating the Seitpe and cost of
their animal-related pro-
grams. When inforniatitni is
received, class compiles data
and prepares charts/graphs
illustrating cost of irrespen-
sible pet ownership in
community.

money, graphs, recording
data and drawing conclusions

Learner Outcome: Students
will recognize those diseases
that can be transmitted to
humans from animals, and
identify methods used to pre-
vent their spread.

Teaching Strategy: Invite a
speaker to discuss zoonoses
(diseases transmittable from
animals to humans) with class.
Possible speakers are a local
humane society representa-
tive, a veterinarian, health
department official, or the
school nurse.

Learning Activity: Students
write short papers describing
one of the diseases they
learned about and how respon-
sible pet owners can help to
prevent its spread.

public health

resources:

General: The Reign Of Cats and Dogs,- reprint, The Ili:inane Society of the United States (see appendix): Tin' Dog Crisis (A).
Iris Novell, St. Martin's,

LA: Audubon Cat W. Mary Calhoun, Morrow.

SS: Animals Can Rite. Ifirnm film. Pyramid Films. Santa Monica. CA.

r
A.,
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consequences of
human irresponsibility
concept : Excessive breeding of dogs and cats causes pet

overpopulation problems.

language arts social studies math health /science
Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students
will demonstrate an under- will identify sources of the pet will be aware of the extent of will recognize that spay/
standing of the scope, come- overpopulation problem. This the pet overpopulation prob- neuter surgery is a means of
quences, and possible solutions activity follows LA. leni in their community. This controlling the pet overpopu-
to the pet overpopulation
problem through preparation
of a public information bro- Teaching Strategy: Help stu-

activity follows LA. lation problem.

chure on the subject. dents make list of potential Teaching Strategy: Appoint Teaching Strategy: Discuss
sources of pet dogs and cats students to contact the local spay/neuter surgery as a
(e.g., animal shelters, breed- animal shelter(s) to find out means of preventing pets from
ers, pet stores, friends/neigh- the total number of animals producing unwanted litters.

Teaching Strategy: Provide
students with addresses of or-

born, finding a stray, ads in
the newspaper). Then, help

received, the number placed
in new homes, the number

Have students ask parents,
neighbors, etc., what they

ganizations that publish infor- students prepare a survey form returned to owner, and the know about spaying/neutering
maim on the pet overpopula- asking what kinds of pets number destroyed during the and whether they think it is a
tion problem (see resources), people have, where they got year. Put these numbers on the good or bad idea to spay or
Help students compose letters
to agencies requesting bro-

them, whether they were
asked to meet any conditions

board, neuter pets, and why. Discuss
responses received by students.

chutes and pamphlets on the
subject. When materials

in order to get the pets (e.g.,
spay/neuter the animal, mini- Learning Activity: Students

Then, invite a veterinarian or
animal shelter representative

arrive, discuss content and :or- mum yard size, if they had use figures on board to deter- to speak to the class about pet
mat. to pay for the pet). Ask stu- mine the percentage of ani- population control, spaying/

dents to survey several friends mals placed, returned to neutering, and the effects of
and neighbors. When students owner, or destroyed, then surgery on a pet's health and

Learning Activity: Students complete surveying, compile figure the average number of behavior, or show the film
each write and design a bro- results. Discuss: Where did animals received by the shel- Pethood or Parenthood (see
chum to educate their friends most people get their pets? ter each day. Based on what resources). Note: Most veteri-
and/or family about the pet What conditions did they have they learned in LA activity. narians agree that spaying/
overpopulation problem. Stu- to inlet? How many people students write letters to the neutering has little effect on a
dents evaluate their own work paid for their pets? editor of a local paper express- pet's behavior. It can also
with questions such as: Does it ing their feelings about the pet prevent some serious health
say all I want it to? Will the overpopulation problem, shay- problems and consequently
reader understand the prob- After dis- ing the local figures. and sug- lead to a longer life span.
lem? Is it attractive enough to cussing results, students write gesting what may be done to
make someone want to wad it?
Students share copies of corn-

short papers explaining which
pet sources might contribute

alleviate the problem. Learning Activity: Following
speaker's visit or film, studentspleted brochures with other to the pet overpopulation discuss again the responses

classes and/or community,

organizing information,
informative writing

problem, which might help to
alleviat it, and why.

community problems
finding percentages.

averaging

given by parents and neigh-
boors. Were the negative ideas
they had about the effects of
spaying accurate? Then,
students make posters promot-
ing spaying as a means of con-
trolling pet over-population,
and display posters in school
or community.

pets, animal behavior

resources:
General: Literature on the pet overpopulation problem available loan most local animal shelters and animal welfare agencies
as well as The Humane Society of the United States (see appendix). The Animals Are Crying. Itimm film. Learning Corporation
of America, New York, NY. also available from The Humane Society of the United Stotts (see appendix): Just a Dog (j). Helen
Griffiths, Pocket (Simon & Schuster): Wild Dogs Three (J) Michael W. Fox, Coward. McCann, Geoghegan; -The Animal
Shelter," chapter from Living With Animals (J), American Humane Education Society (see appendix).

HISS Pethood or Parenthood, 16mm film cr slid. set, American Veterinary Medical Association. 600 South Michigan Avenue,
Chicago, IL 60605.

r; .-
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conse ,uences of
human irresponsibility
concept: Abandoned pets are the products

of irresponsible owners. pet animals

language arts - social studies moth health/science
Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students
will recognize the potential will recognize the role of ani- will identify the potential
consequences of pet abandon. vial shelters in providing alter- effects abandoned pets can
ment. natives to pet abandonment. have on human health and the

environment.

Teaching Strategy: Elicit dis- Teaching Strategy: Elicit dis-
cussion about loose animals in eussion from students about Teaching Strategy: Ask stu-
the neighborhood. How many the role of animal shelters. dents to speculate about where
do you think are just wander- What do they do? Who runs abandoned pets seek food. M-
ing from home? How many them? Who uses them? Where though many starve. others
are lost? How many have no do the animals come from? Do exist for some time on garbage
homes? Explain that many they all find homes? Slum or by killing and eating local
people who no longer want film. The Animals Are wildlife or even farm animals.
their pets simply drop them off Crying" (see resources). Fed- Provide students with addres-
somewhere, believing that lowing film, discuss student ses of the local health depart-
someone will take the animals feelings about euthanasia. Is it ment, conservation or envi-
in or that they can fend for
themselves. These animals

fair to kill animaLs simply be-
cause no one wants them?

ronmental protection office,
and state department of agri-

usually die as a result of acci- Why would euthanasia be (net- culture.
dents, disease, or starvation erable to abandonment?
(see resources). Assign student What can owners do so that
to contact animal shelter or neither alternative is neves- Learning Activity: Students
police department to .see if sary? "Note: Due to the semi- choose one of the above offices
abandonment is against the tire nature of this film, it and, as a class, write a letter
law in your conununit . should he previewed by teach- requesting information about

er before showing to class. the problems mimed by aban-
doned or free-roaming ani-

Learning Activity: Students mats, and any programs that
brainstorm list of potential Learning Activity: Using may have been set up to corn-
hazards to abandowd pets. knowledge gained in film. stile bat these problems. Students
Then, students write slogans,
make posters, and write

dents write dsxiiptiens of the
role the animal shelter plays

amm information received to
create a bulletin board with

sample radio or television in the community arid list mu- the theme. "Abandoning Pets
announcements warning pe- sons why unwanted pets Hurts Everyone,"
ple about the problems of pet should he- taken to a shelter
abandonment.

informative writing,
writing comnierciah

rather than abandoned.

community agencies public health, safety, ecology

.

resources:
LA: Abandoned (J). C.D. Criffiths. Yearling (Dell), The Cat That Overcame (J). !Wen l,a Ponta, Scholastic: Just a Dog (3).
Helen Griffith, Pocket (Simon to Schuster); Wild Dogs. Three (J). Michael W . Fox, Coward. McCann. Geoghegan: Nummerdog
(p. Thorn Roberts. Camelot (Avon): A IhMie Is Belonging To Someone. filmstrip, Boulder Humane Society. 2323 55th Street,
Boulder, CO

SS: The Aninuits Are Crying. I finni: film. Learning Coronation of America, New York, NY. also available from The Humane
Soviet of the United States (we appendisi.

9 r.
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wild animals

Out of sight and out of mind, wild animals are of little or no concern
to many humans. Often unaware of the detrimental effects of their actions

on the environment, humans shape and alter the world to fit their own
needs. As a result, they interfere with the balance of nature essential to a

healthy environment. Some humans have more direct contact and
involvement with wild animals, but view them only in terms of the profits
or recreation they provide. Both the unintentional and the direct activities

can have the same result-tremendous problems for the wild animals
that share the earth.

The activities in this section are designed to help students understand the
interconnection and interdependency of all living things, identify the

problems caused by human interference in the natural environment, and
recognize their responsibility for maintaining a healthy environment for

both humans and animals.



nature's interdependence

concept : Humans share the earth with other animals.

language arts social studies math health/science
Learner Outcome; Students
will chronicle the daytime or
nighttime travels and activi-
ties of a local wild animal.

Teaching Strategy: Explain
what a journal is and how it is
used. Help students list wild
animals that may be found in
or around their community.

Learning Activity: Each
student selects an animal from
the list and "becomes" that
animal for a day. Using the
library or classroom reference
materials, students research
information about their select-
ed animals. Then students
write journaLs, using the first
person point of view, that
chronicle the animals' activi-
ties from the time they awaken
or become active. Jouraals
should be written with as
much detail as fact and imag-
ination allow. A record of the
different places where the ani-
mats travel as well as notes
about activities end mecum-
tors should be i ia haled.

using resources.
organizing information,

writing stories

Learner Outcome: Students
will identify animals that live
on different continents and
oceans of the world.

Teaching Strategy: Post a
large map of the world on a
bulletin board. Supply pins
and small squares of paper to
make "flags" to use on the
map. Assign each of the
world's continents and oceans
to groups of students. Instruct
each group to use classroom or
library resources to identify
and re earch at least three ani-
orals that are native to their
%signed continent or ocean.

Learning Activity: Students
identify animals native to their
assigned continents or oceans
and make a flag pin for each,
with the name of the animal
on one side and a one-word
description of its habitat on
the other side (e.g., desert,
forest, sea, ice cap, field,

untainl Then. studentsmnplace flag pins in the area of
the bulletin board ma p sv I erel
the animal is most comnumly
found. Discus; Is then, any
area where no animals are
found? Are there any animals
that can he found in many dif-
ferent places around the
world? Are these' animals
native to all of the areas where
they now live or have they
been brought there by
humans? Which kinds of the
animals identified van only he
found on one continent or in

geographyicontinents
and oceans

Learner Outcome: Students
will recognize that some ani-
mills' habitats cover large
areas.

Teaching Strategy: Help stu-
dents identify several animals
that migrate regularly (e.g.,
whale, most birds, monarch
butterflies, eels, some African
plains animals-sec resources).
Discuss why animals migrate.

Learning Activity: Student
groups each choose a migrat-
ing animal and use classroom
or library resources to research
its migratory route, including
such information as the dis-
twice it travels, how long its
migration takes, and the midi-
nents, c,t)untries or (awns it
crosses. Then, students cum-
bine information and make
three' classroom charts, placing
the animals in rank order
according tu distance traveled,
time traveled, and number of
countries. continents. or
oceans crossed. Discuss: What
happens to the animals if their
migratory mutes Lire inter-
"'Wed by human construe-tio/is (e.g piix.iiia,,,, roads.
cities, cla;ns).

ordering, measuring
distance

Learner Outcome: Students
will identify characteristics of
some wild animals that have
enabled the animals to flourish
in or around human habitat.

Teaching Strategy: Help stu-
dents identify several local
wild animals that seem to
thrive despite human en-
croachment on their natural
habitat (e.g., opossum, chip-
munk, crow, skunk, coyote,
woodchuck, porcupine, rabbit,
gull, raccoon, pigeon). Discuss
possible explanations for each
species° success (see resources).
Assign each animal to a group
of students.

Learning Activity: Student
groups Ilse classroom or
library resources to re earth
behavior and charinteristics of
assigned animals. Then, stu-
dents use information gather-
ed to formulate a list of
characteristics that have ena-
bled the animal to thrive at
the edge of human civilization
while other wild animals have
died off (e.g.. large numbb
11","' ability to eat human
Wri r nage% appropriate' eamou-
flag'). Student groups mount
information gathered with
dwraings of animals on a
bulletin board entitled -Ani-
rl Surviscrs.na

animal homes. animal
adaptations. hypothes;-..ing

...

resources:

General: kingdom (if the AnimalA. filmstrip series. National Geographic? Soviets. Washington. DC: A Walk In the lures!. Ifinun
film, Pyramid Films, Santa Monica, CA; Teaching Aids For Living and Learning: Animals Around the World and Birds.
language arts units, National Association for the Advancement of humane Education (see appendix): The International 14'ildlife
Encyclopedia. Maurice and Robert Burton. eds., Cava ndish.

LA & WS: The Survivors. Enduring Animals Of North America (J). Jack Denton Scott. Harcourt Brace JoYanovich; Seery/
Neighbors: Wildlife In a City Lot (J), Mary Adrian, Hastings House.

MA: Migrating Animals (J), Michael J. Walker, McKay; Animal Migration (A). John th mdsey-Thompson, Putnam's.
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nature's interdependence

concept : In nature all thinp, living and non-living, arc connected.

language arts social studies moth health/science
Learner Outcome: By pre- Learner Outcome: By defend- Learner Outcome: Students
edicting the outcome of the ing an animal species' right to will recognize that all animals
removal of one or more corn- exist, students will demon- depend upon other animals or
ponents from the natural envi- strafe an understanding of the plants for sustenance.
ronment, students will demon- role it plays in its natural envi-
strate an understanding that ronment.
all things in nature are con- Teaching Strategy: Provide
fleeted. yarn and animal name signs.

Teaching Strategy: Suggest to Assign each of twelve students
class that a particular species the following roles:

Teaching Strategy: Share with
students an example of a
"What if..." situation (e.g.,
What if the rain stopped fall-
lug? What if all the trees
died?).

of animal (e.g., limn, snake,
rabbit, bat) he put on trial to
determine if it is a necessary
part of it's natural environ-
ment. Have prosecutor charge
that the species is useless and
therefore should be eliminated

1 sun
5 plants
3 herbisores-- field mice'

carni2 voresfoxes
1 omnivore bear
Use strands of yarn to attach

from its natural envinnunent. each player to every other
Learning Activity: Students player who represents some -
research and list the contribu- thing that his/her plant or
tions of a chosen component of Learning Activity: Students animal might eat and /or
nature (e.g., trees, grass, ruin. set up a model courtroom and derive energy from (i.e. sun
snow, birds, animals). Then,
students write an essay or pre-

place the animal species on
trial. Individual students

to plants, plants in mice, mice
to foxes, bear to mice and

pare an oral presentation with
the theme "What if..." their

assume roles of judge. jury,
prosecutor, defense attorney.

plants). Explain connections
and what plantsianimals draw

chosen subject did not exist. court clerk. defendant. and from each other. (Remember
witnesses (other animals or that plants derive nutrients
plants that depend on. are from animal waste and decay-
eaten by. or compete with ing plant animal matter, so
defendant. humans who like the animals are "food sources"
or dislike. the ;mimed), for the plants as well as the

reverse).

Learning Activity: Pose
question: NN'hat would happen
if any one element in the food
web disappeared? Students
not involved in web eta the
yarn to represent the /eras or
disappe'araiwa' of one plant or
animal in the web. All plants
or animals that depend on that
item for food or population
control must then h' cut.
Continue until all have been
affected. illustrating the
connection of all hurts of
nature. Students make posters
to illustrate a fix xi web.

writing essays,
using resources

judicial pnx..ess.
environmental protection

natural cycles.,
food chains

- ,

2 el i

continued tin next page
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resources:

General: How Living Things Depend On Each Other, filmstrip. National Geographic Society, Washington, DC; A Walk In the
Forest, 16nn film, Pyramid Films, Santa Monica, CA; Wild America: Who Needs It?, 16mm film, Phoenix Films, New York,
NY; Predator and Pollination, ecology card gams, Dynamic Teaching Materials, San Diego, CA; Manure To Meadow To
Milkshake (A). handbook of emvironmental activities, Eric Jorgensen, Trout Black, and Mary Ila Hidden Villa Environ-
mental Education Project, Drawer A-1-1, Los Altos, CA 94022; Joy Of Nature: How To Observe and Appreciate the Great
Outdoors (A), Bender's Digest,

"ao
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human responsibilities

concept : Humans have the responsibility to preserve and allow for
the development of natural habitats for wildlife.

language arts social studies math health/science
Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students
will write news stories to will demonstrate an under- will recognize that changing a
demonstrate an understanding standing of the process in- habitat to make it better for
of the importance of efforts to volved in developing natural one species can involve the
preserve wildlife habitat. This habitat areas for wildlife. destruction of the habitat for
activity follows SS. other species.

Teaching Strategy: Provide re-
Teaching Strategy: Instruct sources and direct students in Teaching Strategy: Define
students in the fundamentals developing a plan for creating habitat and provide pictuws
of writing a news story (e.g.,
placing most important facts

natural habitat areas for wild-
life on the school grounds or in

of several sample habitats (see
resources). Discuss which ani-

at beginning of story; answer- a nearby park (see resources). mats live in each and point out
lug the questions who, what,
when, where, why., and how

the fact that different types of
habitats support different

in the first paragraph). Learning Activity: Students kinds of animals. Provide
research the components of a
chaser natural habitat and de-

materials (cardboard boa,
clay, twigs, paper, paint) and

Learning Activity: Students sign a practical plan for con- help students construct a
write news stories about their vetting the designated space. model of a mature forest habi-
efforts to improve wildlife The with assistance from tat. Discuss animals that
habitat around their school or teacher (and approvalisupport might be found in your model
in the park. Stories should
include reasons why their

from school or park officials),
students carry out plan and

habitat (wild turkeys, snow-
shoe hares, owls, timber

efforts were important for the convert area to increase hahi- wolves, bobcat, lynx, gray or
animals and the community. tat for wildlife, red squirrels, etc.). Point out

the fact that animals such as
deer, cottontail rabbits, many
songbirds. pheasants, and
other ground dwelling animals
aren't usually found in mature
forests because the tall trees
don't let in enough light for
young trees and shrubs to
grow, and these animals either
prefer mow open areas or need
the young trees and shrubs for
food, shelter, or song perches.
Explain that by changing the
forest, humans can create
habitat for these animals.
Change your model habitat by
cutting down all the trees.
Discuss which animals will be
able to muse into the habitat
now that tlx low level plants
and trees can grow. What
happens to the mature forest
animals? (Their natural habi-
tat is gone- mature trees, dead
or hollow trees. protection
provided by dense forest-and
mot animals adapted to
nurture forests will leave.)

9 r,
141 ti

untintird on next page
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language arts social studies moth health/science
Learning Activity: Students
assist teacher in constructing
and changing model habitat.
Then. diseim: If improving a
habitat for one animal means
destroying it for another. how
should choices be made as to
which is hest?

writing news stories.
organ;zing information community action habitat

resources:

General: A %Valk In the Forest, 16min film, Pyramid Films. Santa Monica. CA; Wild America: Who Needs It ?. Ifitum film,
Phoenix Films, New York, NY: What Shall We Do With the Land? (J). Laurence Prim,le. Crowell.

SS: "invite Wildlife To Your Backyard,'" reprint. National Wildlife Federation (see appendix).

HlS: Places Where Plants and Animals Lire, filmstrip series, National Geographic Society, 1Vashingto, DC: Ecology In Nature's
Communities. study prints. SVE, Chieap, IL: Joy Of Nature: lime To Obsere and Appreciate the Great Outdoors (A), Readers
Digest.
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human responsibilities

concept : Humans have the responsibility to maintain a healthy
environment for humans and other living things.

language arts social studies
11M.

math health/science
Learner Outcome: Students
will recognize that human
actits such as vcridalism can
affect animals anti the tinvi-
ninnitit.

Teaching Strategy: Define
raw/a/ism for students and
elicit discussion about student
experiences with the problem
(e.g what examples of van-
dalism they have seen, who
the think participates in van-
dalism, why they think ileople
vandalize, how they feel about
the prnhitm). Then, ask stu-
dents who or what might be
hurt/affected by some of the
examples of vandalism dis-
cussed. Show film The Boy
Who Liked Drr'" (sec re-
sources). After film. discuss
other acts of vandalism that
might affect animals anthem
the human and natural envi-
ronments (e.g.. breaking glass
or windows. tearing down
fences. painting buildings,
carving on trees). Explain that
littering is also a form of
vandalism and is a mail er
threat to animals (e.g., birds
caught in fishing line. animals
strangled in plastic six -pack
holders. pets cut on broken
bottles or cans. poisums
chile neals or pre iducts dumped
in water or landfills), 'Note:
In I ,r(lo to make effedise use
of this film. preview it ein
showiag and consult the
accompanying Writhing guide,

Learning Activity: Students
create posters and slogans
illustrating the effects vandal-
ism can have on other
humans, animals, and the
environment. If possible.
display posters around school
ter vonummity,

citizenship. sandalism

Learner Outcome: 13y surwy-
ing their families. students
will retavnize the' ways in
which tats art' working
ten keep the environment
healthy.

Teaching Strategy: Discuss ac-
tions that individual families
can take to help keep the envi-
rnment healthy (e.g., recy-
cling cans, bottles, and paper,
using public transportation,
making compost piles, curtail-
ing use of pesticides and bvrbi-
cities, cleaning up after pets).
Help students formulate these
items into a checklist.

Learning Activity: Students
prepare checklist and survey
families to see how mans' of
the practices each family fol-
lows. Thera, students use the
collected informathen to figure
percentages of families en-
gaged in each activity. As a
class. students discuss ways
that childreu can help to
keep the environment healthy
for humans and either animals.

recording data and drawing
conclusions. finding

percentages

Learner Outcome: Students
will recognize processes by
which waste can be recycled
to help keep the environment
healthy.

Teaching Strategy: Elicit dis-
eussion about the kinds of
materials that can be recycled
into new products (e.g., calls.
glass, paper, compost, trash
see resources). If possible, in-
vite a speaker from a local
environmental protection
agency or recycling plant to
talk to students about the
pmcesses involved in recy-
cling.

Learning Activity: Students
choose a recyclable product
and illustrate. graphically or
in writing, how the product is
transfornwti into new, usable
material. Then, students
explain how recycling helps to
keep the environment healthy.
Then discuss: What happens to
materials and waste that can't

ryleti?

reolupgy

continued on next page
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resources:
Generals "Pollution Pointers For Elementary Students," project list, "Community Clean-Up Campaign Check List," and "Organ-
izing an Anti-Litter Project With Steel Drums and Pails," pamphlets. Keep America Beautiful, 99 Park Avenue. New York. NY
10016; Manure To Meadow To Milkshake (A), handbook of environmental activities, Eric Jorgenson. Trout Black. and Mary
Hallesey, Hidden Villa Environmental Education Project, Drawer A-H. Los Altos, CA 94022.

SS: The Boy Who Liked Derr, 18mm film, Learning Corporation of America. New York. NY.

HIS: "Recycling," reprint. National Wildlife Federation (see appendix).
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human responsibilities

concept : Humans have the responsibility tt 1ow wild animals in
captivity to live as naturally as possible.

language arts social studies moth health/science
Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students
will identify problems that will recognize how housing will recognize that the space will demonstrate an under-
result when a wild animal is captive wild animals in natur- needed to provide natural standing of the concept of
kept in an unnatural envimn- at habitat enhances the educe- habitats for captive animals is flight distance and recognize
ment, tional function of the comma-

pity zoo.
determined by behavioral as
well as physical needs.

the implications for housing
wild animals in captivity.

Teaching Strategy: Show the
film or have the class read the Teaching Strategy: Ask stu- Teaching Strategy: Demon- Teaching Strategy: Pair stu-
book, Lafeadio, the Lion Who dents: What is a zoo? Why do strate how to measure area dents and instruct one member
Shot Buck (see resources). we have zoos? What types of using squaw feet or square of each pair to stand as close as
Elicit discussion about Lafca- animals live in the zoo? Where meters. Lead class in discus- possible to his/her partner
dies dilemma at the end of the do these animals come from? sion of what constitutes (facing the partner) and begin
story, when he no longer fits in Define one of the primary human natural behavior (e.g.. talking. After a few minutes
either the human world or the
animal world.

functions of a zoo as edam-
tion, providing humans with a

playing, grooming, exercising,
food gathering, interacting

ask the quiet partner if he/she
is uncomfortable having the

place where we can learn
about animals and how they

with other humans). speaker so close. Then have
the talking partner move back

Learning Activity: Students live (see resources), and come slowly until the quiet partner
list main reasons why Lafca- to appreciate our similarities Learning Activity: Students is comfortable with the dis-
til° (1) will no longer be happy and differences. Then ask stu- measure their own bedrooms tante. Mark the distance be-
living as a human, and (2) will dents: Which would provide and mord the area in square tween partners. (It should be
not be able to return to the
wild as a lion. Then, students

human visitors with a more
accurate picture of an animal's

feet or meters. Then, students
discuss whether this space, if

approximately arm's length,
or human flight distance-the

write mays explaining why habits and behavior, the ani- properly equipped, would he distance at which humans feel
they think it is important to mal in a clean concrete or the adequate fur them to live in "safe- from others of their
allow real wild animals to live cage or the animal surrounded and would meet their physical own kind.) Explain that all
as naturally as possible. even
in captivity.

1w plants, trees, water, rocks,
etc. that arc similar to its home

needs. What about their helm-
vioral need.s? Would they be

animals have a biological
flight distance and, if forced to

in the wild? 'Where do vou act satisfied confined to such a live too close together, suffer
most naturally or like your-
self." at home in familiar sur-
munding,s or in a strange place
surrounded by strangers?
Arrange a visit to a local zoo or
wild animal park. Hap stu-
dents identify some of the ani-
mats they will see during their
visit.

minimal space? constant stress.

Learning Activity: Students
choose a wild animal and re-
search its natural behavior to
see what they can learn about
its necessary flight distance
and/or how it reacts when its
flight distance is violated.

Learning Activity: Students
each choose one of the animals
that they will set at the zoo or
wild animal park. and nw li-
brary or classroom resources to

Then students discuss: What
happens to animals in zoos
that are confined in such a
way that they can't maintain
their flight distance from other
animals or humans?

hoo

continued on next page
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language arts social studies
N40.11.1111-

moth health/science
learn what they can about the
animal's natural home.

identifying main ideas.

Following zoo visit, students
compare the exhibits in which
their animals were housed to
what they learned about the
animals' natural homes. If a
zoo visitor didn't study the
animal before his/her trip to
the zoo, would the exhibit
enable him/her to learn any-
thing about the way the ani-
mal lives in the wild? Why or
why not?

measurement.
drawing conclusions community agencies spatial relationships flight distance, stress

,

resources:

General: Memories From Eden, Himm film. Time-Life. Paramus, NJ; Look At Zoos. ltimm film, National Geographic Society,
Washington, DC: Who's Who in the Zoo?, lfinim film. Centron Lawrence. KS.

LA: Laferidio, the Lion Who Shot Burk, I tit= film, Learning Corporation of America, New York. NY. or Latradio, the Lion
Whu Shut Bark (J), She; Silverstein, Harper tic How: Cry Of the Crow (;) Jean Craighead George. Harper tg How.

SS Zoos Without Cages (P. Judith Rimini. National Ceographic Soeici: Going To the Zoo With Boger Cara% (.1). Huger Carus.
Harcourt Brave Jovanoviehi Zoos In the Making (j), llorotli E. Shotthl,worth. Dutton; Life In Zoos and Prciierre 0). Wild.
Wild World Of Animals Series. Time-I de: City Of Birds and Hewers " -Vittili SIAM. hit Ilatlfs.

HIS: The View Front the Oak Judith mad terbert Kohl. Serilmr's.
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human interference

concept : Humans often destroy wild animal habitats.

language arts social studies moth healthisciencf4
Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcomes Students
will explore their feelings will recognize that human in will nvognize that habitat
about habitat destruction. tenats sometimes conflict with destruction is the primary
This activity follows SS. those of animals. threat to the survival of ani-

mal species.

Teaching Strategy: Elicit dis- Teaching Strategy: Present a
cussio , about ways that dilemma in which humans' Teaching Strateo: Prepare a
humans can prevent destrue- nroPosed use of a land area list of several currently endan-
tion of wild animal habitats, means the destruction of gered animal species that are
What kind of things might animals' habitat (e.g., a near- primarily threatened by hahi-
humans have to do without? 1w woods is to be cleared to tat destruction (sec resources).
Ask students how they feel build an apartment complex; Discuss with students why
about making sacrifices in
order to save animal habitats.

a shopping center is' be built
on the meadow nem to the

these animals' habitats have
been largely eradicated.

Discuss why the preservation park; a pond is going to be
filled in to land forof wild animal habitats might

be important to humans as
make more

a housing developnwnt). Learning Activity: Students
well us to animals. each chouse one of the endan-

gered species threatened by
Learning Activity: Students habitat destruction and

Learning Activity: Students discuss the promised use of prepare short research papers
write essays expreaing why land, taking both the humans' describing the animal and nut -
habitat preservation is impor- and the animals' interests into lining its current situation and
taut tts people as well as ani. account. Then, students list status. After completion of
mals, concluding the mass possible alternative courses of papers, students discuss the
wi7;t a paragraph expressing action and explore potential specie,' predicament and how
their perstmal feelings about consequences of each for the it might he resolved. Is it im-
the importance of habitat pees_ animals, the people directly in- portant to preserve the habitat
emotion. solved, and the community or of an endangered species?

region as a whole. Students try Should there lx' a law that pre-
to propose a compromise plan vents humans from ever de-
that accommodates both stowing the habitat of an en-
humans and animals. After dangercd species? Or, should
eompletion students discuss there he exceptions? What
why it was difficult (or ins- restrictions tin habitat destrue-
possibl) to reach a working
cox ipromise.

lion exist multi current laws?

writing essays
communities, values,

land use
animal homes,

endangered animals

)

resources:

General: The Mountain 0). Peter Parnall, Doubleday; A Walk !n the Forest, Films. Santa Monica. CA.

LA & SS: What Should We Do With the Land? U), Laurence' Pringle. Crowell; Wild America: Who NIVIIA Minn! tam.
Phoenix Films, New York, NY.

HIS: Wildlife Alert! The Struggle To Sureire (J) and Vanishing Wildlife Of North America (A), Thomas B. Allen. and Animas In
Danger: Trying To Save Our Wildlife (J), National Geographic' Society; And Then There Were ,Pone (J), Nina Len. Halt,
Rinehart & Winston; Vanishing Specks (j), Bon Wilson, Chartwcll House; Saring Our Wild Animals, two-part filmstrip
National Geographic Society, Washington, DC; Extinct, Endangered, and Threatened. filmstrip series, Pomfret litis. 2ontfrt
Center, CT. For additional information on endangered animals, write Office of Endangered Species, Fish and Wildlife Serval..
U.S. Department of the Interior, Washington, IX: 21)240, or contact The Humane Society of the United States. Defenders, of
Wildife, Animal Welfare Institute, Center for Enviromrsental Education. Center For Action on Endangered Species, World
Wildlife Fund, or National Wildlife. Federation (see appendix).
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human interference

concept: Some species of animals have become endangered or
extinct as the result of human interference.

language arts social studies math health /science
Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcomes Students
will recognize that the loss of will demonstrate an under- will identify current efforts to
any animal species will have standing of the plight of an en- save the whooping crane from
some negative consequences dangered animal by conduct- extinction.
on humans and the natural ing a public education cam-
world. paign about the animal and

the problems it faces. Teaching Strategy: Have stu-
dents research the history of

Teaching Strategy: Supply a the whooping crane, noting
list of ten animals, including Teaching Strategy: Choose an population fluctuations and
wild, pet, and farm animals. animal species that is in dan- the ways in which the species
Tell students to pretend they ger of extinction (see iv- has been threatened by human
are Noah and that they have smarms). Help students gather interference (see resources).
room to put just six mote pairs information about the species
of animals on the Ark, but all from the library and by writ-
ten animals on the list still re- ing to organizations concerned Learning Activity: Students
main to he chosen, Discuss with endangered species (see research efforts to save the
reasons for and against Maud- resources). Discuss the reasons whooping crane from extinc-
lug each of the ten animals. the chosen species has become tinn (captive breeding pro-
(He certain to point out what endangered. grams, foster parenting of
other living things would be )oting by sandhill cranes, ban
affected if each of the animals
was no longer around.) Vote

on hunting of migratory birds,
establishment of a second

on which six animals should be Learning Activity: Students whooping crane flock-see re-
allowed to board the Ark, let- publicize information about sources). Then, students dis-
ting each stud .nt vote for six the selected endangered cuss the current efforts: Do
of the ten animals. species on posters and banners. they seem to be working?

Students should use poems,
slogans, interesting facts and

What else could be done?
What are presently the big-

Learning Activity: Students
vote on which six animals to

pictures to decorate posters,
then display posters in school

gest threats to the survival of
the whooping cranes? Students

include on the Ark, then dis-
cuss which ones were left be-

or community areas. Finally,
students write letters to state

create a diorama of a marsh,
placing whooping crane nests

hind and why. Was it hard to or federal wildlife officials ex- in appropriate places.
leave any of the animals pressing support for protection
behind? Is it important to save of the animal, and post any
all animal species? Students
follow up Noah's Ark voting
game by writing essays about
their favorite animal and how
their lives would be different if
that animal were to 'avow
extinct.

drawing conclusions.

responses received.

endangered species/
writing essays conunanity action whooping crane

_ ..
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INDSOLO'COS:

General: For information on endangered animals, write Office of Endangered Species, Fish and Wildife Service, U.S. Depart-
ment of the Interior, Washington, DC 23240, or contact Animal Welfare Institute, Center for Action on Endangered Species,
Center Fir Envimnmental Education. The Humane Society of the United States, Defenders of Wildlife, World Wildlife Fund, or
National Wildlife Federation (see appendix for addresses). Wildife Alert! The Struggle To Survive (I), Thomas B. Allen, and
Animals In Danger: Trying To Save Our Wildlife (J ), National Geographic Society; And Then There Were None W. Nina Leen,
Holt, Rinehart & Winston; Vanishing Species (j), Ron Wilson, Chartwell House; Wildlife In America (A), Peter Matthiesson,

ng; Endangered Animals. study prints, Instructor Publications, Dansville, NY; Saving Our Wild Animals, two-part filmstrip
series, National Geographic Society, Washington, DC; Extinct, Endangered. and Threatened. filmstrip series. Pomfret Hnuse,
INunfret Center, CT.

HIS: Whooping Crane (J), Robert McClung. Morrow; Vanishing Wildlife Of North America (A), Thomas B. Allen. National
Geographic Society.

9
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human interference

concept Humans have different attitudes about the killing
of animals for sport or profit.

language arts social studies moth health/science
Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students
will recognize that humans will explore their own feelings will identify game and non-
have different opinions about about hunting animals. game species of wildlife and
the hunting of animals. recognize that game stocking

programs are part of current
Teaching Strateipn Pass out a wildlife management.

Teaching Strategy: Generate values voting sheet that in-
discussion about hunting, in- chides such questions as:
eluding the reasons people Should peopk hunt for fun? Teaching Strategy: Ask stu-
hunt, the effect of hunting on For trophies? For food? For dents to think of as many clef-
wildlife and the environment,
and the MOMS some people

money (i.e. for skins, etc.)?
Would you hunt and kill a

initions US they can for the
word game. Explain that one

believe it is wrong to hunt and
kill wild animals. Provide ad-

deer? A wolf? A duck? A dog?
A raccoon? A cow? An eagle?

meaning of game is wildlife,
including birds and fish, that

dresses of various wildlife or- Instruct students to record one are hunted for sport, food, or
ganizations (see resources) and of the answers neverisome- profit. Discuss how this mean-
select students to write letters times/always for each goes- ing of game might have de-
to the groups asking what tion, but not to put their veloped Write game and non-
their official positions on hunt- names on papers. Collect game on the board and help
ing are and requesting infor- sheets, compile data, and students make a list of several
minion about hunting. Divide record on chalkboard. Discuss wild animals that fit each
class into two groups and student responses.. Then show category. Fsplain that state
assign one group to represent film Love To kill (we re- wildlife departments have the
the pro-hunting viewpoint source's). Discuss: Why were job of helping wildlife papule-
and the other to represent the the animals being killed? Are tions. Sometimes state wildlife
anti-hunting viewpoint. the animals really "useless"? departments institute game

Should animals he killed stocking programs that involve
because they are seen as useless the breeding and raising of

Learning Activity: Students in
each group organize and pre-

b humans? Should they be'
killed because they are seen as

game animals (e.g., pheasant,
ducks. fish) in captivity and

pare a statement on the pests? Is it right to kill animals then releasing them to the
group's position. Students con- for urn and enjoyment? wild to insure that there are
duct debate, then discuss: Did enough surplus animals for
anyone learn new information hunters to kill. Have a student
or change their minds about Learning Activity: As a write' to the state wildlife de-
hunting as a result of the de- follow-up to discussion. she partinve. and ask if any game
bete? Why? Is there a solution dents write short personal stocking programs exist in
to the hunting controversy? essays describing their feelings their state. Ask what species
What might that solution about the killing of animals for are involved, how many
entail? human enjoyment. Include animals. and the reasons why

answers to such questions as: the program was instituted.
Did watching the film affect
the way you feel about killing
animals? Do you think you
would change any of your an-
swers on the values voting
sheet? Why? Do you think it is
all right to kill animals for
fun? Why or why not?
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language arts social studies math 1 health/science
Learning Activity: Students
identify game stocking pro-
grams in their state and dis-
cuss: Who benefits from these
programs? All the people of
the state? The hunters? The
non-hunters? The animals?
Why are certain species
sucked and not others? Does
your state stock any non-game
species? Are there any popula-
tions of non-game species in
your state that you think
should be increased in
number? What do you think
about the idea of raising wild
animals in captivity to be used
for hunting?

debating, critical thinking values wildlife management

resources:

LA: See appendix for addresses of The Humane Society of the United States, National Wildlife Federation, Defenders of NVildlife,
and Massachusetts Audubon Society. Information on hunting is also available frum yair states sportunen's association, local
humane society, Fund for Animals. 140 W. 57th Street, New York. NY 10019; Fria ads of Animals. 11 W. 60th Street. New York.
NY 10023; Sierra Club. 530 Bush Street, San Francisco, CA 94108.

SS: Love To Kill. 16mm film. Learning Corporation of America, New York. N` .

General: After the Fiat, lfimm film, TeIeKETICS, Los Angeles, CA; 71.e Secret Life Of Harold. the Bird ll'utcher. 110;$
Colman, Crowell.
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form anim&

The American farm has changed radically during the last fifty years.
Almost four billion chickens, cattle, and pigs are now processed by the

livestock industry in the United States each year. Many small farms have
been replaced by large meat-, milk-, and egg- producing operations.

While some farm animals still have the relative freedom of a field or barn,
many of the animals that provide our food products are kept indoors

throughout their entire lives. This intensive confinement can prohibit the
animals' exercising their natural behaviors and can cause suffering and

reduced resistance to disvase.

The activities that follow are designed to help students identify the ways in
which humans use farm animals, understand the physical and behavioral

needs of the animals, and explore the potential effects ofsome farming
practices on the animals and on the environment.

2 t.)



use of form animals

concept : Humans raise and keep farm animals
to fulfill physical needs.

language arts social studies
t

math
,

health/science
Learner Outcome: Students

.
Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students

will identify common ways will recognize that the average will identify unusual animals
in which farm animals are American consumes a large that are farmed to fulfill
used to fulfill human physical amount of meat and that he human physical needs.
needs. neat comes from animals.

Teaching Strategy: Ask stu- Teaching Strategy: Ask stu-
dents: Who ate meat today? Teaching Strategy: Have stu- dents to name farm animals.
'Who ate another animal prod- dents keep records fin one Then. explain that many ani-
net (e.g., t..gto, milk, cheese)? week of how many times they mats other than the familiar
Who is wearing clothes that ate meat as part of a meal and ones are farmed to provide for
came hum animals? Help stu- what animals the meat came certain human needs. List on
dents identify all items in
classroom that are made from

from. Explain that an average
meat portion is approximately

board fox, chinchilla, musk ox,
reindeer, bee, fish, rabbit, silk-

farm animals or farm animal one-quarter pound, so to find worm, earthworm, and mink.
products. Supply magazines out how many pounds of each
that contain pictures of corn- type of meat students ate in
mon food, garment, or house- one week. they should multi- Learning Activity: Students
hold products that conic from ply the number of of times they choose one of animals listed
farm animals. ate the meat of each type of and research animal in library

animal by one-fourth. Then,
have students multiply their

to find out what products
come from that animal and

Learning Activity: Students figures by 52 to approximate basic characteristics of the ani-
cut out pictures of products annual meat consumption. nail that may make it suitable
made from or provided by for farming. Are the animal's
farm animals, identifying each natural behaviors restricted in
product by labeling it with its Learning Activity: Students any way through the farming
name and the kind of animal it complete calculations, then process? After completing re-
came from. Then, students draw graphs or charts com- search, students summarize in-
arrange pietes to create paring the number of pounds formation in individual re-
large collage and display in of meat of each type of animal Ports. Then. students use
class. When completed. stu- they , -it each year. Then. stu- reports to make a class booklet
dents review products pie- dents discuss: Do the numbers on unusual farm animals.
hued and determine for each surprise you? Are they larger
one: Is this a product humans or smaller than you expected?
need ( neeessit y), or a prod i lc t NVhat kind of meat do von eat
that humans want but don't the 10014? The least? Are them
need (luxury)? any students in your class who

don't eat meat?

multuplying by whole
consumerism numbers and fractions unusual farm animals

resources:

General: Our Foods and Where They Come Pram. filmstrip series, National Geographic Society. NVashington. DC; Eggx To
Market. 16mm film, BFA Educational Media. Santa Monica, CA: Animak That Bap t's: The Story Of Donievtie Animals (J).
Carroll Lane Fenton and flerminie B. Kitchen, John Day.
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human responsibilities

concept : Humans have the responsibility to provide for farm
animals' physical and behavioral needs.

language arts social studies math health/science
Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students
will create cinquain poems to will recognize that some will identify the basic needs of
describe the characteristics humans raise and maintain farm animals.
and behavior of a farm ani- farm animals to provide for
mal. their personal ctmsumptinn.

Teaching Strategy: Ask stu-

aching Strategy: Sho x Teaching Strategy: Ac quaint
to identify at least 5

c ommon farm animals. Write
students one or more of tit students with new interest in the animals names on the
films: The Cow; Pigs!; and "return to the land" or self- board. Assign a group of stu-
Chick. Chick. Chick (see re- sufficiency lift.' styles (see re- dents to each animal.
sources). Instruct student: to sources). Some people are rais-
observe how the anim -us look,
what they do, how they move,
how they sound, etc. Follow-

ing their own goats, chickens.
cows, etc. to provide for their
personal consumption. Discuss

Learning Activity: Student
groups use library (see re-

ing films, help students brain- the reasons for this and possi- sources) and/or contact an
storm lists of words and
phrases to describe each ani-

ble concerns with keeping
thew animals (e.g., zoning

agricultural extension office,
large animal veterinarian, or

mat pictured, its behavior, its permits, adequate housing and local farmer to research their
movement, its sounds, etc Ex-
plain cinquain format (see re-

shelter, sanitation. food sup-
oilers, veterinary care).

assigned animals' behavior,
basic needs, and the care

sources). required for he animal. If
possible, arrange a field trip to

Learning Activity: Students a farm or the farm center of aLearning Activity: Students
each choose an animal from

each choose a farm animal to
adopt" and research its basic

zoo or nature center. Then,
students use the information

films and create a cinquain to needs. Then, students write gathered to make charts iden-
deserilx: it and their impres- essays speculating about how tifying the care' the animals
sion of it. Then students ex- their lives would change if need. Using large poster
change poems and draw pie- they were responsible for the paper, students make draw-
ture.s of the animals de srribed daily care of the animal. ings of animals and eon:bine
in the poems they received with charts to make a bulletin
from other students. board with the theme, "Farm

Animals Need Special Care."

writing poetry. responsibility.
parts of speech life styles animal needs

resources:

LA: The Cow. 16mm film, Pigs!, 16min film, and Chii-A. Chick, Chick. 16inm film, Churchill Flints. Los Angeles, CA; Chicks
and Chickens, 16mm film, Films, Incorporated, Wilmette, II.. A cinquain is a five-line poem with the following format: Line 1 is
one noun, statirez subject of poem; Line 2 is two adjectives describing the subject; Lint' 3 is three veer a verb phrase that relate
to subject; Line 4 is a four-word phrase stating feelings about or interpretation of subject; Line 5 is ale word, usually another
noun, that restates subject or a word that sums up poem.
Example: Spiders

Tiny, busy
Spinning, moving, floating
Building fragile wispy webs
Artists

SS: Information on raising individual or small numbers of farm animals is avai!able through your local agricultural extension
office.
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consequences of food
production practices
concept: Farm animals can suffer if their basic needs are not met.

language arts social studies moth health/science
4

Learner Outcome: Students
will demonstrate an under-
standing of the concept of
Intensive as it applies to
modern food production prac
tices.

Teachhsg Strategy: Have .stu-
dents use dictionaries to define
the adjective intensive. Iglus-
trate definitions by discussing
the intensive care unit in hos-
plias, where a concentrated
amount of care is given to each
individual. Then ask students
to speculate on what intensive
farming might mean (maxi-
mum yield of crop for space
and time invested). Explain
that intensive farming of ant-
mals means housing as many
animals as possible in as small
a space as possible. Although
this practice enables farmers
to raise more fond in less
space, some people object to it
because of problems it can
cause for the animals. Because
so many animals are handled
by these farm systems, and the
animals usually have little
human contact while being
raised, some people refer to
intensive farms as factory
farms.

Learning Activity: Students
write letters to The Humane
Society of the United States
(see appendix), the U.S. De-
partment of Agriculture (see
resources), or their local aqi-
cultural extension agent to re-
quest information on the
subject of intensive farming.
When information is received,
students use what they have
learned to write a definition
for intensive farming, includ-
ing the advantages and disad-
vantages as they understand
them.

crept development,
writing letters

Learner Outcome: Students
will recegnize that confine-
ment can cause stress for farm
anima.

Teaching Strategy: Create
several spaces within the class-
room and allow students to

e ochose on space in which texperience
confinement (e.g.,

appliance box, study carrel,
under a desk). Ask students to
experience spaces voluntarily.
Then, discuss: How long was
it before you felt uncomforta-
ble? Why (boredom, nervous-
ness, not being able to stretch
or move around)? If )1n: were
given food and water, would
you still be uncomfortable
after a certain period of time?
Imagine that you had to share
the small space with someone
else. how long do you think it
would take before you "got on
each othe'r's nerves"? Present
the facts that egg-laying hens
are generally kept in stacked
12" x 16" cages. 4 birds per
cage. and that chickens have
an average wing span of 32".

Learning Activity: Students
use dictionaries to define stress
and explain how being con-
fined in a small space caused
them to feel stress. How do
people react physically to
stress (stomachaches, head-
aches, ulcers. irritability)? Do
you think the chickens also
experience stress when they
are confined in small cages?

stress. animal behavior
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resources:

Goma!: "Factory Farming," booklet. The HuhliltiC Society of the United States (see appendix); Auiinalt, Men, and Morals (A),
Stanley Godlovitch, ed., Grove; Animal Machines (A). Huth Harrison, Stuart; Animal Rights: Stories Of People Who Defend the
Rights Of Animals ()), Patricia Curtis, Four Winds (Scholastic).

LA: Information on intensive farming is available from The Humane Society of tl.e United States (see appendix) or the U.S.
Department of Agriculture. Washington. DC 20251).

HIS: Chicks and Chickens. 18mm hlm, Films, Incorporated, Wilmette. 11.; Chick. Chick, Chick, Ifimni film, Churehill
Los Angeles, CA; ggN To Market. I6nim film, BFA Educational Media, Santa Monica, CA.
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consequences of food
production practices
concept: Raising food for human use affeeks

the natural environment

language arts social studies math health/science
Learner Outcome: Students Learner Outcome: Students
will recognize that humans' will identify ways in which
increasing need for food can some pesticides have proved
lead to the destruction of wild
animal habitats.

harmful to the environment.

Teaching Strategy: Define
Teaching Strategy; Explain pafirides, and explain that
that as the population of widespread use of certain pes-
country continues to grow,
more food is needed to satisfy

tickles in an effort to protect
crops from harmful insect

the needs of the people. One populations has proved detri-
way of achieving increased mental to animal life and the
food production is to convert environment. Discuss DDT
wilderness areas to crop culti- with students, explaining
nation or livestock grazing. what it is, why it was used, and
Discuss with students what the concerns about its effects
types of wild animal habitats on the environment that led
might be converted to the federal government to
crop/livestock production largely ban its use in the
(e.g., meadow, forest, desert,
marsh, grassland). Use con-
struction paper to make a

United States (see resources).
The larger birds (i.e. eagles,
hawks, falcons) have been the

mural of an imaginary area,
containing one or a combina-

most adversely affected by
DDT. Discuss with students

turn of these habitats. on a the ways in which DDT and
bulletin board. Set up situa- other pesticides can acclama-
tion in which the area in qucs- late in the bodies of birds (see
tion is to he plowed under to
make pasture land and fields
for crops.

resources).

Learning Activity: Students
create and illustrate a mural

Learning Atclivity: Students showing the food chain of the
form small groups to represent bald eagle or the peregrine fal-
the animals. humans. and eon. including DDT as a
plants that have something at component. Then, students
stake in deciding how the land discuss: How dues DDT get
should be used (e.g., farmers,
townspeople who will eat the

into the carrion on which the
bald eagles feed, or the fish on

food to be produced, trees and which the peregrine falcon
plants that will be destroyed,
animals whose homes will be

ftvds? DDT has also been
found in human beings. How

lost, hikers who like to enjoy might it get there (through
the natural environment). Each plants, fish. water)? How can
group decides how the human/ birds act as an early warning
plant/wild animal they repro - system for the dangers of pes-
sent will be affected if the land
is cleared. Then, each group
chooses a spokesperson to pre-
sent their opinions on what
should be done. After all opin-
ions have been heard, students
discuss the problem and what
they have learned.

ticialm to humans?

endangered animals.
land use ecology
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resources:

General: Manure To Meadow To Milkshake (A). handbook of erwiroamental activities, Eric jorgenwn. Trout Black, and Mars
Hallesey, Hidden Villa Environmental Education Project, Drawer A-H, Las Altos, CA 94022: Rack To the Form. educational
board game, Animal Town Game Company. Santa Barbara. CA.

SS: What Shall We Do With 1hr Land? (j), Laurence Pringle, Crowell: Wild America: Who Nee& It?. Ifinun film. Phoenix
Films, New York, NY.

HIS: The Complete Ecology Fact look (A), Philip Nohile and John Del*. Anchor (Doubleday); Vanishing Wildlife Of North
America (A), Thomas B. Allen, Notional Geographic Society; Wildlife Alert! The Struggle To Sure-ire J). National Geographic
Society.
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appendix a
humane education resource organizations

American Humane
9725 East Hampden
Denver. CO 80231

American Humane Education Society
450 Salem End Road
Framingham, MA 01701

Animal Welfare Institute
P.O. Box 3650
Washington, DC 20007

Center for Action on Endangered Species
175 West Main Street
Ayer, MA 01432

Center for Environmental Education
1925 K Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20006

Defenders of Wildlife
1244 19th Street
Washington, DC 20036

Elsa Wild Animal Appeal
P.O. Box 4572
North Hollywood, CA 91607

The Humane Society of the United States
2100 L Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20037

Latham Foundation
Latham Plaza Building
Clement & Shiller
Alameda, CA 94501

Massachusetts Audubon Society
Hatheway Environmental Education

Institute
Lincoln, MA 01773

National Association for the Advancement
of Humane Education

Norma Terris Humane Education Center
SOX 362
East Haddam, CT 06423

National 'Wildlife Federation
1412 16th Street, NAV,
Washington. DC 20036

Pet Fond Institute
1101 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Suite 700
Washington, DC 20036

World Wildlife Fund
1601 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Washington, DC 20009

periodicals
For Teachers

Humane Education
a quarterly magazine for educators
National Amociation for the Advancement

of Humane Education
Box 362
East Haddam, CT 06423

For Students

Chickadee
(4 to S year olds)
Young Naturalist Foundation
59 Front Street East
Toronto, Ontario M5E 1133
Canada

The Curious Naturalist
(8 to 12 year olds)
Massachusetts Audubon Society
Hathaway Environmental Education

Institute
Lincoln. MA 01773

Kind
(8 to 12 year aids)
The Humane Society of the United States
2100 L Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20037

2'

Owl
(8 to 12 year olds)
Young Naturalist Foundation
59 Front Street East
Toronto, Ontario M5E 1113
Canada

Ranger Rick
(8 to 12 year olds)
National Wildlife Federation
1412 16th Street. N.W.
Washington, DC 20036

catalogs/directories
Caring For Our Animal Friends
annotated directory of teaching materials
California Veterinary Medical Asuiciatirm
1024 Country Club Drive
Moraga, CA 94556

Clearinghouy For Humane Education
Materiabi

directory of teaching and public
education materials

American Humane
972.5 East Hampden
Denver, CO 802.31

Fangs For Humane Education
annotated directory of Ifini in films and

filmstrips
Argus Archives
228 East 49th Street
New York. NY 10017

IISL'S Publications Catalog
catalog of teaching and public education

materials
The Humane Society of the United States
2100 L Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20037



Abingdon Press
201 Eighth Avenue, South
Nashville, TN 37202

Ade 1phi Productions
Blodgett Studio
Adder University
Carden City, NY 11530

AIMS Instructional Media Services
MI6 Justin Avenue
Glendale, CA 91201

Acropolis Books
2400 17th Street, NW
Washington, DC 20009

Addison-Wesley Publishing Co., Inc
Jacob Way
Reading, MA 01867

Ananda Publications
distributed by Book People
2940 Seventh Street
Berkeley, CA 94710

Animal Town Came Co.
P.O. Box 2002
Santa Barbara, CA 93120

Archway Paperbacks
630 Fifth Avenue
New York, NY 10020

Atheneum Publishers
122 E. 42nd Street
New York, NY 10017

Avon Books
959 Eighth Avenue
New York, NY 10019

Barr Films
P.O. Box 5667
3490 E. Foothill Boulevard
Pasadena, CA 91107

BFA Educational Media
2211 Michigan Avenue
P.O. Box 1795
Santa Monica, CA 90406

Bobbs-Min ill Co., Inc.
4306 W. ar .2d Street
indianapc 11s, 1N 46206

appendix b
resource publishers' addresses

Capitol Records
Hollywood and Vine Streets
Hollywood, CA 900214

Carolrhodu Books, Inc.
241 First Avenue. North
Minneapolis, MN 55401

Cavendish, Marshall, Corp.
111 W. 57th Street
New York, NY 10010

Centron Films
1621 W. Ninth Street
Lawrence, KS 66044

Chartwell House, Inc.
P.O. Box 166
Bowling Green Station
New York, NY 10004

The Child's World
15543 Weatherstone lan
Elgin, IL 60120

Children Press
1224 W. Van Buren Street
Chicago. IL 60607

Churchill Films
662 N. Robertson Boulevard
Los Angeles. CA 90069

Cook, David C. Publishing Co.
850 N. Grove Avenue
Elgin, 11. 60120

Comnet Films
65 E. South Water Street
Chicago. IL 60601

Coward. McCann & Geoghegan, Inc.
200 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10016

Crowell, Thomas Y., Co.
521 Fifth Avenue
New York. NY 10017

Crown Publishers, Inc.
Park Avenue

New York, NY 10016

Dell Publishing Co., Inc.
1 Dag Ilammarskjold Plaza
245 E. 47th Street
New York, NY 10017

Dial Pre%
1 Dag Hanimarskjold Plaza
245 E. 47th Street
New York, NY 10017

Dodd, Mead & Co.
79 Madison Avenue
New York. NY 10016

Doubleday & Co., Inv.
501 Franklin Avenue
Garden City. NY 11530

Dutton, E.P., & Co., Inc.
2 Park Avenue
New York, NY 10016

Dynamic Teaching Materials
7525 Mission Gorge Road
Suite F
San Diego. CA 92121)

Early Stages
P.O. Box 5027
Walnut Creek. CA 945946

Educational Activities
Freeport, NY 11520

Encyclopedia Britannieu Edneatiimal Corp
425 N. Michigan Avenue
Chicago, IL 60611

Eye Gate Media
146-03 Archer Avenue
Jamaica, NY 11435

Farrar, Straus & Giroux, Inc.
19 Union Square. West
New York, NY 10003

Ferguson, j .G, , Company
100 Park Avenue
New York. NY 10017

FilmFair Communications
10900 Ventura Boulevard
P.O. Box 1728
Studio City, CA 91604
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Films. incorporated
1144 Wilmette Avenue
Wilmette, IL 60091

Folkways Records and Service Corp.
43 W. 61st Street
New York, NY 10023

Follett Publishing Co.
1010 W. Washington Boulevard
Chicago, II, 60607

Garland STPM Press
136 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10016

Grolier Educational Corp.
845 Third Avenue
New York, NY 101)22

Grasset & Dunlap, Inc.
51 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 1I$)10

C =rone Press. Inc.
53 E. llth Street
New York, NY 10(103

Hale, E.M. & Co.
12h W. River Street
Chippewa Fails. WI 54729

Harcourt Brace Joy Ira
757 Third Avenue
New York, NY 10017

Harper & Now Publishers, Inc.
Keystone Industrial Park
Scranton, PA 18512

Hastings House Publishers, Inc.
10 E. 40th Street
New York, NY 10016

Has School Publishing Co.. Inc.
321 Pennwood Avenue
Wilkiashing, PA 15221

Holiday House. Inc.
lti E. 53rd Street
New York, NY 10022

Holt, Rinehart & Winston, Inc.
383 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10017
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Houghton Mifflin Co.
Wayside Road
Burlington, MA 01803

International Film Bureau
332 S. Michigan Avenue
Chien°, IL 60604

Instructor Publications
Dansville, NY 14437

John Day Company
666 Fifth Avenue
New York, NY 10019

Learning Corporation of America
1350 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10019

The Learning Works
P.O. Box 6187, Department B
Santa Barbara, CA 93111

Lippincott, J.B., Cu.
521 Fifth Avenue
New York, NY 10017

Little, Brown & Co.
200 West Street
Waltham, MA 02154

Living Music Records
P.O. Box 68
Litchfield, CT 06759

Macmillan Publishing Co
886 Third Avenue
New York, NY 10022

Marslifilm
P.O. Boa 8082
Shawnee Mission, KS 66208

McGraw -Hill Book Co.
1221 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10038

McKay, David. Co.. lee.
2 Park Avenue
New York, NY 10016

Messner, Julian, Inc.
distributed by Simon & Schuster
I W. 30th Street
New York, NY 10018

Modern Talking Picture Service
1867 Elmhurst Road
Elk Crave Village, IL 80007

Morrow. William, & Co., Inc.
Wilmer Warehouse
6 Henderson Drive
West C.aldwell, NJ 07006

National Film Board of Canada
16th Floor
1251 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10020

National Geographic Sikiety
17th & M Streets, NW
Washington, DC 20036

New American library
1301 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10019

Nilgiri Press
P.O. Box 477
Petaluma, CA 94952

Outdoor Biological Instructional
Lawrence Hall of Science
University of California
Berkeley, CA 94720

Parents Magazine Press
52 Vanderbilt Avenue
New York, NY 10017

Parnassus Press
4080 Hailed Street
Emeryville, CA 94611$

Penguin Books. Inc.
625 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10022

Phoenix Films, Inc.
470 Park Avenue South
New York, NY 10016

Pomfret House
P.O. Box 216
Pomfret Center, CT 06259

Prentice -Hall, Inc.
Englewood Cliffs. NJ 07632

Putnam's, C.F., Sons
390 Murray Hill Parkway
East Rutherford, NJ 07073

Pyramid Films
P.O. Box 1048
Santa Monica. CA 90406

Strategies

Hand MeNak: & Co.
P.O. Ikm 7(100
Chicago, II. (10660

Haintrte Press
P.4). BM 11799
Chicago, IL 60611

Random House, Inc.
400 Hahn Road
Westminster, MD 21157

Reader's Digest Association
Pleasantville. NY 10570

Reiman Associates
6111. Wells Street
Milwaukee, WI 53202

liodale Press, Inc.
33 E. Minor Street
Emmaus, PA 18049

Sayre Publishing, Inc.
111 E. 39th Street
New York, NY 10016

Science Hubbies
2615 Central Avenue
Charlotte, NC 28205

Scholastic Book Services
906 Sylvan Avenue
Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632

Scribner's, Charles, Sons
597 Fifth Avenue
New York, NY 10017

Simon & Schuster. Inc.
83(1 Fifth Avenue
New York, NY 10020

St. Martin's Press
175 Fifth Avenue
New York, NY 10010

Stackpole Books
Camerson and Keller Streets
Harrisburg, PA 17105

Stein & Day
T E. 48th Street
New York, NY 10017

Stouffer, Marty, Productions, Inc.
P.O. Box 15057
Aspen, CO 81611
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Stuart. Vincent, Publishers Ltd.
45 Lower Helgrave Street
London. England SW I

SVE
Society For Visual Education, Inc.
1345 Diverse) Parkway
Chicago, IL (10614

TeleKETICS
Franciscan Communications Center
1229 S. Santee Street
Los Angeles. CA 90115

Tune- life, Inv.
Division of Time, Inc,
Time & Life Building
Rockefeller Center
New York, NY 10020

Tonsil Records
It) W. 56th ;limo
New York, NY 10019

Troll Associates
320 Route' 17
Mahwah. NJ 07430

University of Nebraska Press
MI N. 17th Street
LitictIlm, NE 685SM

Viking Press, inc.
625 Madison Avenue
New York. NY 19022

Walker & Company
720 Fifth Avenue
New York, NY 10019

Warne, Frederick. & Cn . Inc.
501 Franklin Avenue
Garden City, NY 1153(1

Western Publishing Co., Inc.
Dept. M
1220 Mound Avenue
Ravine, WI 53404

Whitman. Albert, & Company
560W. Lake Street
Chicago. 11.60606
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Although People and Animals: A Humane Education Curriculum Guide has kern copyrigh.trd Iv the National
Association for ilw Advancement of Humane Education, we would like to encourage educators to use appropriate activities

.11 in developing lesson plans or units, and in writing core curricula for individual schools or school systems. if you would

.11 like to reproduce segments of the guide or to use one or more of the activities in a document that will he duplicated or
11 reproduced. simply use the .form below (or write a letter with the specified information) to request permission to reprint.
I Generally permission will be granted to schools, educational agencies, and organizations working to prevent cruelty to
I animals. Send your request to NAANE. Box 362. East Haddam, CT p6423.
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We agree to credit the reproduced material as specified by the National Association for the Advancement of Humane

Education.
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